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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this paper is to pre sent i n one volume 
(l) a bibliography of all mathematics filmstri ps from those 
suitable for the first g rade to t ho se suitable for use in 
senior high school and college, (2) an accurate description 
of each fiLmstrip, and ( 3 } unbiased evaluations of each film-
strip by qualified teachers invited to take part in the proj-
ect. 
Concomitant problems. The foregoing tqree parts were 
the heart of the problem and the portion nearly completely 
solved.,.. There we re, however., concomitant problems which 
have been partially solved by this work. The first of these 
concerns the limited use of filmstrips by mathematics teechers. 
Undoubtedly many do not believe in using filmstrips in mathe-
matics classes.l Others have never g iven serious thought 
about the advisability of using filmstrips. In later sections 
of this chapter and throughout this work evidence is cited to 
support the contentio n that filmstrips should have serious 
1 Vera M. Falconer, Filmstrips: A Descriptive Index 
and Users Guide (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1948) 
P• 256 .. 
I 
consideration, and that they are useful in mathematics classes-. 
The second concomitant problem concerns the revision of cur-
rent filmstrips and production of new ones. The filmstrip 
producers were supplied, upon their request, with summaries 
of the evaluations. Summaries V'!e r e supp lied· only at the pro-
ducer's request; for unleDs they were intereste d enough to 
request the summaries, they prob ably would not be interested 
in changing or i mproving their filmstrips. 
Summary. The problem, the~, had three major parts: 
listing, describing, and. evaluB.t i n g mathematics filmstrips, 
and two concomitant pB.rts : B.rousing the mathematics t e acher's 
interest in fiLmstrips, and encourag ing producers to make 
better productions and necess a ry revisions in current pro ... 
duct ions,. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Definition of filmstrips . A filmstrip is a strip of 
cellulose acete.te (noninflammable) film, thirty-five milli -
meters (sli ghtly over an inch) wide and var ying in length 
from t wo to five fe c t.l Usual~y it has a seque nce of no t less 
tha n twenty still pictures nor more than one hundred, al .... 
though any numbe r of p ictures is p os s ible. Each picture is 
1 Ibid., p. 3 . 
2 
called a frame. 
Other names for filmstri p s. Filmstrips s>.re variously 
named stripfilms, filmslides, slidefilms ( these four terms 
may be conne cted, hyphenated, or disconnected), film rolls, 
stereopticon films , or picturol. The name filmstri p is be-
coming most popular and is used throughout this work except 
for a.n occasional direct quotation. Some producers do not 
use the name filmstrip end others are inventing still more 
names. Fortunately, the re is usually n o recognition diffi -
culty, for all the various names are characteristically de-
scriptive. 
A filmstrip may be single-framed , vertically double-
framed; or horizontally double-framed,. Most educationsl 
filmstrips are single-framed (about one inch by three~fourths 
of an inch); this me ans that the frames are about one-half 
the si ze of a standard thirty-five millimeter camera picture. 
A double-framed strip has pictures the same size as a. thirty-
five millimeter c2..mera (about •) ne and one-half inches by one 
inch) and is horizontally double-framed if the long axis of 
the picture is horizontal, but is vertically double-framed 
if the long axis of the picture is vertical. Double-framed 
strips are usually horizontal; single-framed strips are almost 
universally horizontal. All filmstrips included in this work 
are horizontal, single-framed strips. Most present day pro-
jectors will accomodate all the vario·us types with slight 
3 
adjustments. 
There are sound filmstrips for some subjects. As yet 
none are available for mathematics. Sound filmstrips have 
recorded music, sound effects, or a lecture which can be 
played while the strip is shown. The recording may be play-
ed on any record player or on a special projection unit con-
taining a record plsyer.. Any filmstrip may be made into a 
solmd filmstrip by recording a lecture to accompany it, or 
any sound filmstrip can be made silent by not playing the re-
cording. 
The descriptions of Che.pter V show, for each filmstrip, 
the number of frames, the purchase price, the educational 
advisor when known, whether the strip is colored or black 
and white, and other information about each individual film-
strip .• 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT 
Lack of' such a previous study. The writers could find 
no single volume containing a descriptive, evaluative bioli~ 
ography of .all filmstrips suitable for use in mathematics 
clas s es. That such a volume will be useful is clearly evident 
from the following three criteria which Falconer1 gives for 
1 Ibid., PP• 27-28. 
II 
selecting a filmstrip for classroom use: (1) Decide what 
part of the subject matter is to be presented by filmstrips, 
( 2) Decide what purpose is to be serve d by the filmstrip 
(review, introduction, discussion, teaching, etc.), and (3) 
Select the filmstrip nearest to y our needs. Teachers do not 
have the time to review personally all filmstrips before or-
dering or renting them. Therefore,it is impossible, without 
such a volume as this, to select the filmstrip nearest to 
their ne eds. 
The literature on evB.luated filmstrip s is inadequate. 
Producers supp ly descriptions of their filmstrips and some-
times evaluations. These are usually reliable but are subject 
to bias. Felconer's excellent Filmstrips: A Descriptive 
Index and Users Guide purports to describe e..ll filmstrips.,. 
Although every audio-visual department should have this vol-
ume, Falconer includes only sixty-one filmstrips, produced 
by five companies, under the heading Mathematics. She lists 
seven additional filmstrips suitable for mathematics under 
other headings. In November , 1949, Johnson and Syerl listed 
133 filmstrips produced by ten companies. There are 184 film-
strips, produced by twelve companies, included in this work . 
1 Donovan A. Johnson and Henry W. Syer, "A Bibliography 
of Mathema.tics Films and Filmstrip s, 11 School Science and l\!Iath-
ematics, 49:650-657, November , 1949. 
An earnest endeavor has been made to include all applicable 
£ilmstrips, but there is no guarantee that such is the case. 
Further evidence o£ the need £or this study. The 
Committee. on Evaluation of Films and Filmstripsl is doing 
a more exhaustive evaluation project than that attempted in 
this work. They are evaluating a~ter actual classroom use 
and are arriving at evaluations as determined by one or more 
teachers in one or more classes. Their method is excellent 
but time consuming, and the results are not gathered into one 
volume but published i~ interested periodicals. If this 
method could be extended so that teachers evaluated all £ilm~ 
strips a~ter actual use in appropriate situations, and the 
results were gathered in one volume, it would, indeed, be a 
valuable volume. Nevertheless;, our work would still be use-
£ul £or several reasons: (1) It promises to be more rapidly 
completed than other methods o~ evaluation, (2) Selection of 
£ilmstrips by prospective users could be made on the basis o£ 
two di££erent evaluation techniques, (3) The evaluators £or 
this project are experienced teachers, or prospective teachers, 
qualified to judge the probable results for using particular 
filmstrips in their classes, (4) Participating evaluators have 
~ Committee on Evaluation of Films and Filmstrips, 
The Mathematics Teacher, 42:311-312, February, 1949. 
f" 
'J 
/ 
J 
an opportunity to have f irst hand experience with many film-
s trips, and ( 5) New filmstrips a r c being C·Jnst 2.ntly produced. 
Evidence of the v a lue of filmstr ips. All mathematics 
teachers and especially those te a chers who do not believe in, 
or have not conside r6 d us i ng filmstri p s, collld profitably 
r ead Zyvel "Experimenta l Study of Te a ching Ari th_metic Combi-
nations." Quoting from t h is experiment: 
"Under conditions existing in this experiment: 
Two days' tea ching of arithmetic combinations with 
the lante rn gave approximately the s a me result~ that three 
days gav e wl'len using blackboard presentation."i:::: 
Certainly this is evidence that the lant ern is most 
useful in one situation . There is reason to believe ths.t 
there are many situations in which simi lar results could be 
obtained. Th e hope is that more and more such situations can 
be discovered, some of them through thi s project, and that as 
a r e sult much gre e.ter us e will be made of those filmstrips 
shown to be valuable. This work will p rovide a basis for 
sele cting filmstrips which will fit a g iven situation. It is 
folly to create a situation for u sing a particu lar filmstrip.3 
1 Claire T. Zyve, "Experimental Study of the Teaching 
of Arithmetic Combinati ons," Educational Methods, 12:16-18, 
October, 1932. 
2 Ibid., p. 17 
3 Falconer, 2£• cit., p. 27. 
The filmstrip shou ld be cre a t ed or selected for use in a par-
ticular situation and therein lies the j ustificati on for t h is 
evaluat i on project. 
SOURCE OF THE PROBLEM 
DiLuna, Fleet, and Hathawayl prepared a descriptive 
and evaluative bibliography of mathematics films. Their 
orig inal plans called for evaluati on of films and filmstrips. 
They found this too broad a t a sk and eliminated filmstrips 
from their project. Therefore, this evaluation of filmstrips 
was undertaken. After a critic a l examination of the methods 
used by DiLuna, Fleet and Hathaway 2 their methods were adopted 
with only a few changes. Their e valuati on check list wa s 
adopted almost verbatim. This is j ustified in Chapter III 
together with justification of additions and omissions. 
DiLuna, Fleet, and Hathaway3 held their film preview 
showings on Monday afternoons. At times attendance at their 
showings was poor. Our preview showings were scheduled ee.ch 
Tuesday and Wednesday evening from seven to eight-thirty with 
1 Anthony B. DiLuna, Raymond F. Fleet, and Milfred K. 
Hathawa y, "A Descriptive and Evaluative Bibliography of Ma t he-
matics Films," (Unpublish ed Master's Thesis, Boston Univer-
sity, Boston, 1950). 301 PP• 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
the hope that a larger audience would attend. Two showings 
a week were necess a ry to show all the available filmstrips 
by May, 1951. 
A detailed account of the procedure can be found in 
Chapter IV. Chapter V contains the descriptions and evalua-
ti ons for each filmstrip , and Chapter VI is a summary of re-
. sults. 
The following chapter is a SQ®nary of film &nd film-
strip evaluation methods othe r s have used as revealed by the 
literature. 
,7 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
THE HIS'I10RY OF THE FILMSTRIP 
Before discussing the uses of filmstrips in the mathe-
matics classroom a brief sketch of its history is appropriate. 
"The projection simplification which we now know as 
the filmstrip came into being shortly before 1920 when 
Underwoods of New York conceived the idea of putting 
their large photographic library on 55 mm. film, In a 
sense the step was comparable to the introduction of 
Eastman roll film in photography. These new materials 
were mainly photographs of people and places with brief 
identifying captions. The idea was taken over by the 
Stillfilm Company for distribution to schools as a sub-
stitute for the glass slide, with a 'teaching' title for 
each picture as an added attraction. Later the 35 mm. 
film was found to be more desirable and became the stan-
dard width for filmstrip. This type of pictorial teach-
ing aid continued to gain in popularity until the early 
1930's and the development of the educati onal sound motion 
picture. For a time, school interest was captured almost 
completely by sound movies; however, in recent years the 
filmstrip is again c oming out into popularity -- not to 
the exclusion of other visual aid, but where it has most 
to contribute."l 
A few months after the introduction of the fiL~strip 
by Underwoods the use of filmstrips in the classroom was in-
troduced by the Society for Visual Education , Inc. 
Many educators agree that audio-visual materials used 
l Vera M. Falconer, Filmstri s a Descri tive Index 
and Users Guide (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1948 
P• 2. 
in training programs durin g World War II increased the pop-
ularity of these media in rec ent years. 
"In 1941, the United ·States was faced with the enor-
mous task of turning out a Navy and an Army of milli0ns 
of men in a relatively short period of time. Exp erimen-
ta t ion has shown that facts and skills could be learned 
with the help of audio-visual materials in a shorter 
period than by older methods. Motion pictures, slides, 
slidefilms, models, mock-ups, and many related aids came 
into use on a hitherto unprecedented scale. Audio-visual 
communications were utilized ex tensively in strategic end 
technical planning, technical study, incentive programs 
for both army personnel and civilians, and for historic 
recording. Here was a large scale demonstration for the 
first time of the value of these media."l 
One other instance of the manner in which World Wa r 
II increased the use of audio-visual aids is illustrated by 
Fern. 2 
"The evolution of the instructional film is proceeding 
apace largely as a result of the stimulus of wartime de8 
mands for training many people quickly. Now a discernible 
pattern is emerging out of the experiences of both those 
who use and those who produce films for teaching. We can 
anticipate refinements and improvements in this pattern, 
bu t it is probable that the basic characteristics of the 
good te a ching film will remain constant. 
These characteristics are: (l) correlation of the 
content of the film and the learning situati on, (2) ac-
curacy of information, (3) good instructional techniques 
a s a 'built in' feature, and (4) satisfactory technical 
quality of production." 
Learn 
Films 
l Harry L. Strauss and J. R. Kudd, Look, Listen and 
(New York: Associated Press, 1948) PP• 4-5. 
2. George H. Fe rn, and Eldon Robbins, Teaching with 
(Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing Co., 1946) p. 63 
/I 
tl 
Most educators now recognize that filmstrips a.re a def-
inite aid for presenting classroom material , as evidenced by 
the many articles in periodicals and books appearing recently 
pertaining to the educational value of all audio-visual aids. 
Fernl had the following to say concerning filmstrips. 
"It may be misleading to refer to discussion of the 
slide film as a silent film and convey the impression 
that an aura of silence should prevail as the pictures 
are flashed on the screen. It is not an insult to the 
intelligence of tb~ group if the captions are read aloud, 
provided the reader can pronounce the technical words 
corr·ectly. Supplementary rewards by the instructor, and 
general discussion of the pictures are likely to deal 
with more effective instruction." 
FILMSTRIPS AND TEACHING 
There are several reasons why filmstrips are a valu-
able teaching aid when compared to other audio-visual aids. 
They have most of the advantages of any still picture . The 
machine used for projection is noiseless when in operation, 
and does not tend to distract the pupil 's attention; the 
machine is one of the simplest o f all projection machines to 
operate; the pictures are in a predetermined order and cannot 
get out of their correct order. There is no damage or break-
age should they be dropped. The filmstrip can be stored in a 
small space and is easily shipped from one school to another. 
1 Ibid, PP• 17-18. 
/ --, 
The filmstrip is one of the cheapest visual aids available, 
a nd has the capacity of centering the classes inte rest and 
a t tenti on. A final advantage is that the filmstrip can re-
tain each picture on the screen as long as needed. Straussl 
said that: 
"The slide film may be us e d to advantage wheneve r an 
operati on or learning situation can be divided into a 
series of logical steps. As an aid in skills teaching, 
it ranks a close second to the motion picture. It 
doesn't replace the motion picture; it does a different 
kind of a job. Use a slide film when you want to stop, 
answer questions, make sure tha t every point registers -
when tl:ie detail is extensive." 
During the past few years many have argued that film-
strips are not conductive to learning. Falconer2 says: 
"Although mathematica could not be taught effectively 
without a blackboard, it has been taught effectively wi th-
out filmstrips, and it seems that it will continue to be 
taught without filmstri p s and motion pictures for some 
time to c ome. It is possible to introduce visual aids 
into some mathema tics courses, but the results in student 
understanding hardly seem to justify it• 
Perhaps, if strips were produced that demonstrated 
applications of mathematics in everyday life, these would 
be helpful. However, such applications are usually so 
familiar to the class tha t spe cial demonstrations cannot 
be worth the cost." 
Although the following quotation specifies motion pic-
tures it would probably nave served as an opinion on the esti-
1 Harry L. Strauss, and J. R. Kudd, op. cit., p. 31. 
2 Vera M. Falconer, op. cit., P• 256. 
/ 
mated use of filmstr ips in 1926. 
"FiLms on mathematics do not exist because motion pic-
tures do not furnish economical illustrations for these 
subjects . Most mathematical rules and operati ons are re-
duced to verbal formulas, that function best in the mem-
ory when freed from c oncrete iimitations. Geometry is 
so easily and cheaply illustrated with the blackboe.rd 
and pencil, that it is almost a criminal waste of school 
funds to us e them in the production or purchase of such 
films. nl 
Information is available to repudiate those indivi duals 
wh o limit the value of audio-visual aids,. In the words o f 
Strauss, 2 "Thrm.~gh the use of visual aids students l e arn up 
to 35 per cent more in a g iven period of time, and remember 
up to 50 per cent longer." The Forty-Eight Yearbook of The 
Nati0nal Society for the Study of Education3 reported that: 
"The following claims for properly used audio-visual 
materials in tb~ teaching situation are supported by re-
search evidence: (l) They supply a concrete basis for 
c onceptual thinking e.nd hence reduce meaningless word 
responses of students. (2) They have a high degree of 
interest for students. (3) They supply the n e ces s ary 
basis for developmental learning and hence make learn-
ing more permanent. (4) They offer a reality of experi-
ence which stimulates self-activity on the part o f pupils. 
(5) They develop a continuity of thought; this is expe-
cially true of motion pictures. (6) They contribute 
growth 6f meaning and hence to vocabulary development. 
(7) They provide experiences not easily secured by other 
1 A. P. Hollis, Motion Pictures for Instruction (New 
York: Century Co., 1926) p. 83. 
2 Harry L. Strauss and J. R. Kudd, op. cit.~ p. 11. 
3 "Audio ... visual Methods of Instruction" The Fortz-
Eighth Yearbook, The National Society for the Study of Ed-
ucation, Chicago, 1949. 
J 
materials and contribute to the efficie ncy, variety, and 
depth of learning." 
Straussl also said, "Audio-visual material has been 
used to teach subject matter with considerable success. You 
can even teach mathematics that way." Probably the reason he 
mentioned mathematics specifically was that filmstrips we r e 
used as a teaching aid in most other fields of study prior to 
being used in mathematic~. He may have been thinking, too, 
of those who had stated audio-visual aids were of little or 
no v a lue in the teaching of mathematics. 
Billett2 mentions two major contributions of audio ... 
visual aids to the field of secondary education. 
"To the improvement of the t ea ching and learning sit-
uation in the seoonde.ry school, auditory and visual aids 
can make two major contributions. First, they can increase 
immensely the range and diversi t y of the experiences of 
all the pupils in the classroom-laboratory. fJ:'hey can make, 
not only the world, but sizeable portions of the universe, 
part of the classroom-laborato ry environment. Second, cer-
tain auditory and visual aids can increas e i mmensely the 
educative growth achi e vable by pupils of less- than-average 
general intelligence or academic ap titude. 'l'hese pupils 
have more-than-average diffi culty with symbolism, the dif-
ficulty increa sing with decrease in academic aptitude, and 
with increase in the degree of abstractnes s of the symbol-
ism. Many forms of auditory and visual B.ids provide vi-
carious experience with a minimum of e.bs tractness. Thro'!-lgh 
1 Harry L. Strauss and J. R. Kudd, op. cit., p. 9. 
:15 
the wise use of such aids, pupils of less-than-average 
academic aptitude will be able to deve lop concepts s.nd 
resultant ideals, attitudes and appreciations of k ind 
and degree otherwise i mpossible withln the limits set 
by time, clas sroom e nvironment , and nat ive aptitude ." 
In his course of "The Unit Method in the Seconda ry 
School"l Billett has sta ted that, in hi s opinion, the film~ 
strip is o·f g r eater value as e. tea ching a id i n the s e c ondary 
school classroom than is the moti on picture . 
'I'he value of the mo ti0n picture should n ot be minim-
ized , but c oncepts not involving mot i on c an be just as effec-
tively presented by filmstrips. Fa lconer says, "Over. 90 per 
cent of all subject ma t te r taught in schools does not require 
motion for adequate presentation."2 If this is true, then 
certainly there are e.mple opportunities for the use of film-
strip s. 
Filmstrips are rap idly becoming more popula.r. Th is is 
' indicated b y the following two quotations from Dent.3 
I 
"It is intere sting to note that in recent years the 
demand on the United States Depar tment of Agriculture for 
stereopticon pictures is now soley for filmslides, where-
as, as l a te as 1932 thousands of g lass slides were requi-
1 "The Unit Method in the Secondary School", Roy o. 
Billet.t, Professor of Educati on, School of Educs_tion, Boston 
University, Fall Semester, 1950. 
2 Vera M. Falcone r, op. cit., p. 2. 
I 
3 
(Chicago: 
Ellsworth c. Dent, The Audio-Visual Handbook 
The Society for Visual Education Inc., 1939) P• 81. 
I 
sitioned annually for loan. 11 
11 Certain it is thst there is more new educational vis-
ual materials available in filmstrip form at present than in 
any other form." 1 
It is important that all teachers reali ze that the 
learning proces s used in deve loping mathematical understand-
ings proceeds from the very simple, concrete, meani ngful ex• 
periences (with actual objects perceived or touched) to ab~ 
stractions based on sense perceptions and directly related 
to these per ceptions by mea.ns of mathematical signs and sym@O 
bola. From these abstractions progress is to the concrete 
and practical application of these concepts to new situations 
as they arise.2 Since integration and meaning are so impor~ 
tant in the teaching of mathematics, filmstrips constructed 
with these aims in mind will g r eatly assist presenting math-
ematical subject matter at a ll grade levels. 
EVALUATION OF FILMSTRIPS 
The mathematics filmstrip is b~coming more commonly 
1 Ellsworth c. Dent, op. cit., P• 86. 
2 Anthony B. Di Luna, Raymond F. Fleet, and Milfred 
K. Hathaway A Descriptive and Evaluative Bibliography of 
Mathems.tics Films, Unpublished Masters Thesis, Boston Univer ... 
sity School of Educati on, Boston, 1950,. PP• 8--9. 
/ 
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accepted as a teaching a id in our schools. This has b e en 
brought a bout by effective use of improved techniques in the 
producti rm and selection of filmstrips .. 
At the present time there are at least 184 mathematics 
filmstrips from which the teacher may make selections for 
classroom use. This number includes filmstrips which could 
be us e d at various grade levels from primary scho0l to college. 
The choice of filmstrips to be used must be based on some 
evaluation, personal or objective. "In education we evaluate 
a te2ching medium to determine its value as 2 learning devise; 
we appraise the possible teaching medium. 111 
With the filmstrip, as with all other teaching aids 
and materials, the teacher must carefully examine its value 
as a learning activity. No audio-visual aid should be used 
in the classroom until it has been carefully examined and 
evaluated by the t e acher, or by some other reliable individ• 
ual or group. 
"In evaluating audio ... visual materials, tberefore, we 
must never lose sight of Socrates' declaration that, 'The 
unexplained life is not worth living.' Perhaps we should 
extend it to our present purpose and say that unexplained 
materials shou ld not be used."2 
1 Ibid., P• 9. 
2 Edgar Dale, Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching (New 
York: The Dryden Press, 1946) p. 501. 
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Dalel says that before deciding to use a filmstrip in 
a classroom consideration of the following eight questions 
would be advisable. 
size? 
1. Will it help to achieve my teaching purpose? 
2. Does it g ive a generally true impression? 
3. Is it good both technically and e.rtificially? 
4. Does it stimulate imag ination? 
5. Does it add to knowledge? 
6. Is the material presented accurate as to relative 
7. Do es it contain the proper am01.mt of detail? 
8. Is attention focused on the main idea or ideas? 
Other questions to be considered in the selection of 
audio-visual aids, as suggested by Dale,2 include the follow• 
ing: 
1. Is there a teacher's guide available to help in the 
effective use of the audio ... visual material? 
2. Do the teaching materials make those who use them 
more critical minded? 
3. Do the materials g ive us a true picture of the ideas 
which they present? 
1 Ibid, p. 227. 
2 Ibid, PP• 500-504. 
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4. Does the material contribute meaningful content to 
the topic under study? 
5. Is the material appropriate for the age, experience, 
&nd intelligence of the learners? 
6. Is 'the material used worth the time, expense, and 
e f fort involved? 
7. Is the physical quality of the audio-visual material 
satisfactory? 
Deall presents a list of principles to be used for the 
selection of teaching a ids as follows: 
l. The material should be selected for the sole pure 
pose of aiding in the acb~evement of the aims and objectives 
of the course.. Don't adjust the course to the material., 
2. Materials should be presented to encourage and in-
spir~ pupil activity, not as entertainment. 
3. Every item of material used should b e accompanied 
by a discussion of it. 
4. Materials should be modern and they Should be dis-
carded and replaced as frequently as necessary to keep in con-
formity with changing times and conditions. 
5. When possible materi als should be selected that re-
1 Donald T. tieal, "Criteria to be Used in the Selec~ 
tion of Te aching Material," Balance Sheet, Vol. 22: 202-204, 
January, 1941. 
.r"'·' 
_! 
quire pupils to co-operate in working out problems. 
6. Materials must be accurate and true to the actual 
principles they aim to illustrate. 
7. Materials must not be depended upon to do the teach-
in g. 
McKown and Roberts 1 sta.te that filmstrips should: have 
excellent photographic qualities; express thoughts which are 
pictorial in nature rather than verbal; provide enriched ex-
periences beyond those of the textbook; be previewed before 
purchase. 
The group activity purposes, especially in schools 
and colleges, for which available filmstrips are mo st suited 
are (1) demonstration of skills, (2) direct teaching, (3} 
illustration, and (4} supplementary instruction. 2 
·rn 1948 Jobnson,3 with a carefully controlled exper~ 
iment, made a study of the effectiveness of films and film-
strips in teaching geometry. He conducted fifteen indepen-
dent experiments, using the instructional units Circles and 
1 Harry c. McKown, and Al vin B. Roberts, Audio-Visual 
Aids to Instruction (New ·york: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 
1949) P• 182. 
2 Vera M. Falconer, op. cit., P• 13-
3 Donovan A. Johnson, "Are Films and Filmstrips 
Effective in Teaching Geometry," School Science and Math-
ematics, 50: 570"574 1 October, 1950. 
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Loci. As a result of this study Johnson1 reached the follow-
ing conclusions. 
11 1. The greatest contribution of the films and film-
strips now available for geometry classes seems to be in 
the areas of app licational learning and retenti on. It is 
worthy of emphasis that thes e are probably the most imporM 
tant products of instruction. 
2. In order to obtain significant results from the use 
of films and filmstrips in geometry instruction, it ap-
pears necessary to use several films combined with film@! 
strips as a supplement to the regular instruction. 
3~.Present geometry films and filmstrips do not increase 
significantly the learning of geometric skills or problem 
solving skills. 
4. The results show the ne ed for replica~ion if gen-
eralizations are to be drawn from experimental results." 
The reader should remember that more, and possibly 
better., filmstrips have been produced since this study was 
made in 1948. As Johnson2 states: 
11 In e_ny case it should be remembered that this experi-
ment used films and filmstrips available in 1948. Newer 
and better films and filmstrips that are now becoming 
available may g ive results that are more favorable to vis-
ual aids in ma thematics." 
According to Falconer3 the following list should be 
used as the criteria for selecting filmstrips. 
1 Ibid., P• 573. 
2 Ibid., p~ 574. 
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1. What part of the subject matter should be taught by 
the filmstrip medium? 
2. For what purposes are the filmstrip desired: 
(a) for review 
(b) for introduction to a unit 
(c) for discussion 
(d) for direct teaching 
(e) for demonstration 
(f) for illustratlon 
(g) for any other purpose that the user may have 
in mind ? 
3. Does the vocabulary used suit the age leve l of the 
group to which it is to be presented? 
4. Is the approach and treatment suitable for the group? 
5. Do the photographs, drawings, die_gr s_ms, and other 
pictoriel materials in the filmstrip really visualize tne sub-
ject? 
6. Do the pictures add something to understanding that 
words cannot supply as effectively? 
7. Do the pictures themselves "speak" to the audience? 
8. Is the material well organized? 
9. Does the pictorial matter carry the majo r portion 
of the information, or is too much text used? 
10. Is the technical quality of the fiLmstrip good? 
11. Is the information presented accurate and free 
from bias? 
12. For what grade level is tbe filmstrip suited? 
In 1949 the Committee for the Evaluation of Films 
and Filmstrips was formed by The National Council of Teach-
ers of Mathematics, the Committee being composed of people 
actively engaged in the teaching of mathematics. Each com-
mittee member is required to review at least two films and 
four filmstrips a year. The film or filmstrip is used in an 
actual classroom situation, in its normal place in the devel-
opment of a mathe:!natical topic, and is followed by a review. 
One objective of the Committee is to have these reviews pub-
lished in mathematics periodicals, where they will be avail-
able for study by all interested mathematics teachers. 
The Committee has prepared an outline of review in 
which the sub-topics are: technic2.l details; educational 
details; evaluation of usefulness --- educational aspects; 
evaluation of usefulness --- technical aspects. It is also 
emphasized that any pertinent comments should be included. 
The Committee1 sta tes the following as i t s six objec• 
tives: 
1 "Committee on the Evaluatlon of Films and Film-
strips." op. cit., pp. 311~312. 
1. 
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1. To find, list, review, and encourage the use of 
worthy motion pictures and filmstrips in teaching mathematics. 
2 . To serve as a clearing h ouse where up-to-date list-
ings of mathematical films and filmstrips can be f ':lu.nd ,. 
3. To acquaint professional and popular periodicals 
with the best films and filmstrips available. 
4. To review films and filmstrips after actual class-
room use., rather than to form subjective, individual judge-
ments. 
5. To provide wider use of films and filmstrips in 
cla.s srooms by cooperating with l oca l teachers' groups through 
discussiori and correspondence. 
6. To encourage produce r s to emphasize the type of films 
and filmstrips most needed in mathematics classrooms. 
From a study of the preceeding paragraphs it is evident 
that many of the suggested methods of ev2luating filmstrips 
c.re subjective. In an a ttempt . to make our findings as objec:... 
tive as possible , we have compiled an objective check list, 
taking into consideration all the criteria found concerning 
the evaluation of films and filmstrips. A discussion of the 
check list items will be f ound in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER I I I 
THE CHECK LIST 
The ~s:mrpose of this chapter is to validate the check 
list·. The writers are much indebted to the fine work done by 
DiLuna, Fleet , and Hathawayl in the construction of their 
film evaluation check list. T,eir check li s t served as a 
helpful guide , and a source of appropriate reference material . 
The use of an instrument very similar to tha t usea in the 
aforementioned research required consideration of the follow-
ing facts: l. certain criteria apply to a wi d e assortment of 
visual teaching aids; 2 . ce rtai n properties of films have anal-
ogous properti es in filmstrip s. 
Actual classroom use would be the most desirab le and 
e xact ing way to evalua te mathemati c s filmstr i ps . By this 
mean s t he teacher wo uld be able to observe first hand t he o ver-
al l effectiveness of the filmstrip . This undert ak ing, h owever , 
would require a great amount of time as well as numerous 
teachers participating. At the time of this writing this typ e 
of research is being carried ou t by t he National Council of 
Teach~ rs of Mathematics . 
l Ant~ony DiLuna et al . A Descriptive and Evaluative 
Bibliog_raphy of Mathematics Films . Bost on Univers ity School 
of Education , l 9 o0 . pp. 22- 40 
Our research project, coupled with simila r projec t s, 
will provid e the te e, cher s =- veral sourc es of :ceviews of mathe-
aa tics films trips . Th e mo r e extensive these sources oe come 
the easier it u ill be for a teach er to obtain an accurate 
ar;praisa.l of mathematics filmstrips. 
I n this pro ject the filmstrip s we re evaluated by g~oups 
of teachers ~ So that responses cou ld be easily tabulated 
~nd interpreted, it wa s necessary to c onstruct a check list. 
According to Waples and Tyl er l , in a book wri t ten on 
the sub ject of research techniques , there ar e five important 
cha racteristics tha t should be c on s idered in the c onstruction 
of a check list similar to the one used in this research pro-
ject. These five fe a t ures are : 
l . Completeness 
2 . Specificity 
3. Clear definitions of it em s 
4 . Explicitness 
5 . Simp licity 
By co~leten~_§~ Vi!e.ples and Tyler mean that every 
significa nt factor should be t aken into consideration . The 
items must De suecific in or der tha t the ch~ ck lists will 
1 Douglas ~aples and Ralph W. Tyler . Research 
~ethods and Teachers • Problems. Ma cMilla n Company , New York , 
1930 . p . c) 46 . 
h :::-.ve a diagnostic value vvhen compi led. Tb.e i terns should be 
clearly d efined so that each person filling out the check 
list will interpret each it em the same way . The directions 
for using the check list should be explicit so that they may 
be followed without difficulty. These fa~tors were used as 
guides throughout the deve lopment of our check list. 
Past check lists used to evaluate films contain items 
tha t f a ll under one of the three follmving classifications: 
1. purpose or purposes fo r which the film i s best s u ited; 
2 . contents of the film; and 3. technical qual ity of the f ilm. 
The items appear ing on the check li s t actually used oy the 
evaluators of t h is project (check li Et num oer one of the appen-
dix) were grouped according to the above clas s ification. 
A second check list (check list n umb er two of the 
a ppendix) was constructed to f acilitate tabula tion. The items 
of the second c he ck list are identical with those of the first 
except t hat they h a ve be en gr ouped according t o t:he t y=oe of 
response (multiply cho ice or yes-no) rather than according to 
the above class ification . Th i s second check li s t was never 
used by the evalua to r s. The graphical presentation of evalua-
tion results necessitated rewordi ng the items of t he che ck 
list. This r ewording is justified and explained in the intro-
dubtion to Chapter V. 
The i t ems tha t appeRr in this validation of the che ck 
l is t are in the i d e n tica l seque n ce and forrn a s on "Ch eck List 
Numb e r One 11 of the append ix . 
The first it em of the c h eck li s t i s: 
1. \"/hat is the value o f the fi lmstrip f or each of the 
following purp oses : 
a . To introduce 
new m.g_terial 
b . 
c. 
d . 
e . 
f · 
- . 
To aug men t 
exp l anations 
To provide a com-
mon experience 
To d evelop skills 
To mo tiva te 
To :r·eview 
Excelle nt Good Fair Poor 
Exce J.len t Good . Fafr Poor 
Excellent Good Fair P oor 
Exc e llent Good Fair Poor 
Excellent" Good Fa ir Poor 
Excellent Goo d Fair Poor 
Th is it em a nd its su b-t op ic s wa s i ncluded to det Armine 
some of the pu r poses , use s , and ob jectives of the fil mstrip s . 
Lewlerl d evot es the firs t section o f h is check list to 
1 t h e b b jectives of the film . He incl~~e d the fol l owing thre e 
qu es tions : 11 Does t he film have obvi ous ob jectives? Are t he 
objective s suf f iciently l i mit ed to pe rmit a d equate treatment ? 
1 A; e the fi lm objectives in keep ing with t h e teacher's a i ms at 
the J8 r ticul 8 r leve l? 11 
\ l F. L . Leml e r . 11 A Critical Eva l uation o f Teaching 
ji Films . 11 ~~~ca·pon . 58 : 479-48.3 , April, 1938 . p . 4 :;0 
Ji 
., 
On a cnecl~ list comp i led by Corey l one of' t he i tern s 
states , 11 I s the content of the picture related obviously a nd 
definite ly t o ·wha t is oe ing taught ? 11 Mc CJ usky2 sta tes tha t 
the use of ~he f ilms is prede te r mi n ed oy their pla cement in 
one of t welve d ifferent tu 0 es . Th e s e typ es are : 1 . Narrative ; 
2 . Dra matic; 3~ Di scours ive; 4 . Evide ntia l ; 5. Fa ctual ; 
6 . Emula tive ; ? . Proolemat ic; 8 . Incentive; 9 . Rhythmic; 
10 . Therapeutic; 11 . Dr ill; and 12. Pe rt icip a t i on-enj oyment . 
~cCl usky , howe ver, is dealing with broad over- a ll classificatioa 
of fdlms . In this project on J y filmstrip s which e re app licab l e 
i n a mathematics cla ssroom are to oe cons i dered ; tne refore , it 
becomes ne c essary to be more specific in de t ermining the actual 
use that is to be made of the filmstrips . Hoban3 recog nizes 
three poss i ble uses of films from t h e standp oint of classroom 
procedures . They a re to introduce , to present m~terial during 
a uni t, and to surmnarize . 
I t c a n be r eadi l y noted t ha t the diff e rent au t hors vary 
consideraoly conc ~rning the purp o ses for which a film can 
l Stephen H. Corey . " Teache r Eva lua tion of Cla ssroom 
!1 0tion Pictures . 11 Elementary Sch ool J ournal. 45 : 324-.32'? , 
FeorLlE'ry, 1~ ':1, 5 . p . 325--- ---·- -· 
2 F. Dean McClusky . "The Nature of the Edu cat i ona l 
Fllm. 11 Film e. n~ Eo.ucation. Edited by Godfrey lV.i . Elliot , 
Philosop h ica l Liora ry , Ne w York , l 9 4 d . Chapter II , pp . 27- 35 
3 Ch arles F . Hoban . Focus en Learnin~ · 
Council on Educa.t j_ on ~ YJash lngt oU, iS:- C., 194;::; . 
Americafb. 
p . 171 
- ' -I 
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be used. Our che ck li s t contBins six purp oses concerning the 
actual use and possiole outcomes of the films trip . The 
respons es to this question were broken down i nto four dRgre es 
of eff e c ti V'3ne ss . 'rhe des cPi pt i ve terws : excellent , good , 
fair, a nd poor were used to a i d t he user of the check li s t 
lin deteric.in ing the mer i t of th e f i l ms trLJ for the s i x po ssiole 
uses stat ed aoove . 
2. Doe s t he filmstrip mak e use of ev eryday s i tuations 
to illustrate tne app J i cations of mathematics? 
Yes No 
The purpose of' thi s itr:;L i s t o de term:i_ne whe the r or 
not the example s used fo r illue. trP-.t:i.ve purposes in t he film-
1strip 2-.r e s ituati ons whi ch wou l d DP. encoun t ered in da i ly life . 
To increase motivat i on filmstri~Js must avoid' a. r tificial s itua-
tions and t urn to the mo~e i nte resting prac t ical appli c ~ t io ns . 
Schre i berl states tha t the presentat ion should De 
desie;ned to arOlJ.se and SllStcd.n int e:cest . Due to t he fact 
I 
tion may De su osta ntiat ed . Of course ) s:i.nce filmstrips are 
an in2.n if11e te visual medi'J.m , the ill .tBtrati ons u.sea are the 
onJy mean s by which a concre te r epresenta tion may be ga ined . 
1 Hooert E . 2-chreiber . 11 The Selection and 
J 
of J:...,ilms 11 F' :i.lm and Ed.ucat ion . Ed ited Dy Godfrey 
Philoso ph i ca l Liura ry, New York , 194b . p . 583 
I 
Evaluation 
M. Ell iot , 
? I 
_, 
3:1 
Educators p oint out tha t to gain full benefits from 
suoject matter the material should be integrated with t he 
daily exper iences of the learner. On: a check list found in 
a book about educe.tional aids compiled oy the Cooperative 
Study of Secondary Sch ool Standards:!-; along wi t h a committee 
of educa tors, t he follo wing item appeared: 11 Hesources of t he 
community and environment are used whenever possible to make 
pract i cal applications to mathematics. " 
3 . For wha t gra.de or grades do you thi nk this film-
strip would be suited? 
Primary Intermediate '(th Bth 9th lOth l lth 12th College 
Thi s i tem is an att empt to determine t he grad e level 
at which the evaluators felt the filmstrip should be used . 
The ma jor factors that this item dep ends upon are the vocabu-
l a ry and maturity of aooroach of the filmstrip . Th is item 
may be found on mos t check lists conc erning educational films. 
In a Film Forum conducted by Henry W. Syer2 certain 
characteristics of films are brought ou t by the us e of the 
1 Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards. 
Eval ua tive Crit eria . 1950 Edition, George Banta Publishing Co. 
p . 148 
2 Henry W. Syer . "Film Forum'' at Tenth Christme.s 
Meeting of The Na tional Council of Teachers of Ma thematics in 
Wichita, Kans a s, Decemoer 28 , 1949 . 
? 
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I que s tions : 11 Is t he voca bu l a ry suitable? 11 , and 11 I s the level 
of ma t uri t y of approa c h suita.ble ? 11 . 
On a ch eck li st developed by t he Educational Film 
Libraryl .g rade p lDCP!!lent app ears in the forum: Primary 
Elementa ry _____ , Junior High 
---
, Sen i or High 
Colleg e ___ , Adult .;;.. __ • 11 
Edgar DalP-2 asks , 11 "Will, the film oe s Rtisfactorily 
understood oy the pupils?'' In a catalogue of descript ions 
and. information abou t e ducational films oy ·w ilson3 , t he type 
of audienc e for wh ich the film is intended is included. From 
this we ma y draw the c onclusion tha t such a ractor is a perti-
nen t one . 
In our study we are interes ·~ ed in the best grade place-
~ent fo~ each filmstrip . We establish ed primary and inter-
med i a t e classificet ions f or the elemen t ary grades . The 
p redetermined frP-quency of filmstrips app licable to t n e 
s e c ondary curriculum made it des i rab l e to have a separate 
r esoonse for each grad e level , s even through twelve. All 
l Educa.t i onal Film Li orary Associa ti on , I nc. EFLA 
!EVALUAT ION (che ck list) , 1949 
2 Ede:-a.r Dale. 11 Standa rds for the S ele ction of Cl ass-
room Motion P ictures. 11 13th Yearbool';: , Nati ona. l Elementary 
Principal , Nat i onal Educational As s ociation, Rashington, D. C., 
1934 . o . 3 4:'1 
3 Educational Film Gui de . H. w. Vilson Com 1a ny , 
Nevv York , 1936 
I 
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I levels e.bove the twelvth gra de are considsred applicable to 
the colle g e l evel . 
4 . F'or Fhat course or cour ses do you think this film-
strip ~ould b e suited ? 
Ar ithmetic Consumer Math. Shop i'ftath . Alge ora Geometry 
Trigo nome try A~vanced ~a th. 
With this aues tion our p urpo se is to find where the 
filmst~ip will fit into the mathemat ic s curriculum . Any 
g iv e n films trip ma y , of course , be a ~pli cable in more than 
one course due to the overlapping of mathemati cal concepts 
from one course to anotner . Nev erthe l ess thi s item should 
indicate to future users of the f ilmstr ip the s ubject for 
which it is most a opropr i ate . 
I n regar ds to the selecti on of films Schreioerl us e s 
the followin g item : 11 'I'he objec t ives are c l osely associated 
with those of the cu.rriculum ." That the suDject mBtter field 
of the fi l m is p redet erm i ned is an i dea that many persons 
constructing check lists ha.ve tal\.en f or granted . How"'!ver , to 
cla ssify a filmstrip as a mathe hlatical filmstrip is not indic-
.s tive of the course in mathematics in which the filmstrip 
may oe used . A fur ther br eakdown would be of a ssistan ce to a 
teacher who p lans to use a s p ecific filmstrip . 
l Rooert E . Schreiber op . cit . p . 683 
.5 . :Ooes the raethe i1,8.t ica l content contain ? 
Many ine.cc ,lre.cies l<.,e~~\' ina.ccurac i e s No inaccuracies 
'rhis i vem is a very ir11port ant since a ccuracy is a 
fundamental idea i n matheme.tics . 'rhe t e r·m "Authenticity " i s 
used on ma ny check l ists tha t were d es igned for more genera l 
use . I t is readily seen that the c on tents of a mathema t ica l 
filwstrin can be checl(ect f or i rwccurac ies more easi).y than the 
contents of a f i lmstrip in some other s ubject i.i;:;t tter field . 
McClu skyl wishes to k no rr the d egree of authenticity o f 
the presentation . I n his c he ck list he ha.s a.n e leven po i nt 
r at ing scale , ranging from zero to ten, on this item. Bo t h 
Leml er2 ~nd Syer3 give recognization to this characteri st ic 
in their ch e ck list s . q e include three degrees of accuracy 
on our che ck list . It was flet t ha t a fe w inaccuracies might 
be overlooked if a film s tri·J were excep t1 .•nal in ot h e r r espect s. 
I n moe t cases , howeve~ , even a fe w errors would r ender a film-
strip le ss sesiraole for c l assroom LlS 8 t han one with no 
inaccura cies . 
l F. Dean Hc Clusky . F' ILlvi F:VALlLu_'!'ION FORM (obtained 
from author) 
2 F. L. Lemler . op . cit . ~ . 4 b0 
3 Henry w. Syer . OD . cit . 
---
·lf'tr:: 
t.~ 
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6 . :{ere too ma ny i deas presented per f r cune ? 
The r a te at which i deas are pre s en t ed in a fi Jmstrip 
has a defin i t e bearing on i t s ef fe c t ivene ss . I f too much 
ll1&te r·i c: l is presen t ed per frarne t11e t eacher wi l l have to s pend 
too much time explaining the c cnc ept s i nvolv ed . 'I' he use o f' 
t h e fi lws trip wou l d t h en oe lim i ted to review. I f ~ he rate 
of d evelo cment is too s l ow the students will l ose int erest . 
At t his ~)O J. nt it oecmnes evide nt that many of the i te rn s 
on a cneck li s t a r e in t errelate~ , an~ t hat responses ha ve to 
oe made in terms of previous re f ponseb . Th is item , of cou r s e , 
aep en~s on the suojec t a nd Ghe gra~e placement for wnich the 
filmstri <) ha s oeen r e co nnnended . 
Filrns·c rip s h <=' Ve a dr; c ide.d adva n·ca ge ove :r · films in 
Qe ve lo ,) ~ent rate . The presenta tion rate of inQiViQual film-
s t rip frame s is entirely dependent U] On the teacher . 
I n his criticism of educati onal f i lms Doane l state s 
that sometimes to9ics are too l a rge or broad a nd thi s a t tempt 
to cover too much nw te•' ia1 weakens t he film . '.I e feel that 
t he same criticism is a 1plicaThle to fi lmstrips . 
I n t h e ir ch eck list concerning mathematical films 
DiLuna , Fleet , and Hathaway~ ask "Is the s~)eed of c'i.evelOi')filent 
1 Donald C. Doane. "What Makes a Good Educational Fi l m 
(II)? 11 Edu ca ti onal Scre8n . 15 : 239- 241 , October , 1936 . p . 239 
2 Di Luna e t a l. op . cit . Ap~endix 
...... _,"' 
-, _, 
:)f id.eas and 6.uration of scenes : s low, fast , or moderate? " 
7 . Do you think this f i l rns trip V.roqJd ho ld the intere st 
pf the student ? 
One of the cla~sroom teacher 's greatest concerns if to 
c,rouse a.nd ho l d the int e re s t of the students . Ed1 cational 
psychology constant l y point s out the interest factor which , of 
lcourse, g oes hand in hand with other motivatione.l factors . 
I n order for a mathematic s filmstrip to assert its wo r th 
in a classroom it i. s essent i a l thHt it contrioute .tO'.VE!.rd gaining 
Lnd hold ing interest . 
I t is evident tha t the interest snou d be of an ectuca-
tiona l na t ure rB.tber than ente rtaj_nment . One of the curr ent 
f.o roblems facing films trip produce rs is to play d ovm ent erte.in-
ment a nd e mDhasi:ze educational intere ~~ t . 
In a n article rl.ealing ·· 'ith te~o1..ching rM•terials , Donald T. 
Dea l l states t het te a ching mater i a l, 11 s nould be \)resented so 
~nRt it encourages or ins~ i res pup i l ac tivity and not in such 
18. lNay th8. t it Y! i ll oe looked U90n 8S rr,erely entertainme ~lt . 11 
Leml er2 8.eks, 11 Does the content appeal t o the 8tnd ent ' s 
interests e.t the intended l eve l? 11 I n a l ist of cri ter·ia of 
good eciuca t ionaJ films Schreiber3 includes the ite L , 11 The 
-------------------
1 Donald T. Ee al . 
of Teaching J\Jiaterials . 11 
1941 . p . 203 
2 F. L. Lemler . 
11 Criteria to be Used ln ·che Select ion 
Balance Sheet . 22 : 202- 204 , J anuary , 
op . cit . p . 480 
3 Ro bert E. Schre iber. op. cit . p . o83 
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presentation is designed to arouse t:cnd Si..lStain inte-r·est . 11 
Alillost every check l i st for film evaluation refers 
either specifically or genere.lly to in"Ge ·· ·es t . I t was felt 
tlJ.at this i tern would oe of valLle to teache :c· s purchasing a 
films t rip , since ~hey seek mater ial of mo tivational value ~ 
8 . Are the teaching methods of the filmstrip condu-
cive to lea rning? 
CO!Hple tely PartiElly 
The oresentGt i on of ~he suoject matter h~ s a necided 
effect on the efficiency of the filmstrip . Thus , meth ods of 
instruction used in filmstrips should oe caref~l ly examined. 
It is for this reason t ha t producers of educat i ona l filmstr i ns 
employ the services of te ch nical advisors . 
' I n a summa ry of che ck li st items Hollis_J,_ includes the 
topic 11 pedagogic values. " 
() 
C orey~ also includeB this id~a i n 
h is film evaluation . 
On his list of cr iticisms Doane3 states tha t some films 
are not adapted to pupi l psychology . 
l • P . Hollis . Motion Pictures for I nstTuction . 
Century Company , Nevr York , l 92b . p . 205 
2 Stephen H. Corey . 11 Teache:e Evaluation of Cl assroom 
1v!otion Pi c tures . 11 Elernen t a.ry Scho o l Journa l. 45 : 324- 327, 
Fe oruary , 1945 . p . 325 
3 Dona l d C. Doane op . ci t. p . 239 
Many other che ck li sts a pproach this p ro blem in more 
s p ecific terms to bring ou t the variou s aspects o f tea ching 
meth ods . We fel t thet a more g enera l approach to this question 
~as de sira ble to a void a su oerfluous number of it ems . Thi s 
is in ke eping wi th the general cri teria of check lists , t hat 
they not be cumbersome . 
9 . I s the photography 
Excellent Good Fair Poor Very Poo 
This it em d eals with the te chnical ~ua J ity of the film. 
Ooviously thi s ha s to oe tak en in to a ccount becaus e a poor 
techn i cal qua lity will in mo s t oases hamper effective use of 
the film . 
All evaluat i on s of films g ive considera t ion to t h is 
item in some d egree of specificity . The EFLA Eva l uat i onl uses 
t h is it em in the e xact form that is used on our c h eck lis t . 
10 . Vould this fili11ST;rip encourage further .;upil 
act ivity ? 
a . In mathenat ics 
b . In other suojects 
In o r der for e fi J.mstrip to be of max imum va lue j_ t 
s hould f it into the ge neral course of study and. not ue an 
1 EFU Evaluation (ch eck list) op . cit . 
unrelated learning experience . Of two filmst rip s presenting 
the same mathematica l top ic s the one which is mo st integrated 
vr ith other suoject matter fields and which a lso could be used 
a t several grade levels would be the oet t er teaching a i d . 
Brunstetterl cons i ders the contribution of a film to 
its field and other fi elds i mportant . One of Doane •s2 criti-
cisms was that the fi lms ~o~.re re not c hallenging to fur t her 
thoue;ht . I n Syer ' s 11 Fj_lm Forum 11 3 we find the question , "Wha t 
l earning a ctivities were motivated by the fil rn ? 11 From tneRe 
items we can draw the conclusion tha t a filmstrin s hoUld 
contribute to s ubsequent learning a ctiv i ties. 
11 . I s ~he v o caou l ary s u i ted to t he grade le \ e l at 
whi c h you think the filmstrip shou l d be used? 
Here , we are interested in the words that are fou nd in 
the caption s. I t is felt that e n o ther~is e g ood filmstr i p 
could De rendered i neffect ive by the use of wo r ds thet a re 
above the vocabulary lP.ve l of the class . Th e t eacher vo ·.1 l d 
1 M. R. Brunstetter . "Selec ting EducB.tional Talki ng 
Pictures ." Sc h ool Execut i ve . o4 : 364-3o5 , 380 , August, 1935 . 
p . 3oo 
2 Donald c. Doane . oo. cit. p . 240 
----
3 Henry w. Sy e r . on . cit . 
L ___ _ 
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hav e to s ·;) end much time explaining di f f icu lt vocauul2.ry . The 
u s e of a vocabulary level be l ow that ~f the class , on t he other 
hand , tend s to make the films trip ch ildish and boring . 
12. Is the mat er·i al p resented in a logi ca l sequence? 
Th e organization of t h e ma t e r ia l in a filmstrip play s a 
strong part in de termi n ing its effectiveness . In mat hematics, 
wn ich es s entially i s based on l ogic, vr e a re very .much in cereste , 
in a sequential a rrangement of mate rial . We do not mean to 
infer ·~h8. t ot her s ubject a reas d o not demand log ica l organi-
zation . We mean that 1n mathemati cs , logic is a fundame ntal 
necessity EJ.nd there f ore we regard i t ernpha.t i cal1y . 
Th is point i s considered in a li s t of crit icisms of 
educational films by Doane. 1 He st a~ es that some fi lms lack 
c ont in~it y , a nd ~hat remotely related ma teria l is added t o 
c omplete the films . 
13 . Can the content be j us t as or more effe ctively a nd 
efficiently pre sented in some o the r way ? 
To t he a verag e school t he expense ~f fil ms trins a nd 
o ther e qu ipment es s ential to their u s e re pres ents a subs tantial 
inv e stment . These fi lmstrips mu st be a ~or thwhile expense if 
they a r e to re ceive e x t ensive u se in our present day school 
sy s tem~ . There must be effective and efficient use of t h e 
l Donal d C. Doane . op. c i t. p. 239 
t~. , 
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strips in order to warrant such a l a r g e exp enditure. It is 
th is f a ctor that must oe seriously c onsidered before a ny sch ool 
de cides to invest in filmstrip s. 
Sin ce filmstri p s a re a neans of presenting c oncep ts a nd 
i deas in a concrete form it would certainly b e t i me wasted 
nb t to employ thi s means of visualization . TLis item is 
d " b D 1 . l . f. 1 . ti . consi ereu y oa ne 1n 11s 1 m cr1 c1sms. Corey2 8.lso , 
considers this cha rac teristic of filmstrips important . 
14. Do es the filmstrip atte mpt to supplemen t rat her than 
replace t h e teacher? 
As mentioned in item 10 , filmst rips must be integ rated 
with the curriculum in order to f unc tion a t highest efficiency. 
Thi s is not to say, however , tha t t h e fi lms trip CO c.l ld or· shou ld 
teach the sub ject mat~er without further explanation f rom t h e 
teacher. I t is recog nized that much f ollow up work on the 
p a rt of the te acher is require d in order to secure maximum 
cen efits . Tb is item i s t ake n into consideration by Leml e r 3 in 
1 Donald C. Doane . op. cit. p . 239 
2 Stephen H. Corey . op. c it. p . 326 
3 F. L . Lemle r. ~cit . p . 4 8 0 
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his film evaluation form . Hoban1 asks, "Hov'! much, if any , 
prepa.ra.ti on 1H ill oe nee ded on the teacb.er ' s part ? 11 Obv ious l y 
this ~uest ion has a defini te oear ing on the item we are inves-
1 5 . Wou l d you adv ise your school t o purchsse t1i s 
fi1ms\;rip ? 
Yes No 
This i tern vvas designed to s e cure a candid surumary of the 
. fil~strips in _general. 0 e mere int eres ted in find i ng out the 
key quest ion, after having check ed off the good and Dad 
characterist i cs of a filmstr ip , would , or would not , the 
teachers advocate it s purchase? 
·:•ie felt that this i tem WOil_ld tend to keep the evaluat ion 
on a more realistic plane and in so doing i ncrease the relia-
bili t y of response . 
Most che ck lists si~ply ask for a general opinion of the 
f'ilm. Howe ver , Edgar Dale2 aslrs, 11Wi ll their co sts and the 
total number of shoHi ngs util i ze6. make them de sirao le invest-
rnents ? 
16 . Have you ever u.sed films t rips in your ma t hematics 
classes ? 
.1 c. F . Hoban . op . c it. p . 170 
2 Edgar Da l e . op. c i t . _...___ __ p . 348 
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17. Do you plan to use filmstrips in your mathematics 
classes in the future? 
The purpose of these two questions was to develon a 
comparison between t hose who have used filmstrips and tho se 
who plan to use them in the future; Item 16 would g ii(e an 
indica ti o n of the degree of vali d ity of responses to other 
i tems on t he list. 
The last item would tend to indicate the general att i-
tude of the evaluator toward filmstrips in general as a teach-
i ng medium . The summary of re bponses to these t wo items may 
oe found in Chapter VI, SUMriiARY OF RE SULTS . 
Note: Although it is not indicated on the ch eck list 
t he teachers were enc ouraged to include any general comn~nts 
they might have . This gave the p erson who wished t o qualify 
a response , or note a particul a rly outstanding chara cteristic 
of a filmstri p , an opportunity to ind icate his obse cvations . 
' Applicable comments are conso l idated in ~ his study . 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE PHOCEDUfl.E 
SPE CIFIC SC OPF 
Our ple,ns were to give a complete description a nd 
evaluat ion of all ma t h ematics films trip s. The titles of the 
s trips were secured from three source s as follo w: 
L 11 Bi bliograph y of Mathema tics Films and Film-
s trips 11 compiled by Henry W. Syer ancL Donovan A. 
Johnson from School Science a n d Mathema tics. 
2 . Personal index file on mathematics filmstrips 
compiled by Dr. Henry W. Syer.l 
3. The compani e s on our correspond ence list were 
asked to augment our r eques ts with all ma t he-
matics fi l mstrips tha t we mi ght have over look e d . 
The t otal number of a ppl icab l e filmstrips s e cured in 
t he foregoing manner turned out to be one hundred eighty-four. 
A listing of the fi l mstrips may be seen in the App endix. 
Since we p lann ed to a ppeal to b oth eleme ntary a nd 
secondary schools, we decided t ha t a t wenty mile radius, 
with Bo s ton as c ent er, would give us ~uff icient coverag e. 
We believ ed that any g reater r adius ~;wuld enta il undue expense 
and consume too muc h time in travelling for t he p a rtici-
pat ing teachers. 
1 Dr. Henry w. Syer, Assist ant Prof e ssor o f Educa-
t ! on, Schoo l of Education, Boston Unive r s i ty , 
332 Bay S t ate Road , Bos ton, Mass. 
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All elementary, junior, and senior high schools were 
contacted in this area . The listing of these schools, giving 
the proper name, a.ddress, and name of the principa l, was 
obta ined from the State Department of Education.l We sent 
correspondence to one hundred fifty secondary schools, four 
hundred fifty elementary schools. Our attendance ranged 
from a low of four to a high of forty-three teachers. These 
teachers represented different schools which are list ed in 
the Appendix . 
A letter typ ical of those sent to each producer of 
mathematics filmstrips appears in t he Appendix. These 
letter s were sent to the f ollowing produc ers: 
LIST OF COt1iPANIES THA T COO?ERATED 
Cultural Fi l ms, Inc. 
62 William Street 
New York 5, New York 
Curriculum Films, Inc. 
10 East 40th Street 
New York 16, New York 
Encyc l opaed i a Britannica Films, Inc. 
gilmet t e, Illinois 
Ey e Gate House, Inc. 
330 West 42nd Street 
New York 18, Ne w York 
1 Educationa l Directory, Massachusetts Department 
of' Education 
I 1 
.!.. 
Hous ehold Fina nce Corp . 
9 19 North Mich i gan Ave nue 
Chicago 11, I l linois 
J am Ha n dy Organization, Inc. 
2821 East Gran d Boulevard 
Detroit, Michi gan 
Photo a n d Sound Product ion 
116 Natoma Street 
San Franc i s co, California 
Popular Science Pu bl ish ing Company 
353 Fourth Avenue 
New York 10, New York 
Soc ie t y for Visua l Eu.ucation 
100 East Ohio Stre e t 
Chicago, I ll inois 
United World Films , Inc , 
144 5 Park Avenue 
Ne w York 29 , Ne w York 
Visua l Sciences 
Suff e r n, New York 
Young Ameri ca Films, Inc. 
18 East 41s t Street 
New York 17 , Ne w York 
In response to these lett e:c s e a ch company expressed 
the i r ~illingn es s to send us films trips without a rental 
charge . We believ e it noteworthy to state that the film-
stri ps produced by the Household Fina nce Co. are a va ilable 
for loa n to school s fre e of charge . Mo s t of the companie s 
sent u s the fi lmstrip s p repaid . The ma jor p ortion of our 
expe nse was t he insured ma iling charges incurred in return-
ing the s trius. Most companies sent t he f ilmstrips requested 
' ; 
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in one parcel, advising us to keep them unt il our project 
wa s completed. 
Six hundred letters mai l e d to the aforement i oned 
sch ools outl ined our p l an a nd solicited the p a rticipation 
of the mathema tics teacher in o r d er to make this p roject a 
success . Enclosed with each lett e r was a p review sho~ing 
schedule , a nd a self-add ressed penny post card . We hoped 
tha t the inter·e s ted ma thematics teachers >iv·ould fil l in the 
a ppropriate spaces on the card. Thi s, i n turn, would. ind i-
cat e che potential a ttendance. One hundred eight of these 
cards were r e turned to us. Early i n February,l951, we sent 
out a reminder of the project to these one hun~red eight 
schools. Examp les of t his corresp ondenc e a p pear in the 
App endix. 
Preview Showing Schedu le 
A schedule of the previ ew showings was made up to 
cover a p eriod of fourteen and one half weeks. (See Appen-
dix) The schedule was constructed to take into conside ra-
ti on ho l i days a nd the Fall Seme ster final e xa mination period 
at Boston University. Because of the number o f filmstrips 
to be p reviewe d we d ecided to have t wo showing s p e r week . 
The evaluation committee, a s a group, was free every evening 
cdter 6:30 P. M., except for Thursday, when a class inter-
fered . Our ind ividual p rogr ams made it i !i!p ossible for us 
... 
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to hold afternoon showings. After a thorough discus s ion, 
~nd with common consent, we decided that we might achieve 
an op timum attendance by scheduling our showing s on Tuesday 
and Wednesday evenings from seven to eight-thirty in the 
evening . The showing s were held at the School of Education 
Building at Boston University, 3 32 Bay State Road, Boston, 
Mass .:whusetts. We attempted to pla n our program so that the 
leng th of a ny one showing wou ld not extend beyond one hour 
and a half, or eight-thirty. To carry this out we p r eviewed 
many filmstrips to secure an approximate time element per 
filmstrip. Taking into consideration that fact that many 
of the interested teachers wo uld be unable to attend on 
successive showing s, we at t empted to categorize the film-
strips oy content and on a g rade level. In this manner, we 
attempted to show elementa ry strips on Tue sday evening s, 
and secondary strips on Wednesday evenings. In the same 
fashion, we tried to group all the strips d ealing with deci-
mals, fractions, algebra, or geometry, together. 
The School of' Educati on Audio-Visual Department gave 
us invaluable assistance in the successful completion of 
our p r oject. They pla ced a p rojector, screen, a nd a ll of 
their ma thematics filmstrips at our d isp osal. As our 
project progres sed, it beca me evid ent tha t there was going 
to be a bot tleneck crea te d by our using the fi l mstrip 
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proj ec to r t wo e v ening s a we ek for a period of fourteen a nd 
one ha lf weeks . As a result, another pro j ect or wa s pu r -
c nased a nd t he po t ent i a l p ro olem was so l ved . 
We compiled a c h eck list (See App end ix) for t he 
purp ose o f an obje c tive evaluat i on of the f i lmstrips. The 
it ems on thi s che ck li st 2re d i scu s sed i n Chapter III, 
THE CHECK LIST . 
Proced ure o f Preview Sh owing s 
Ev ery Tu esday a nd Wedne sday evening , we sta rted the 
program promp tly at 7: 00 P. M. as s c h eduled in Hoom 411 o f 
the School o f Education. We ma de the nece ssar y a rre..ngements 
to set u p the p roj ec tor a nd screen f ive or ten minutes in 
adv~nce a nd a l so to arrange litera t ure for d istribution 
to the teach ers . This l iterature consisted of cop ies of 
the previ e vv showing s schedu l e, check lists f or tha t e vening • s 
evaluat i on, a nd adv e rtisements, bookl Ats, a nd p rice lists 
s ent to us , by the various compan i e s , for d i sbursement . 
Sinc e the four of u s we re ava i lable on both evening s, 
we ma de it a p o l icy to a ppear in force for eac h . showing . 
One of us commented on t he pu . p o se of our p rop o sed project, 
a no t her ran t he projector, another recorded the de ~ ciption 
of each filmst rip, a nd the fo urth to ok care of the l i ght s 
a nd collected the fil l e d in check lists. We rotated on 
these oositions weekly. 
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We d id our best to refra in from any commen ts that 
would b i a s the te 2chers in the ir evaluati ons. As a r esult, 
we d id not read the capti ons of the f rames . Th is a lso tenaed 
to speed up t he showing s . The program wa s condu c ted in a 
very informa l man ner and the teachers were encourag ed to 
comilie nt a nd di s cuss the p roject and filmstrips during a nd 
be t ween the running off of the films t r ips. 
,.-I 
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CHAPTER V 
DESCRIPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS OF 184 MATHEMA'r iCS 
FILMSTRIPS 
INTRODUCTION 
DESCRIPTIONS 
CODE NUMBERS. At the top of ea ch description there 
appears a code number. These code numbers are used .through-
out the thesis when referring to a particular filmstrip. The 
meanings attached to the code number s are as follows: 
Subject Classification: 
r Arithmetic Filmstrips 
c Consumer, Shop, and General Mathematics 
Filmstrips 
a Algebra Filmstrips 
g Geometry Filmst r ips 
Producer Classification: 
cl Cultural Films, Inc. 
cu Curriculum Films, Inc. 
en Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc. 
eg Eye Gat e House, Inc. 
ho Household Finance Corp. 
ja Jam Handy Organization, Inc. 
ph Photo and Sound Productions 
c2 
._) 
po Popular Science Publishing Company 
so Society for Visual Education, Inc. 
un United World Films, Inc. 
vi Visual Sciences 
yo Young America Films, Inc. 
Numerical Classification: 
1, 2, 3, Etc. The first, second, third, etc., 
filmstrip of a particular group appearing in 
the thesis. 
Thus, the fir st code number , r- en-1, means the first 
Encyclopaedia Britannica Arithmetic Filmstrip appearing in 
the thesis. 
TITLE AND SERIES. The titles were taken directly 
from the filmstrips during the showings. Most filmstrips 
belong to a series. Whenever this is so the name of the 
series is shown. When filmstrips within a series are num-
bered consecutively, the film number is shown. When they 
are not numbered the word from has been placed before the 
name of the series. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT. Whenever the name of the edu-
cational consultant or advisor appeared on a filmstrlp, it 
was placed· under the appropriate heading on the descriptions. 
PRODUCER AND DISTRIBUTOR. Usually the producer and 
distributor are the same. When it was lmown that the pro-
ducer and distributor differed, both items were used. 
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FIUASTRIP. Under the heading Filmstrip physical 
aspects, cost, copyright date, and other pertinent informa-
tion has been summarized. 
DESCRIPTIONS. During each filmstrip preview showing 
notes were taken by the members of the filmstrip evaluation 
committee. These notes were used, together with a detailed 
examination and sometimes a second and private showing of the 
filmstrip, to write a comprehensive description. Whenever 
possible each frame of the filmstrip was described in detail. 
When the strip was too long or too detailed for such minute 
treatment, representative frames were described. In all cases 
an attempt has been me,de to emphasize the teaching methods 
employed by the filmstrip. 
CLASSIFICATION OF FILlVl STRIPS 
The filmstrips, included in this thesis, are broadly 
classified under the following four headings : Arithmetic 
Filmstrips; Consumer, Shop and General Mathematics Filmstrips; 
Algebra Filmstrips; and Geometry Filmstrips. Under Arithmetic 
Filmstr ips a further classification was made using the sub-
headings: Primary Arithmetic Filmstrips; Fraction Filmstrips; 
and Decimal and Percentage Filmstrips. No further classi-
fication was attempted. 
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THE GRAPHS 
CODE NU:tvlBERS, TITLES, SERIES, EVALUATORS, AND 11 TR 11 
The code number, filmstrip title, and filmstrip series 
appear at the top of ·each graph. Immediately beneath the 
filmstrip series will be found the total number of evaluators 
for each filmstrip. At the extreme right hand margin , and 
near the top of the page appear the two letters 11 TR 11 • These 
stand for total response. In the space at the right under 
11 TR11 the total response for each question is g iven whenever 
it differs fro m the total number of evaluators. I n other 
words if no number app ears in the right hand margin under-
neath 11 TR 11 the total response was the same as the total num-
ber of evaluators as given near the top of the page. 
INTERPRETATION OF THE GRL~PHS WITH REFERENCE 
TO THE CHECK LIST 
As noted in Chapter III, some of the items of t he 
check list were reworded to make possible graphical presen-
tation of the results. This rewording appears only on the 
graphs and was necessary to achieve brevity and to change 
the questions of the check list to statements of desirable 
qualities for the graphs. Brevity was necessary to make pre-
sents.tion of the results on one page possible. The method 
of interpreting the graphs, which is explained in detail 
later, shows the necessity for changing questions to state-
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ments of desirable qualities. 
None of the items were reworded in such a manner that 
it is impossible to recognize them. Th is is so whether going 
from check list to graph or vice versa. Nevertheless, the 
following paragraphs set forth in detail the changes made. 
All references to a check list in the following pars.-
graphs refer to "Check List Number Two 11 , which can be found 
in the Appendix. This list is used as a reference rather 
than "Check list Number One 11 (the list actually used by the 
evaluators) because the questions and sta tements on the graphs 
are in t he same order as the questions on the second check-
list . 
To save space the questions and sta tements on the 
graphs were not numbe r ed. This ma kes comparison between items 
on the graphs and items on the check list difficult to discuss. 
The two questions appearing above t he graph correspond 
to the questions numbered 1 and 2 on the check list. They 
appea r on the graphs with only slight changes. These are 
the only two items not s ummarized by colored bars. They are 
also the only items not reworded. 
Questions 3a. through 3f on the check lis t are as fol-
lows: 
3. vVha t is the value of the filmstrip for each of the 
following purposes: 
/'"' •' 
., 
r:c 
.JO 
a. To introduce 
new material 
Excellent GoOci Fair Poor 
b. To augment 
explanations Excellent Good Fair Poor 
c . To provide a com-
mon experience Excellent Good Fair Poor 
d. To develop slcills 
Excellent Good Fair POO"r 
e. To motivate 
Excellent 
f. To review 
Excellent 
These six questions have been reworded to form the first six 
statement s on the graph which are: 
THIS FILJviSTRIP: 
I s excellent f or introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience 
Is excellent for developing skills 
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
The length of t he black bar opposite one of t hese statements 
shows t he per cent of evaluators ' responses under excellent. 
The length of the red bar opposite one of these statements 
shows the per cent of evaluators • responses under good. Yel-
low shows per cent of responses under fair and the length 
remaining white shows per cent of responses under poor .. 
Question number 4 of the check list, "Does the mathe-
matical content contain 
Ivlany inaccura cies Few inaccuracies 
~--::~---~-? 11 , ha s been re worded to form the seventh 
No Inaccure. cies 
5'7 
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statement on the graph which is, 11 THIS FILiViSTRIP has no 
mathematical inaccuracies". Black opposite this statement 
indicates the per cent of respons~s under 11 No inaccuracies", 
red indicates responses under 11 Few inaccuracies", and the 
length remaining white indicates responses under 11 Many 
inaccuracies". Yellow is never used opposite this state-
ment. 
The fifth questi on of the check list, 11 Are the teach-
ing metnods of the filmstrip conducive to learning? 
--,--~--::-~ 11 , has oe en r eworded to: 
Comp letely Partially Not at all 
THIS FILMSTRIP employs methods conducive to learning". This 
is the eighth sta tement on the graph. Black opposite this 
statement indicates per cent of r esponses under 11 Completely 11 , 
red is used for 11 Partially 11 , 1 and white for 11 Not at all 11 • 
Yellow is never used. 
Question number six of the check list, 11 Is the photo-
gr-aphy ?II app ears on the graph 
Good 'Fa1.r -·' Excellent Poor 
as 11 THIS FILiVI STRIP employs excellent photography 11 • The method 
of interpretation is the same as that for the first six 
1 To simplify the discussion complete statements of 
the form 11 'rhe length of t he black bar opposite this statement 
indicates the per cent of evaluators ' responses under yes 11 have 
been shortened to rea d 11 Black is used for yes 11 • It should be 
remembered that the leng th of a bar, or the length remaining 
white , a l ways indica tes per cent of evaluator's responses. 
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statements. 
Check list question number seven, "Does the filmstrip 
make use of every-day situations to illustra te the applica-
tions of mathematics? _ 11 , appears as the tenth graph 
No 
statement, "THIS FILMSTRIP makes use of every-day situations". 
Black is used for Yes and white for No. Red and yellow bars 
are not used for this statement nor for any statements below 
this one. 
11 Were too many ideas presented per Frame? II 
--, Yes No 
which is check list question number eight, has been reworded 
to 11 THIS FILMSTRIP does not have too many ideas per frame 11 • 
Black is used for No, rather than yes (as is the case with 
most of the yes-no questions), to make true the general 
statement, 11 Black indicates desirable qualities". White is 
used for yes. 
Questions nine, ten a, ten b, eleven, and twelve of 
the check list are as follows: 
9. Do you think this filmstrip would hold 
the interest of the students? 
10. Would t his filmstrip encourage further 
pupil a ctivity: 
a. In Mathematics 
b. In other subjects? 
11. Is the vocabulary suited to t he grade 
level at which you think the filmstrip 
would probably be used? 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
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12. Is the material presented in a 
logical sequence? 
These questions appear on the graphs as: 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Will hold the interest of the students 
Encourages pupils in ma thematics 
Encourages pupils in other subjects 
Employs suitable vocabula ry 
Presents ma terial in logical sequence . 
The interpretation of the graph is the same a s for the tenth 
statement, that is black is used for Yes and white for No. 
The t hirteenth question of the check list, 11 Can the content 
be just as, or more, effectively and efficiently presented 
in some other way? 11 appears on the graph as, 11 THIS 
-, Yes No 
FILMSTRIP presents material efficiently 11 • Again black is 
used for No and white for Yes for the sa@e reason as before. 
Finally, questions number fo urteen and fifteen of the 
checklist are: 
14. 
15. 
Does the filmstrip attempt to supplement 
rather t han replace the teacher? 
Would you advise your school to pur-
chase this filmstrip? 
They appea r on the graphs as: 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Supplements rather than repla ces teacher 
Should be purchased oy evaluators school 
Black should be interpreted as meaning~ and white as No. 
so 
An int erpretation of the graphs without r 2ference to 
a check list follows: 
INTERPRETATION OF THE GRAPHS 
WITHOUT REFERENCE TO THE CHECK LIST 
The length of the clack, red, and yellow bars indicate 
per cent of evaluator~' responses. 
The color of each bar indica tes the extent of agree-
ment with the sta tement posted at the left. Black indicates 
complete agreement with the statement; red denotes less com-
plete agreement; yellow indicates only pa rtial agreement; 
the a bsence of any color signit ies complete or nearly complete 
disagreement with the sta tement. 
In detail, black indicates for all statements full 
agreemen t with the statement. Red opposite the first six 
statements and opposite the ninth s ta tement (Employs excellent 
photography) indica tes t ha t good shoul d be sub stituted for 
exce l lent ; .red opposite t he seventh sta tement (Has no mathe-
ma tical inaccura cies) indicates t hat few should be substituted 
for no; and red opposite the eighth statement indicates that 
the statement should read, "Employ s methods partially con-
ducive to learning". Yellow bars are used only f or the first 
s ix and the ni nth sta tements. I n all ca ses yellow indicates 
that fair should be substitu ted for excellent. The length 
remaining white opposite a pa rticular sta tement indica tes 
.\ 
\ 
the per cent of r e sponses in disagreement with that state-
rnent. Usually this signifies complete disagreement; but 
for the first six statements and the ninth statement white 
signifies that poor should be substituted for excellent • 
..__________ 
Briefly, then, black signifies desirable qualities ; 
red signifies desirable qualit ie s but not so strongly as 
black; yellow signifies desirable qualities but with much 
less assurance than black; and the ab sence of any color 
signifies undesirable qualities. 
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r-en-1 
COUNTING TO 5 
Using Number Series, Lesson 1 
PRODUCER: Encyclopaedia Britannica Films I nc. , 20 North 
Wacker Drive , Chicago 6 , Illinoia . 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS: John R. Clark and Caroline H. Clark. 
FIIJdSTRIP: Black and white ; ~:. 3. 00 each, ~A3. 20 for series of 
sixteen; 38 frames; copyright 1947; producer rec-
ommends for primary arithmetic. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Names of digits; relation of ~t digit to the 
following digit; adding one; subtracting one. 
The first seven frames of this filmstrip are directed 
. to the teacher. I n these frame s the teacher is given in-
structions on how to u se the filmstrip to optimum advantage. 
These frames also contain the obj ectives of the filmstrip . 
These are: to teach the me aning, sequence , and use of num-
bers from one to five; to build readiness for addition and 
sub-trs.ction ; and to lt:>.y a. founda tion for problem solving. 
The first few frames in the filmstrip itself are de -
signed to give the children practice in counting up to five. 
There is a song with these numbers in it , and a picture of 
a boy ' s hand. 
The next idea that is pointed out is the relat_onship 
of ad j acent m.unbers. The filmstrip shows with appropria te 
illustrations that four books and one book makes five books . 
By means of setting successive numbers up in pyramidal form 
(pic torially) the filmstrip compares the numbers up to five. 
The fi~strip showg the concept of subtracting one by · 
means of having one object of & group torn or broken . It ex~ 
plains the various combinations that add up to five by show-
ing four sets of fi ve beads , each row being separated differ-
ently. 
The l&.st two fr e.mes e.sk review questions on the materi -
al covered in the filmstrip. 
/ 
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r-en-1 
COUNTING TO 5 
Using Number Series, Lesson 1 
5 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
TR 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Oonsumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent f or augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience; ,--
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat..'flematical inaccuracies ----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography---~­
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per .frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in rna thema tics ----,--
Enc?urages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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r-en-2 
COUNTING TO 10 
Using N~wbers Series, Lesson 2 
PRODUCER: Encyclopae~ia Britannica Fi~s Inc., 20 North 
Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Illinois. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS: John R. Clark and Caroline H. Clark. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.00 each, $43.20 for series of 
sixteen; 44 frames; copyright 1947; producer rec-
ommends for primary arithmetic. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Counting to ten; effect of adding one to a 
number. 
The first seven frames of this filmstrip are directed 
to the teacher. In these frames the teacher is given in-
structions on how to use the filmstrips to optimum advantage. 
These fre.mes also contain the objectives of the filmstrip 
which are: to teach the meaning, sequence, and use of num-
bers from five to ten; to build readiness for adctition and 
subtraction; to teach rational counting from five to ten; 
and to lay a foundation for problem solving. 
The filmstrip shows that the relationship between two 
adjacent numbers is one added to the smaller number. This 
idea is illustrated by means of dominoes, dogs and airplanes. 
Each number from five to ten is shown to be several combina-
tions of other numbers by means of beads on wires. The idea 
of subtracting one by separating the numbers from five to ten 
in the form of an inverted pyramid is also shown. 
There are several review questions contained in the 
la.st few frames. 
r-en-2 
COUNTING TQ 10 
Using Numbers Series, Lesson 2 
5 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this fi l ms trip would be suited? 
100% 
TR 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eight h Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer !.fa th Shop M!l.th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
I s excell ent f or a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no rna t.."l.ema tical inaccuracies ----
Employs methods conducive to l earning-
Employs excellent photography-------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona - ---
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in rna t hema tics ----
Encoura ges pupils in other subjects ------
Employs sui table vocabulary - - ----
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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r-en-3 
READING NUMBERS TO 10 
Using Numbers Series, Lesson 3 
PRODUCER: Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc., 20 North 
Wacker Drive, Chicago 6 1 Illino18. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS: John R. Clark and Caroline H. Clark. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white ; $3.00 each, &t43. 20 for series of 
sixteen; 45 frames; copyright 1947; produ cer rec-
ommends for primary arithmetic . 
CHIEF TOPICS: Counting to ten; effect of adding one to a 
number; relative value of numbers up to ten. 
The first seven frames of this filmstrip are directed 
to the teacher. In these frames the teacher is given in-
structions on how to use the filmstrip to optimum advantage . 
These frames e.lso contain the objectives of the filmstrip 
which e.re : to teach the reading of numbers from one to ten; 
to teach the meaning, sequence, and use of numbers up to ten; 
to build readiness for addition and subtraction; to lay a 
foundation for problem solving. 
The main idea in this filmstrip is to teach the ~h~ld 
to recognize that if objects are numbered sequentially, then 
the number of objects in a group is the highest number given 
to any ob j ect. This is shown by means of numbering blocks , 
hearts , balls, balloons and other familiar objects. Ten is 
the biggest number given, nine is the second biggest , and so 
on down the line, by numbering block~ set up in a pyramid. 
The last few frames contain many review questions on 
the material that has been covered by the filmstrip. 
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r - en-3 
READING NUMBERS TO 10 
Using Numbers Ser ies, Lesson 3 
5 Eval uator s 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
TR 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing ne'" material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivati on 
Is excellent for review ----------------
Has no mat.."lematical inaccuracies------
Employs methods conducive to learning-
EmpJ.oys exceJ.lent photo e;raphy ---------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many idea s per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics-------
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary ------------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently ----------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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WRITING NUMBERS TO 10 
Using Numbers Series~ Lesson 4 
PRODUCER: Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc., 20 North 
Wacker Drive, Chicago 6~ Illinois. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS: John R. Clark and Caroline H. Clark. 
Fiu~STRIP: Black and white; $3.00 each, $43.20 for series of 
sixteen; 36 frames; producer recommends for pri-
mary arithmetic .. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Writing nu~bers to ten ; relative values of 
adjacent numbers. 
The first seven frames of this filmstrip are directed 
to the teacher. In these frames the teacher is given in-
structions on how to use the filmstrip to optimum advantage. 
The frames also c0ntain the objectives of the filmstrip 
which are: to teach the meaning, use, e.nd sequence, of num ... 
bers up to ten; to teach the writing of numbers from one to 
ten; to build readiness for addit ion and subtraction; to lay 
a foundation for problem solving. 
The first few frames in the body of the filmstrip are 
designed to present a review of material discussed previously 
and to give the pupils practice in counting. 
All the numbers from one to ten are wri tten on the 
filmstrip. These ntunbers are accompanied by arrows which 
show the students the path to follow in writing these num-
bers. The student is asked to trace the number in the air 
and say it at the same time. 
The filmstrip teaches the sequence ·of numbers by ask-
ing the pupils to trace in the air the number that comes be-
fore eight, after eight, before six, after six, etc. 
The last four frames contain review questions cover-
ing the material discussed in this and previous filmstrips 
of the same series. 
(i9 
r-en-4 
WRITING Nu~ERS TO 10 
Using Numbers Series, Leason 4 
5 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
~--+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---~ 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ---
Is excellent for developing skills -----
Is excellent for motivation------------ .......... ~--~--+----+--~----+---~---+--~ 
Is excellent for review ---------------- ...... ll .. ----~--f----t--~----t---~---1--~ 
Has no ma~~ematical inaccuracies------- ........................................ ~ 
Employs methods conducive to learning- ........ 11·----~---t------f--___.j ____ +-----+--~--~ 
Employs excellent photography ---------· 1-••'•••'••········'••ti-----\----.:J 
Makes use of everyday situations------- .. ~ ................ ~ ...... ~ .. ~---f----~--~--~ 
Does not have too many ideas per frame -- ~ ...................... 11 .. ~--t---~--~~~ 
Will hold the interest of the students--
~--+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---~ 
Encourages pupils in mathematics---- ~~~·······•----t----+---+----f----+---J 
Encourages pupils in other subjects---
~--+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---~ 
Employs suitable vocabulary----------- ............................ ~--t----f---1----j 
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently ---------- ...... ll .. ----t---4----+--~----+---~---i--~ 
Supplements rather than replaces teacher ~ 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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r-en-5 
COUNTING BY lO 'S TO 30 
Using N,J.Inbers Series, Lesson 5 
PRODUCER: Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc., 20 North 
Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Illinois . 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS; John R. Clark and Ce.roline H. Clark. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3 . 00 each, $43.20 for series of 
sixteen ; 35 frames; copyright 1947; producer rec-
ommends for primary arithmetic. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Counting by tens. 
The first seven frames of this filmstrip are direc ted 
to the teacher. In these frames the te acher is given in-
structions on how to use the filmstrip to optimum advantage. 
The frames also contain the ob j ective s of the filmstrips 
which are : to deal with multiples of ten , from ten to thir-
ty; to teach rote and rational counting by tens; to teach 
the meaning of sequence and use of these nQmbers ; and to 
build readiness for addition , subtraction, and multiplica-
tion . 
IJ:'he first few frames give review questions on work 
that has been taken up i n previous strips in the series . 
They show a picture of a boy playing hide and seek. He is 
counting to one hundred by tens. Tb e filmstrip shows the 
numbers and asks the class to say them aloud. 
The filmstrip builds the understanding of counting by 
tens by means of a sheet of Christmas stamps. Each row of 
the sheet contains ten sta.mps . They show that two rows of 
the stamps is two times ten, or twenty. They show thet two 
rows and one row is twenty plus ten , or t hirty. 
The last two frames contain many review questions that 
deal with the material covered in the filmstrip. 
1/ 
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COUN-TI NG BY 10 -1 S TO 30 
Us i ng Numbers Seri es, Lesson 5 
- 5 Evaluator s 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
1 00%' 
TR 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies------
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-------
Makes use of everyday situations----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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r-en-6 
COUNTING BY 10 1S TO 50 
Using Numbers Series, Lesson 6 
PRODUCER: Encyclopaedia Britannica Fi~ms Inc., 20 North 
Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Illinois. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS: John R. Clark and Caroline H. Clark. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.00 each, $43.50 for series of 
sixteen; copyright 1947; 29 frames; producer rec-
ommends for primary arithmetic. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Counting by tens to fifty. 
The first seven frames of this filmstrip are directed 
to the teacher. In these frames the teacher is given in-
structions on how to use the filmstrip to optimum advantage. 
These frames also contain the objectives of the filmstrip 
which are: to deal with multiples of tens from thirty to 
fifty; to teach rote and rational counting by tens; to teach 
the meaning, sequence, and use of these numbers; to build 
readiness for addition, subtraction and multiplication. 
The filmstrip starts with a review of counting by tens 
to thirty. There are toys such as dolls, airplanes, trucks 
and a sign stating that they cost ten cents each. The stu-
dent is asked how much various combinations of the toys will 
cost. 
The filmstrip illustrates new material by using the 
sheet of Christmas seals that has been used :l.n the previous 
strip. There are ten strips in each row. They introduce 
forty by adding one strip to those already present. They 
say "thirty and ten are forty". The children are told to 
count to forty by tens, and various other questions are 
asked to point out the relationship of forty to thirty. They 
do the same type of tes.ching for fifty. 
The last two frames contain many review questions on 
material covered in this and previous strips of the series. 
'"'~3 I 
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COill~TING BY l0 1 S TO 50 
Using Numbers Series, Lesson 6 
4 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
TR 
100% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanat ions 
Is excellent for a common experi ence ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat...~ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subj ects----
Employs sui table vocabulary ------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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COUNTING BY lO'S TO 80 
Using Numbe rs Serie s , Lesson 7 
PRODUCER: Encyc lopaedia Britannica Films I nc., 20 North 
Wacker Drive, Chi cago 6 , Illinois. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS : Jop~ R. Clark and Caroline H. Clark . 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $·3 . 00 each, $43. 50 for series of 
s ixteen; copyr ight 1947; 30 frames; producer rec-
ommends for primary arithmetic. 
CHIEF TOPICS : Counting "Qy tens to sixty, seventy, eighty. 
The fi rst seven f r ames of this films trip are directed 
to the teacher* I n these frames the teacher i s given in-
structions on how to use the filmstrip to optimum advantage . 
The frstmes also contain the objectives of the films trip. 
Thes e ar e: to deal wi th multiples of ten from fif ty t o 
eighty; to t each rote and rational counting by tens ; to teach 
the meaning of sequenc e · and uses of these numbers. 
The filmstrip starts with a review of coun t ing by tens 
up to fif ty. They show a ball , a book, a doll, a truck , and 
a sign stating that each costs ten ce:Dts . The student is ask-
ed '!lfhat various combinations will cost and othe r questions 
that require understanding of counting by tens . 
The filmstrip illustrates new materie.l by using the 
sheet of Christmas seals that has been used in previous 
strips. There are ten stamp s in each row. The number s ixty 
is introduced by adding one strip of stamps t o the five al-
ready there . The caption tells us that fifty and ten is 
sixty. The children are to ld to count to sixty by tens . Vari-
ou s other questions and exercises are given to point out the 
re l at ion of sixty to fifty. Then the numbers seventy and 
eight y are introduced in the same manner with similar ques-
tions and exercises. 
The last two frames contain many review que stions on 
material covered in t his and previous strips in the seriest 
r-en-7 
COUNTI NG BY 101 5 TO 80 
Using Numbers Series, Lesson 7 
4 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
TR 
Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience --
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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COUNTING BY 10 1 8 TO 100 
Using Numbers Series, Lesson 8 
PRODUCER: Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc., 20 North 
Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Illinois . 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS: John R. Clark and Caroline H. Clark. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.00 each, $43.50 for series of 
sixteen; copyright 1947; 37 frames~ producer rec-
orr~ends for primary arithmetic. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Counting by tens to one hundred. 
The fi~st seven fre~es of this filmstrip are directed 
to t he teacher. In these frames the teacher is given in-
structions on how to use the filmstrip to optimum advantage. 
These frames also contain the objectives of the filmstrip 
which are: to deal with multiples of ten from eighty to one 
hundred; to teach rote and rational counting by tens; to 
teach the meaning, sequence, and use of these numbers; and 
to build readiness for addition, subtraction and multiplica-
tion. 
The filmstrip starts with a review of counting by tens 
up to eighty. They show a ball, a book, a doll, a truck, and 
a sign ste.tlng that ee.ch costs ten cents. The student is 
asked what various combinations will cost and other questions 
that require understanding of counting by tens. 
The filmstrip illustrates new material by using the 
sheet of Christmas seals that has been used in previous 
strips. There are ten stamps in each row. The number ninety 
is introduced by adding one strip to the eight already there. 
The caption tells us that eighty and ten equals ninety. The 
children are told to count to sixty by tens. Various other 
questions and exercises are given to point out the relation 
of eighty to ninety. Then the number one hundred is intro-
duced in the same manner with similar questions and exercises. 
The last two frames contain many review questions on 
material covered in this and previous strips in the series. 
r-en-8 
COUNTING BY 10"1 S TO 100 
Using Numbers Series, Lesson 8 
4 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
TR 
·Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9.th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Me. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat."lematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics ----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employe sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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COUNTING FROM 10 TO 15 
Using Numbers Series, Lesson 9 
PRODUCER: Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc., 20 North 
Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Illinois. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS: John R. Clark and Caroline H. Clark. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.00 each, $43.50 for aeries of 
sixteen; copyright 1947; 39 frames; producer rec-
ommends for prims.ry ari thmeti e. 
' CHIEF TOPICS: Counting from ten to fifteen; relative values 
of these numbers. 
The first seven frames of this filmstrip are directed 
to the teacher. In these fre.mes the teacher is given in-
structions on how to use the filmstrip to optimum advantage. 
The frames also contain the objectives of the filmstrips 
which s.re: to teach the meaning , sequence, and use of two-
place numbers from ten through fifteen; to teach rational 
counting from ten to fifteen; to build readiness for addi-
tion, subtraction, and multiplication; and to lay a. founda-
tion for problem solving. 
The first few frames contain review questi ons on work 
taken up in previous strips of this aeries. They attempt to 
show counting from ten to fifteen by means of placing pePniea 
in rows of ten. The filmstrip first shows one row of ten 
pennies and one penny in the next row.. This is eleven pen" 
nies. They point out that it is ten pennies and one penny. 
They ask the pupils to count from one to eleven. This proc-
ess is carried through from eleven to fifteen. They point 
out t he relatlve values of the numbers from ten to fifteen 
by asking appropriate questions. 
The last four frames contain many review questions on 
material covered in this and previous strips in the aeries. 
r-en-9 
COUNTING FROM 10 TO 15 
Using Numbers Series, Lesson 9 
4 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
TR 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry. 
Advanced Nath 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no ma~~ematical inaccuracies --------
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subj ects------
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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COUNTING FROM 15 TO 20 
Using Numbers Series, Lesson 10 
PRODUCER: Encyclope.edia Britannica Films Inc., 20 North 
Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Illinois. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSUL'I1ANTS: John R. Clark and Ce.roline H. Clark. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.00 each, $43.50 for series of 
sixteen; copyright 1947; 36 frames; producer rec-
ommends for primary arithmetic. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Counting from fifteen to twenty; relative 
ve.lues of these numbers. 
The first seven frames of this filmstrip are directed 
to the teacher. In these frames the teacher is given in-
structions on how t o use the filmstrip to optimum advantage. 
The fre~ea also contain the objectives of the filmstrip. 
These are: to teach the meaning, sequence, and use of two-
place numbers from fifteen to twenty; to teach rational 
counting from fifteen to twenty; to build readiness for addi-
tion , subtraction, and multiplication; and to lay a founda-
tion for problem solving. 
The first few frames contain review ques tions on work 
taken up in pre,rious strips of this series. They attempt to 
show counting from fifteen to twenty by means of placing pen-
nies in rows of ten. The filmstrip first shows one row of 
ten pennies and six pennies in the next row. This is sixteen 
pennies, or fifteen plus one penny. The pupils are asked to 
count from ten to sixteen. This process is carried thro~gh 
from sixteen to twenty. The relative values of the numbers 
from fifteen to twenty are then pointed out by means of appro-
priate questions. 
The last four frames contain many review questions on 
material covered in this and previous strips in the series~ 
~~- ==·==~p====== 
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COUNTI NG FROM 15 TO 20 
Using Numbers Series, Lesson 10 
4 Evalua tors 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
TR 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
1007; 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing ne1~ material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experi ence ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subj ects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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COUNTING FROM 20 TO 40 
Using Numbers Series , Lesson 11 
PRODUCER : Encyclopaedia Bri te.nnica Fi l ms Inc "', 20 North 
Wacker Drive, Chicago 6_, I llinois, 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS: Joh_l'l R. Cl ark e.nd Caroline H. Clarka. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; ~~3 . 00 each, $43.20 for series of 
sixteen; 36 frames; producer recow.mends for pri-
mary arithmetic • 
CHIEF TOPICS: Counting from twenty to forty . 
The first seven frames of this filmstrip e.re directed 
to the teacher. In these frames the teacher is given in-
structions on how to use the filmstrip to optimum adve.ntage. 
The frames al8o contain the objectives of the filmstrip 
which are : to teach the meaning, sequence , and use .of num-
bers from twenty through forty; to teach ratione.l co11nting 
from twenty to forty; to build readiness for addition , sub-
traction, and multiplication; and to le_y a foundation for 
problem solving. 
The first few frames contain review quest i ons on wo r k 
taken up in previous strips of this series . These frames at-
tempt to show counting from twenty to forty by means of plac-
ing pen..l'l es and dots i n rows of tens ., They show the number 
twenty-one by two rows of ten and one in the next row. This 
process is repeated for all numbers up to forty. There are 
many questions e.sked which give the pupils practice in sim-
ple addition and nRmber sequence . 
The last few frames contain review questions . These 
questions determine understandi ng of place value , number 
size , and number sequence . 
8-3 
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COUNTING .. FROM 20 TO 4 0 
Using Numbers Series , Les son 11 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
TR 
PriiiUiry Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent f or augmenting explana tions 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for .motivation 
Is excellent f or r eview 
Ha s no mat.."l.ematical i na ccuracies----
Employe met hods conduc i ve to learning-
Employs excellent pho t ography -----
Makes use of everyday ei tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subj ect s------
Employe sui table vocabulary------
Presents ma t erial in logical s equence-
Presents ma t erial efficien tly ---------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluator s _school 
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COUNTING FROM 40 TO 100 
Us ing Numbers Series, Les son 12 
PRODUCER: Encyclopaedia Bri tannics. Films I nc. , 20 North 
Wacker Drive , Chicago 6, Illinois. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS: John R. Clark and Caroline H. Clark. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.00 each, $43.50 fo r series of 
sixteen; 34 frames; copyright 1947. 
CHIEF TOPICS : Counting from forty to 0ne hundred. 
The first seven frames of this filmstrip are directed 
to the teacher. I n these frames the teacher is given in-
structions on how to use the filmstrip to optimum advantage. 
These frames also contain the objec tives of the filmstrip . 
These are: to teach the meaning , sequence , and use of two-
place numbers forty to one hundred; to teach rational count-
ing from forty to one hundred; to lay readiness for adding , 
subtracti ng , multiplying, and for solving problems . 
The fi l mstrip starts with a revi ew of count i ng from 
ten to fo rty. I t employs the usua l do ts for counting. I n 
introducing the new goal of counting from forty to .one hun-
dred , Christmas .seals are again used. The frame shows rows 
of ten sea l s p l us a few extra stamps in a new row and s ays 
"Forty and five are forty-five." The children then repeat 
this procedure from forty t o one hundred. 
The last four frames contain many review questions on 
material covered in this and previous filmstr ips of the ser-
ies . 
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COL~ING FROM 40 TO 100 
Using Numbers Series, Lesson 12 
47 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
TR 
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Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
97;.8% 2 . 2~G . 
Arithmetic Consumer Me. th Shop Math Al gebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent f or introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experi ence ----
Is excell.ent f or developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivati on 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat."'leme. tica l inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to l earning -
Employs excellent pho t ography-----
Makes use of everyday s1 tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame. --
Will hold t he int erest of t he s tudents-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in ot her sub j ects --
Employs suitable vocabulary-------
Presents ma t erial i n l ogical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replac es teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluat ors school 
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READING WJMBERS TO 50 
Using Numbers Series , Lesson 13 
PRODUCER: Encyclopaedia Brit~tP..nica Films Inc. , 20 North 
Wacker Drive , Chicago 6 , Illinois . 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS: John R. Clark and Caroline H. Clark. 
FILMSTRIP : Black and white; $3. 00 e ach, $43. 20 for series of 
sixteen; 28 frames; copyright 1947. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Review of counting numbers; reading numbers to 
fifty; dete rmining relative size of numbers. 
The first seven frames tell the teacher how this series 
of filmstrip should be used . The eighth frame repeats the 
title so that the first frames can be skipped and the chil-
dren will still f eel that they have seen the entire strip. 
The ninth frame reviews material covered by previous strips. 
The following frame is called a puzz.le ., It has six puzzles 
all similar to : 11 I 'm thinking of 9. number. It is one more 
than 79. What is it? " 
J ohn's birthday (December 12) and Christmas are cir-
cled on the celendar.. The children are asked to point to 12 
and 25,. They are HSl-{ed to read all the numbers in the month 
of Dec ember as the teacher points to them., A frame shovis Ann 
st!?.nding in front of the calends.r covering the mnnbers 14 , 21) 
BnrJ 28-, and asks what numbers she is covering. 
The numl1ers from one to fif ty are arranged in five rows 
and the ch ldren are asked to read them as the t eacher points 
to them. The te?cher is instructed to point to them, first 
consecutively, then at random, then down vertical rows , and 
again at random.. Another frame shows numbers omitted from a 
series and the children are aslced what numbers are mi ssing . 
Several items are shown hanging on nu:.rnbered hooks. The chil-
dren are asked what number a pf'.rticular hook has . 
A clock, a series of numbers with some mi ssing num-
bers , an open book with page numbers , and some price labels 
are pictured so the.t the children can read the numbers . 
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READING NillffiERS Ttl: 50 
Using Numbers Series, Lesson 13 
47 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
74.6% 23.9% 1.5% 
TR 
___ 59 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% ____ 46 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9.th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent f or augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ----------------
Has no mat.."l.ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography -----
Makes use of everyday situations ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employe suitable vocabulary-------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently -------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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READING NillVIBERS TO 100 
Using Numbers Series , Lesson 14 
PRODUCER: Encyc lopaedia Britannica Films Inc. , 20 North 
Wacker Drive , Chicago 6 1 Illino is. 
EDUCATIO:f\TAL CONSULTANTS: John R. Clark and Ce.roline H. Clark . 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white ; $3. 00 each, $43.20 for series of 
sixteen; 31 frames; producer recoill!l1ends for pr .... 
mary aritr~etic. 
CHIEF TOPICS; Reading numbers to one hundred. 
The first seven frames of this filmstrip are directed 
to the teacher. In these frames the teacher is given in· 
stru ction s on how to us e the filmstrip to optimum adv~mtage . 
These fremes also contain the objectives of the filmstr·j_p 
which are: to teach the recognition and reading of two-place 
numbers up to one hundred; to reinforce the meaning of two-
place numbers up to one hundred; to tee.ch the meaning , se-
quence , e.nd use of these numbers; to lay a foundation for 
problem solving. 
The first few fre.mes conte.in review questions on ma. -
teri al discussed in prev:!.ous film strips of this series . 
The body of the filmstrip gives many activities which 
deal with the reading ~md underste.nding of numbers up to one 
hundred. Some of these activities are: reading the numbers 
from one to fifty in sequence; reading these nQmbers in other 
orders; supplyi ng the missing numbers in a series from fifty 
to one hundred; and telling which of a group of numbers is 
the largest .. 
The last frame contains a review of the material pre-
sented in the filmstrip. 
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READING NUMBERS T8 100 
Using Numbers Series, Lesson 14 
24 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
91~71& 8~3% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9.th Algebra 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing .new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills--. -
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat."lematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subj acts ------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently ------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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WORKING WITH NUMBERS TO 100 
Using Numbers Series, Lesson 15 
PRODUCER: Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc., 20 North 
Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Illinois. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS: John R. Clark and Caroline H. Clark. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.00 each, $43.50 for series of 
sixteen; copyright 1947; 30 frames; producer rec-
ommends for primary arithmetic. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Relative value of numbers; reading and writing 
numbers up to one hundred; meaning of tens 
place. 
The first seven frames of this filmstrip are directed 
to the teacher. In these frames the teacher is given in-
structions on how to u se the filmstrip to optimum advantage. 
These frames also contain the objectives of the filmstrip 
which are: to teach recognization and simple manipulation 
of two-place number8; to reinforce the meaning of two-place 
numbers; to reinforce the knowledge of two-place number se-
quence; to lay a foundation for problem solving. 
The prime function of this filmstrip is to point out 
the material discussed in the previous strips of the series. 
The filmstrip contains many examples which the teacher can 
use to give drill in this material and to determine whether 
or not the students understand it. The examples are of the 
following nature: lists of numbers to read; questions about 
the tens place; questions on number sequence. 
9:1 
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\'fORKING vliTH NUMBERS TO 100 
Using Numbers Series, Lesson 15 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
TR 
Primary ·Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Mg,th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent f or a common experience-.-
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent f or motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.."lematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-. 
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently -------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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WRITING NUMBERS TO 100 
Using Numbers Series, Lesson 16 
PRODUCER: Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc., 20 North 
Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Illinois. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS: John R. Clark and Caroline H. Clark. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.00 each, $43.20 for series of 
sixteen; 32 frames; producer recommends for pri@ 
mary arithmetic. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Writing numbers to one hundred. 
The first seven frames of this filmstrip are directed 
to the teacher. In these frames the teacher is given in-
structions on how to use the filmstrip to optimum advantage. 
The frames also contain the objectives of the filmstrip. 
These are: to teach the writing of two-place numbers; to re-
inforce the meaning of two-place numbers; to teach the mean-
ing, sequence, and use of thes e numbers; and to lay a foun-
dation for problem solving. 
The first few frames in the body of the filmstrip are 
designed to present a review of material discus sed previou sly 
and to give the students practice in counting and reading num-
bers. Each number from one to nine is written clearly in the 
filmstrip. The pupils are asked to trace the number in the 
air with their finger as they say them. The filmstrip teaches 
the sequence ot numbers by asking the pupils to trace in the 
air numbers that follow directly or preceed directly another 
given number. It also asks the student to trace and say the 
name of the l argest number in a group. 
The last few frames contain review questions on mate-
rial discussed in this filmstrip and other strips in the 
series. 
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VffiiTING NUMBERS TO~ 100 
Using Numbers Series , Lesson 16 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100,& 
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For what course or courses do you think this 'filmstrip would be suited? 
lOO% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9.th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience - <-
Is excellent for developing skills--.- -
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathemt;~.tical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-.-
Employs excellent photography -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics------, 
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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ARITHMETICAL CONCEPTS 
From Work and Play with Numbers Series 
PRODUCER: Eye Gate House, 330 W. 42d Street, New York, New 
York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $22.50 for series of nine; 25 frames. 
CHIEF TOPIC: Meaning of words commonly used in arithmetic. 
This filmstrip presents, through the use of pictures 
of objects familiar to children in the lower grades, the 
meanings of many words which are used in the study of arith-
metic . One frame shows three children with different sized 
balloons and asks who has the biggest and littlest one. An" 
other shows a car, a bicycle, and e. plane e.nd asks which 
moves fastest and which moves slowest . Still another frame 
pictures a block, a pencil, a piece of paper and a ball; ex-
plaining that the block is square, the pencil is long, the 
paper is flat, and the ball is round. Other words used in 
the study of arithmetic which are presented are as follows: 
big; little; taller ; short er ; most; l east; thick ; thin; fast-
est; slowest; full; half; empty; higher; lower; heavier; 
straight; high; low; many; whole; near; far away; first; 
second; third; fourth, 
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ARITHI'-1ETICAL CONCEPTS 
From 11'lork and Play vri th Numb ers Series 
42 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
95.1% 4 .9% 
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For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
g7 6~ 2 4~ . 
_ • f O • {0 _____ 41 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Ad vane ed Ma. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----. 
Is excellent for developing skills--.-
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies----
Employe methods conducive to learning-
Employe excellent photography-------
Makes use of· everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluat ors school 
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WE LEARN ~~MBERS, PART I 
From Work and Play with NQ~bers Series 
PRODUCER: Eye Gate House, 330 W. 42d Street, New York, New 
York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $22 .50 for series of nine; 25 frames. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Introduction to numbers one through fi ve ; 
writing numbers one through five. 
The filmstrip introduces the numbers one through five. 
In the first fr~~e there is a picture of one flower. The 
next frame shows a boy and a dog with the caption, "I have 
one dog. His name is Buster." I n the following frames pic-
tures are shown of other object.8 which are familiar to child-
ren, including tbe following: fish; chicks ; cows; t rees; 
dolls; bears; dogs; ma.rbles . In the final frame, devoted to 
the presentation of each new n1mber , it is shown how the num-
ber is written. The last few frames are used to review, 
testing the pupils abilities to recognize the number of ob-
jects presented in each frame. 
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\'lE LEARN ND:r-1BERS, PART I 
From v·Tork and Play vvi t h Numbers Series 
42 Eval uators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
lOO% 
I'R 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience --
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ----------------
Has no mat.ltematical inaccuracies-----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photoe;raphy ------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of. the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics-----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary-------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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WE LEARN NUMBERS, PART II 
From Work and Play with Numbers Series 
PRODUCER: Eye Gate House, 330 w. 42d Street , New York, New 
York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $22.50 for series of nine; 25 frames . 
CHIEF TOPICS: Introduction of numbers six through ten; writ-
ing numbers six through ten; review in recog-
nizing number or objects, one through ten. · 
This filmstrip is a continuation of We Learn Numbers, 
Part I, and presents the numbers from six through ten. In 
the various fremes six, seven, eigbt , nine or ten common ob~ 
jects are shown. One frame pictures seven flowers with the 
caption, "Se e the seven flowers." Another frame shows a 
girl and eight baby chicks with the caption, "The girl is 
feeding eight chicks." In other frames the following common 
objects are shown: birds; apples; candles; clowns; books; 
pigs; dresses; stars; pennies~ The final few fremes provide 
a review in recognizing the number of objects presented. 
This review covers all numbers from one through ten. 
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\"lE LEARN NU14BERS , PART I I 
From i'fork and Play with Numbers Series 
40 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
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For w~t course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? . _ 
l001o 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducin5 ne\'1 material. 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience --
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review --------
Has no mathematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-· 
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students---' 
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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TIME AND MONEY 
From Work and Play with Numbers Series 
PRODUCER: Eye Gate House, 330 w. 42d Street, New York, New 
York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $22.50 for series of nine; 25 frames. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Identifying the positions of the hands of a 
clock at the various hour settings; under-
standing relationships between pennies, nick-
els and dime~. 
The purposes of this filmstrip are to teach pupils to 
identify the positions of the hands of a clock at the various 
hours, and to underste.nd the relationships between pennies, 
nickels and dimes. The first twelve frames show the posi" 
tiona of the hands of a clock for each hour, at random rather 
than in chronological order. I n the presentation of money a 
pic ture of first one cent and then of five pennies is shown. 
A picture of e. nickel is shown and it is explained the.t a 
nickel is the same as five pennies. Next a picture of ten 
pennies is shown, followed by a pict ure of a dime and the 
explanation the.t a dime is the same as ten pennies. It is 
next shown that a dime is the same as two nickels. 
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TIIVIE AND JYIONEY 
From Work and Play with Number s Series 
39 Eval uator s 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
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For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
lOO% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Ma th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat..llematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects----
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently ------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
ShoUld be purchased by evaluator s school 
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ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION CONCEPTS 
From Work Emd Play with Numbers Series 
PRODUCER: Eye Gate House, 330 w. 42d Street, New York, New 
York. 
Fih~STRIP: Color; $22.50 for aeries of nine; 25 frame~. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Adding two numbers which have a sum of five; 
subtracting nu~bers from nu~bers equal to or 
less than five. 
The filmstrip introduces all the possible addition con-
cepts for combining two numbers to get a sum of five and the 
subtraction of numbers from numbers equal to or less than 
five. I n developing these concepts pictures of the follow-
ing familie.r objects are used: balloons; blocks; chicks; 
bears; dogs; birds; crows; pigs; toys; ducks. One frame 
shows a mother bear and two baby bears and explains that two 
plus one gives three. Another shows two boys and two girls 
and asks, "How many children do you see ?" A third frame 
shows two pigs inside a pen and two pigs outside the pen and 
aska how many pigs are inside and how many are outside the 
pen. I t is then explained that four take away two leaves 
two. The last frs.me reviews the various addition and sub-
traction concepts which have been developed. 
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ADD I TI ON AND SUBTRACTI ON CONCEPTS 
From i'lo r k and Play wi th Numbers Ser ies 
4 2 Evaluator s 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
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For wha~ course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 97 . 6p 2 . 4% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience--
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.."lematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subj sets --
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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WORK AND PLAY WITH NUMBERS, 5 AND 6 
From Work and Play with Numbers Series 
PRODUCER: Eye Gate House , 330 w. 42d Street , New York , New 
York. 
FilMSTRIP : Color; $22.50 f or series of nine; 25 frames. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Adding two numbers which give a su~ of five; 
subtracting numbers from five and six. 
In this filmstrip combinations of two numbers which 
can be added to give a total of five or s i x are presented. 
It is also shown how to subtract numbers from both five a.nd 
six. In all frames pictures of objects familiar to children 
in the lower grades are used. The first frame shows three 
little ducks and two big ducks . After asking how many big 
ducks and little ducks there are it is shown that three plus 
two is five. In another frame there are three children stand-
ing in a group and two children running away from the group . 
It is shown t hat five ( total number of children ) take away 
two {the two children running e.way from the group ) leaves 
three. A third frame shows three ducks in water and three 
on the bank. It is explained that six take away three leaves 
three . Several frames at the end are devoted to a review of 
the concepts in a.dding and subtracting which have been pre-
sented. 
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WORK AND PLAY VliTH I\TUHBERS, 5 AND 6 
From \'la rk and Play "Ti th Numbers Series 
40 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
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Eleventh TWelfth College Ninth 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Ms.th Shop M!l.th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Ms. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat..l-tematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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WORK AND PLAY WITH NUMBERS, 7 AND 8 
From Work a.nd Play with Numbers Series 
PRODUCER: Eye Ge.te House, 330 w. 42d Street, New York, New 
York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $22.50 for series of nine; 25 frames. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Combinations of numbers which can be added 
to give sums of seven or eight; subtracting 
numbers from seven and eight. 
Pictures of objects familiar to children in the lower 
grades of school are used to show the combinations of numbers 
which can be added to give seven or eight, and how to subtract 
numbers from seven and eight. A detailed description of a few 
representative frames will show how these concepts of addition 
and subtraction are developed. One frame shows a boy with 
five blue and two orange balloons. It is explained that five 
plus two gives seven. In another frame four birds are shown 
sitting and three others flying. It is stated that seven 
(the total number of birds) minus three (the number flying 
away ) leaves four ( the number of birds sitting). In a third 
frame there are a total of seven kittens shown. A boy is 
carrying two of them away from the rest of the group. It is 
explained that seven kittens, take away two kittens, leaves 
five kittens. At the end of the filmstrip there are several 
review frames covering the material which has been presented. 
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~'fORK AND PLAY \HTH NUMBERS, 7 AND 8 
From vfork and Play 'i'lith Numbers Series 
43 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be sui t ed? 
97 .7% 2.3% 
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For wha~ course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
lOO;a ______ 42 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9.th Algebra Geometry 
Advanoed Ms. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations .. 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ----------------
Has no mat..'lematical inaccuracies------
Employs methode conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photo e;raphy -----------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona -------
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics-------
Encourages pupils in other subjects ------
Employs sui table vocabulary------------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently ----------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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. WORK AND PLAY WITH NUMBERS, 8 AND 9 
From Work and Play with Numbers Series 
PRODUCER: Eye Gate House, 330 w. 42d Street, New York, New 
York. 
FIUJSTRIP: Color; $22.50 for series of nine; 25 frames. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Combinations of numbers which can be added to· 
give sums of eight or nine; subtracting nu~­
bers from eight and nine. 
As in the previous filmstrips of this number series 
various pictures of com~on objects are presented to develop 
the combinations of numbers which when added will give eight 
or nine. The subtraction of numbers from eight and nine is 
also presented. One frame shows seven white ducks and one 
brown duck; it is stated that seven plus one gives eight. In 
the following frame the brown duck has gone to the shore, 
eight ducks (total number of ducks) minus one duck (the one 
on shore) leaves seven duckl! (thos e remaining in the water ). 
Other frames show that six rabbits and three rabbits are nine 
rabbits, nine cows take away one leaves eight, and other ad ... 
dition and subtraction concepts. Several review frames to 
test knowledge of the material which has been presented are 
included. 
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1'/'0RK AND PLAY WITH NUl'.ffiERS , 8 AND 9 
From Vlork and Play vii th Numbers Series 
43 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
97.7% 2.3% 
:11J) 
TR 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this f ilmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra 
Advanc ed Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathem~?-tical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography -------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subj ects ------
Employs sui table vocabulary ------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material ·efficiently ------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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WORK AND PLAY WITH NUMBERS, 9 AND 10 
From Work and Flay with Numbers Series 
PRODUCER: Eye Gate House, 330 w. 42d Street, New York , New 
York. 
FILl'JTS'I'RIP: Color; $22.50 for series of nine; 25 frames. 
CHIEF 'l'OPICS: Combinations of numbers which can be added 
to give sums of nine or ten; subtracting 
numbers fro.m nine and ten. 
This filmstrip presents the various combinations of 
two numbers ¥.1hich can be added to give totals of nine and 
ten. It also shows the numbers left when various numbers 
are subtracted from either nine or ten. As in the previous 
filmstrips of this series pictures of objects which are 
familiar to children in the lower grades are used in develop-
ing the concepts. Objects pictured include the following: 
balloons; apples; flowers; marbles; birds; leaves; cents; 
pigs; cups. One frame pictures nine boys and one girl and 
explains that nine boys plus one girl gives ten children. 
Another shows eight birds sitting and two birds flying~ ex-
plaining that eight birds plus two birds gives ten birds and 
that ten birds (total number of birds ) minus two birds (those 
flying away) leaves eight birds (those sitting). Several 
frs.mes at the end of the filmstrip are reserved to review 
the material which has been presented. 
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WORK At\TD PLAY WITH NUivffiERS, 9 A:;:m 10 
From vvork and Play 1tli th Numbers Series 
43 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
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Primary ·Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For wha~ course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100~ 
Arithmetic Consumer M.a. th Shop Ma. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced .Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducins new material 
Is excel~ent f or augmenting exp~ana tiona . 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat..ltem~tical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects----
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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WHAT NUMBERS MEAN 
From Primary Arithmetic Series 
PRODUCER: Popular Science Publishing Co., Inc., 353 Fourth 
Avenue, New York 10, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: Dr. Foster E. Grossnickle 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $6.00 each, $30.00 for series of six; 41 
frames; copyright 1949; teacher's guide available; 
producer recommends for primary grades arithmetic. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Meaning of numbers from one to ten; reading 
and writing number symbols from one to ten; 
reading printed names of numbers. 
Dogs, dolls, horses, airplanes, a.utomobiles, chickens, 
ducks, kittens, e~d rabbits illustrate the numbers from one 
to ten concretely. Circles, squares, tally marks, triangular 
tree symbols, triangles, and X's illustrate the numbers from 
one to ten semiconcretely. The word for the number is printed 
above each illustration and the symbol for the number is print-
ed below. 
After presenting each numbe r concretely and semicon-
cretely the strip uses four frames to show several groupings 
of the objects mentioned above, several printed number words, 
snd several number symbols. The children are asked to match 
the number words or symbols with a group of objects having 
the right number. 
Two frames have 
the children to match. 
children might like to 
to the ones Dick shows 
number words and number symbols for 
The final frames suggest that the 
make a n~~ber book or poster similar 
on the screen. 
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WHAT NUMBERS MEAN 
From Primary Arithmetic Series 
7 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
TR 
100% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent f or augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat."l.ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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ZERO, A PLACE HOLDER 
Fr om Primary Ari thme tic Ser ies 
PRODUCER: Popular Science Publish ing Co., Inc., 353 Fourt h 
Avenue, New York 10, New York. 
EDUCAT I ONAL ADVISOR : Dr. Foster E. Grossnickle. 
FILfiiSTRIP: Color; $6.00 each, $30.00 f or series of six ; 
39 frames; copyrigh t 1948; teacher• s guide 
available; producer recommends for primary gr a des 
a ritmne tic. 
CHI EF TOP I CS: The meaning of zero; how zeros make it pos-
sible to use digits to represent f r om one t o 
nine tens. 
The i nitia l f r cune tells us t hat t her e is to be a 
picnic at the l ake, a nd t hat the bus f a re is 20 cent s . The 
fo llowi ng t wo frame s show Billy with 20 pennies, which h e 
a rranges on a t able in rows of tens. It is next shown that 
10 pennies equals a dime, and tha t 20 pennies equals two 
dimes. Billy next arr anges 20 cards in rows of tens, then 
places the ca r d s in t wo bundles of 10 each. A tray with t wo 
compartmen ts, one ma r k ed tens and the other marked one, is 
used to show that 20 is equal to t wo bundles of 10 in the 
tens compartment, and zero bundle s of card s in the ones com-
partment. I n a simila r manner rows of ca rds are put into 
bundle s and pla ced in the tens compartment to p icture the 
meaning of 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90. 
The following six frames p icture two counting blocks, 
one to represent the tens p lace, a nd one to represent the 
ones place, to illustra te the meaning of t h e tens from 10 
to 90. Several frames are also devoted to a modernized 
abacus wi t h tens and units rows to show how the tens from 
10 to 90 can be represented. 
Two of the final frames show a ca rtoonists version 
of anima ted numbers in which zero is marching with each of 
the other t wo p lace numbers. 
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ZERO A PLACE HOLDER 
From Primary Arithmetic Series 
28 Eval ua tors 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
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For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmeti c Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Ad vane ed Me. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ~ 
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies--- -
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday situations ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Wi ll hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary ------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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A NUMBER FAMILY IN ADDITION 
From Primary Arithmetic Series 
PRODUCER: Popular Science Publishing Co., Inc., 353 Fourth 
Avenue, New York 10, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: Dr. Foster E. Grossnickle 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $6.00 each, $30.00 for series of six; 37 
fre.mes; copyright 1949; teacher's guide available; 
producer recommends for primary grade arithmetic. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Counting concrete objects up to seven; using 
manipulative materials to represent number 
facts; combinations of two numbers which when 
added total seven. 
The first frame shows Ruth and her mother preparing 
for a birthday party. They have a cake with seven candles 
on it. In the next frame Ruth is pictured greeting her six 
guest~!, e.nd it i3 asked, "How many children are at the party? 
How many boys? How many girl~!?" 
In another picture each child has a balloon, four 
being red and three blue. The facts that four balloons plus 
three balloons is seven balloons, and three balloons plus 
four balloons is seven balloons are explained. Using other 
familiar objects which might be found at a birthday party 
such as hats, chairs, and cake, the addition concepts involv-
ing the pairs of number~! one and · six, and two and five are 
explained. 
Several review frames at the end of the filmstrip test 
the pupil's knowledge of the facts which have been presented. 
Everyday objects appearing in these frames include the follow-
ing: birds; rabbits; milk; cookies; apples; airplanes; and 
marbles. 
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From Primary •Arithmetic Series 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
85~7% 14.3% 
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For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
1009& 
' Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9-th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ----------------
Has no mathematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography---------'--
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona -----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics-----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently---------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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COMPOUND SUBTRACTION 
From Primary Arithmetic Series 
PRODUCER: Popular Science Publishing Co., Inc., 353 Fourth 
Avenue, New York 10, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: Dr. Foster E. Grossnickle 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $6.00 each, $30.00 for series of six; 
36 frames; copyright 1948; teacher's guide 
available; producer recommend~ for primary 
grade aritbmetie. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Dividing numbers of less than one hundred 
into tens and units; the subtraction of one 
two-place number from another. 
The first frame of this filmstrip shows a poster an-
nouncing the approaching third grade puppet show. Tickets 
for this show are used throughout the filmstrip to help de-
velop the subtraction concept~ presented. The teacher ha~ 
sixty-four tickets to be sold. Peggy and Ted put the tickets 
in bundles of ten, it being explained that there are six bun-
dle~ of ten and four extra tickets. After each of the twenty~ 
eight pupils in the class have bought ticket~, Peggy and Ted 
want to know how many tickets remain to be sold. They have 
three bundle~ of ten tickets, and six extra tickets, a total 
of thirty-six tickets left. By using tray~ for the bundles 
of tens, and the ones, it is shown that sixt,.. .. four miniJ.~ 
twenty-eight equal~ thirty-six. This is done by opening one 
of the bundles of ten and placing them in the ones tra,... In 
a similar manner twenty-eight is subtracted from fifty-four. 
The final frame presents seventy-four minu~ twenty-
eight as review problem in subtraction. 
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CO~~OUND SUBTRACTION 
From Primary Arithmetic Series 
7 Evaluators 
For what grade . or~rades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
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For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9.th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced M9. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies 
Employs methods conducive to learning-· 
Employs excellent photography-------
Makes use of everyday si tuations----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently -------
Supplements rather than r eplaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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THE THREES 
From Primary Arithmetic Series 
PRODUCER: Popular Science Publishing Co., Inc., 353 Fourth 
Avenue, New York 10, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: Dr. Foster E. Grossnickle. 
FI~ISTRIP: Color; $6. 00 each, ~ 30.00 for series of six; 
36 frames; copyright 1949; teacher 1 s guide 
available; producer recommends for primary 
grade arithmetic. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Recognizing three objects; the ea se of mul-
tiplying as compared to adding when a given 
digit is to be combined several times. 
The first few frames show children reading The Thr.ee 
Little Kittens, The Three Bears, and The Three Little Pigs. 
Questions are asked concerning the number of animals shown 
on a page of ea ch book. Betty is next pictured buying three 
one-cent stamps at the school post office. The following 
frames show that Betty 1 s way of finding the cost of the 
three stamps is to a dd one, and one, and one, whereas the 
post office clerk multiplied three by one to get his answer. 
In the remaining frames of the filmstrip, three like 
objects having different numbers of like parts are presented. 
In ea ch case it is shown that the total number of like parts 
may oe obtained by adding, or by multiplying, stressing the 
fact that multiplication is the easier way. Objects used 
in developing this concept include the following: three 
skooters having two wheels each ; three clovers having three 
leaves ea ch; three dogs having four paws each; three boxes 
containing six eggs each; and three rows of toy soldiers with 
nine soldiers in ea ch row. 
Other groups of from four to nine like objects, simi-
lar to those mentioned a oove and each containing three like 
parts, are p ictured to help in presenting the concept of 
multiplying when a s eries of identical numbers are to be added. 
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For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
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For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be sui t ed? 
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Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excell ent for introducing new material 
Is excellent f or augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills-- -
Is excellent f or motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat."lematical inaccurac i es ----
Empl oys methods conducive to learnine;-
Employs excellent photography -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona --- -
Does not have t oo many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils i n mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary- -- - -
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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THE TWOS IN DIVISION 
From Primary Arithmetic Series 
PRODUCER: Popular Science Publishing Co., Inc., 353 Fourth 
Avenue, New York 10, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: Dr. Foster E. Grossnickle 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $ 6.00 each, $30.00 for series of six; 45 
frames; copyright 1948; teacher's guide available; 
producer recommends for primary grade arithmetic. 
CHIEF TOPIC: Dividing all even numbers from two to eighteen 
by two. 
Nan and her playmates are going on a picnic. Nan's 
mother is putting up a lunch for Nan and her playmates. 
After this introduction eight sandwiches, which the pupils 
are asked to count, are shown. Following frames show the 
sandwiches wrapped two in a package until finally there are 
four packages of sandwiches. This shows the result of re-
peated subtraction. 
A boy is shown grouping eight cards in groups of two, 
and a girl grouping eight chalk marks in groups of two on a 
blackboard. It is explained that eight divided by two asks, 
11 How many twos in eight?" Rabbits, oranges, bananas, and 
doughnuts are used to illustrate dividing six, four, and two 
by two. 
In presenting the division of the everi numbers from 
ten to eighteen by two, it is emphasized that the answer must 
be placed over the units part of the dividend. For numbers 
larger than ten, two trays are used, one for the bunch of 
ten, and one for the ones. It is shown that the group of ten 
must be taken over with the ones in order to carry out the 
division. 
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From Primary Arithmetic Series 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
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THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation-----------
Is excellent for review ---------------
Has no mat..l-tematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photo5ra:phy ------
Makes use of everyday situations ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subJects------
Employs sui table vocabulary--------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently -------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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BOW 1"'0 TELL TIME, PART I, THE HOUR AND HALF HOUR 
From How to Tell Time Series 
PRODUCER: Teaching Films, Inc., New York, New . York. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Popular Science Publishing Co., Inc., 353 
Fourth Avenue, New York 10, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and. white; $3.00; 45 frames; copyright 
1947; teacher's guide available; producer re-
commends for primary grade social studies. 
CHIEF ~~OPICS: Telling time by hours; telling time by half 
hours. 
Rodger, a seven year old boy, is late for supper be-
cause he doesn't know how to tell time. His sister, Ann, 
makes a cardboard. clock with which she explains about the 
face of the clock and the function of the hour and minute 
hands , and shows Rodger in which direction the hands move. 
Practice in telling time by hours and half hours is 
given. Several fre.mes invi te group or individual responses. 
Various frames show the time Rodger arises, eats break-
fast, goes to and from school, has recess and lunch, s.nd at 
what time he goes on an errand for hi~ mother or greets h is 
father in the evening. 
The last six frames sh.ow a clock face, without hands, 
which can be projected on the blackboard to give pupils prac-
tice in drawing the hands of a clock at stated times. 
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THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing ne'' material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no matheml;l.tical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have t oo many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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HOW TO TELL TIME, PART II, THE MINUTES 
From How to Tell Time Series 
PRODUCER: Teaching Films, Inc., New York, New York. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Popular Science Publishing Co., Inc., 353 
Fourth Avenue, New York 10, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.00; 43 frames; copyright 
1947; teacher's guide available; producer re-
commends for primary grade social studies. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Telling time by minutes; after the hour and 
to the hour concepts . 
Paul doesn't know how many minutes it will be before 
his favorite radio program sterts because he can't tell time 
in minutes. His sister Jean promises to teach him. 
A few frames are devoted to a review of the hour and 
half hour concepts, after which a definition of the long 
hand and its relation to the short hand is given. A review 
of counting to sixty by fives is following by frames asking 
the number of minutes from one point to another on the clock 
face . After the hour and to the hour are explained, wi th 
frames for individual clock reading. 
Clock faces are next used to correlate time with such 
daily activities of Paul and Jean as the following; break-
fast; time fa ther leaves for work; leaving for school; school 
and evening activities. 
The last six frames show a clock face, without hands, 
which can be projected on the blackboard to give pupils prac-
tice in drawing the hands of a clock at stated times. 
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THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience--
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.'flematical inaccuracies----
Employs methode conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photogra:s>hY -----
Makes use of everyday ei tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subj ecte --
Employe suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Shouid be purchased by evaluators school 
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WHAT. IS A FRACTION 
From Fractions Series 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studio, Inc. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
FIL1~STRIP: Color; $3.95 each, $30.15 for series of nine; 
25 frames; copyright 1949; producer recommends 
for elementary arithmetic. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Use and kinds of fra ctions. 
The introductory frame of this filmstrip shows 
various numbers of balls, kites, toys and books. It states, 
11 We use numbers to show how many things we are talking about. 11 
The next frame states that the use of fractions is 
to show part of something. This 1s illustrated pictorally 
by an apple cut into two halves and a banana cut into three 
thirds. The strip shows that one half an apple is smaller 
than a whole. 
One frame states, 11 There are many different fractions." 
This is accompanied by pictures of many different objects 
which are cut into several different fractional parts. 
The filmstrip attempts to build the concept of 
fractions using the fraction.;. If a whole object is divided 
into four equal parts, then each part will be i of the whole 
object. A pie is cut into four equal parts -- one part is 
equal to i of the pie. The same process is repeated with 
a sandwich, a piece of ice cream and a watermelon. 
The remaining frames ask questions which are designed 
to question the student 1 s understanding of simple fractions. 
The last few frames show various objects with either t, ~ 
or 3/4 removed and the student is asked to tell what frac-
tion is left. 
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From Fractions Series 
8 Ev a l ua tor s 
For what grade or f rades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
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For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% j 
Arithmetic Consumer Me. th Shop M<l th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ---.-
Is excellent for developing skills -----
Is excellent for motivation--------
Is excellent for review --------
Has no ma~~ematical inaccuracies------
Employe methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects ------
Employs suitable vocabulary-------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently ------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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WRITING FRACTIONS 
From Fractions Series 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studio, Inc. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
FIU~STRIP: Color; $3.95 each, $30.15 for series of nine; 
26 frames; copyright 1949; producer recommends 
for elements.ry arithmetic. 
CHIEF TOPICS: How to write a fraction; numerators; denomina-
tors. 
The first frame shows the need for fractions by 
showing a glass of water partly filled with water, a cup of 
ice cream, and a piece of pie . Every fraction is an equal 
part of the whole. If a pie is cut into fourths there are 
four equal parts. 
We write a fraction by putting numbers above and 
below a line. Below the line we write the number of pieces 
into which the object is cut. This is illustrated by several 
common objects which are divided into four parts. Each of 
these is accompanied by ?/4. 
The numerator denotes the number of parts that .we are 
talking about. The filmstrip shows one cut of oie and calls 
it i· I t shows one piece of a sandwich and calls it ~. It 
shows three one-quarter pound sections of butter and calls 
them 3/4. 
The filmstrip shows several circles with parts of 
each colored. The student is asked to supply the missing 
numerators. There are many pictures which ask the pupils to 
supply either the missing numerator or denominator. Common 
objects such as cakes, apples, bananas, watermelons, jelly 
rolls and candy bars are used for illustrations. 
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For what grade or:'rades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
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For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
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THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing ne'v rna terial 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no rna t..'tema tical inaccuracies ----
Employs methods conducive to learnins-
Employs excellent photogra:9hy -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subj ects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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FRACTIONS OF A GROUP 
From Fra~tions Series 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studio, Inc. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
Ne~ York 16, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $3.95 each, $3015 for series of nine; 
27 frames; copyright 1949; producer recommends 
for elementary arithmetic. 
CHIEF TOPIC: Parts of a group. 
This filmstrip introduces the concept of fractions 
of a group by showing a group of clowns and stating that 
each clown is 1/5 of the group. Two of these clowns are 
wearing hats. We can say that 2/5 of all the clowns are 
wearing hats. 
Five fish of various colors are depicted. Two of 
these fish are goldfish. The filmstrip asks the questions, 
11 How many fish are there? How many are goldfish? Vlhat 
fraction are goldfish?" This gives a logical development 
for forming fractions of a group. 
This process is repeated with groups of dogs, 
soldiers, candles, ducks, eggs, pencils and books. The 
items within each of these groups differ from each other 
with respect to size, shape, color and other distinguishing 
qualities. 
Another idea this filmstrip presents is how to find 
the number of things represented by a given fraction. One 
frame shows a basketful of ei~ht eggs. The strip asks, 
"How many eggs in i of eight? The problem is solved 
visually by means of placing the eggs into four equal 
groups. Each group contains two eggs which is the answer 
to i of eight. The filmstrip gives other examples of this 
same nature along with their solutions. 
The last few frames contain review questions on the 
material discussed in the filmstrip. 
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FRACTIONS OF A GROUP 
From Fractions Series 
e Evalua tors 
For what grade or~rades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
10!0% 80 i0& 10 !0% 
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Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
-~-10 
For what course or courses do you think this · filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9.th Al gebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common exper i ence --
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.'lematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning -
Employs excellent pho t ography -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subj ects --
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents mat er ial ef ficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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HOW LARGE IS A FRACTION 
From Fractions Series 
PRODUCER: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $3.95 each, $30.15 for series of nine; 
27 frames; copyright 1949. 
CHIEF TOPIC: What fractions tell us. 
The filmstrip states that fractions tell us two 
things. They tell us the number of parts into which the 
whole is divided and the number of these parts we are talk-
ing about. 
The filmstrip explains by means of an appropriate 
illustration how a fraction tells us the number of parts we 
are talking about. A cake is shown cut into four equal 
pieces to illustrate the means of getting ~. The filmstrip 
asks, 11 How many equal pieces are there if each piece is 
equal to 1./ 8? 11 The next question asked is, 11 Which is larger 
~ or 1/8? 11 This question is illustrated. by means of a cake 
and a circle. The filmstrip states that the denominator of 
the fraction tells us which piece is larger. The largest 
denominator shows the smallest piece of the whole. 
One frame contains a set of fractions with a numera-
tor of one.. The student is asked to tell which fraction 
shows the largest and which fraction shows the smallest 
part . 
Another idea that this fi l mstrip demonstrates is 
that certain fractions are equal to other fractions. t of 
a waffle is shown to be the same as 2/4 of the waffle. 
The next strip shows that 3/6 equals 4/8 equals 1/2 by means 
of cutting three circles up in the prescribed manner. 
The last two frames contain review questions on 
the material presented in the filmstrip. 
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HOW LARGE IS A FR!\.CTION 
From Fracti ons Seri e s 
8 Eval uators 
For what grade or grades do you thi nk this filmstrip would be suited? 
53. 3% 26 .7% 13.3% 6. 7% 
·r R 
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--,---- 15 
Col lege 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Ms. th Shop M9.th Al gebra Geome t ry 
Advanced M9. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent f or introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experi ence ----
Is excellent for developing skills----
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for r eview ----------~---­
Has no mat.ltematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learni ng-
Employs exoel.lent photogr aphy --------
Makes use of everyday s i tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathemati cs-----
Encourages pupils in other subj ects------
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical. sequence -
Presents material efficiently ---------
Supplements rather than replaces tea cher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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ADDING FRACTIONS 
From Fractions Series 
PRODUCER: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
FI~[STRIP: Color; $3.95 each, $30.15 for series of nine; 
30 frames; copyright 1949. 
CHIEF TOPICS! Necessity of having similar fractions before 
adding; adding frac tions; changing fractions 
to similar fractions. 
Tnis filmstrip is divided into two parts. The 
first part tells us that things must be of the same kind 
before they may be added. The filmstrip illustrates this 
by showing that we may add two chicks and two chicks and 
get four chicks , but we cannot add two chicks and two candy 
canes. This type of illustration is carried through for 
other familiar objects ·such as fee t and yards, hands and 
fingers, etc. The filmstrip then says that we can add 
fractions only if they are the same kind. To illustrate, 
the example, i plus 2/4 equals 3/4, is given. 
The second part of this filmstrip shows that we 
cannot add different kinds of fractions, but we must change 
one of the denominators to equal the other denominator. 
This is illustrated by showing two pieces of pie, one of 
which is 1/3 and the other 176 of the pie. We are shown 
that we cannot add these two'frac tions . unless they are the 
same kind. 
The filmstrip states that fractions may be expressed 
in various ways. For example, t equals 3/6 equals 4/8 
equals 5/10, e tc. Using this device, the filmstrip shows 
the student that he can add~ to 1/6 by changing it to 3/6. 
Thu s , 3/6 plus 1/6 equals 4/6 equals 2/3. This process is 
repeated on other unlike fractions. 
The last few frames contain review examples of 
material descussed in the filmstrip. 
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ADDING FRACTIONS 
From Fractions Series 
8 Evaluators 
For wha t grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
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For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Ma. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducins new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.lJ.ematical inaccuracies ----
Employs me t hods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent pho tography -------
Makes use of everyday situations----
Does no t have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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COMMON DENOMINATORS 
From Fract ic)ns Series 
PRODUCER: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $3.95 each, $30.15 for series of nine; 
30 frames; copyright 1949. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Explanation of denominators, common denom-
inators. 
The first few frames of this filmstrip give a review 
of the facts about denominators. We are told that the · 
denominator is the part of the fraction below the line and 
that it tells how many whole parts the whole has been 
divided into. Several appropriate illustrations are pre-
sented. 
The filmstrip states that things which are different 
cannot be added. For example, we cannot add two fish and 
two hats. However, we may add things which are the same. 
For example, we may add two birds and two birds and get 
four birds. 
The filmstrip applies this principle to fractions 
and says that we can add two fractions only if their denom-
inators are equal. This denominator is called the common 
denominator. The filmstrip gives the rule for finding the 
common denominator. 11 Multiply de nominators to find the 
common denominator. 11 
There are many illustrations to show the pupils 
how to change fractions to the same denominator and many 
pictorial illustrations to make the concept more concrete. 
The last few frames contain review questions on the 
material introduced in the films t rip. 
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CQ1;fi>10N DENOMINATORS 
From Fractions Series 
8 Evaluators 
For what 5rade or grades do r ou think this fi l mstrip woul d be sui ted? 
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For what cours e or courses do you think this filmstrip woul d be suited? 
100% 
Ari t hmetic Consumer Math Shop M9.th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
TH IS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excel lent for introducin5 new material 
I s excel lent fo r augmentin5 explanations 
I s excel lent for a common experience --
I s excellent for developing skills ---
I s excel lent f or motivati on 
I s excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies-- - -
Employ s methods conducive to learning -
Employs excellent pho t ography - - - - -
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona - ---
Does not have t oo many ideas per frame --
Will h old the interest of the students-
Enc ourages pupil s in mathematics----
Encour a ges pupil s in other subjects--
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Pres ents material in logi cal sequence -
Presents materia l efficiently -----
Supplements rather than r eplaces teacher 
Should be purchas ed by evaluators school 
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MIXED NUMBERS 
From Fractions Series 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studio, Inc. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Fil~, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $3.95 each, $30.15 for series of nine; 
26 frames; copyright 1949; producer recommends 
for elementary arithmetic. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Concept of mixed numbers, two ways of writing 
whole plus fractions. 
This filmstrip starts its explanation of mixed 
numbers by showing that there is a need for them. This is 
illustrated by showing a boy holding two whole pieces of pie 
and a fraction of another pie. Thus, a mixed number shows 
whole things with something left over that is not enough to 
make another whole thing. If Tom has two and one-half pies, 
he has more than two pies but less than three pies. He 
writes this as 2i pies. The whole number shows how many 
whole pies he has. The fraction shows what part of another 
pie he has. 
The same process is repeated in an illustration of 
some girls who have one and one-quarter apples. 
The filmstrip points out that we may also write a 
mixed number in a nother way, in the form of an improper 
fraction. We are shown by appropriate illustrations how 
and why this can be done. The rule for changing a mixed 
number to an improper fra ction is then given. 
There are many review questions throughout the strip 
that check the student 's understanding of the material that 
has been discussed. 
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MIXED NUMBERS 
From Fractions Series 
8 Evaluators 
For wha t grade or~rades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
50~0~ 17~5% 12~5% 
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Col lege 
For what course or cours es do you think this f i lmstrip woul d b e suited? 
100% 
Arithmet ic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FI LMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
I s excellent for augmenting explanations 
I s excel lent f or a common experience - -
I s excell ent for developing skills ---
I s excellent f or motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat..l-J.ematical inaccuracies-- - -
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography --- --
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona - ---
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hol d the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics-- --
Encour a ges pupils in other subjects--
Empl oys sui table vocabulary--- - --
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently---- ---
Suppl ements r a ther than r eplaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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USING MIXED NUMBERS 
From Fractions Series 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studio, Inc. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $3.95 each, $30.15 for series of nine; 
30 frames; copyright 1949; producer recommends 
for elementary arithmetic. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Usages of mixed numbers and improper fractions; 
how to write mixed numbers when given improper 
fractions. 
Mixed numbers are used to show whole things plus some 
parts. This filmstrip illustrates this by showing 1 1/3 
apples, 2t pieces of bread and 1 2/5 of a pie. The fact 
is pointed out that whenever the numerator is greater than 
the denominator, the fraction means more than the whole 
thing. Several examples of such improper fractions are given. 
The filmstrip shows by pictorial comparison why 5/4 
is more than a whole thing {4/4) and therefore is an improper 
fraction, or is more than one. 
One frame shows by means of circles that 2/3 plus 2/3 
is equal to 4/3 and is also equal to 1 1/3. Many questions 
are asked to determine whether or not the pupils understand 
the concepts and to further point them out. 
One frame explains that whenever the numerator is 
greater than the denominator, the fraction can be written 
as a mixed number. This is done by expressing the number 
of wholes in the improper fraction, wi th the fractional parts 
left over. There are many quiz questions asked throughout 
the filmstrip to give the students drill in handling mixed 
numbers. 
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USI NG MIXED NUl<lBERS 
From Fractions Series 
8 Evaluators 
For what grade .or grades do:'ou think this filmstrip would be suited? 
53~3% 33~3~ 13 ~3% 
TR 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth -~-15 College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies 
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-------
Makes use of everyday situations----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by eval uators school 
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IviUL'riPLYING FRACTIONS BY FRACTIONS 
From Fractions Series 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studio, Inc. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $3.95 each, $30.15 for series of nine; 
26 frames; copyright 1949; producer recommends 
for elementary arithmetic. 
CHIEF TOPIC: The multiplication of fractions. 
The filmstrip introduces the topic of multiplying 
fractions together by showing how we can multiply a whole 
number by a fraction, and a fraction by a whole number. 
It stresses the point that when we multiply a number by a 
fraction, we will have only ~art of the number. This is 
shown pictorially by taking 4 of 8 flowers and having 2 
flowers. We are told that when we multipl~ by a fraction, 
we can say 11 of 11 instead of 11 times 11 • ~ of 2 is shown to 
be i by visual means. The examples used are an apple, a 
piece of pie and a piece of cake• 
Jane wants to give half of her piece of cake, which 
is onePquarter of the whole cake, to Bill. Will Bill1 s 
piece be more or less than one-quarter? The problem is 
explained by means of a circle cut into fourths. The i's 
are cut into halves and it can be seen that each of these 
halves is 1/8 of the whole circle. Thus ~ of i is 1/8. 
The strip shows the multiplication of various other 
fractions by means of using a candy bar, a cake, and a 
piece of pie for illustrations. 
The last three frames show seven review examples 
written in arithmetical form with appropriate pictures of 
common objects cut up to illustrate the examples. 
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~IDLTIPLYING FRACTI ONS BY FRACTIONS 
From Fractions Seriea 
8 Evaluators 
For what grade oryrades do you thin~t this filmstrip would be suited? 
53~3& 33.3% 13~3~ 
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For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced 1-fa. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Ie excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday a i tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics ----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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UNITS AND FRACTI ONAL PARTS 
A Study of Fractions Series, Part I 
PRODUCER: Photo and Sound Productions, 116 Natoma Street, 
San Francisco 5, California. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT: O. W. McGuire 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $33.25 for series of eleven; 
25 frames; produced in 1947; teacher's guide, 
student's test sheets, and teacher's scoring 
key · available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Concept of unity; definition of a fraction. 
The first four frames of this filmstrip illustrates 
the concept of unity. They show a whole ball, a whole apple, 
a whole pencil, a whole block, a whole pie, etc. 
A pie and an apple are then shown cut into parts. The 
strip states that a part of anythi ng is called a fraction or 
fractional part of that thing. This point is further illus-
trated by showing parts of a pencil, a pie, and an orange, 
labeling each part as a fraction of the whole. 
The next step in the filmstrip is to explain the frac-
tion one-half. When an object is divided into two parts, each 
part is one-half of the whole object. This fact is shown by 
means of a piece of paper, a pie, and a candy stick. Another 
frame shows how the fraction one~half may be written in num~ 
bers as 1/2. 
The last few frames contain many review questions on 
the material discussed in the filmstrip. 
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UNITS ANrr FRACTIONAL PARTS 
A" Study of Fractions, Part I _ 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or ~rades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
11~1% 66~7~ 11~1% 11.1% 
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For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Ms. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience--
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in rna thema tics ----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--· 
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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MULTIPLE FRACTI ONS, NUMERATOR AND DENOMINATOR 
A Study of Fractions, Part II 
PRODUCER: Photo and Sound Productions, 116 Natoma Street, 
San Francisco 5, California. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT: 0. W. McGuire 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $33.25 for series of eleven; 
26 frames; produced in 1947; teacher's guide, 
student's test sheets, and teacher's ~coring 
key available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Fraction of a whole; definition ·of numerator, 
denominator, and terms; comparison of size of 
1/3, 1/4, and 1/6. 
A sequence of frames shows a circle divided into three 
parts, a rectangle into four parts, and a pie into six parts. 
The text explains that each part of the circle is one•third, 
written 1/3, with the three below the line; the three is the 
denominator of this fraction. A similar explanation is given 
for 1/4. Four pieces of the pie are removed from the plate. 
The exple.nation for the 2/6, is that two of the six parts re-
main. Two is above the line and is called the numerator, 
while six is below the line and is called the denominator. 
The explanation for the 4/6 removed is similar. 
One-half is written with labels for each term and the 
word term is explained in the text. 
Three equal circ l es qivided into thirds, fourth8 1 and 
sixths are now shown in one picture. The relative ~izes of 
1/3, 1/4, and 1/6 are thereby compared. 
The final frame has a quiz on the terms of 1/4. 
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MULTIPLE FRACTIONS,. NUMERATOR AND DENOMINATOR 
A Study of Fractions, Part II 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
TR 
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For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Ma th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat..'tematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent pho t oe;raphy - ----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many idea s per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employe sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently ------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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COMPARING FRAC'I'I ON S, ADDING liND SUB'I'RACTING 
A Study of Fracti ons Seri e s , Part III 
PRODUCER: Photo and Sound Produ ctions , 116 Natoma Stre e t, 
San Fra n cisco 5 1 Ca lifornia. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSUL'l,ANT: 0 . W. McGuire 
FILMSTRIF: Black and whi te; $33.25 for series of eleven ; 
25 frame s; produced in 1947 ; t eB.cher' s guide, 
student's test sheets, and teacher 's scoring 
key available,. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Meaning of fr a ctions; significance of size of 
denominator; like or similer fractions; addi-
tion and subtra ction of like fractions. 
In the first frame a circle divided into eight equal 
parts is shown. It is explained that each of the se part s is 
equal to l/8 of the whole circle . 
The second frame pictures severe.l circles , each of 
which is divided into a different number of equal par t s. In 
t h is way it is shown that, for fr acti ons having one as a nu-
merator, the smaller the fr ac tion is, the larger its denomi-
nator becomes .. 
Other frames show the meaning of like or similar 
fractions, thos e having like denominators, and explain that 
fracti onal parts can be added or subtracted only if they are 
like or similar. 
The la s t few fr smes of the filmstrip review the addi-
tion and subtraction concepts previously developed. 
~l51_ 
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CO!JlPARING FRACTIONS, ADDING AND SUBTRACTING 
A Study of F'rac tions, Part III 
7 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
50~0% 41.7% 8•3% 12 
Primary ·Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
87;5% 12~5% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no ma t..l-J.ema tical inaccuracies ----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects ------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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MULTIPLE FRACTIONS, IMPROPER FRACTIONS 
A Study of Fractions, Part IV 
PRODUCER: Photo and Sound Productions, 116 Natoma Street, 
San Francisco 5, California. 
EDUCATI ONAL CONSULTANT: 0. W. McGuire 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $33.25 for series of eleven; 
26 frames; produced in 1947; teacher's guide, 
student's test sheets, and teacher's scoring 
key available. 
CHIEF 'I·OPICS: Defines and illustrates improper fractions. 
The filmstrip shows 1/8 and 2/8 of a rectangle, and 
5/12 of a pie. The numerator is explained in each case. 
Then 3/3 of a pie are assembled to form one whole pie, and 
5/5 is similarly treated. It is shown that the numerator 
always tells how many of the equal parts are taken. 
A frame showm a pie divided into sixths and an extra 
1/6 of a pie. 7/6 is written on the frame. ·This is an im-
proper fraction and so, according to the text, are 3/3 and 
5/5. An improper fraction is defined as one having a numer-
ator as large as, or larger than the denominator. 
Two pies are cut up to illustrate the improper frac-
tion, 12/6. 
The final frames ask questions such as: Why is 4/3 
an improper fraction? 6/3 make how many wholes? How many 
wholes in 8/4 and 9/6? 
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MULTI PLE FRACTIONS, I~~ROPER FRACTIONS 
A Study of Fractions, Part IV 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
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For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
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Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Ml.th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Ms. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for intrcducine; new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ----------------
Has no mat.'fJ.ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photo 15re.phy --------
Makes use of everyday s i tuations----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold t he interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in ma thematics-----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary--------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents mater ial ef ficiently-------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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IMPROPER FRACTIONS, MIXED NUMBERS 
A Study of Fractions Series, Part V 
PRODUCER: Photo and Sound Production, 116 Natoma Street, 
San Francisco 5, California. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT: O. W. McGuire. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $33.25 for series of eleven; 
25 frames; produced in 1947; teacher's guide, 
student's test sheets, and teacher's scoring 
key available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Definition of improper fractions; definitions 
of mixed numbers; how we get mixed numbers 
and improner fractions; rule for changing 
mixed numbers to improper fractions; rule for 
changing improper fractions to mixed numbers. 
The filmst-r ip shows one circle cut into four parts 
with an extra one-fourth part shown. It says that there are 
5/4 of a circle and that this is an improper fraction because 
it is more than a whole circle. It further states that this 
may also be expressed as a mixed number (1-i-). The filmstrip 
repeats this process with other circles and parts of circles. 
The filmstrip illustra tes the need of changing from 
a mixed number to an improper fraction by showing a whole 
pie and half of another. The filmstri p then asks, 11 How many 
people may be served one-sixth of the pie?" We are then 
shown how this questi on is answered. 
The next few frames contain review questions on the 
material discussed in the filmstrip. The last t wo frames 
state the rules for converting from i@proper fractions to 
mixed numbers and from mixed numbers to improper fractions. 
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IMPROPER FRACTIONS, MIXED NUMBERS 
A:: Study of Fractions, Part V 
6 Evaluator s 
For what grade or Jfrades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
11.1% 66~7! 11.1% 11~1% 
TR 
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Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelf'th College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Ms. th Shop Mil. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP : 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills - --
Is excellent f or motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.~ematical inaccuracies - ---
Employs methods conducive to l .earning-
Employs excellent photography-------
Makes use of everyday situations----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Wil l hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects ------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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REDUCING AND CHANG I NG FRACTI ONS 
A Study of Fractions Series, Part VI 
PRODUCER: Photo and Sound Productions, 116 Natoma Street, 
San Francisco 5, California. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT: 0. W. McGuire 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $33.25 for series of eleven; 
25 frames; produced in 1947; teacher's guide, 
student's test sheets, and teacher's scoring 
key available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Review of fractional parts; different ways of 
expressing a given fractional part; reducing 
fractions to lowes t terms. 
Circles divided into fractional parts are used through-
out the filmstrip to present the concepts being developed 
graphically. In the initial frame is a circle divided into 
four equal parts. It is first explained that each of these 
equal parts is called 1/4. Another circle of the same size 
is then used to show that 2/4 is the sEme as 1/2. Other 
frames show that 1/2 is the same as 4/8, 1/4 the same as 2/8, 
and 3/4 the same as 6/8. 
The filmstrip shows that in reducing fractions the 
name, but not the value of the fraction is changed. · The rule 
for reducing a fraction by dividing its terms by a co~mon 
factor is presented. 
The last few frames are devoted to a review of the 
material which has been presented. 
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REDUC I NG AND CHANGING FRACTIONS 
A- Study of Fractions, Part VI 
7 Evaluators 
For what grade or ::rades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
60.01 30,0% 10,0% 
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___ 10 
For what course or courses do you think ?Pis filmstrip would be suited? 87~5% 1295AL 
Arithmetic Consumer Ma. th Shop Ma. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Ma. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience--
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies ----
Employe methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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CHANGING FRACTIONS TO A COMMON DENOMINATOR 
A Study of Fractions Series, Part VII a 
PRODUCER: Photo and Sound Productions, 116 Natoma Street, 
San Francisco 5, California. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT: O. W. McGuire 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $33.25 for series of eleven; 
25 frames; produced in 1947; teacher's guide, 
student's test sheets, and teacher's scoring 
key available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Like and unlike objects and fractions; changing 
fractions to like fractions; the addition and 
subtraction of like fractions. 
The first two frames show two apples to indicate the 
meaning of like objects, and a book and a pencil to indicate 
the meaning of unlike objects. Using pictures of circles 
d1 vided into fractional parts, 1 t is then shown that 1/4 e.nd 
1/4 are like fractions, and that 1/4 and 1/3 are unlike frac-
tions. After explaining that unlike fractions cannot be add-
ed, 1/4 and 1/3 are changed to 3/12 respectively so that they 
will have like names. Since they are now like fractions, 
they are added, giving a sum of 7/12. Next it is shown that 
1/3 minus 1/4 equals 1/12. 
Several other similar addition and subtraction examples 
are presented, with the final frames reviewing the material 
contained in the filmstrip. 
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CHANGING FRACTIONS TO A C0£1lNON DENONINATOR 
A Study of Fractions, Part VIIa 
7 Evaluators 
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For what grade or :-rades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
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For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
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Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9.th Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new materiall::::~:!!!:!:!:!:!:!::!!::~:!:l~iilii:i:=:=l  ll t f r augmenting explan tions 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics------ ..................................... ~_j_ _ _j 
Encourages pupils in other subjects----
Employs suitable vocabulary------ ~ .... ll .. llllt--~--f--~--f--~--~r--~ 
Presents material in logical sequence---~ .......................................... ... 
Presents material efficiently---------- iiiiiiiL-J ___ t_ __ j_ __ _J ____ L-__ J_ __ -l _ _J __ __j 
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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CHANGING FRACTIONS TO A CO~~ON DENOMINATOR 
A Study of Fractions Series, Part VII b 
PRODUCER: Photo and Sound Productions, 116 Natoma Stre6t 1 
San Francisco 5, California. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT: O. W. McGuire 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $33.25 for series of eleven; 
25 frames; produced iD 1947; teacher's guide, 
studentls test sheets, and teacher's scoring 
key available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Finding the least common denominator of two 
or more fractions; the addition and subtraction 
of fractions. 
This filmstrip is a continuation of Changing Fractions 
to a Common Denominator, Part VII a. The first frame shows 
three rectangles. The first is 1/2 shaded, the second 1/3 
shaded, and the third 1/4 s~aded. The question is asked~ 
"'What is the ·sum of the shaded portions?" 
In the following frames the meaning of least common 
denominator is explained, and other examples of adding and 
subtracting fractions presented. It is pointed out that add-
ing 5/4 and 2/4 is the same operation as adding five eggs and 
two eggs. Other points stressed are as follows: any fraction 
is a -smaller object made from a larger object; the denominator 
tells into how many equal parts the unit or object is divided; 
and the numerator tells how many of the equal parts we are 
using. 
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CHANGING FRACTIONS TO A CO:tv.IT"..ON DEN01-1INATOR 
A"Study of Fractions, Part VIIb 
8 Evaluators 
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For what grade or~rades do Y. OU think this filmstrip would be sui ted? 
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For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
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Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for aue;menting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----. 
Is excellent f or developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat..~ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents rna terial efficiently -------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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MULTIPLYING FRACTIONS 
A Study of Fractions Series, Part VIII 
PRODUCER: Photo and Sound Productions, 116 Natoma Street, 
San Francisco 5, California. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT: O. W. McGuire 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $33.25 for series of eleven; 
25 frames; produced in 1947; teacher's guide, 
student's test sheets, and teacher's scoring 
key available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Multiplying a fraction by a whole number; mul-
tiplying one fraction by another. 
Circles and rectangles are used throughout the film· 
strip to illustrate the concepts being developed. The first 
frame pictures three groups of circles, two circles in eaeh 
group, with the explanation that three times two units equals 
six units. 
A picture of three half circles is used to introduce 
the multiplication of a fraction by a whole number. The 
pupil can easily see that three times 1/2 equal 3/2. More 
examples involving the multiplication of a fraction by a 
whole number appear in subsequent frames. Parts of circles 
are next used to introduce the multiplication of a fraction 
by a fraction and tells the pupil that he must multiply the 
numerators to get the new numerator, and multiply the de-
nominatora to get the new denominator. 
The last few frames test the pupil's ability to apply 
the concepts presented in the filmstrip. 
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MUL~IPLYING FRACTIONS 
A Study Of Fractions , Part VI II 
a· Eval uators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
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THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for int roducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent f or review 
Has no mat..~ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography -------
Makes use of everyday si tua t i ona ----
Does no·t have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logica l sequence-
Presents material efficiently------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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DIVIDING FRACTIONS 
A Study of Fractions Series, Part IX 
PRODUCER: Photo and Sound Productions, 116 Natoma Street_ 
San Francisco 5, California. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT: O. W. McGuire 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $33.25 for series of eleven; 
25 frames; produced in 1947; teacher's guide, 
student's test sheets, and teacher's scoring 
key available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Dividing a fraction by a fraction; dividing; 
dividing a whole number by a fraction; divi-
ding mixed numbers by a fraction. 
Circles and fractional parts of circles are used in 
developing the division concepts presented in this filmstrip. 
The first frame shows six whole circles, explaining that six 
divided by two equals three. The next frame pictures a half 
circle divided into fourths, pointing out that 1/4 is con-
tained in 1/2 two times, or that 1/2 divided by .1/4 equals · 
two. 
Several similar examples appear in the following 
frames. Two whole pies and 3/4 of a pie are shown and it is 
asked how many persons -can be served 1/4 pie each from these. 
It is not until several other examples of division 
similar to those already menti oned have been given, that the 
rule for the division of fractions is stated. The pupils 
are then t old that when dividing fractions they should invert 
the divisor,_. e.nd multiply by the dividend. 
The last f .ew frames of the filmstrip review the divi-
sion of fractions. 
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DIVIDING FRACTIONS 
A Study of Fractions , Part IX 
8 Eva l uators 
For what grade or ffirades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
53 .9% 38 .5% . 7.7% 
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For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
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Advanc ed Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat..~ematical inaccuracies----
E!nploys methods conducive to learning-
E!nploys excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday s i tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects ------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently ------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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RECIPROCALS, THE RULE OF DIVISION 
A Study of Fractions Series, Part X 
PRODUCER: Photo and Sound Productions, 116 Natoma Street. 
San Francisco 5, California. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT: O. W. McGuire 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $33.25 for series of eleven; 
25 frames; produced in 1947; teacher's guide, 
student's test sheets, and teacher's scoring 
key available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Definition of reciprocal; how to find the 
reciprocal rule of division. 
The first few frames express the idea that when we 
write a fraction or a ratio we imply division. They also 
give us more foundati on material by pointing out that we do 
not change the value of an integer when we divide it by one. 
The filmstrip gives many fractions and their recipro-
cals and explains that we obtain the reciprocal of a whole 
number or a fraction by inversion • 
. The next frame asks the questions, how many halves in 
a whole unit? The division process is carried out giving the 
answer 2. 
The bulk of the frames in this filmstrip ask and show 
the steps in answering questions similar to the following: 
11 How me.ny twelfths in three circles? Two divided by 1/3 
equals what? 2 3/4 divided by 1/4 equals what?" 
The filmstrip ste.tes the rule of division several 
times. "To divide by a fraction, multiply the dividend by 
the reciprocal of the divisor or invert the divisor and mul. 
tiply." 
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RECIPROCALS, THE RULE OF DIVISION 
A. Study of Frac t ions, Part X 
5 Evaluators 
For what grade or :-rades do ypu think this filmstrip would be suited? 
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THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for int roducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----1 
Is excellent for developing skills -----
Is excellent for motivation-------------
Is excellent for review --------------
Has no ma t..~ema tical inaccuracies -------
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography ------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ------
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects----
Employs sui table vocabulary ------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently --------
Supplements rather than replaces tea cher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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FRACTIONAL PARTS OF A WHOLE AND GROUPS 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 
~ I ntroduction to Fractions, Film 1 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $19.50 for series of five; 28 frames; 
copyright 1950; teacher 's manual available~ 
CHIEF TOPICS: Two halves make one whole; three thirds make 
one whole; four fourths make one whole. 
An apple , a pencil, and a circle are each divided in 
half. The text explains two halves make a whole . 
John, Susan, and another child wish to divide a candy 
bar into three equal parts. Each child gets one third of the 
candy bar. Three thirds make one whole. One frame asks the 
question , what does the three in 1/3 mean? 
A brick of ice cream is divided among four children. 
Each child gets one fourth of the brick or, as the text ex-
plains, one quarter. The text further explains that 1/4 plus 
1/4 plus 1/4 plus 1/4 e quals 1. 
A window, a flag, and a pound of butter are shown di· 
vided into two , three, and four equal parts respectively. 
The final frame shows more familiar objects divided into 
halves , thirds , and fourths. 
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FRACTIONAL PARTS OF A WHOLE AND GROUPS 1/2, 1/ 3, 1/4 
Introduction t o Fractions, Film 1 
10 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
27~ 3% 72.7% 11 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
83.3% 8 . 3% 8 . 3% _____ 12 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Ma. th Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Ma. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experi ence ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.ltematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects----
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently ------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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FRACTIONAL PARTS OF GROUPS 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 
Introduction to Fracti0ns, Film 2 
PRODUCER : Jam Handy Organization, Inc. , 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11 , Michigan. 
FILMSTRIP : Color; $19 . 25 for series of five; 24 frames; 
copyright 1950; teacher ' s manual available . 
CHIEF TOPICS: 1/2 of 8; l/2 of 12; 1/3 of 12; 1/3 of 15; 
1/4 of 20 ; 1/2 of 10; 1/ 4 of 16. 
John and Susan wish to play marbles . John has eight 
marbles and Susan none . John says he will give half of his 
marbles to Susan. The strip then shows a circle drawn on 
the ground and divided into two parts with four of the eight 
marbles in each half of the circle. Each child has one helf 
of the eight marbles or four apiece . A summary frame shows : 
8 divided by 2 equals 4 and 1/2 of 8 equals 4 . 
John takes four more marbles from his pocke t and the 
twelve marbles are similarly divided between he and Susan. 
Dick approaches and wishes to play. The circle is divided 
into three parts. Four marbles are placed in each third of 
t he circle. 
Mary arrives with twenty cherries in a paper p l a te 
which is divided into four equal sections . She divides the 
cherries among the four children by putting five in each 
section. 
A frame shows fifteen chi cks, explains one third of 
them are Dick ' s , and asks how many of them are Dick ' s . An-
other frame shows ten eggs , says Mary is to color one half 
of the eggs red , and asks how many are to be colored red. -
Sixteen pennies are used to ask the question one fourth of 
sixteen. 
Each of the above series of frames developing a new 
fractional concept is followed by a summa.ry frame similar 
to the first sunLmary frame as illustr ated above. 
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FRACTIONAL PARTS OF GROUPS 1/2 , 1/3, 1/4 
Introduction to Fractions, Film 2 
8 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
llel% 88;.9% 9 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstri p would b~ suited? 
77.8% 11.1% 11.1% 
Ari thm~tic Consumer Ma. th Bhop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Ma. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is exoellent for introducing nS\'1 material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience --
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.ltematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subj ects --
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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FRACTIONAL PARTS OF A WHOLE AND GROUPS 1/5, 1/6, 1/8 
Introduction to Fre.ctions, Film 3 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; ~~ 19. 50 for series of five; 22 frames; 
copyright 1950; teacher's manue.l available. 
CHIEF TOPICS 1/5 of 10; 1/6 of 12; 1/8 of 24; 1/2, 1/3, 
1/4, 1/5, 1/6, and 1/8 of a whole. 
I 
A rabbit hutch containing five pens and ten rabbits 
is pictured. The question, how many rs.bbi ts must be put 
into each pen, is raised. The answer is given as one fifth 
of ten. This is summe.rized as follows: 1/5 of 10 equals 2 
and 10 divided by 5 equals 2. 
Susan's dad builds a cupboard containing six pigeon 
holes. Susan has twelve dolls and wishes to store them in 
the cupboard. The strip shows that 1/6 of 12 equals 2. 
Susan must, therefore , put two dolls in each pigeon hole. 
John has a box, divided into eight equal sections) 
and twenty-four snail she l ls . He will need 1/8 of 24 or 
three snail shells in each section. · 
A circle divided into two parts , a square into four 
parts , and e. rectangle divided into fi ve parts are shown. 
Using these figures one half, one fourth, and one fifth are 
explained. This is followed by a variety of figures divided 
into thirds , fifths, sixths, and ei~htha . The children are 
asked to name the various parts of these figures . 
Three red , three black, and three white gumdrops are 
used to illustrate one third of nine . 
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FRACTIONAL PARTS. OF A WHOLE AND GROUPS 1/5, 1/6, 1/8 
Introduction t o Fractions, Film 3 
6 Evaluators 
For what gr ade or grades do you t hinlt this filmstrip would be suited? 
10~ ' 
Primary Grammar · Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what cours e or courses do you thinlt this films trip would be suited? 
100~ 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Ml.th Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
TH I S FILMSTRIP: 
I s excellent for int r oducing new material l I I I I I "] 
Is excel l ent f or augmenting explanations 
Is excell ent f or a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills - --
I s excel len t for motivation 
I s excell ent for review ----------------
Has no ma t..'fJ.ema tical inaccuracies - - - -
Employs methods conducive t o learning-
Employs excellent photography -------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have t oo many ideas per frame --
Will hold t he interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics-----
Encourages pupils in other subjects ------
Empl oys sui tabl e vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently---- -
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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NON-UNIT FRACTIONS OF A WHOLE AND GROUPS 
Introduction t o Fractions , Film 4 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization , I nc ., 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $19.25 for series of five; 26 frames; 
copyright 1950. 
CHIEF TOPICS: 1/3 and 2/3 of 12 and 9; 1/6, 2/6, 3/6, and 
4/6 of 24; 1/5, 2/5, s.nd 3/5 of 15; 1/8 and 
2/8 of 16. 
Mary picked t welve tulips f rom the garden, four were 
yellow, four red , and four white. The text explains that 
one third of the flowers are white . The white flowers are 
removed leaving two thirds of the twelve flowers or eight 
flowers. Mary then picks nine daisies and gives two t hirds 
of them to s neighbor. 
Dick has twenty-four berries, he eats one sixth of 
t hem or four berries , gives John two sixths of t he berrie s 
and has t h ree sixths of the berries remaining. 
Fifteen t omatoes are divided into five groups of 
three each. One group , that is, one fifth of the tomatoes , 
is put aside for lunch, another f ifth is put aside fo r 
supper , and the rema ining t hree fif ths are returned to the 
basket . 
Sixteen boxes of raspberries e.re divided into eight 
groups of two each. John, Susan, and Mary each take one 
eighth of all the berries . 
Var ious figures divided into e qual parts are us ed for 
a short quiz . 
I I 
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NON-UNIT FRACTIONS OF A WHOLE AND GROUPS 
Introduction to Fracti ons, Film 4 
7 Evaluator&. 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Primary ·Grammar Seve;nth Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For whaCfcourse or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 100~ 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9.th Algebra 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review --'-------
Has no mathematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photographY--------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects ----
Employs sui table vocabulary----------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently---------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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COMPARING FRACTIONS 
Introduction to Fractions, Film 5 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Or ganization, Inc., 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $19.50 for series of five; 25 frame~; 
copyright 1950; teacher 's manual available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Comparison of 2 and 4 equal parts with 2 and 
4 unequal pe.rts; several methods of dividing 
a rectangle into 4 equal parts; comparison of 
size of 1/4 and 1/6, 1/2 and 1/8, 1/2 and 4/8, 
1/3 a.nd 1/6, 2/3 and 4/6, 1/3 and 1/4, 1/6 
and 1/8, 1/2 and 1/6, 3/6 and 4/8, and 2/2 
and 6/6. 
John cuts a candy bar into two parts but makes one 
larger than the other, Mary is displeas ed with the size of 
her bar. A pear receives similar treatment. A kite is shown 
which has fou r unequal parts. The children are asked to pick 
out the objects divided i n t o equal parts . 
John and Susan divide rectangles into fourths by sev-
eral different methods. Pies, sheets of paper, pencils , and 
c~ndy bars are divided to show the relative size of many 
fractions. Identical candy bars are divided into halves and 
sixths and the children a.re asked which bar they would rath-
er have. 
I .,t 
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COV~ARING FRACTIONS 
Introduction to Fractions, Film 5 
7 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
.100% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills -----
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review -~------
Has no ma t.11.ema tical inaccuracies ------
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ------
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics------
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently -------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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FINE KEYS TO MATHEMATICS 
Light on Mathematics, Kit I, Film I 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11, M~chigan. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $81.00 for series 
of twenty-four; 49 frame~; copyright 1943; 
teacher 1 s manual available; producer recommends 
for refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPIC: Methods of improving fundamental mathematic 
concept. 
The filmstrip depicts the average high school student 
being faced with the task of finding a job. It points out, 
by illustrative frames, that specialization has helped to 
build a better world in which to live. The strip points 
out that mathematics has, as a by-product, resulted in pre-
cision and that accuracy, efficiency, and economy are the 
logical results of precise thinking. 
,. 
Proper use of mathematics requires the learning of 
but a few basic principles with many and varied applications. 
The filmstrip advocates the full use of the student 1 s hands, 
as well as the full use of his head. Full employment of 
the senses of hear~, sight, touch, smell and taste are 
vital in regard to the securing of mathematics concepts. 
It is also pointed out that in many cases it is possible to 
solve various problems by several methods. Another good 
technique is stating the problem in your own words. The 
producers conclude the strip by stating that the stude·nt 
should compile a list of Job applieations, and also make 
full use of reference books. · 
I--·'/ 
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FIVE KEYS TO MATH 
Light on rvr.a thema tics, Kit I, Film 1 
7 Evaluators: 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
3.8% 7.7% 11.5% 23.2% 19.2% 11.5% 11.5% 11.5% 26 
Primary Grammar · Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be 
18~2% 22a7% 18.2% 22.7% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math ahop Math % Al.gebra 
4.5 ~ 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
I a excellent for motivation 
I a excellent for review 
Has no mat.~ematical inaccuracies----
Employe methode conducive to learning-
Employe excellent photography-----
Ma.kea use of everyday ai tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in rna thema tics ----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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MATHE:MATICS AND . THE PILOT 
Light on Mathemat~cs, Kit . I, Film IA 
' . . . 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11, M~chigan. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each; $81.00 for series 
of twenty-four; 47 frames; copyright 1943; 
teacher 1 s manual available; producer recom-
mends for refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPIC: Importance of mathematics to a pilot. 
The filmstrip shows the many and various preflight 
steps that a thorough pilot must check prior to his take off. 
Mathematics is used in determining navigational problems, 
distance of flight, and the time required for the flight. 
Mathematics is also employed in deter~ining the affect of 
wind, using weather reports, and in accounting for the drift 
of take off. It is pointed out that it would be impossible 
to figure the capacity of the plane in regard to passengers, 
baggage, and fuel without mathematics. The problems faced 
in d1stributing the weight within the plane also require 
the use of mathematics. Full employment of the compass and 
the complicated instrument panel of the modern plane would 
be a complicated if not impossible, problem without the 
full use of mathematics. The many and various flight changes 
that must be made while in the air are discussed in the strip, 
along with the extensive use of graphs which are used for 
performance charts. 
! , / 
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MATHEHATICS AND THE PILOT 
Light on Mathematics, Kit I, Film lA 
7 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
. . 15.3% 19.3% 19.3% 19.3% 15.3% 11.~% 26 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what o~se or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 20.4~ 16~3% 12,2% 16.3% l2.2% 12.2% 24 
Trigonom~try Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9. th cf Al.gebra Geometry 
8;.2/2 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience--
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat..l-J.ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION 
Light on Mathematics, Kit _I, Film 2 
. . 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $81.00 for series 
of twenty-four; 30 frames; copyright 1943; 
teache~ •s manual available; producer recommends 
for refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Scope of addition and subtraction; decimal 
points; carry overs; unit borrowing; anti-
cipation of results; simple computing methods; 
checks. 
The understanding of the tables and rules of arith-
metic is the foundation for the understanding of the prin-
ciples of geometry, algebra, and trigonometry. All arith-
metic is counting but there are many ways to count. An 
example of this fact used in this strip is the addition 
method and multiplication method of counting the pickets in 
a fence. It is pointed out that counting, adding and mul-
tiplying are the only basic processes in arithmetic. Count-
ing backward, subtraction, and division are merely their 
opposites. 
The strip also points out that in addition or sub-
traction we use units, tens, hundreds, etc. We are then 
shown what is meant by and what happens when you 11 carry 
over 11 • The proper placing of the decimal point -is also 
considered in addition and subtraction. The filmstrip de-
votes several frames to show the typical methods of check-
ing the results of simple addition and subtraction problems. 
183 
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ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION 
on II!Ia. thematic s, Kit I, Film 2 
4§ Evalua t ors 
For what grade or ! rades do you. think this filmstrip would be sui t ed? 
5.4% 21. 61 20 .7% 21.6' 14. 4% 8.1% 2.7% 
TR 
2.7% 2.7% 111 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses, do you think this filmstrip would be 
59 .7% 18.1% 9.7% 11.1% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M!l.t\ •4% Algebra 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review--------
Has no ma t.~ema tical inaccuracies ----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold t he interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subj ects------
Employs sui table vocabulary ------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators SChOOl 
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MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION 
Light on Mathematics, Kit I, Film 3 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grande 
Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan• 
FIU~STRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $81.00 for series 
of twenty-four; 74 frames; copyright 1943; 
teacher's manual available; producer recommends 
for refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Multiplication of whole numbers; division 
of whole numbers; methods of checking 
multiplication and division; short cuts 
in multiplication and division; nomenclature. 
The filmstrip first points out the importance of 
multiplication in daily life, then goes on to show the need 
for accuracy in computations. It is next pointed out that 
most people think they understand the operations of arith-
metic, whereas they actually just memorized the rules. 
The fact that we have only ten counters, one through 
ten, is presented, plus the fact that all other numbers 
must be made up of~ their sums and products . An illustration 
showing that 527 times 5 is equal to (5 times 500) plus 
(5 times 20 ) plus (5 times seven) or 2635 is followed by 
several other examples of a similar type. The mechanical 
rules to be followed in multiplying whole numbers are 
reviewed as these examples are presented. 
In introducing division, we are reminded that the 
same principles apply as in multiplication. Several 
examples of dividing whole numbers are explained in de~ail. 
The decimal and fraction methods of handling a remainder 
are discussed, and the method of rounding off a decimal 
answer is explained. 
A discussion of the methods which can be used in 
checking examples in multipl ication and division is 
followed by a review of the nomenclature of the terms used 
in multiplication and division. 
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~IDLTIPLICATI ON AND DIVISION 
Light on I~thematics, Kit I, Film 3 
10 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or ~rades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
3.4% 10.3% 10~3% 17.2% 17.2% 13.8% 20.7% 6.9% 29 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do suited? 
23.1% 23.1% 
you think this filmstrip ~ould be 
19.2% 23.1% ____ 26 
Arithmetic Consumer Ma. th Shop Math Algebra 
11.5% 
Advanced Ma. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material . 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.~ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday s1 tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary ------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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FRACTI ONS, DECIN~LS, AND PERCENTAGE 
4lt Light on Mathematics, Kit I, Film 4 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grande 
Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan. 
FIU~STRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $81.00 for series 
of twenty-four; 59 frames; copyright 1943; 
teacher's manual available; producer recommends 
for refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Definition of fractions and decimals; con-
versimn of fractions and decimals; mixed 
and improper fractions; meaning and use of 
percentage. 
This filmstrip first points out that we are living 
in an exacting world in which we must often answer the 
questions, 11 How big? How much? How heavy? 11 Since most 
things we meaeure do not come out in exact whole units the 
need for decimals and fractions are introduced. 
The meaning of the numerator and denominator of a 
fraction are explained, after which the method of changing 
fractions to decimals is developed.. The decimal system is 
explained next; the names of the decimal places from tenths 
to millionths is pictured. The advantages of fractions 
are indicated as being (1) easy to visualize, and (2) handy 
to indicate division. Decimals are described as easier 
than fractions to use in adding, subtracting, multiplying, 
and dividing. The method of changing decimals to fractions 
is explained in detail. 
Mixed numbers are introduaed, and the rules for 
changing mixed numbers to improper fractions and improper 
fractions to mixed numbers are given. 
The final section of the filmstrip explains the 
meaning and use of percentage and several percentage 
problems are solved, using the proportion part: whole:: 
percent : 100. 
r-ja-10 
FRACTIONS, DECINALS, AND PERCENTAGE 
Light on Mathematics, Kit I, Film 4 
11 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do:'ou think this filmstrip would be suited? 
3.1% 6.3~ 25.0% 28.1% 21.9% 9.4% 6~3% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
TR 
-...,..-- 32 
College 
For what course or cours~ do you think this filmstrip ~uld be suited? 
20.8% 27.5~ 29.2% 8.3~ ---------
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math4 ~ l% Algebra Geometry 
-_,.,......-_ 24 
Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience--
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.."l.ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning--
Employs excellent photography - - ---
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the i nterest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs suitable vocabulary-- ----
Presents material in logical sequence--
Presents material efficiently---- -
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF FRACTIONS 
Light on Mathematics, Kit I, Film 5 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grande 
Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.00 e .~:.ch, $81.00 for series 
of twenty-four; 47 frames; copyright 1943; 
teacher's manual available; producer recommends 
for refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Common denominators; least common denominators; 
mixed numbers; anticipation of correct answers 
in adding and subtracting fractions. 
After reviewing the fact that unlike units such as 
~llons and apples or yards, and feet cannot be added directly, 
it is emphasized that fractions cannot be added or subtracted 
if they are of different size. To be combined these fractions 
must be changed into fractions having the same denominator. 
The problem of adding 2/3 bu. plus 3/5 bu. plus 
7/15 bu. is presented and explained in detail. Diagrams of 
circles divided into equal parts are used to help develop the 
concept .• 
With the above problem as background, it is explained 
how the least common denominator can be found. The audience 
is reminded that although a common denominator is obtained 
by multiplying all the denominators together, it may not be 
the least common denominator. Rules of adding and subtract-
ing fractions which have a common denominator are given. 
The next few frames present the addition and sub-
traction of mixed numbers, using the method of first com-
bining the whole numbers, then the fractions. 
The final frames present a method of anticipating 
the correct answer when combining several fractions by addi-
tion and subtra ction, as a check on the work done in obtain-
ing the answer. 
i89 
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ADDITION AND SL~TRACTION OF FRACTIONS 
Light on Mathematics, Kit I, Film 5 
11 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do~ou think this filmstrip would be suited? 
4 .5,c 4.5% 22 . 7% 22. 7% 18 . 2% 22 . 7% 4 . 5% 22 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think ,this filmstriP. ~uld be suited? 
15.8% 26 . 3% 21.1% 15. 8~ --------
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math d Algebra 
21 . 1?£ 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing s kills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat..'lematical inaccuracies ----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION OF FRACTIONS 
Light on Mathematics, Kit I, Film 6 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grande 
Blvd .. , Detroit 11, Iviichigan. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $81.00 for series 
of twenty-four; 30 frames; copyright 1943; 
teacher's manual available; producer recommends 
for refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Multiplication of fractions; division of 
fractions; multiplication and division of 
fractions by whole numbers, decimals, mixed 
numbers and improper fractions; multiplica-
tion and division of whole numbers, decimals, 
mixed numbers, and improper fractions by 
fractions; multiplication and division of 
a series of fractions; cancellation. 
The filmstrip first points out that when a fraction 
is multiplied by a fraction it is the same as multiplying 
two problems in d ivision. The rule for multiplying a 
fraction by a fraction is given as ~ follows: (1) multiply 
the multipliers (numerators); (2) multiply the divisors 
denominators); (3) divide the multipliers by the divisors. 
It is illustrated that a problem in multiplication 
can be drawn as an area. It is emphasized that whenever 
a quantity is multiplied by a proper fraction the result 
will be smaller than the original number. 
The filmstrip next presents the rule for, and 
example of, the division of a fraction by a fraction. 
The use of one as a denominator for whole numbers, when 
these whole numbers are to be divided into a fraction, 
is explained. 
The audience is remineed that mixed numbers must 
be cha nged to improper fractions before they can be used 
in multiplication and division. 
The remaining frames deal with series of fractions 
combined by multiplication and division, and the value of 
cancelling before multiplying a series of fractions. 
I I • I -· : 
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MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION OF FRACTI ONS 
Light on Mathematics, Kit I, Film 6 
11 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
6 . 7% 10.0% 16 . 7% 26.7% 16.7% lO . O% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
lO.O% 
Twelfth 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
TR 
College 
28 .0% 32.0% 16.0% 12.0% 
' 
____ 25 
Arithmeti c Consumer Ms. th Shop M9. th ot Algebra Geometry 12,0,o . Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new materi~l ~ 
'' .. ~ -· · · · ·- ~ 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations ~~:~~ ~-1\.:{::.! ... $~;~ 
Is excellent for a common experience-- ,...,. -3!11 1 0 
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies--- -
Employe methods conducive to learning-
Employe excellent photoe;raphy -----
Makes use of everyday ei tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics - ---
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary---- --
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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SQUARE ROOT AND CUBE ROOT 
Light on Mathematics, Kit 1, Film 7 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grande 
Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $81.00 for series 
of ' twenty-four; 58 frames; copyright 1943; 
teacher's manual available; producer recommends 
for refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPICS: The meaning of square root; visualization of 
square root; extracting square roots; 
extracting cube roots; visualization of 
cube roots. 
It is first pointed out that a problem in multipli-
cation can be visualized as a rectangle, and that if this 
rectangle should have equal length and width the figure is 
a square. With this introduction, the meaning of square 
and square root are next explained. The square root symbol 
is pictured and explained. 
Several frames are next devoted to an explanation of 
how to find the square root of 281,089. As an aid in develoP-
ing the method of extracting square roots a big square 
representing 218,089 square units is divided into a square 
and rectangles which can be considered as square hundreds, 
square tens, and square units. 
The filmstr1.p states that the cube of any number will 
never have more digits than three times those in the number, 
and that the cube root of any grouping of three or less 
digits can never be more than B. single digit. Working with 
the number 12167, the longhand method of extracting cube 
roots is developed. Pictures show a cube representing 12167 
cubic units broken up into three equal slabs, three equal 
bars, and a little cube. These parts of the original cube 
help clarify the cube root concept as it is developed. 
In visualizing cube root the student is told to 
size up the cube and see how many digits will be in the 
answer by grouping the digits in groups of three, starting 
at the decimal point. 
·193 
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SQUARE ROOT AND CUBE ROOT 
Light on Mathematics , Kit I, Film 7 
5 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
16 .7% 12.5% 16 . 7% 20 .8% 16 . 7% 16 . 7% 24 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth Coliege 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
15 . 4% 23.1% 23.1% 15 . 4% _· ___ _ ________ 13 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Ma. th ~ Al.gebra 
23.1~ 
Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience --
Is excellent for developing skills-- -
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ----------------
Has no mat..ltematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-------
Makes use of everyday a1 tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics-----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary--------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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ORDER OF OPERATIONS 
Light on Mathematics, Kit . I, Film 8 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan • . 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $81.00 for series 
of twenty-four; 46 frames; copyright 1943; teacher's 
manual available; producer recommends for refresher 
and review. 
QHIEF TOPICS: Planning a problem; similar operations; order 
of operations; short cuts. 
Using 3 x 5 A 4 - 3 + ~ x 5 To 10 = 1 as a typical 
problem, the filmstrlp shows three methods of solution. 
The trouble is that each solution gives a different answer. 
In this manner the filmstrip develops the problem of order 
of operations • . Using a complicated and involved factory 
production problem, the planning of a problem and order of 
operations is illustrated. Stated briefly, this complicat ed 
problem involves the distribution of work required to assemble 
120 of Model A, 350 6f Model B, 520 of Model c, and 750 of 
Model D, among twelve workers. The problem is complicated 
by the further distribution of the parts, 6 nuts, 6 bolts, 
and 12 washers, per assembly. Sixteen frames are thus devoted 
to the planning of the problem. The last sixteen frames of 
the strip are devoted to order of operations rules using 
figures obtained from the production problem. 
I '.-. ,-
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ORDER OF OP~qATIONS 
Light on Ma thematics, Kit I, Film 8 
5 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
TR 
7.7% 23.1% 38.5% 23~1% 7 . 7% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth ~--13 College 
For what course or cours es do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
2o.o% 2o .o% 2o.o% 4o .o% _____ 10 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations ..... ., ~ .. 
Is excellent for a common experience--
Is excellent for developing skills --- ~ · 
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
l I 
Has no ma~~ematical inaccuracies---- i~~~~~:::t~:;~::~:::;;:::;::::;:::;::::~ 
Employs methods conducive to learning- ~ 
I J 
Employs excellent photographY--- ----- lr~~ .. ~~~~'~,~~~~~~!IGI~It~l!l$1m~~--~---l 
I I 
Makes use of everyday situations------- iiiii ................................ ~ __ J_ __ _] 
~ I _l 
Does not have too many ideas per frame -- ........................................ ~ .. ~~~ 
Will hold the interest of the students -- ~~ .............. 1 11-----f----~--f----t--~--~ 
~· I 
Encourages pupils in mathematics----- illll ........................ ll .. llll~--~---1 
Encourages pupils in other subjects-- t~---r--~----+---,_---t----~--+----r--~--~ 
Employs sui table vocabulary----------- ~ ======================~ Presents material in logical sequence- J 
Presents material efficiently--------- ~--~---+----~--4----+--~~--+---~--~--~i 
L. I I I J Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school r 
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INTRODUCTION TO DECI~~LS 
From Decimals and Percentage Series 
PRODUCER: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East ~Oth Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $3.95 each, $30.15 for series of nine; 
24 frames; copyright 1949; producer recommends 
for fifth, sixth and seventh grade mathematics. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Reasons for decimals; what a decimal is; 
fractions; learning to count. 
The filmstrip points out the many reasons for needing 
decimals, and cites several illustrative examples. In an 
attempt to show what a decimal is, the filmstrip uses a 
circle divided into ten sections. Three of these sections 
are colored red; and the next frame po]_nts out that these_ 
sections may be expressed as .3 of the circle. In this man-
ner the decimal point is illustrated, and the importance of 
the decimal point is stressed throughout the filmstrip. 
Other examples, most of them being everyday illus-
trations of the use of decimals, are money, speedometers, 
thermometers and cooking. 
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I i:T TRODUCTI ON TO DECilviALS 
From Decimals and Percentage Series 
47 Evaluators 
For what grade or Arades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
5.0% 42.0~ 29.0% 19.0% 5.0% 
TR 
100 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what ~curs e or coursafs do you thinkd this filmstrip would be suited? 
53 • 7,o 29 • 3~ 17 .1~ ____ 82 
Arithmetic Consumer Math .Shop M!l. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat..l'lematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material effici ently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
.Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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DECIMALS &1D COMMON FRACTIONS 
From Decimals and Percentage Series 
PRODUCER: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $3.95 each, $3U.l5 for series of nine; 
24 frames; copyright 1949; producer recommends 
for fifth, sixth and seventh grade mathematics. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Changing fractions to decimals; learning the 
names and values of decimals. 
· John uses a meter stick to measure a bicycle seat and 
a pencil. The meaning of tenths and hundredths is expalined. 
John next works with a square which is divided into 
100 small squares. Each square is shown to be equal to 1/100 
of the big square, which can be written .01. Ten of the 
small squares are colored red. John writes this as .01. The 
question is asked, •rs this the same as .17" Working with the 
number 7157.219, John makes a chart showing the numbers which 
stand for each of the following: thousands; hundreds; tens; 
ones; tenths; hundredths; and thousandths. 
Other examples of changing fractions to decimals and 
reading decimals involve such things as money, students in 
John's school, John's growth in a year, and candy bars. 
199 
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DECIMALS AND COMHON FRACTIONS 
From Dec imals and Per c entage Series 
47 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
2~ .9% 43.1% 2~.5% 18.6% 4 . 9% 1 . 0% 1.0% 1.0% 
Primary Grammar seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
TR 
102 
College 
For what course or courses do you think this film1st.r!P~would be suit~? 61.3% 18 . 9% 17.3% ~~ 1. 3~ ____ 75 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent f or introducing new material 
Is excellent f or augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat..'l.ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photoe;raphy -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils i n other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than repl aces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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COMPARING DECIMALS 
From Decimals and _Pereentage Series 
~RODUCER: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
!FILMSTRIP: Color; $3.95 each, $30.15 for series of nine; 
26 frames; copyright 1949; producer recommends for 
fifth, sixth and seventh grade math~matics. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Comparing fractions;rule for comparing deci-
mal fractions; changing common fractions to 
decimal fractions; batting averages. 
This film shows the need for changing fractions to 
decimals before comparison, by pointing out that it is easier 
to compare money than slices of pie. It states that decimal 
fractions are easy to compare. It shows many simple decimal 
fractions and asks, 0 Which is largest? 11 Some of the examples 
given are .9, .09, .52 and .497. The filmstrip gives the 
following rule for comparison: "To compare decimal fractions, 
first compare the digit in the highest place." (These are 
colored a bright contrasting color in the examples given.) 
should 
lowing 
The film says that in order to compare fractions you 
change them to decimals. To illustrate this, the fol-
example is given: 
Question: "How would you compare i and .23? 11 
Answer: "You would change the ito .25 and compare." 
The filmstrip shows a practical application of compar-
ing fractions by considering batting averages. There are 
many review examples included in the last two frames. 
/'} ~ ,. 
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COMPARING DEC Il>iALS 
From Decimal s and Percentage Series 
13 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do:'ou think this filmstrip would be suited? 
4o .o% 35 . o~ 25 .o% 
TR 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
----- 20 
College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
78 .6% 21.4% ____ 14 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience--
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ----------------
Has no ma t..ltema tical inaccuracies ----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography---------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary-------
Presents material in logical sequence-. 
Presents material efficiently-------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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ADDING AND SUBTRACTING DECiw~LS 
From Decimals and Percentage Series 
PRODUCER: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
FILWISTRIP: Color; $3.95 each, $30.15 for series of nine; 
24 frames; copyright 1949; producer recommends 
for fifth, sixth and seventh grade mathematics. 
CHIEF TOPICS: The addition and subtraction of decimals. 
John can add large numbers and dollars and cents. Il-
l ustrations of these two types of examples are given. It is 
then shown that tenths can be added if they are arranged in 
a column so that the decimal points are under each other. 
Pupils are told that in order to be sure the decimal ·point is 
not forgotten, it should be placed in the correct position, 
where the answer will be written, before adding. Problems in 
adding tenths and hundredths; and tenths, hundredths, and 
thousandths are explained. 
Four children, John, Tom, Ed, and Mary, are pictured in 
the remaining frames. They solve numerous problems involving 
the addition and subtraction of mixed decimals. In developing 
these concepts, situations familiar to the children are used, 
including the following; distance; height; temperature; 
rainfall; miles per gallon of gasoline; and time. 
~03 
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ADDING AND SUBTRACTING DECIMALS 
From Decimals and Percentage Series 
47 Evalua tors 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
6 .3% 45.6% 21.5% 20.3% 5.1% 1~2~ 79 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth · Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
71.7% 16.7% 11~6% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.."lematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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MULTIPLYING DECIMALS 
From Decimals and Percentage Series 
PRODUCER: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $3.95 each, $30.15 for series of nine; 
26 frames; copyright 1949; producer recommends 
for fifth, sixth and seventh grade mathematics. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Multiplying tenths by tenths; multiplying 
tenths by hundreds; rule for placing of 
decimal point in product; rounding off. 
This filmstrip shows the relationship between the 
multiplying of fractions with denominators of ten, and the 
multiplying of decimals. It demonstrates this analogy by 
doing the example 2/10 x 4/10 both ways. The answer in 
both cases is, of course, eight hundredths. The example, 
.25 multiplied by .5 is given. The filmstrip shows the 
answer, .125, and asks how many decimal places there are in 
the answer. The filmstrip gives other examples of multiply-
ing decimals, which are justified by doing the example out 
in fractions. The filmstrip states the rule that the pro-
duct he.s the same number of decimal places as the multiplier 
and the multiplicand combined. Rounding off of numbers is 
introduced by using the following example in multiplication 
of money. $2.58 x .2 = $.516. Since six-tenths of a cent 
is more than half, the answer is ro\lnded off to $.52. Then 
an example that gives a product of $.512 is shown, and the 
answer is $.51 because two-tenths of a cent is less than one-
half. Money practice examples are given with the rule that 
when there is a half cent or more, it is called a full cent. 
The filmstrip illustrates the process of rounding off 
further by means of a gas mileage problem. Several review 
examples are given in the last few frames. 
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NULTIPLYING DECiiVIALS 
From Decimals and Percentage Series 
11 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
30.8% 38.5% 30.8% 
TR 
____ 13 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For whadr course or cou~es do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
75.0;o 25.07o ______ 12 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducine; new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills-· --
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.l-J.ematical inaccuracies----
Employe methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects ------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently ------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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DIVIDING DECI:WJALS 
From Decimal and Percentage Sert es 
!PRODUCER: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
,IU~STRIP: Color; $3.95 each, $30.i5 for series of nine; 
24 frames; copyright 1949; producer recommends 
for fifth, sixth and seventh grade mathematics. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Dividing integers; dividing decimals by integers; 
dividing integers by decimals; dividing deci-
mals by deeimals. 
It is shown that $.66 divided by 3 equals $.22. This 
is an example of dividing an integer by an integer. The method 
of dividing a decimal by an integer is then shown. 
The strip describes and defines the decimal point. It 
~lao defines and illustrates the word quotient. When dividing 
an integer by a decimal, and dividing a decimal by a decimal, 
the very vital step of moving the decimal point is pointed out. 
It is shown that if this step is.,overlooked, the results are 
always incorrect. 
The filmstrip also touches on the reasons for the 
rounding off of numbers to significant places. 
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DIVIDING DE~ I~~LS 
From Dec imals and Pe:qc en-tage Series 
7 Evaluator s 
I For what grade or J rades do ~u think ~is filmeyrip would be suited? 
21 . 4zo 42 . 9;o 35 . 7;o ---+1 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth I Tenth Eleventh 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
87 . 5% 1 2 .5% --+-1 __ _ 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math - I Algebra 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Advanced i th 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat..IJ.ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects----
Employe suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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INTRODUCTION TO PERCENTAGE 
From Decimals and Percentage Series 
PRODUCER: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $3.95 each, $30.15 for series of nine; 
26 frames; copyright 1949; producer recommends 
for fifth, sixth, _and seventh grade mathematics. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Uses of percentage; changing hundreds to per 
cent; changing thousnads to percent; and 
changing fractions to per ··oent. 
The filmstrip states the every-day use of the term, 
per cent. It shows pictures of percentage used on posters 
and in newspapers. One frame shows a bottle of milk with 
the butterfat content expressed as a per cent. 
"Per cent means hundredths of something." The film-
strip illustrates the steps used in arriving at a per cent, 
by means of showing a milk bottle one-half full. We are 
shown the illustration, i : .50 = 50%• This illustration is 
repeated for i and t. 
The strip shows five brown oats and five white cats; 
thus, 5/10 : 50%. John is .001 of the 1000 pupils in his 
class; thus, .001 = .1%. Thousandths can be expressed as a 
per cent. Examples of this fact are given. 
John can change fractions or decimals to per cents. 
This is illustrated by a picture of three pupils out of four 
with their hands up. 3/4 of John 1 s class votes yes. This 
is written 3/4 = 75/100 : 75%. 
Many other illustrated percentage problems are pre-
sented and solved on the filmstrip. 
r-cu-16 
IN'rRODUCTION TO PERC ENTAGE 
From Decimals and Perc ent age Series 
13 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be sui t .ed? 
44.4% 33.3% 22.2% . 
TR 
18 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth ----College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 8o .o% 2o.o% ____ 15 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Ms. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience --
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photo3raphy -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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r-cu-17 
USING PERCENTAGE 
From Decimals _and Percentage Series 
. - . 
PRODUCER: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York • . 
FILMSTRIP: Color; ~3.95 each, $30.15 . for series of nine; 
25 frames; copyright 1949. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Converting_per cents to decimals and fractions; 
per cents of a number; per cent one number is 
of another. 
This filmstrip introduces the subject of u··sing per-
centage by reviewing material on converting per cents to 
decimals . and to fractions. There are appropriate illustra-
tions which show visually that the resulting conversions 
are true. 
The body of the filmstrip gives practical examples 
in which percentage is used in everyday life. The first 
problem says that John has an allowance of $1.50 a week. 
He puts ten per cent of his allowance into the bank. How 
much does he save? The filmstrip shows that ten per cent 
must be converted to the decimal .10 and then multiplied 
by $1.50 giving an answer of $0.15. There are many other 
problems in periDentage of a similar nature presented. 
Each proble m is illustrated and solved step by step in the 
filmstrip. 
In order to show the need and proper use of finding 
the per cent one number is of another, the following example 
is given: John weighs 100 pounds. He gained six pounds. 
What per cent of his weight did he gain? This problem is 
worked out to a correct solution in the filmstrip. There 
are many other problems of a similar nature contained in 
the filmstrip. Each of these is illustrated and worked out. 
The last frame contains review questions of material 
covered in the filmstrip. 
"// 
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USING PERCENTAGE 
From Dec imal s and Percentage Series 
23 Evaluators 
For what grade .or grades . do "lPu think ~is fiJ.mat~p would be suited? 
16.0% 33.8~ . 28.5~ lb.O% 1.2% 1.2% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
For what course or cours; s do you th1nko:f this films~i.P9!1fuld be suited? 48.9% 31.1~ 11~1/0 () ~ 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Ms. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for mot ivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no ma t.ltema tical inaccuracies ----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photoe;ra.phy -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Wi ll hold the interes t of the students-
Encourages pupils in mat hemati cs----
Encourages pupils in other subjects ------
Employs sui table vocabulary ------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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PROBLEMS IN PERCENTAGE 
From Decimal and Pe r centage Series 
PHODUCER: Curriculum Films, I nc., 10 East 40th Street , 
New York 16, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $3.9 5 each, $30.15 for series of nine; 
26 frames; copyright 1949; producer recommends 
for fifth , sixth, and seventh grade mathematics. 
CHIEF TOPICS: One number is what pe r cent of another; per 
cent of a number; per cent equivalent of the 
fractions one-eighth and one-third; interest 
problems. 
The first frame pictures boys and girls i n a class-
room s.nd says , 11 There are 30 children in John ' s class. 27 of 
them contributed to the Red Cross. What per cent of the 
class contributed?" The. next fram e shows John ' s solution on 
the blackboard. 
The following four frames show the sixth grade giving 
a bazaar. They make ~~ 11. 80 and .give 25% to the Community 
Ches t, 25% to the Red Cross, and 50% remains in the School 
Fund . John ' s blackboard solution is shown in detail. 
The seventh grade gives a bazaar and . makes $13. 57 . 
John figures by what per cent the seventh grade exceeded his 
grade. 
Four of the 32 children of John ' s class are absent. 
John figures that 12!% of his class are absent. One-ei~hth 
of a class of 100 have bicycles. John computes that 122% 
have bicycles. Another frame shows 3 red-headed boys in 
a class of 9. John shows how to find that 33 1/3% of the 
class are red-headed boys. 
Other percentage problems are about the per cent of 
rainy days in a month, how much a sum of money invested at 
2% will earn in a year , and the per cent increase of a 
government savings bond in ten years . 
""') I·., 
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r-cu-18 
PROBLEMS I N PERCENTAGE 
From Decimals and Percentage Series 
47 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this films trip would be sui t .ed? 
00.9% 24.7% 32.8% 27.4% 12.1J.% 00.9% 00.9;% 113 
Primary ·Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or cou~es do you think this filmstr~ would be suited? 
56 .6% 27 .6;o 11,8% 02,b% -----
Arithmetic Consumer Ms. th Shop Math 4d Algebra 01. /~ . 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.."l.ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methode conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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r-eg-10 
INTRODUCTION TO DECIMALS 
From Decimal and Percentage Series 
PRODUCER: Modern Teaching Aids. 
DISTRIBUTOR: 
I FILMSTRIP: 
Eye Gate House, 330 West 42d Street, New York 
18, New York. 
Color; $22.50 for series of nine; 25 frames; copy~ 
right 1949. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Historical background of counting; review of 
fractions in tenths, hundredths, and thou-
sandths; decimal fract i ons written in tenths, 
hundredths, and thousandths. · 
A typical frame used in adding common denominator frac-
tions is a circle divided into twelve sections. One light 
blue section is labeled 1/12; then there is a group of three 
and two light blue sections separated by dar k blue sections. 
On the left side of the picture is listed 1/12, 3/12, and 
2/12 totaling?; and on the right side of the picture is 6/12 
equal? 
Another illustra.ti ve frame shows how, in the fraction 
3/10, the decimal point, explained previously, takes the place 
of the denominator 10 and is written as .3. 
The strip explains new terms. Common illustrations 
are circles, measuring cups used in cooking, dollars and cents, 
speedometers, rulers, T-squares, and thermometers. 
-~~- =~--=-,-=======!F===--=-
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r-eg-10 
I NTRODUCTION TO DECI MALS 
From Decimal and Percentage Serie s 
22 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
3 . 4% 58 .6% 24.1% 13. 8% 29 
Primary Grammar Seven th Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what c ourse or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
91.7% . 4.1% 4.1%_ 
Arithmetic Consumer Me. th Shop Me. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent f or introducing new material 
Is excellent f or au gmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skil~ s - ·- -
Is excellent for mo tivation 
Is excellent for review ------ --
Has no mat.."J.ematical inaccuracies- --
Employs methods conducive to learning -
Employe excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have t oo many ideas per f r ame --
Will hold the interest of the s tudents-
Enc ourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other sub jects------
Employs sui table vocabulary----- -
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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r-eg-11 
ADDING AND SUBTRACTING DECIMALS 
From Decimal and Percentage Series 
PRODUCER: Modern Teaching Aids. 
DISTRIBUIJ'OR: Eye Gate House, 330 West 42d Street, New York 
18, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $22.50 for series of nine; 25 frames; copy-
right 1949. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Relationship of adding numbers and decimals; 
adding mixed decimals; subtracting decimals. 
The strip points out that the decimal point is all-
important in adding decimals. The procedure is to put the 
decimal points under one another and total the column just 
as if you were adding numbers~ They stress the decimal point 
in the total and point out graphically what happens to your 
answer when you leave out the decimal point. For example, 
they ask the total rainfall for a week, and in the n ext frame 
are seen contrasting pictures (a thriving cornfield and a 
raging flood) to point out the difference between 4.5 inches 
of rain and 45 inches of rain. Used as illustrative frames 
are height, weight, distance, and gasoline mileage. 
·I J 
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ADDING AND SUBTR~CTING DECIMALS 
From Decimal and Percenta ge Series 
32 Evaluators 
TR 
For what e;rade or ~rades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
5.1% 69.2% 15.4% 7.7~ 2.6% 39 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think~is filmstrip would be suited? 
81.1% 8.1% 10.8~ ____ 37 
Arithmetic Consumer Ma. th Shop M9. th Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced M9. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for 
I 
introducing new materi.al 28 
. ' l 
Is excellent for augmenting explanati~ns 
• I, 
Is excellent for a common experi ence ---- . 27 
Is excellent for developing skills--- 27 
1- L J .J 
Is excellent for motivation 
L 
Is excellent for review 29 
··. l: . 
29 
30 
31 
31 
30 
I 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies----- ........................................... ~ 
L 
Employs methods conducive to learning- ····················---l L 
Employs excellent photoe;ra.phy ---------- ........... . . ....... L---t __ -J __ -l 
1-
Ma.kes use of everyday situations------- ............................... 1_~ 
1- L I 
Does not have too many ideas per frame- ...................... L---t---J---l 
~ I I ~ 
Will hold the interest of the students-- ......................... __ ---.:J 
27 I Encourages pupils in mathematics----- ................. L___J ____ +-----1----:J 
Encourages pupils in other subjects ------ 1-.......... ~ ... ~l---t-----t-----+~-+---l---t 
Employs sui table vocabulary------------ ···················•---t 
Presents material in logical sequence- (iiii·II·II·II·IIII·II·II·----1------4-----.:J 
Presents material efficiently--------- ~ ........... ._---4----+---+---~----1------4--~ 
supplements rather than replaces teacher ....................................... ~--~ 
1- I Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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r-eg-12 
COMPARING DECIMALS 
From Decimal and Percentage Series 
PRODUCER: Modern Teaching Aids. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Eye Gate House, 330 West 42d Street, New York 
18, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $22.50 for seri e s of nine; 25 frames; 
copyright 1949. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Comparison by means of decimal fractions; 
comparing common fractions and decimals. 
A typical comparison is that of determining whether 
the decimal .23 or the fraction 1/4 is larger. A balance 
scale is used in one frame to set up the original question, 
and in the next frame it is shown that by changing the 
fraction 1/4 to its equal .25, it is a simple task of com-
paring .23 and .25. 
This filmstrip uses sections of a pie, money, and 
batting averages as illustrative examples. The filmstrip 
. shows 2/3 of a pie and 3/4 of a pie and asks for a compari-
son. By the same method of changing the fractions to deci-
mals, it is perfectly obvious that 3/4 of the pie is the 
greater section. Batting averages are compared in the same 
manner. The averages of two player s are flashed on the 
screen and you are asked to compar e them. It is then point-
ed out that essentially you are comparing decimals. 
• > I C., 
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COMPARING DE6I:MALS 
From Decimal and Percentage Series 
28 Eval uators 
For what grade or - grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
2.6% 57 . 9% 26.3% 7.9% 5 .3% 
TR 
___ 38 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what c ourse or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
93.3% 6.7% 
----30 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent f or augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience - -
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent f or review ---------------
Has no ma t..11.ema tical inaccuracies ----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography ---- --
Makes use of everyday situations-----
Does no t have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupi ls in mathematics ----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary----- ---
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material ef ficiently---------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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r-eg-13 
MULTIPLYING DECIMALS 
From Decimal and Percentage Series 
PRODUCER: Modern Teaching Aids. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Eye Gate House, 330 West 42d Street, New York 
18, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $22.50 for series of nine; 25 frames; 
copyright 1949. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Multiplying fractions; multiplying decimals; 
rounding-off numbers. 
The strip points out that when multiplying fractions 
you find the common denominator and then multiply numerator 
times numerator, and denominator times denominator, the re-
sulting figures creating the new fraction which is the prod-
uct of the originals. 
It is then pointed out that in multiplying decimals 
the product has as many places to the right of the decimal 
point as the total of both the multiplicand and multiplier. 
In rounding-off of numbers, the strip turns to the 
use of money to point out the principle. It shows that it 
is impossible to have a fractional part of a cent. Thus, 
when multiplying $2.58 by .2, the product, .516, becomes 
.52. Wnen the fractional part of a cent is 1/2 a cent or 
greater, you add one cent. If the fractional part is less 
than one-half a cent, you keep the original figures. 
For purposes of illustration, the filmstrip cites the 
use of money, gas mileage, speedometers, and road maps. 
221. 
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MULTIPLYING DECIMALS' 
,From Decimal and Percentage Series 
32 Evaluators 
I 
grade .or grades do:'ou. think this filmstrip would be suited? ~--- 43.5% 1 32.6~ 17.4% 4.3% 2.2% 2.2% 
For what 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
I 
courses 
6.1% 
For what course or 
81.8% 
do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
12.1% 
Arithmetic Consiuner Math Shop M9.th Algebra 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
' Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat."lematical inaccuracies----
Employs methode conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
' Will hold the interest of the students-
I 
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
1 Encourages pupils in other subjects----
1 Employe sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently -----
i Supplements rather pnan replaces teacher 
Should be purohaeed ;by evaluators school 
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DIVIDING DECIMALS 
From Decimal and Percentage Series 
PRODUCER: Modern Teaching Aids. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Eye Gate House, 330 West 42d Street, New York 
18, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $22.50 for series of nine; 25 frames; 
copyright 1949. 
CHIEF TOPICS: ' Dividing integers by integers; dividing 
integers by decimals; dividing decimals by 
integers; dividing decimals by decimals. 
The essential point of this filmstrip is the handling 
of the decimal point when dividing. The rules of division 
are graphically presented. \'Vhen dividing a decimal by an 
integer, you place the decimal point correspondingly over 
the decimal point, and proceed as with whole numbers. When 
dividing an integer by a decimal or a decimal by a decimal, 
you move the decimal point over in the divisor to form a. 
whole number and then move the decimal point over a corre-
sponding number of places in the dividend. Then proceed as 
with whole numbers. 
' .). 
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DIVIDING DECI~ffiLS 
From Decimal and Percentage Series 
28 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or ~rades do you t hink this filmstrip would be su ited? 
64.7~ 23.5% 5~9% 5. 9% 34 
Primary Grammar Sevent h Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh TWelfth College 
For what c ourse or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 89~7% 10.3% ____ 29 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing ne\'1 rna terial 
. Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies-- --
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday situations----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other sub jects--
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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DECIMALS AND COMMON FRACTIONS 
From Decimal and Percentage Series 
PRODUCER: Modern Teaching Aids. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Eye Gate House, 330 West 42d Street, New York 
18, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $22.50 for series of nine; 25 frames; 
copyright 1949. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Defines and illustrates decimals; defines and 
illustrates common fractions. 
By means of a dollar, which seems to be universal for 
comprehension, it is shown that ten dimes equal one dollar, 
and that ten cents equal one dime. Hence, it is shown that 
one cent is 1/100 of a dollar. Then is developed a chart 
for reading of decimals by units, t enths, hundredths, thou-
sandths, etc. 
The strip thereupon switches to the more common frac-
tions (1/4, 1/2, 1/10, etc.) and a comparison is made of equal 
decimals and common fractions. 
' 
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DECil~~LS AND CO~ION FRACTIONS 
From Decimal and Percentage Series: 
23 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do:'ou think this filmstrip would be suited? 
51.6% 32.32L 9.7% 6~5% 
TR 
Primary ·Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
___ 31 
College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
83.3% 3.3% 13~3% ____ 30 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience--
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no ma~~ematical inaccuracies--------
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography---------
Makes use of everyday situations-------
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics-----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary------------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently----------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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INTRODUCTION TO PERCENTAGE 
From Decimal and Percentage Series 
PRODUCER: Modern Teachir:-tg Aids• 
DISTRIBUTOR: Eye Gate House, 330 West 42d Street, New York 
18, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $22.50 for series of nine; 25 framee; 
copyright 1949. 
CHIEF TOPIC: Defining and illustrating percentage. 
Percentage is defined as meaning hundredths of some-
thing. It is pointed out that it is used daily in most of 
our lives by means of interest rate s, living index, food, 
money, etc. It is shown that the fraction 1/2 may be ex-
pressed as fifty per cent and that fifty cents is 1/2 a 
dollar. 
The strip then points out that tenths and thousandths 
are easily converted to per cent. Used as illustrative ex-
amples are newspapers, food prices, and interest rates. 
·'' ....... 
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INTRODUCTION TO PERCENTAGE 
From Decimal and Percentage Series 
25 Evaluators 
For what grade or J<rades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
2.9% 41.2~ 38.2% 11.8% 5.8% 
TR 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
75.0% 12.5% 12.5% 
Ari throe tic Consumer Math Shop Me. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ---- - - --
Has no mat.~ematical inaccuracies- --
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in ma theme. tics ----
Encourages pupils 1n other subjects------
Employs su1 table vocabulary ------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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USING PERCENTAGE 
From Decimal and Percentage Series 
PRODUCER: Modern Teaching Aids. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Eye Gate House, 330 West 42d Street, New York 
18, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $22.50 for series of nine; 25 frames; 
copyright 1949. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Changing per cents to decimal fractions; 
determining the absolute value of a percent-
age of a given sum; determining percentage 
by means of an increase over a given sum. 
In using candy bars, fruit, money, and references to 
movies, cutting grass, and shoveling snow, this filmstrip 
makes good use of everyday situations to put across its points. 
A typical pair of frames used to show the conversion of per-
centage to decimal fractions, shows John with three windows 
out of ten cleaned. The statement is made that the job is 
thirty per cent finished, and the caption asks how percentage 
can be changed to a common fraction. It is shown that by 
dividing by one hundred the percentage is changed to the 
common fraction 3/10. 
Another frame shows John on a bathroom scale, and the 
caption states that in a year John ha s gone from one hundred 
lbs. to one hundred and six lbs. in weight. What per cent 
of his weight did he gain? The following frame illustrates 
that dividing the net increase by the starting weight results 
in the decimal fraction of gain, and that multiplying this 
by one hundred gives the percentage of net gain. 
~29 
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USING PERCENTAGE 
From Decimal and Percentage Series 
24 Evaluators 
For what grade or ~rades ·do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
28.9~ 50.0% 15.8% 5.3% 
TR 
Primary Grammar seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
___ 38 
College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
88.9% 7.4% 3.7% ____ 27 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Ma. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ----------------
Has no rna t..'"lema tical inaccuracies ----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography---------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona -----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics-----
Encourages pupils in other subjects----
Employs sui table vocabulary------------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently ----------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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PROBLEMS IN PERCENTAGE 
From Decimal and Percentage Series 
PRODUCER: Modern Teaching Aids. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Eye Gate House, 330 West 42d Street, New York 
181 ' New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $22.50 for series of nine; 25 frames; 
copyright 1949. 
CHIEF TOPIC: Fundamental problems showing applications of 
percentage. 
Thi3 strip could be put to €ood use in developing 
character and healthy habits of li\ing in the students. In 
developing problems in percentage, the strip refers to con-
tributing to the Red Cross, Commun·ty Fund, running a bazaar 
for the benefit of the school fund, and finally saving money 
by means of savings banks and u. S. Savings Bonds. 
In a sequence of frames,- Jobn is depicted as banking 
hia money at an interest rate of two per cent. He then pro-
ceeds to figure out what it will mean to him in dollars and 
cents. He also computes the net gain of a u. s. Savings 
Bond, and figures the interest rate. 
r-eg-18 
PROBLE¥~ IN PERCENTAGE 
From Decimal and Percentage Series 
24 Evaluator s 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
34. 2% 44 . 7% 15 ~8% 5~3% 38 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
82 .8% 10 9.3% 6,9% 
Arithmetic Consumer Me. th Shop Ml.th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Me. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent f or augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no ma t..1'J.ema tical inaccuracies ----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua.tions ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subj ects ------
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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MAPS AND THEIR MEANING 
From Exploring Through Maps Series 
PRODUCER: Popular Science Publishing Co., Inc., 353 Fourth 
Avenue, New York 10, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS: Dr. David J. Goodman and Dr. Edith 
Parker,. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $16.50 for series of four; 53 frame~; 
copyright 1948; teacher's guide available; pro• 
ducer recommends for fifth, sixth, and seventh 
grade social studie8• 
CHIEF TOPICS: Direction~ on a map; map symbols; the map key 
or legend; color symboli~m o·f maps; map scales; 
locating places on a map. 
A frame shows Tom and Jane on their way to school and 
says they are walking north. Another frame shows an aerial 
picture of Tom and Jane'~ home and school. Still another 
frame shows a map of their school and home. In this manner 
the directions on the map are made clear and it is pointed 
out that the map is more nearly like the aerial photo. This 
map is used to illustrate the symbols used for schools and 
houses. Later frames show the symbols for cities, bound-
arie~, churches, roads, and water. 
A map of Pennsylvania illustrates the use of a key to 
find boundaries and the size of cities·. A globe with east-
west and north-south lines on it is used to ask the question, 
"I~ South America south or southeast of North America?" 
A map of the United States shows with colors the 
average rainfall for each section. Color is also used to 
show the height of the land. 
The strip points out that maps are much smaller than 
the part of the earth they stand for. Map maker~, there fore, 
use an exact scale so that we can understand how large a city 
or place i~. A map of Texas appears beside a map of Rhode 
Island, and the t wo appear nearly the same size. The next 
frame shows the great difference in size when they are drawn 
to the same scale. 
1 ... , ... 
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MAPS AND THEIR I~NINGS 
From Exploring Throu@~ Maps Series 
7 Evaluators 
For wha t grade or ~rades do you think this f i lmstrip would be suited? 
11.1~ 22.2% 25.9% 22.2% 14.8% 3.7% 
TR 
--,---- 27 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth El eventh Twelfth Col lege 
For wha t course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
36~4% 45~5% 9~1% ____ 11 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geome t ry 
Advanced Math 
TH I S FILMSTRIP: 
I s excel lent for introducing ne\'1 material 
Is excel lent f or augmenting explanations 
I s excel lent for a common experience--
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excel l ent f or motivation 
Is excel lent f or r eview ---------------
Has no mat..l-lematical inaccuracies--- --
Employs me t hods conducive to l earning-
Employs excellent photo3raphy ---- --
Makes use of everyday a 1 tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hol d the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics ----
Encourages pupils in other sub jects--
Employs sui table vocabulary --- - - - --
Presents material in logical sequence-
Pres ents material efficiently -------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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WE LIVE ON A HUGE BALL 
From Exploring Through Maps Series 
PRODUCER: Popular Science Publishing Co., Inc., 353 Fourth 
Avenue, New York 10, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS: Dr. David J. Goodman and .Dr. Edith 
Parker. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $16.50 for series of four; 43 
frames; copyright 1948; teacher's guide avail-
able; producer recommends for fifth, sixth, and 
seventh grade social studies. 
CHIEF -TOPICS: Introduces the globe; explains poles, equator, 
and the parallels of latitude. 
Anna, a seventh grade girl, asks her father about the 
parallels on the globe. Her father first explains why the 
globe is used, then he explains the North Pole, South Pole, 
and the Equator. These explanations use diagrams and pic-
tures extensively. The distance around the earth is given 
as 25,000 miles at the equator or about nine times the width 
of the United States. 
Thirty-one frames are used to develop concepts about 
latitude. The concepts developed are that parallels are east-
west lines, that they are circles, that their distance from 
the equator is measured in degrees north or south, and that 
the latitude of a place indicates something about its prob-
able climate. 
. ' 
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WE LIVE ON A HUGE BALL 
From Explori ng Through I~ps Series 
7 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do:'ou think this filmstrip would be suited? 
8 ,7% 21.7~ 21. 7% 21:7% 17:4% 4. 3~ 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
25~0% 43~8% 18.8% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math % Algebra 12. 5_ 
Advanced Ma th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: . 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience --
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for r eview 
Has no ma~~ematical inaccuracies 
Employe methode conducive to learning -
Employs excellent photo5ra:9hy -----
Makes use of everyday ei tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the etuden~s­
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employe sui table vocabulary ------
Presents material i n logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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FLAT MAPS OF A ROUND Eb.RTH 
~ From Exploring Through Maps Series 
PRODUCER: Popular Science Publishing Co., Inc., 353 Fourth 
Avenue, New York 10, Ne w York. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS: Dr. David J. Goodman and Dr. Edith 
Parker. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and wnite; $16.50 for series of four; 55 
frames; copyright 1948; teacher ' s guide avail-
able; producer recommends for fifth, sixth, and 
seventh grade social studies. 
CHI EF TOPICS: Meridians of longitude; transferring globe 
grid to flat maps; map projections; exercises 
providing practice of reading information 
from different map projections. 
Anna, a seventh grade girl, asks her father to explain 
the north-south lines on the globe. Her father explains that 
the meridians run from the North Pole to the South Pole. 
Meridian means mid-day and at mid-day shadows fall exactly 
north or exactly south of the objects which cause the shadow. 
Meridians are numbered eas t and west from the prime 
meridian, just as parallels are numb ered north and south from 
the equator. The meridians and para llels make up a globe 
grid which helps us to locate exactly any place on the earth. 
The difficulties of representing the globe on a flat surface 
are discussed, and three projections, the sinusoidal, the mer-
cator, and the polar equidistant, are illustrated. These 
three projections are used to illustrate distortions caused 
by flat projections. 
~37 
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FLAT MAPS OF A ROUND "TORLD 
From Exploring Through Maps Series 
7 Evaluators 
For wha. t grade or grades do you think this films trip woul d be sui t ed? 
18.5% 22.2% 18i5% 22.2% 11.1% 3.7% 
Primar y Gr ammar s eventh Eighth Ninth Tent h Eleventh 
For wha t course or cours es do you think 
35a7% 42a9% 
this films trip would be suited? 
14i3% 
Ar ithmetic Consumer Ma t h Shop Math % Al-gebra Geome t ry 7il . 
Advanced Math 
',rf! IS FILMSTRIP: 
I s excel lent for introducing new material 
Is exc ell ent for augmenti ng explanations 
I s excel lent f or a common experience ----
I s excellent for developing skills ---
Is excell ent for motivation 
I s excellent f or review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies -------
Employs methods conducive to learning -
Employs excell ent photography --- --
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
W111 hold the interest of the students -
Encourages pupils in mathematics--- -
Encour a ges pupils in other subjects ------
Employs sui table vocabulary--- ---
Pres ents material in logical sequenc e -
Presents material efficiently---~--­
Supplements r a ther than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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MAPS AND MEN 
From Exploring Through Maps Series 
PRODUCER: Popular Science Publishing Co., Inc., 353 Fourth 
Avenue, New York 10, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS: Dr. David J. Goodman and Dr. Edith 
Parker. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $16.50 for series of four; 43 
frames; copyright 1948; teacher's guide available; 
producer recommends for fifth, sixth, and seventh 
grade social studies. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Uses of maps; special maps. 
The first frames show an airplane pilot studying maps. 
A weather map and a polar equidistant map are pictured. A 
sea captain's Mercator projection map, a map showing wind 
directions, and a map showing ocean currents are pictured. 
A surveyor and a merchant both need maps. The merchant's 
needs are pictured as a temperature map, a produce map, a 
fertility map, and a railroad map. 
A frame shows Columbus departing for his voyage to 
America, and explains he had no good maps. His map is pic-
tured. A pioneer is shown blazing a trail and a map of the 
main trails follows with the caption, "Finally maps were 
made to show the most important trails." 
Pictures of a rainfall map, a produce map, an irriga• 
tion map, an industrial resource map, a population map, a 
drainage map, and a temperature map illustrate many special 
uses. 
-,· 7 .... 
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r-1APS AND MEN 
From Exp~oring Through Maps Series 
7 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
20;0% 24;o% 28.o% 2o;o% 8.o% 
TR 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth -~-=25 College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
50iO% 50~0% ----~2 Arithmetic Consumer Ma. th Shop Ma. th Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Ma. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience --
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ---------------
Has no mat..lJ.ematical inaccuracies-----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography ------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona -----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics------
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary-------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently -------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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LENG'I'H 
Length, Mass, and Time, Part 1 
DIS'l'RIBUTOR: Cultural Films, 20 Williams Street, New York 
5, New York., 
PRODUCER: Boris Copelow 
SCRIPT WRI'l'ER: Rowen Glie 
F'ILII/LSTRIP: Black and white; ffi;3. 00 each, $7.50 for series of 
three; 51 frames; copyright 1950. 
CHIEF 'l'OP ICS: Introduction to measurement; units of measure-
ment; history of measurement; metric system; 
scale s; gages; micrometers; gage blocks; astro-
nomical distances; light year. 
A composite picture shows many things needing measur~ 
ing such as a baby's weight, and the delicate mechanism of 
a watch. A caption explains that to measure is to compare. 
Several units of mea surement are discussed and illustrated 
such as inches, hours and minutes. 
One frame shows sixteen men with their left fe E: t in 
a line with the toe of one man's foot touching the heel of 
another. This illustrates the origin of our unit of measure 
called the rod. 
Several frames compare the metric system with the 
English system. 'l'he platinum st8ndard meter is shown and 
the meter is defined 2- s one ten millionth p a rt of the dis-
tance from a pole to the equator. 
An inch and centimeter scale are compared and the 
meaning of scale discussed. 
The final frames introduce some very large astron-
omic a l measurements which c ontrast with the small measure-
ments used in the first parts of the strip. 
24:1 
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LENGrH 
From Lengt~ Mass, and Time Series 
5 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do:'ou think this films:rip wo~ld e suite~J 6.1~ 12 . 1% 18 .2~ 18~2% 18 .2~ 
Primary ·Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
For what course or courses do 
26.6% 20.0% 
you think this filmstrip would be 
33. 3% 
' 
suited? 
TR 
18 . 2% 9.1% 33 
Twelfth College 
6.7% 15 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra 
13. 3% 
Geometry Trigonometry 
THIS FILMSTRIP : 
Advanced ):lath 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no ma~~ematical inaccuracies 
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent pho t ography-----
Makes use of everyday s i tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subj ects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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MASS 
Length, Mass, and Time, Part 2 
DIS'I'RI BUTOR: Cultura l F ilms, 20 Williams Street , New York 
5 , New York. 
PRODUCER : Bor i s Cope low 
SCRIPT WRITER: Rowen Glie 
F' ILIY! STRIP: Black a nd white; :? 3 .00 each, ,;;7. 5 0 f or series of 
three ; 53 fr ame s; copyri ght 1950. 
CEI EF ':l:'OP ICS: Define , deve lop, and illustra te mass. 
'lhe filmstrip do e s a g o od job in defining n ew te rms. 
Mass is defin ed as b e ing B.n amount o f ms.tter, a nd we i ght a s 
b eing the f orce with which a b ody is attrac ted to the earth. 
Thus our b ody is ma s s , but i ts weight keeps it on earth a nd 
pre ven ts it from falling off into space. It i s p ointed ~ut 
that a 200 lb. man on earth wou ld weigh 33 lbs. on t he moon 
and 60 00 lb s . on the sun. 
The unit of mass is defined a s the mas s in one liter 
of water at 4oc. 
' f. .. • ' 
r .A3 
,. ... .t: 
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MASS 
From Length, Mass, and Time Series 
6 Evaluat ors 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
22.2% 22 .2~ 22.2% 33 . 3% 9 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tent h Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think ~is filmstrip would be suited? 
37 .5% 37.5~ ----
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math ,{ Algebra 
25.0~ 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent f or introducing n ew material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for d eveloping skills ---
Is excellent for mot ivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat..ltematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning -
Employ s excellent pho t ography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other sub j ec t s------
Employ s sui table vocabulary------
Presents materi al in logical sequence-
Presents ma t erial efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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Uses physics but n ot mass to illustrate applications 
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DEAD RECKONING 
. - -· . 
Pilot Training, Kit 3, _Film 5 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization Inc., 2821 East Grand Blvd., 
Detroit 11, Michigan~ 
FILlviS'rRIP: Black and white; $3.50 each; 85 frames; copyright 
1940. 
CHIEF TOPIC: Definiti9n of dead reckoning; planning a 
course; rectifying a course and finding 
position. 
After defining dead reckoning, .the filmstrip uses 
pictures and captions to explain the lambert conformal conic 
projection. Then, in ~ like manner, the procedure for de-
termining the distance between points on such a projection 
is carefully explained. This is followed with an explanation 
of how to determine tne true course; how to correct true 
course for magnetic variation, compass deviation, and the 
effects of wind drift. Each explanation is illustrated and 
the reasons for each correction thoroughly explained. One 
frame summarizes these corrections in the following manner: 
(1) Measure the true course with . the meridian nearest the 
halfway mark. (2) Add west of subtract east magnetic vari-
ation to get the magnetic course. ( 3 ) Add west of subtract 
east deviation to get the compass course. (4) Add correction 
right or subtract correction left for wind drift to get the 
compass heading. 
The last secti on of this filmstrip explains the 
method of rectifying to find position when the plane has 
been forced off the planned course. The strip explains that 
this is the reverse of planning the course. The information 
needed for rectifying is summarized as follows: (l) last 
known position, (2) elasped time, (3) estimated ground speed, 
(4) wind direction, (5) compass heading, (6) deviation, and 
(7) variation. 
- ( . 
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DEAD RECKONING 
Pilot Training , Kit 3, Film 5 
5 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suite~ 
11.1% 22.2~ 
Primary ·Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
33.3% 
College 
33.3% 
Twelfth 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
12i5% 25~0% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Ma. th6 ofAlgebra 2.5~ . Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experienc e ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies----
Employe methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography -----
Makes use of everyday ai tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employe sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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FORCE AND VEL09ITY AS VEO'rORS 
Mechanics, A Unit of AirAge !:-',Physics, Film 4 
. . 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 1~, M~chigan • . 
FILlV1STRIP: Black and white; $4.50 each; 52 frames; 
copyright 1943. 
CHIEF TBPICS: Measures of length, weight, time, and 
direction; impqrtance of direction; repre-
sentation of direction; adding vectors; 
vectors in equilibrium. 
The first few frames show briefly how length, weight, 
and time are measured. Following this several frames show 
how useless a measured quantity can be if its direction is 
not also given. The strip shows a man in an automobile at 
the intersection of several roads. A sign says "Service 
Station, 3 miles" but does not show the direction. A !Jlan 
in an airplane above the clouds receives word over his radio 
that he is 2 miles from the airport but he is not told the 
direction. 
Two frames show how to represent measured qtiantities 
in combination with direction to form vectors. Ten frames 
use the vectors representing the speed and direction of an 
airplane and a cross-wind to show the usefulness of vectors 
and to define 11 resultant 11 • 
The strip uses a railroad car to illustrate that 
vector forces in the same direction are quite different 
from vector forces in the opposite direction. For forces 
in the same direction the freight car coasts down an incline, 
a.nd for forces in the opposite direction it coasts up the 
same incline. 
The strip sho1Ns several examples of forces in equi-
librium represented by vectors. One example shows eight 
men having a tug of war. The vectors representing this tug 
of war are equal and opposite. 
The final frame says in effect that vectors are 
widely used by engineers and pilots. 
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FORCE AND VELOCITY AS VECTORS 
Mechanics, A Unit of Air Age Physics, Film 4 
5 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
15;4% 23.1% 38.5% 23.1% 13 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what cours e or courses do 
11.1% 
you think this filmstrip ~uld be suited? 
11.1% 11ilo 11.1% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9.th Algebra Geometry 
55.6% 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ----------------
Has no mat.."lematical inaccuracies-----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography--------
Makes use of everyday situations-----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics-----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material i n logical sequence-
Presents ma t erial efficiently ---------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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LAYOUT TOOLS AND N~ASURING INSTRUN~NTS 
From Bench Work Series 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.50 each; 79 frames; copyright 
1941. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Common layout tools; the understanding and 
care of these tools; the limitations of these 
tools; basic measuring tools for rough and 
finished work. 
The filmstrip points out that accurate machining 
depends upon proper layout of the work. Layout is the trans-
fer of the blueprint dimensions and lines to the metal form 
from which the finished part is to be made. To do layout 
work properly, the operator must understand his tools, their 
limitations, and h ow to care for them. 
A typical frame in this filmstrip shows a scriber and 
describes this tool. The strip states that the scriber is 
used for scratching lines on metal surfaces. It is a slender 
piece of tool steel tapered to a point at each end. It is 
long enough for the operator to grip it in the middle, and 
one end is bent at a goo angle. Subsequent frames illustrate 
the proper use of and care of a scriber. 
The strip illustrates the fo l lowing layout tools in 
a similar fashion: the scriber; single-point and double-
point varieties; machinistst steel rule or scale and various 
variations of same; key seat clamps, thumb slide; straight 
edge; center punch; prick punch; automatic adjustable strike 
center punch; spacing center punch; dividers; flat steel 
square; beam square; com~ination squ~re; center head; general 
purpose protractor; univers~l bevel protractor; bench or 
surface plate; surface gauge; level. 
The following measuring tools are treated in the same 
manner: calipers, spring joint and firm joint types; trans ~­
fer caliper; hermaphrodite caliper; . Plug gauge; snap gauge; 
thread gauge; micrometer; vernier caliper. 
c-ja-3 
LAYOUT TOOLS AND :r.-1EASURI NG INSTRUMENTS 
From Bench Work Series 
7 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
16,0% 16 ,0% 28,0% 28,0% 12,0% 25 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
16ia7% 58:..3% . ____ 1 2 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra 
25 ~ 0% 
Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducine; new material 
Is excellent f or augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat..~ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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LAYOUT WORK, PART:i_ l _ 
From Bench Work Se~+es 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11, M+chigan._ 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.50 each; 84 frames; 
copyright 1941, 
CHIEF TOPICS: Discussion of layout work; basic principles 
of mechanical drawiJ:;lg; properties of circles, 
triangles, and rectangles; five steps of 
machine-shop layout. 
The first few frames picture a piece of rough stock 
with the layout of a special wrench scribed upon it. The 
captions explain that the accuracy of the entire job depends 
upon the ac curacy of the layout. 
Aft~r these introductory frames the strip develops 
some of the details of mechanical drawing necessary for 
layout work. The first detail explained is the reference 
point with special emphasis on the need for accuracy. Other 
details are explained in the following order: scribing a 
straight line; scribing a circle; erecting perpendiculars at 
the center of a line, at any point on a line, and to a line 
from a point not on the line; constructing tangents to a 
point on a circle; bisecting an angle; constructing and 
angle of sixty degrees; constructing an angle of thirty 
degrees; and constructiOD, classification, and checking of 
circles, triangles, rectangles, squares, and hexagons. 
The final frames illustrate five steps to follow 
when doing machine-shop layout. Briefly these five steps 
are: (1) look over the drawing, (2) select the stock 
(3) clear a working space, (4) coat the stock, and (5~ select 
and use the tools needed. Each step is carefully explained 
with both captions and pictures. 
o- j a-4 
LAYOUT WORK, PART 1 
From Bench Work Serie s 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think~is films:rip would be suited? 4~8~ 14~3~ 23 . 8% 28.6% 28 ~6% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
TR 
21 
College 
7 . 1% 14.3% 42.9% 35 . 7% ____ 14 
Ari thllietic Consumer Math Shop M9.th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced M9. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ----------------
Has no mat..~ematical inaccuracies-------
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in JD!l.thematics ----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary -------
Fresents material in logical sequence---
Fresents material efficiently------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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LAYOUT WORK, PART 2 
From Bench Work Se~ies 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand Blvd., 
Detroit 11, Michigan~ 
FI~iSTRIP: Black and white; $4.50 each; 109 frames; copyright 
1941. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Applications of principles developed in Part 1. 
The five steps to follow when doing machine-shop 
layout work are repeated and the applications of these prin-
ciples are illustrated by three layout problems. The first 
layout p roblem is the special wrench layout used to intro-
duce Part 1. The strip follows the machinist carefully 
through the five steps of: (1) examining the drawing; (2) . 
selecting the stock; (3) clearing a working space; (4) coating 
the stock; and (5) selection, care, and use of layout tools. 
The second layout problem is a retainer base pla te. 
Again the strip illus t rates the five steps but this time 
special emphasis is on the use of the square in layout work. 
The third and final layout problem is locating six 
stud holes around a cylinder end. This time the combination 
square with center-head attachment receives special atten-
tion as a useful instrument for locating the center of the 
cylinder. 
c-ja-5 
LAYOUT v/ORK, PART 2 
From Bench Work Series 
6 Eval uators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
15 ~ 0% 25.0% 30 ~0% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
25iO% 75iO% 
TR 
30iO% ___ 20 
Twelfth College 
8 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M<l.th Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced M<l. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience--
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no ma~~ematical inaccuracies--------
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photo£5raphy -------
Makes use of everyday si tua. tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary-------
Presents material ~n logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently -------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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}V[EAStmEMEN'J'S AND _MEASUJ.UNG, PART I 
Introduction _to)Jiachin~ng, _ Kit B, Film 2 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc~, 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroi ~ 11, Michigan. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.50 ea.ch; 38 frames; copyright 
1942. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Fundameritals of measurement; determining 
accuracy of measurement necessary; measuring 
devices. 
A discussion of the international meter as a standard 
of measure precedes a comparison of a meter and an in9h. A 
picture of an inch shows it divided into the fractional parts 
eights, sixteenths, thirty-seconds, .and sixty-fourths. A 
second picture shows the inch divided into the decimal parts 
tenths, hundredths, and thousandths. Several illustration~ 
show that a machinist cannot measure exactly but must measure 
within the limits set by the designer. 
The strip pictures several kinds of steel rules, 
dividers, and calipers and describes their uses, construction, 
and care with both pictures and words. 
c-ja-6 
l•lEASURElv!ENTS AND 111EASURING, PART 1 
Introduction to Machining, Kit B, Fi~m 2 
6 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
16;.7% 22;. 2% 27 . 8% 22. 2% l:ib . J ~ 18 
Twelfth College Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
For what course or courses do you think ~is filmstrip would be suited? 
33 . 3% 66 . 7'&._ 
Arithmetic Consumer Ma. th Shop Ms. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Ma. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP : 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies ----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photo5raphy---------
Ma.kes use of everyday si tua tiona -----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics-----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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MEASUREMENTS AND MEASURING, PART 2 
Introduction to Machining, ~it B, Film 2 
. . . 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11, M~chigan. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.50 each; 58 frames; copy-
right 1942. 
CHIEF TOPICS: The micrometer; vernier scales; gauges and 
gauge blocks. 
The first pictorial frame shows a .micrometer with 
its parts labeled. S.everal . frames describe the parts of the 
micrometer while developing the theory and i ndicating the 
accuracy of its measurement. The strip thoroughly explains 
the method of reading a micrometer. Inside micrometers and 
micrometers of varying sizes are pictured, and the uses of 
inside calipers are demonstrated. 
·' The strip demonstrates, with a vernier caliper, the 
theory and practice of vernier scales. A height gauge and 
fl. depth gauge illustrate other uses of vernier scales. 
Several frames cover the uses, construction, and 
care of a plug gauge; a ring gauge; a snap gauge; an outside 
limit gauge; an inside limit gauge of the go, no go type; 
and other gauges. 
A few frames picture gauge blocks, their construction, 
uses, and care. The final frames show a machinist caring 
for his measuring instruments. 
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l~SUREI~NTS AND !~SURING, PART 2 
Introduction to }~chining, Kit B, Film 2 
5 Evalue.tors 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
TR 
___ · 8 .3% 8 .3% 8;.3% 16;.7% 33•3% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
25:..0% 12 
For what course or cours~s do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
11.1% 55;.6% 
Arithmetic Consumer Me. th Shop Me. th Algebra Geometry 
33. 3% . 
Advan ced Me. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience --
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.ltematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--. -
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents rna terial efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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MANAGING THE FAMILY INCOME 
PRODUCER: Household Finance Corporation, 919 North Michigan 
Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; available on loan, free of charge; 
86 frames; copyright 1947; teacher's manual 
supplied. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Reasons for a budget; planned spending; manner 
of designing a budget. 
The Household Finance Corporation provides a prepared 
teacher's manual for use with this filmstrip. With each 
frame a suggested caption is given. In the filmstrip itself 
moat of the frames have either no caption or a very brief 
one, hence it is essential that the teacher make use of this 
manual. 
The filmstrip relates the story of the financial 
problems of a family before a program for planned spending 
is developed. The problems encountered before this program 
came into being are problems likely to face the average 
family of the United States. This filmstrip develops the 
reasons for planned expenditures and the need of a budget. 
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6 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do:'ou think this filmstrip would be suited? 
. 6;.7'!_ 6.7% 26t.7% 20,0% 26t.7% 13.3% 15 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth . College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
14.3% 85.7% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M!l.th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIPs 
Is excellent tor introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent tor a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent tor motivation 
Is excellent tor review --------
Has no mat."lematical inaccuracies----
Employe methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-------
Makes use or everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest or the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary ------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased b;y evaluators school 
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BUY WORDS 
PRODUCER: Household Finance Corporation, 919 North Michigan 
Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; available on loan, free of charge; 
80 frames; copyright 1947; teacher's manual 
supplied. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Good buying is a combination of the attitudes, 
skills, and techniques of shopping; buying 
habits are not formed quickly; any person 
who watches and analyzes his buying practices-. 
is on the road to improving them; the three 
"puy words": plan, evaluate, practice. 
The Household Finance Corporation provides a prepared 
teacher's manual for use with this filmstrip. With each 
frame a suggested caption is given. In the filmstrip itself 
most of the frames have either no caption or a very brief one, 
hence it is essential that the teacher make use of this manual. 
Nine frames are devoted to pointing out the various 
types of markets that are generally found in operation in 
most areas of the Un1 ted States. While the de_~eriptions are 
brief .they are concise and to the point. 
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7 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
4.4% 4.4% 13~1% 21.8~ 21.5% 13.1% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
For what ·oourse or cours:' do you think ~is filmstrip would be suit ed? 
12.5~ 87.5~ 
TR 
13.1% 23 
Twelfth College 
Ari thmetic Consumer Math Shop Ma. th Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Ma th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills-- -
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no rna t."lema tical inaccuracies ----
Employs methods conducive t o learning -
Employs excellent pho t ography -----
Makes use of everyday s1 tua. tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects --
Employs sui table vocabulary---- --
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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· MRS. CONSUMER CONSIDERS CREDIT 
PRODUCER: Household Finance Corporation, 919 North Michigan 
Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; available on loan, free of charge; 
105 frames; copyright 1947; teacher's manual 
supplied. 
CHIEF TOPICS: What Consumer Credit is; why it is needed; who 
uses it; when to use it; where to get it; how 
to bargain for it. 
The Household Finance Corporation provides a prepared 
teacher's manual for use with this filmstrip. With each frame 
a suggested caption is given. In the filmstrip itself most 
of the frames have either no caption or a very brief one, 
hence it is essential that the teacher make use of this manual. 
Consumer Credit, its needs, uses and purposes~ as listed 
under Chief Topics, are covered in the filmstrip in the fol-
lowing manner. Twelve frames are devoted to answering the 
question, "Who uses Consumer Credit?" The amount of credit 
used by low, middle, and high income groups of the United 
States in 1941 is shown graphically. 
. .-
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6 Evalua tors 
For what grade or grades do you think this films rip wo~~~e sui~ed? 
. 6.7% 13.3% 40.0o 26.b~ 6.7% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 14~ .3% 85~ 7% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat..lteml;l.tical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday ai tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects----
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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GEORGE CLARK 1 S CARTOONS ON MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR THE FAMILY 
PRODUCER: Household Finance Corpor~tion, 919 North Michigan 
Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; available on loan, free of charge; 
15 frames. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Money management principles; money management 
methods. 
The filmstrip depicts, in a satirical manner, every-
day situations of life which point out principles and methods 
of money management. Cartoons of a lifelike nature are 
used for this purpose. Typical of these cartoons is one 
showing a group of men standing together, and one of them 
is saying to another, "Now listen, Emery, are you going out 
again this Christmas and buy your wife something none of 
us can afford?u This cartoon attempts to illustrate the 
money management principle, unon't keep up with the Joneses." 
The following principles and methods of money management 
are depicted in a similar manner. 
Money Management Prtnciples 
1. You can not be an average family. 
2. Don't keep up with the Joneses. 
3. Plan to pay debts. 
4. Be ready to meet occasional large expenses. 
5. Live within your means. 
Money Management Methods 
1. The whole family must cooperate in making and 
carrying out a plan. 
2. Have a plan that is tailor-made to fit your 
family's needs. 
3. One member of the family should act as treasurer 
and budget keeper. 
4. Each member of the family should have an allowance 
to spend according to his needs. 
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5 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would:Pe suited? 
-,---- so~ o% so. o~ 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
I a excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat..~e!IU;l.tical inaccuracies----
Elllploye methode conducive to learning-
Employe excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday ei tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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BUDGETING FOR BETTER LIVING 
PRODUCER: Household Finance Corporation, 919 North Michigan 
Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; available on loan, free of 
charge; 107 frames; copyright 1951; teacher's 
manual supplied. 
CHIEF TOPIC: How to prepare a budget for the family income. 
The filmstrip story centers around the daily lives of 
Mr. and Mrs. Jennings and their two children, Betty and Bill. 
As the story opens the family is at the breakfast table and 
all are worrying about financial obligations which must be 
met. 
In the morning paper, 
"Your Key to Better Living". 
man~ging one's income is the 
a budget and plan constitute 
income. 
Mr. Jennings sees the headline, 
The article tells him that 
true secret of success, and 
the best way to manage one 1 s 
Mr. Jennings cut the article from the paper and sent 
to Household Finance Corporation for their booklet entitled 
Money Management -- Your Budget. The importance and value 
of having all members of a family cooperate in making out 
and living within the family budget are emphasized. 
Although there are not many captions on the pictures 
in the filmstrip the teacher's manual describes each frame 
in detail and this information can readily be passed on tb ,, 
the group by the teacher. 
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5 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
12.5% 12.5% 18.8% 25.0% 18~.8% 12.5% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
25.0% 62~5% 12.5% 
TR 
16 
----College 
8 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing ne'q material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.!J.ematical inaccuracies----
Employe methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photosraphy -------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employe sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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LINEAR MEASURE 
A Study of Measurement - Part I 
PRODUCER: Photo and Sound Productions, 116 Natoma Street, 
San Francisco 5, California. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT: O. W. McGuire. 
FILJ.VISTRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $29 .. 75 for series 
of eight; 38 frames; copyright 1948. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Units of measure; standards of measure; defi-
nition of measuring; uses of measuring. 
A short history of our linear units shows that the 
inch came from the width of a man's thumb, the foot came 
from the length of a man 1 s foot, and the yard came from the 
distance from the tip of a man's nose to the tip of his out-
stretched fingers. 
The common abbreviations used with linear measure are 
explained, and their uses illustrated with a table of linear 
measure. The standards of measure pictured are a yardstick, 
a foot-ruler, and an inch-ruler. A closeup of a one foot 
ruler shows the inches and fractions of inches. Several 
uses are illustrated for the fractions of an inch. 
A book one-half of a foot wide and a door six and one-
half feet high illustrate uses of fractions of a foot. One 
frame shows a table four feet wide with four one foot rulers 
laid end to end across it. The caption says, to measure is 
to compare. The width of the table is compared with a stand-
ard linear measure. 
The use of the yardstick is dramatized ·by a store 
keeper selling cloth, and a chicken pen enclosed with wire 
netting. Both of these items are sold by the yar d. The rod 
and mile are only oriefly mentioned as measures of greater 
distances. 
The strip says that in 1893 Congress adopted the 
meter as a standard of measure. The meter is equal to 39.37 
inches and the yard is equal to 36 inches. 
c-ph-1 
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6 Eval ua tors 
'l'R 
For what grade or ~rades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
50 ~ 0% 25 .0% 25 . 0~ 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
-~- 12 
Co liege 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
75 .0% 12 . 5% 12 . 5% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9.th Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
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Is excellent for introducing new material ~~~ .. ~~Ll----L-__ J_ __ _t __ _JL-__ 1-__ JL __ _j __ __j 
L 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
l 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills -----
Is excellent for motivation 
I I 
I 
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Is excellent for review ---------------- .................... lllt----~--t---~---J----1 
I 
Has no ma~~ematical inaccuracies-------- ........................................ ~IIIIQ 
L 
Employs methods conducive to learning- ,. ......................... 11. 
l I 
Employs excellent photo3raphy--------- .......................... !1 .. 11 .. 11 .. 11~11 ... 
- ~~-.... ~.~~ .. ~~~------t~ Makes use of everyday si tua tiona -------· P' f:·· ( . . .. "(" : ·; . ··( ·--··· ( I I 
Does not have too many ideas per frame -- ~ .......................................... ... 
Will hold the interest of the students--~~::::t:::~::~::~~::~~~~~~~~~~~~~==Jt===l 
Encourages pupils in mathematics-------
Encourages pupils in other subjects------~ ~ ........ TIIIIl .. ll-----t--~~--+---~--~----l 
8 
5 
Employs sui table vocabulary------------ t~========~l=============~ Presents material in logical sequence ~ 1 -t 5 
Presents material efficiently t 
Supplements rather than replaces teacher ~~---r----+-r---t---~1----~t----r---t----r---1---~ 
J;" 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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THE STORY OF MEASUREMENT 
A Study of Measurement, Part II 
PRODUCER: Photo and Sound Productions, 116 Ns.toma Street, 
San Francisco 5, California. 
EDUCATLiNAL CONSULTANT: 0. W • McGuire 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $29.75 for series 
of eight; 29 fre.mes; copyright 1948. 
CHIEF TOPICS: The history and development of our units; 
standards of linear measure. 
A picture of a stone age man chiseling a stone to fit 
his cave entrance illustrates the need he had for measurement. 
He also wished to make a spear the s 2me length as his neigh. ... 
bors. To do this he had to borrow his neighbor's spear. Some-
times his neighbor could not spare the spear for direct com-
parison, so stone age man soon learned to use lengths of parts 
of his body for comparison purposes. The breadth of the mid-
dle finger came to be called a digit, the breadth of the thumb 
was called an inch, the breadth of four fingers was called the 
palm or hand. The distance from the little finger to the 
thumb, when the fingers are spread apart, was called a span, 
and the cubit was the length of the forearm. 
I,onger distances were measured in number of pe.ces, or 
the hours or days needed to travel the distance. In Germany 
the rod was the length of sixteen men's feet. The acre was 
forty ox goads by fou r ox goads, now it is forty rods by four 
rods. In England the inch was defined as the length of three 
carefully chosen grains of barley laid end to end. Henry I 
of England defined a yard as the length from the tip of his 
nose to the end of his thumb. 
The strip illustrates that the foregoing comparisons 
were inaccurate by showing a short fat man standing beside 
a tall slim man, an,d se.ying that the measurement of parts o:f 
_the body vary from man to man. The Romans set up standards 
of measure. Their foot once had sixteen units. 
The present day table of linear measure is shown and 
both units and standards of measure are de:fined. Two :frames 
picture the standard yard of England, and the internati onal 
meter of Paris. 
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A Study of I>.tieasurement, Part Ir 
6 Eva lua tors 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
4o .o% 26 .7% 26.7% 6 .7% 
TR 
15 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth ElevE!nth Twelfth ----College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip'·'would be suited? "· 
66.7% 22.2% 11.1% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M!l.th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ----------------
Has no mat..'I-J.emat1cal inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics-----
Encourages pupils in other subjects----
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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LINES AND ANGLES • SURFACE MEASURE 
A Study of Measurement, Part III 
PRODUCER: Photo e.nd Sound Productions, 116 Natoma Street, 
San Francisco 5, California. 
EDUCAT I ONAL CONSULTANT: 0. W. McGuire 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4 .00 each, $29.75 for series 
of eight; 34 fre.mes; copyright 1948. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Concepts of lines and planes developed; angles, 
polygons, perimeter, diagonals, and square 
units defined,. 
A line segment is shown. The strip says a line cannot 
be drawn or seen. We draw something to represent a line and 
then call it a line. A line, the strip goes on to say, has 
only direction, it has no width or thickness, but may be of 
any length. Line segment is defined, and the fact that line 
is usually used to mt an line segment is noted. 
The strip shows two lines meeting at a point and says, 
these form an angle. Several different sized angles are 
shown and the right angle is defined as the angle formed when 
a vertical line meets a horizontal line. 
A surface is shown and the fact noted that a surface 
has only length and width, but no thickness. Polygons and 
rectangles are used to define area as the amount of space 
enclosed by these figures. The sides of a rectangle are 
labeled a and b, and the perimeter is defined as 2a plus 2b. 
The square inch is illustrated and explained. It is 
noted that the square inch is the smallest unit of surface 
measure. The s quare foot, square yard, square rod, and acre 
are explained and illustrated. After explain ing these units, 
area is again defined as the number of units of surface meas -
ure contained by a surface. Diagrams illustrates the rela-
tionship between the different units o f surface measure. 
The summary frame repeats the .definition of the area 
of a surface, as the number of units of surface measure it 
contains. 
c- ph-3 
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A Study of Measurement, Part III 
6 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or :rades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
20.0~ 33.3% 33.3% 13.3% 15 
Primary Grammar Seventh Ei ghth . Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth Coliege 
For what J)Ourse or cour::s do you think ?is filmstrip :-ould be suited? 6o.o~ 2o.o~ 1o.o~ 10.0~ 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Ms.th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent f or developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent f or review - -------
Has no mat.~ematical inaccuracies-- --
Employe methods conducive t o learning-
Employs excellent phot ography-- - --
Makes use of everyday situations----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encoure.e;es pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs suitable ·vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently---- -
supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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AREA OF RECTANGLES - AREA OF PARALLELOGRAMS 
A Study of Measurement, Part IV 
PRODUCER: Photo and Sound Productions, 116 Natoma Street, 
San Francisco 5, California. 
EDUCATI ONAL CONSULTANT: O. W. McGuire 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $29.75 for series 
of eight; 35 frames; copyright 1948. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Plane figure, rectangle, square, area, formula, 
and dimension! defined; formulas for finding 
the area of a rectangle and parallelogram de-
veloped. 
After defining plane figures and perimetere, the rec-
tangle is defined as a figure enclosed by four lines meeting 
at right ang les. A square is defined as a rectangle with 
four equal sides. Area is defined as the amount of space 
enclosed by the boundary lines of a plane figure. The dimen~ 
sions of a figure are shown. No definition in words is given 
for dimensione. The units of surface measure are reviewed. 
The strip says that the area of a rectangle is the 
length times the width. This is also written, A equal 1 x w. 
The latter expression of area, the strip says, is a formula 
bec ause it gives a rule in signs. The use of this formula, 
and why it works is illustrB. ted by several rectangles arranged 
with two or more rows of t'NO or more square units. Several 
frames illustrate that the dimensions must be in the same unit 
before the area of a figure can be found. The methods of 
changing one unit to another are - graphically illustrated. 
Parallel lines are defined and the fact noted that a 
rectangle is also a parallelogram. A square, rhombus, rec ... 
tangle, s.nd parallelogram are shown in one frame. The s.lti-
tude ·of a parallelogram is defined and it is shown that by 
transp0sing the triang le formed, when the altitude is drawn, 
to the other side of a p arallelogram, the parallelogram be-
comes a rectangle. The formula for finding the area of a 
parallelogram then, is the altitude times the base. 
A summary frame repeats the definition of a formula, 
gives the two formulas developed, e.nd notes that the area of 
a figure can be found by substituting in the formulas. 
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AREA OF RECTANGLES - AREA OF PARALLELOGRAMS 
A' Study of Measurement , Part IV 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do~ou think this filmstrip would be suited? 
. 4o.o ,o 4o .o% 13 .3% 6t.7% 
TR 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
-...,..__ 15 
For What course or courses do you think ~is filmstrip would be suited? 
42.9% 28.6% 14.3~ 7 . 1% ____ 13 
Arithmetic Consumer Ms. th Shop M9. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ---------------
Has no mat..'f:l.ematical inaccuracies-----
Employs met hods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----------
Makes use of everyday ai tua tiona -----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs suitable vocabulary-------
Fresents material in logical sequence---
Fresents material efficiently -------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
ShoUld be purchased by evaluators school 
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AREA OF TRIANGLES - AREA OF TRAPEZOIDS 
A Study of Measurement, Part V 
PRODUCER: Photo and Sound Productions, 116 Natoma Street, 
San Francisco 5, California. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT: O. W. McGuire 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; ~H.oo each, ~; 29. 75 for series 
of eight; 29 f ·rames; copyright 1948. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Definition of triangle, formula for area of 
triangle developed; definition of trapezoid, 
formula for area of trapezoid developed. 
A triangle is defined as a plane figure havin g three 
sides. A rectangle is divided by its diagonal into t wo tri-
angles. The formula for the area of a rectangle is shown 
and it is further shO\rn that each of the triangles formed 
above is one-half the size of the rectangle. From this the 
formula for finding the area of a right triangle is found. 
The vertex, base, and altitude of a triangle are de-
fined. A parallelogram divided into two equal triangles by 
its diagonal is shown. The area of eB.ch of these triangles 
is one-half the area of the whole parallelogram. In this 
manner the formula for the area of any triangle is derived. 
A trapezoid is defined as a plane figure with four 
sides, only two of which are parallel. A trapezoid is shown 
with a diagonal dividing it into two unequal triangles. From 
this figure the formulas for the areas of each triangle are 
derived and then combined to give the formula for the area 
of a trapezoid. 
A s~~1ary frame gives the formulas for finding the 
areas of rectangles, parallelograms, triangles , and trape-
zoids. 
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AREA OF TRIANGLES - AREA OF TRAPEZOIDS 
A Study of Measurement, Part V 
6 Evaluators 
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Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review --------
Has no ma t.'1ema tical inaccuracies ----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography -------
Makes use of everyday situations----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subJects------
Employs sui table vocabulary ------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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THE CIRCLE 
A Study of Measurement, Part VI 
PRODUCER: Photo and Sound Productions , 116 Natoma Street, 
San Francisco 5, California. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT: O. W. McGuire 
FIU~STRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $29~75 for series 
of eight; 32 frames; copyright 1948. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Definition of circtunference; diameter; radius; 
arc sector; semicircle; and pi. 
The common terms associated with the circle such as 
circtunference, diameter, radius, arc sector, semicircle, and 
pi are defined and illustrated in this filmstrip. They then 
compare diameter and radius, and show the funde.mental rela-
tionship, d equal 2r. 
In developing the rule for finding the area of a cir-
cle, you cut the circle into semicircles. The semicircles 
are separated and cut into small sectors. The smaller the 
sectors, the more nearly accurate is the formula. The semi-
circles &tre then opened and they a.re joined by a line equal 
in length to one~half of the circ.umference. Thus, you have 
formed a rectangle, the length being equal to one -half the 
circumference, and the width being approximately equal to the 
radius. It is then shown, by substitution, the.t the area of 
a circle may be expressed by two formulas: A equal 1/2 cr, 
or A equal pi r squared. 
This method of promoting understanding and concept of 
mathematical formulas is used throughout the filmstrip. 
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THE CIRCLE 
A Study of Measurement, Part V! 
6 Evaluators 
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CUBIC MEASURE - VOLUME 
A Study of Measurement, Part VII 
PRODUCER: Photo and Sound Productions, 116 Natoma Street, 
San Francisco 5, California• 
EDUCATI ONAL CONSULTANT: O. W. McGuire 
FI~~STRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $29.75 for series 
of eight; 32 frames; copyright 1948. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Definition of solid, face, base, and surface 
area; table of cubic measure; cubic units ex~ 
plained; volume defined; review of linear, 
square, and cubic measures; development of 
formulas for volumes of solids and cylinders. 
A box, book, and block are pictured to illustrate 
common solids. It is pointed out t b at each has three dimen-
sions; length; width, and thickness. The faces and the base 
of a solid are explained. · The base of a plane figure is a 
line, but the bas e of a solid is a face. · 
The table of cubic measure is shown and eB.ch unit il ... 
lustrated with a geometric diagram. The relationships be ... 
tween the units of cubic measure are graphically shown. Vol-
ume is defined as the amount of space a solid occupies, meas-
ured in cubic units. The units of measure for a line, sur-
face and solid are compared. 
'11he development of the volume formula is accomplished 
by arranging groups of square blocks into stacks. Thus, there 
is one frame which shows a group of twelve cubic inch blocks 
stacked four high. There are forty-eight cubic inches in 
this pile of blo cks. The formula for volume is g iven as the 
area of the base times the height. It is pointed out tha~ 
this is the same as saying the volume is the length, times 
the width, times the height. 
The volume of a cylinder is given as the area of the 
base times the height. Two examples are worked out for cyl-
inders. 
c-ph-7 
CUBIC ~mASURE - VOLU~~ 
A Study of Measurement, Part VII 
6 Evaluators 
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SPECIAL MEASUREMENT- BOARD FEET (LUMBER MEASURE), 
RIGHT TRIANGLE 
A Study of Measurement, Part VIII 
PRODUCER: Photo and Sound Productions, 116 Natoma Street, 
San Francisco 5, California. 
EDUCATI;JNAL CONSULTANT: O. W. McGuire 
FILMSTRIP: Black and whi te; ~~4 . 00 each, $29.75 for series 
of eight; 41 frames; copyright 1948. 
CHIEF TOPICS: How to measure board feet of lumber; nomencla-
ture of the right triangle; Pythagorean theo-
rem; meaning of square and square root. 
The filmstrip first tells that lumber is measured in 
board feet and defines a board foot e.s a piece of lumber one 
inch thick, one foot long, and one foot wide. It is pointed 
out that pieces of lumber equivalent to the above contain one 
board foot, and the following examples are pictured: a board 
one foot by one foot by one inch; a board one-half foot by 
one foot by two inches; a board four inches by three feet by 
one inch. It is emphasized that finding board feet differs 
from finding volume in that thickness is expressed in inches 
and the other two dimensions are expressed in feet. The pupil 
is also reminded that when the dimensions of boards are re ad 
the width is given in inches, but must be changed to feet in 
computing board feet. It is also pointed out that boards less 
than one inch thick are thought of as being one inch thick in 
computing board feet, 
After defining the right triangle and naming it's parts, 
a few frames are devoted to a review of the squares and square 
roots of numbers. The Pythagorean theorem is stated, it being 
pointed out that given any two sides of a right triangle the 
third side can be found. 
In the remaining frames three problems in which two 
sides of a right triangle are given and the third side is to 
be found are worked out. 
... ,
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SPECIAL ~lliASUREMENT - BOARD FEET (LUMBER ~~~SURE) 
RIGH'J.l TRIANGLE 
A Study of I..Xea su r ement , Part VIII 
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INTERNATIONAL DATE LINE 
PRODUCER: Popular Science Publishing Co., Inc., 353 Fourth 
Avenue, New York 10, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $2.50 ; 37 frames; copyright 
1947; tee.cher' s manue.l available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Why it was necessary to create the Interna-
tional Date Line; how it functions; reasons 
for i t s increasing importe.nce in air age of 
rapid transportation. 
The difference between clock hours flying Trans-At-
lantic east and west are first emphasized. A plane of the 
future which will be able to circle the world in exactly 
twentv-four hours is assumed. It is demonstre.ted that such 
a plane leaving New York at noon and flying westward would 
fly in continuous noon until arriving back at New York twenty-
four hours later. The question of when noon of one day would 
become no0n of the next is asked. The concept of the Inter-
national Dat~ Line is built and clar ified. 
The f i lmstrip explains that t he world is divided into 
360 degrees of longitude and that these 360 degree s are divid-
ed into time zones of 15 degrees. The relationship of these 
time zones to the International Date Line are shown. The 
fact that the International Date Line functions in making a 
single and continuous day of twenty-four hours throughout the 
world is emphasized. It is also emphasized that when travel-
ing east cloclrs must be set ahead as each time belt is cross -
ed, and set back when traveling west. 
For what 
c-po-l 
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MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS: IN THE LABORATORY 
Mathematical Instruments Series, .Roll I 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual Education, Inc., 100 East Ohio 
Street, Chicago 11, I:;Llin.oi~. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT: Henry W· Syer. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white;. $3.00; 25 frames; teacher's 
manual available. 
CHIEF TOPICS : Instruments for measuring: discreet units; 
lengths and angles; mass and weight; tune; 
speed and velocity. 
This fil~strip shows pictures and diagrams of instru-
ments which are used by the laboratory technician inside of 
the labora'J;ory. It is accompanfed by a manual 'Jiihich describes 
each frame and explains the operation of the illustrated 
instrument. 
The first frame displays photographs of: · instruments 
used for counting; instruments for indicating speed of revo-
lution of a shaft; and a spherometer for measuring radius of 
lens curvature. The second frame shows an electrical test 
scoring machi ne. 
Frames three through ten a re devoted to measures of 
length and angles. Pictures and diagrams are shown of the 
Electrolimit External Comparator for very accurate measure-
ment, calipers and micrometer calipers for measuring short 
distances, the Universal Bevel Protractor for laying out 
angles, an explanation of the vernier scale, a.nd mounted 
micrometer screws used for the measurement of flexure of 
beams. 
Frames eleven through nineteen contain instruments for 
the measurement of mass and weight. These frames show a set 
of German co~n scales, analytical balances, commercial scales, 
and the Yardage Auto-Guage scale used in woolen mills~_ 
·., 
Frames twenty to twenty-five show the development of 
time pieces. They show pictures of a water clock, an oil 
clock, a sun-dial, a water dish, th_ree burning devices, a 
cylindrical sun-dial, and an ivory pocket sun-dial. 
In considering velocity, the manual states that 
287 
science usually measures speed by , measuring time and distance; 
thus, any instrument used in measuring time or distance 
could be used to measure velocity. 
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MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS: IN THE LABORATORY 
I~thematical Instruments Series, Roll I 
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MEASURING INSTRUIIIiENTS: OUTSIDE THE LABORATORY 
Mathematical Instruments Series, BQll II 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual Education, Inc., 100 East Ohio 
Street, Chicago 11, ~llino~s. 
EDUCATI ONAL COl'~"SULANT: Henry W, Syer. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; ' $3.00; 43 frames; teacher's 
manual available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Instruments used in: surveying, navigation, 
astronomy. 
The first twenty-three frames of this filmstrip show 
pict~res and illustrations of the instruments used in survey-
ing. The instruments are shown in the order of their develop-
ment. Some of the instruments shown are: a Roman groma and 
circumferentor for measuring angles, a crossbow (baculum), 
German range finder, French range finder, sector compasses, 
the semicircle, the quadrant, . a plane table, a theodolite, 
an altimeter theodolite, the modern transit, an ancient 
Greek level, a modern Y level, surveyor's rods, and some 
eighteenth century levels which use liquids and gravity for 
leveling. 
Frames t ·Henty-four through t wenty-nine show the 
various instruments used in navigation. These instruments 
are: the sextant, spirit . cornpass and cards, sounding leads 
and harpoon depth recorder, an artificial horizon, a course 
protractor, and a pelours. 
Frames thirty and thirty-one contain instruments for 
measuring air and water currents. These are the current 
meter outfit and directional anemometer. 
Frames thirty-two through thirty-four show instruments 
which measure astronomical phenomena. These instruments are: 
the Hindu celestial sphere for showing the . position of the 
stars, a Persian astrolabe for observing celestial bodies 
and doing mechanical problems on the earth. The last frame 
shows two uses of the astrolabe taken from sixteenth century 
books. 
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MEASURING INSTRUMENTS: OUTSIDE THE LABORATORY 
I~thematical Instruments Series , Roll II 
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CALCULATION INSTRUMENTS: GRAPHICAL METHODS, 
SLIDE-RULES, AND SOLVING EQUATIONS 
Mathematical Instruments Series, Roll III 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual Education, Inc., 100 East Ohio 
Street, Ch~oago 11, Illinois. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT: Henry W. Syer. 
FILMSTRI.J?: Black and white; $3.00; 31 frames; teacher's 
manual available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Instruments used in graphical methods: to 
find lengths of curves, to compute areas, and 
to solve equations; slide rules. 
The first eight frames of this filmstrip are devoted 
to drawing instruments which are often used at the beginning 
of careful calculations. These devises are: draughtsman's 
instruments, an instrument to divide a line into proportional 
parts, proportional dividers, a draughting machine, parallel 
rulers, a pantograph, instruments used for drawing conic 
sections mechanically, a perspective instrument to establish 
vanishing points, and a trace computer. 
Nomographs are charts on which arithmetic scales are 
drawn so that variable quantities can be read from one scale 
to another. The filmstrip shows many of these nomographs 
used for solving problems mechanically. 
Frames thirteen and fourteen give illustrations of 
instruments which are used to measure the length of curves. 
Frames fifteen through eighteen contain instruments 
which measure area. These are ! the various types of planimeters 
and integrators. 
Slide-rules are the subject of frames nineteen 
through twenty-three. Some of the rules pictured are the' 
Mannheim rule, a duplex, a log log duplex, chemists slide-
rule, circular slide-rule, and Thatcher•s calculating instru-
ment. 
The last eight frames show machines which are used 
to solve equations. Instruwftnts that the filmstrip displays 
292 
are: a liquid balance, Grant 1 s balance, the isograph, the 
differential analyzer, the simultaneous calculator, and a 
harmonic analyzer. 
All of the instruments are described and explained 
in the manual. 
293 
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CALCtJLATION INSTRUI\ffi:NTS: GRAPHICAL METHODS, 
SLIDE-RULES, AND SOLVING EQUATIONS 
Me.thematical Instruments Seriea, Roll III 
33 Evaluators TR 
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Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
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Is excellent f or motivation----------
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Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employe excellent photography ------
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Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics------
Encourages pupils in other subjects----
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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CALCULATION INSTRUMENTS: BUSINESS MACHINES 
PART I ~ EARLY METHODS 
Mathematical Instruments Series, Roll IV 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual Education, Inc., 100 East Ohio 
Street, Chicago 11, Illinois. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTAN'D: Henry W. Syer. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.00 ; 25 frames; teacher's guide 
available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Ancient devises, s.baci, pioneer adding machines. 
The first thirteen frames of this filmstrip are 
devoted to the means by which early men calculated, counted, 
and kept count. @ome of these early devises illustrated are: 
the bamboo rods used by the Koreans, a Greek wax tablet, 
finger notation of numbers, strips for 11 Rules of Grenaille", 
tally sticks, the Salamis' abacus, a Roman abacus, a Chinese 
abacus, a Russian abacus, knotted cords used in Orient to 
keep count or calculate, and Napiers rods in regular and 
cylindrical form. 
The technical definition of an adding machine is a 
mathematical machine that can carry figures from one column 
to the next automatically. The remainder of this filmstrip 
. contains pictures and diagrams of this type of calculating 
machine. The adding machines considered in this strip are: 
Pascal's adding machine invented in 1642; the step drum adding 
machine invented by Leibnitz in 1671; a modern working step 
drum machine called the arithometer invented by Thomas De 
Colmar; the touch machine invented by Schilt in 1851 and 
improved by an American, Felt, in 1884; and the modern ten-
key model which has a movable cogwheel which can change the 
mechanism from addition to subtraction. 
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CALCULATION INSTRUMENTS: BUSINESS J.lf.LACHINES 
PART I .. - EARLY IvJETH ODS 
l~thematical Instruments Series, Roll IV 
36 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
10 . 0% 2.0% 2 .0% 3-9% 13 . 7% 18~6% 29•4% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Nin·th Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
TR 
29 . 4% 102 
College 
11•4% 32.9% 12 . 9% 5. 7% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math 6 o1 Algebra 28. ~ . 
5.7% 
Geometry 
_ ..... 2_._ • ..L.9%"'-o _ 7 0 
Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience --
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review--------
Has no mat.'tematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday s i tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics ----
Encourages pupils in other subjects --
Employs sui table vocabulary ------
Presents ma t erial in logi cal sequence---
Presents ma t erial efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
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CALCULATION I NSTRtnviENTS: BUSINESS MACHI NES, 
PART II - ADVANCE D lVIETHODS 
Mathematical Instruments Series, Eoll V 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual Educa t ion, Inc., 100 East Ohio 
Street, Chicago 11, Illinoi~. 
EDUCATI ONAL CONSULTANT: Henry W. Syer. 
FILMSTRIP: Blaclc and white; $3.00; 24 frames; teacher's 
manual available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Direct multiplication machines; punched card 
machines. 
The filmstrip contains p ictures and detailed diagrams 
of ma chines ~hich multiply directly. These calculating mach-
ines work by means of one of the four following methods: (1) 
The Boll~e Principle, (2) The Active and Inactive Pin Prin-
ciple, (3) The Proportional Gear Principle, and (4) The Pro-
portional Rod Principle. 
The first machine to perform multiplication by a 
dir~ct method wa s invented by Leon Boll~e ln 1887. The 
essential feature of the mechanism i s the multiplying piece 
which consists of a series of tongueci plates. 11 The Million-
aire calcula ting ma chine invented in 1893 is a modern applica-
tion of the Boll~e Principle which is still in use. 11 
Frame sev'en shows a diagram of the Active and Inac-
tive Gear Principle. Frame eight shows the Brunsviga machine 
which uses this principle.. The filmstrip shows a p icture of 
a modern Marchant ma chine 1which makes use of the Proportional 
Gear Principle. A diagram of the Proportional Rod Principle 
is presented along with a picture of the Mercedes-Euklid 
machine which uses this principle. 
Frame fourteen shows a machine made by D. E. Felt in 
1889 which combined the various opera tions. This was made 
possible by the addition of a printing mechanism. 
Frame fifteen shows a modern bookkeeping machine made 
by the Bur~oughs Company. Frames sixteen through twenty-four 
conta in pictures of the modern punched card ma chines and the 
various other punching and sorting ma chines that are used 
with them. 
r 
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CALCULATION INSTRUI"i:ENTS : BUSINESS MACHINES:,, 
PART II - ADVANCED Iv.JETH ODS 
~mthematical Instrument s Serie s, Roll V 
. 42 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
1.1% 5 ~4% 8 ~6% 13.9% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
20 . 1% 
Twelfth 
suited? 
TR 
40. 9% 93 
College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be 
6 ;.4% 23.1% 14~ 1% 3. 8% r 1 
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'1"2 . 3 I) 
3.8% 
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_..::;.6...,_i4...:..f-=o_ 78 
Trigonometry 
Advanced Ma. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review --------
Has no ma t..I-J.ema tical inaccuracies ----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence -
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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MICROMETER 
From Machine Shop Work, Precision Measurement Series 
PRODUCER: Division of Visual Aids, United States Office of 
Education. 
DISTRIBUTOR: United Wor.ld Films, 445 Park Avenue, New York 22, 
New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $1.00; 38 frames; copyright 1943; 
teacher's manual available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Parts of micrometer; reading a micrometer; 
r., types of micrometers; use and care of micro-
meters. 
This filmstrip is designed to supplement a sound 
moving picture about micrometers. The technique employed 
by the film is in the nature of review questions which 
pertain to the film. Each question that is asked is accom-
panied by a proper pictorial illustration in which the material 
asked about in the question is shown. 
The student is asked to name the principal parts of 
a micrometer and explain the mechanics of the instrument. 
The student is also asked to read several pictured micrometers 
at various settings. The filmstrip portrays various types 
of micrometers. The student is asked to identify each of 
these types and expl~in their uses. 
Many detailed questions are asked concerning use of 
micrometers for various jobs. 
The last few frames ask questions about the care of 
a micrometer. The fact that it is a delicate measuring 
instrument is stressed throughout. 
"I · .. •' .• 
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MICRONETER 
From Machine Shop Work, Precision Measurement Series 
24 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this film~rip would e suited? 
13.2~ 18.0o 23.0% 26.3fo 19.7% 38 
Primary Grammar seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip ~uld be suited? 
2.6% 17.9% 59.0~"b 2.6~ ----- ____ 39 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math ,{ Algebra 
17.9~ . 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review --------
Has no mat.~ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday situations----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subj acts --
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
ShoUld be purchased by evaluators school 
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VERNIERS 
From Machine Shop Work, Precision Measurement Series 
PRODUCER: Division of Visual Aids, United States Office of 
Education. 
DISTRIBUTOR: United World Films, 445 Park Avenue, New York 22, 
New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $1.00; -::37 frames; copyr1ght .·.l943; 
teacher's manual available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: 
.. 
The vernier scale and pratiee in reading 
vernier scales; reading the vernier caliper; 
the vernier micrometer and practice in reading 
the scale of micrometer verniers. 
This filmstrip is made especially to accompany the 
sound motion picture by the same name, to review and clarify 
important points. 
The first frames show the type main scales and vernier 
scales used on vernier calipers. One of the frames show 
that, when both scales are set at zero, ten units on the 
vernier scale equals nine units on the main scale. The intro-
duction is followed by four frames giving practice in read-
ing the vernier scale. 
A picture of a real vernier caliper is next shown, 
with frames following to provide practice in reading vernier 
scales. ~he students are asked to explain the following: 
(1) how to move, adjust, and lock the caliper jaw; (2) the 
technique of using the vernier caliper; and (3) how to adjust 
and lock the caliper for inside measurements. 
The vernier micrometer is shown next. The thimble 
and vernier scales are compared, and a reading of .3125 on 
a vernier micrometer is shown and explained. The last few 
frames give practice in reading the scales for various set-
tings of the vernier micrometer. 
-" ' I ) ~' 
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VERNIERS 
From Machine Shop 'Yvork, Prec i sion Measurement Series 
5 Evalua tors 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
TR 
7.7% 7.7% 30, 8~ 30.8% 23.1% 13 
Primary ·Grammar seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
10.0% 5o.o% _______ 10 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math o( Algebra Geometry 
40 .01o . 
• Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no ma t...l-).ema tical inaccuracies ----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently -------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO VECTORS, COP~NAR CONCURRENT FORCES 
PRODUCER: Division of Visual Education, United States 
Office of Education. 
DISTRIBUTOR: United World Films, 445 Park Avenue, New York 22, 
New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $1.00; 36 frames; copyright 
1945; teacher's manual available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: The characteristics of scalar and vector 
quantities; the meaning of resultant; scalar 
addition; vector composition of copl~nar 
forces; systems of coplanar parallel and 
coplanar non-current forces. 
This filmstrip is made especially to accompany the 
sound motion picture with the same title, to review and 
clarify important points. 
Since most of the filmstrip consists of questions 
and statements to be answered by the students, a sampling 
of these questions and statements will be given to describe 
the filmstrip. Which can be represented by scalars and 
which by vectors? . (a) tonnage, (b) velocity, (c) volume, 
(d) pressure, (e) stress, (f) acceleration, {g) displace-
ment, (h) distance. Identify the following: (a) vector 
head, (b) _vector tail, (c) line of action, (d) point of 
origin. Describe the process for determining the value of 
each vector graphically. How do you add these vectors? 
How do you 9rdd these scalars? .Describe the process of 
finding the sum of these vectors graphically. Point out 
the resultant vectors. 
In 
the vector 
explained. 
above, are 
other frames the meaning of resultant force, and 
resolution by graphic and analytic methods are 
More questions in addition to those listed 
also included. 
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AN INTRODUC TION TO VEC'rORS , COPLANAR CONCURRENT FORCES 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
11 ~1~ 
Primary ·Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Elevetith 
66 . 7% 
College 
22. 2$ 
Twelfth 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
11 . 1% 22 . 2% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Ms.thc 6 _ otAlgebra u • 7,-o Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for int roduc i ng new material 
Is excellent f or augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review --------------
Has no mat..ltemati cal inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive t o learning -
Employs exc ellent pho t ography------
Makes use of everyday s i tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the int erest of t he student s-
Encourages pupils in mathematics-----
Encourages pupils in other subj ects------
Employs suitable vocabulary-------
Presents ma t erial in logical sequence-
Presents ma t erial efficiently -----
Supplements rather t han replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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VISUALIZING AN OBJECT 
From Machine Shop Work, Fundamentals of Blue Print 
Reading Series 
PRODUCER: Division of Visual Aids, United States Office of 
Education. 
DISTRIBUTOR: United World Films, 445 Park Avenue, New York 22, 
New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $1.00; 29 frames; copyright 1940; 
teacher's manual available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Putting ideas for tools and machines on paper; 
the three views of a tool or machine; nomen-
clature of views and of lines used on draw-
ings. 
This filmstrip is made especially to accompany the 
sound motion picture with the same title, to review and 
clarify important points. 
The filmstrip first points out that most tools are 
designed to do a specific job, and that the ideas for these 
tools must be put on paper before they are manufactured. The 
tool is made from the information on a blue print. 
Since the filmstrip is supposed to supplement a sound 
motion picture, most of the remaining frames are of an inter-
rogatory nature. A sampling of the questions asked follows: 
why are three views shown; what are these lines called; what 
over-all dimensions can be shown on each view; how does the 
side view limit the object; and what information is shown? 
The last eleven frames provide practice in drawing 
the views which have been omitted. 
c-un-4 
VISUALIZING AN OBJECT 
From Machine Shop Work, Fundamentals of Blue Print 
Reading Series 
5 Evaluators TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited} 
7.1% 28.6% 35.7% 28.6% 14 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or cours~ do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
20 .o,., so .o% ____ 10 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Ms. th of Algebra Geometry 
30 .O,a 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat..lJ.ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects----
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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TIMEKEEPERS THROUGH THE AGES 
PRODUCER: Visual Sciences, Suffern, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT: Gerrit C. Zwart 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $2.00; 42 frames; copyright 1939. 
CHIEF 'l'OPICS: History, background, and illustrations of time 
keeping devicesa 
This filmstrip traces the development of time keeping 
devices from very early shadow poles and water clocks, to the 
very early modele of watches and clocks as we know them today. 
Shadow poles, sundials, water clocks ., burning tapes, candles, 
and hour glasses are illustrated as exampl~s of the very ear-
liest types of time keeping devices. They also illustrate 
modern mechanical and electric clocks. 
Some interesting frames depict the oldest clock on re-
cord, the first watch with a coiled spring~ the origin of the 
eo called grandfathers clock, s.n astronomical clock, and the 
largest clock in the world. 
The filmstrip menti ons the tline belts of the United 
States, and also shows the services of timekeepers. 
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TIMEKEEPERS THRU THE AGES 
7 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you ·think this filmstrip would be suited? 
TR 
5~7% 11,4% 17,1% 17,1% 17.1% 11,4% 11.4% 8~6% 35 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what ~ourse or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
26,1% 21.7% 17~4% 8~7% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra 
8.7% 
8.7% 
Geometry 
___ _,8"--.LJ7-I-%!L-__ 21 
Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills~ 
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review --------
Has no mat..'1.ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learnine;-
Employs excellent photo3raphy -------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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PRODUCER:. Visual Sciences, Suffern, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT: Gerrit C. Zwart 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $2.00 each; 39 frames; copyright 
1939. 
CHIEF TOPIC: Optical illusions. 
The strip gives in captions several examples of opti-
cal illusions, uses made of these illusions, aDd mentions 
that many illusions cannot be satisfactorily explained. 
After this introduction a succession of thirty-three opti-
cal illusions appear on the screen. Many of these are of 
the well know type where equal length lines are made to ap-
pear unequal, or straight lines appear curved. One picture 
shows what appears to be a duck's head but after looking at 
it a few seconds it appears to be a rabbit. The Duck's bill 
becomes the ears of the rabbit. 
Several examples of a solid object changing its shape 
are used. For example, the cover of a box appears to open 
in four different ways, a stack of cubes appears to contain 
first six then seven cubes, and a pair of eye glasses appear 
to have the bows away from the observer and then toward the 
observer. 
c-vi-2 
OPTICAL ILLUSIONS 
7 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
15.2% 18,2% 21.2% 15,2% 12 ,1% 
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For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip ~uld be suitedJf 
12,5% 25,0% 12.5% 12,5'&_ 37 .5~ 
Arithmetic Consumer Ma. th Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Ma. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducins new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.'tematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects----
Employe sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently--------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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HISTORY OF WEIGHT AND VOLUME MEASURES 
From History of Measure Series 
PRODUCER: Young America Films , I nc. , 18 East 41st Street , 
New York 17 , New York. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: Henry W. Syer. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.50 each , $16.50 for series 
of six; 35 frames ; copyright 1949; teacher ' s 
guide available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Need for measures; first measures; develop-
ment of standardization. 
This filmstrip int roduces the subject of weight 
and volume by showing a scientist working on a problem. 
This man must be able to measure weight and volume accurately 
in order to solve his problem. 
The filmstrip reports that early man knew little 
about measures and that the first means of measuring was by 
using the hands. Other means involved the use of shells , 
gourds and animals horns with which water and corn were 
measured. 
I t is stated that the firs t measure of volume to be 
standardized was a box which had a length, width and height 
equal to one hand respectively . 
The first weighing was simply the comparing of two 
objects on a balance scale. This method was later standar-
dized by comparing the weight of objects vri th the weight of 
grains. We are told that the carob se ed was used to measure 
gold, thu s we get our present word , carat. 
The filmstrip relates the place of the Roman Emp1re 
in standardizing weight and volume measures. After the fall 
of the Roman Empire these standards were lost and as e . re-
sult each village developed its own. This meant much disa-
greement in measures, so the rulers of these times endeavored 
to standardize them. 
The filmstrip tells about the development and spread 
of the metric systems in France and the adoption of measures 
.'./1 
;;1_.1 
in t he Un i ted States. Even today, measures are not standard-
ized fully; for instance, one measure can mean two dif-
ferent things such as the wet and dry quart. 
.. I ., 
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HISTORY OF WEIGHT AND VOLill~ l~SURES 
From History of Measure Series 
16 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think ~is filmstrip would:'e suite~ 
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THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new 
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HISTORY OF LINEAR MEASURE 
From History of Measure Serie s 
PRODUCER: Young America Films , Inc. , 18 East 41st Street , 
New York 17, New York .. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: Henry W. Syer . 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white ; $3.50 each , $16.50 for serie s 
of six; 35 frames ; copyright 1949; teacher ' s 
guide available . 
CHIEF TOPICS : Need fo r measure; early comparisons; recent 
developments. 
This filmstrip introduces the sub ject of linear 
measure by showing t he complicated machine parts that fit 
into the stock automobile . It says that these parts would 
not be interchangeable if we did not have carefully sta.ndar-
dized units of linear measure. 
It also tells about ·ear:lY man who needed only to 
compare objects to make them of a like size. The next 
s tep was t 'o establish a rough standard of compar ison. 
This standard was the length of the forearm from elbow to 
the tip of the middle finger and was called a cubit . Since 
men of diffe r ent stature had different length forearms , the 
cubit stick was conceived to set up an arbitrary standard 
The filmstrip t ells , with appropriate illustrat ions , 
how many of our existing measures have evolved from primitive 
beginnings . Examples <t.hat are used in the strip are the 
foot , the rod , the yard , the mile and the inch. A story is 
told about each of these units giving important dates , 
country in which each on e originated a nd import ant personages 
involved. 
The filmstrip stresses the point that measures do 
not always mean the same in all countries. It also gives 
the history of the very importa.nt French met r ic system and 
the adoption of the English measure in the United States . 
•. } t.l 
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HISTORY OF LINEAR MEASURES 
From History of r~easure Series 
16 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do:'ou think this filmstrip would be suited? 
16.3% 18.4~ 18.4% 14.3% 14.3% 8.7% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
30;8% 28.2% 25.6% 2~6% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math % Algebra 
5.1 0 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat..l-leiii(l.tical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent phot osra.phy -------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
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HISTORY OF AREA MEASURE S 
From History of Measure Series 
PRODUCER: Young America Films, I nc. , 18 East 41st Street, 
New York 17, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: Henry W. Syer. 
FI UASTRIP: Black and white; #3.50 each , $16.50 for series of 
six; 29 frames; copyright 1949; teacher ' s guide 
available. 
CHIEF TOP ICS: Need for measures of area; first methods of 
expressing area ; acre; use of Hindu Arabic 
numbers in figuring area . 
This filmstrip introduces the subject of area measure 
by showing examples of people who need. it. It s~ys that far-
mers need it to measure land, merche.n t s need. it to measure 
yard goods , and architects need it to measure floor areas. 
The fllmstrip states that these early men measured 
land in ways which we would consider odd now. Early men 
measured land by the amount of seed required to plant it, by 
the amount that could be hoed in 8. day , and by the number 
of oxen required to cultivate it. 
The first known acres were based on a unit of land 
that could be plowed in a cer tain way. A furrow long was 
supposed to be the distance that an ox could plow before rest-
ing. Each furrow was separated by the length of the farmer ' s 
ox goad. The acre was the area enclosed by one furrow long 
and four ox goads wide . These rough.measures late r became 
standar·dized. The ox goad was called a rod and was made 16i 
feet long. The furrow long became a standard 40 rods. 
The filmstrip states that these early men later con-
ceived the square rod and thus an acre could be of any shape . 
These men found that the area of a rectangle could be found 
by multiplying the length by the width. The filmstrip says 
that the early number systems made multiplication difficult 
but that in the sixteenth century the advent of the Hindu 
~rabic number system facilitated multiplication. 
Finally , the filmstrip states that the standardizing 
of measures and the finding of a handy means of computation 
.-, 
.. .... 
has made it possible for a man to plan a machine in one 
place and for another person to build it very accurately in 
another place. -
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HISTORY OF AREA ~ffiASURES 
From History of Ivleasure Series 
16 Evaluators 
For wha. t grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be sui t .ed? 
15~5% 17 .8% 15. 5% 15.5% 13 .3% 11 . 1% 
Primary Grammar seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
28~9% 20 .0$ 17~8% 8 . 9% 11.1% 
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8 . 9% 
Trigonometry· 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellen t for a common experience --
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no ma t..'tema tical inaccuracies ----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subj ects --
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently ------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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HISTORY OF TELLING TIME 
From History of Measure Series 
PRODUCER: Young America Films, Inc~ , 18 East 41st Street , 
New York 17, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: Henry W. Syer. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3 . 50 each , $16.50 fo r series 
of six; 29 frames; copyright 1949; teacher ' s 
guide available. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Need for accurate time; first measures of 
time; mechanical development of clocks. 
The filmstrip gives many examples of instances where 
accurate time is required. It shows an engineer on a radio 
program, a t imer at a track meet, a housewife in the process 
of baking a roast and a chemist in a laboratory . 
The filmstrip rel tes that early me.n did not need 
accurate time when he lived alone, but when men banded to-
gether the need for time developed. The first method of 
telling time was by measuring the length of shadows cast by 
sticks. In 1500 B. C. the Egyptians devised a sundial and 
later the Greeks contrived a time telling shadow pilla r cal-
led a gnomon. Since the l ength of shadow varied at dif-
ferent times of year, they learned to use the position of 
the shadow rather than its length. 
Tne filmstrip tells about a device which men developed 
to measure short periods of time. Some of these devices were 
the water clock, sand clock, oil clock and marked candle. 
The discovery of the first mechanical clocks is at tributed 
to the monks who used them to tell prayer hours~ The se 
clocks used a weight and escapement. 
The remaind r of the filmstrip tells of the discovery 
of the pendulum, coil spring, hair spring and balance wheel 
a nd other devices that aided men to make clocks smaller and 
more accura te . 
'-, 
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HISTORY OF TELLING TIME 
From History of Measure Series 
16 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would~e suite~ 
22.2% 15~5% 15.5% 17~8% 8.9~ 8.9~ 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
For what cours e or courses do you think this filmstrip woul d be 
34.3% 25.7% 17.1% 5.7% suited? 2.9% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra 
11.4% 
Advanced Math THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation --- ---
Is excellent for review --------
Has no mathematical inaccuracies ----
Employs methods conducive to learning -
Employs excellent photography -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the studen~i-;­
Encourages pupils in mathematics-----
Encourages pupils in other subjects --
Employs sui table vocabulary-- ----
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently ------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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HI STORY OF OUR CALENDAR 
From History of Measure Series 
PRODUCER : Young America Films , Inc ~ , 18 Ea st 41st Street , 
New Yor k 17 , New York. 
EDUC TION' L ADVISOR: Her ry F. Syel"'• 
FIUIISTRIP : Black and white; $3.50 each, $16 . 50 for series 
of six; 34 frame s; copyright 1949; teacher ' s 
guide ava i lable . 
CHIEF TOPI CS : Units of time ; Babylonian calendar; Roman 
calendar; Gregorian calendar; numbe ring of 
years ; naming of days . 
This filmstrip states thrit t he use of a calendar is 
to make it possible to say 'Nhen s omething happene • The 
filmstrip follows the development of the calendar from early 
Babylonian civi lization to tbe present day . It says that a 
day is the amount of time that it takes the earth to rotate 
once on its axi s; that a year is the length of time require 
fo r t:e earth to rotate around the sun; and that a month is 
the time required for the moon to rotate around the earth. 
The filmstrip sho·ws how different people have combined these 
periods of time into different formulas to form calAndars . 
Some of these people are the Babylonians, the Romans and 
finally Pope Gregory , who , in 1582 , devised the most accurate 
calendar yet known to man. 
The filmstrip te l ls us that in ancient times the years 
were numbered for events or for the reign of a ruler. The 
numbering of years from the birth of Christ s tarted in 700 
A. D. The filmst rip states t hat this i s not un i versal and 
cites the example of the Hebrews and Mohammedans .. 
It is point ed out that a week is the only unit of 
time not based on a natural cycle and that it came from either 
the bible story of the universe , or from the seven planets . 
The last frames state that our calendar is not per-
fectly accurate . They say that it could be i mproved and even 
offer a proposed .-: systern. 
' . "}I 
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HISTORY OF OUR CALENDAR 
From History of Measure Series 
16 Evaluators 
TR 
For wha t grade or~rades do Y.OU think this filmstrip would be suited? 
18.2~ 18.2% 15.9% 15!9% 6.8% 9 .1% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
9.1% 4.5% 44 
Twelfth Col lege 
For what course or coure:: do you think~hie filme trip~ould be suite~ 
38.7% 32.3~ 3.2~ 9.77£. _...£3..!!--'.2=~~0-
Ari thmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Al gebra Geometry 
9.7% 
Advanced Math 
THIS FI LMSTRIP: 
I s excel lent for introducing ne'" material 
Is excell ent for augmenting explanations 
I s excellent for a common experience ----
I s excel lent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no ma~~ematical inaccuracies 
Employe methods conducive to learning-
Empl oye excel lent photography-------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona - ---
Does not have t oo many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics--- -
Encourages pupils in other eubj ecte ----
Employe suitable vocabulary 
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently ---- -
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchas ed by evaluators school 
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HISTORY OF OUR NUMBER SYSTEM 
From History of Measures Series 
PRODUCER: Young America Filmst I nc ., 18 Ea st 41st Stree t, 
New York 17, New York. 
EDUCATI ONAL ADVISOR: Henry W. Syer 
FI LMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.50 each, $16.50 f or series 
of six; 32 frames; copyright 1949; t eacher's 
guide available; producer recommends for ele-
mentary and high school mathematics . 
CHIEF TOPICS: The history of our number system and counting; 
early numbe r systems; the development of the 
Hindu Arabic Number system. 
After explaining that numbers are symbols used to 
tell us 11 how mucl11 and 11 how many 11 , and that our number system 
is comparative ly new, it is pointed out that early man's 
simple life didn ' t call for a number system such a s we have 
today . 
The filmstrip points out that men probably started 
counting by holding up the number of fingers corresponding 
t o the number they wished to express, then started using 
sticks, shells, pebbles , and marks to show how many. Example s 
of Egyptian , Babylonian 1 Greek , Hebrew, Early Hindu , and 
Rome.n number systems are shown. Five frames are devoted to 
the development of the abacus from a start of counting wi th 
pebbles. 
The need of the zero symbol , so the same number could 
be used t o represent tens, hundred s and thousands , is illus-
trated, and other systems and symbols of operation which 
helped make possible our modern wor ld are shown. The final 
frame points out the great debt we owe to the many men 
t hroughou t the ages who h e lped to deve lop our modern number 
system. 
====--============= ===========-![--- ---
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HISTORY OF OUR NUMBER SYSTEM 
From History of Measure Series 
38 Evaluators 
For wha t grade or grades do you think this fi l mstrip would be suite~ 
5!5% 14;1% 12,2% 15,0% 14.1% 12;2% 8;3~ 
Primary Gr ammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth El eventh 
For what course or cours es do you think this fi l mstrip wou l d be 
38a3% 14.8% 7a4% 23.5% suited? 4.9% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Ma. th Al gebra 
8;7% 
Advanced Ma. th 
TH I S FI LMSTRIP: 
Is excel lent for introducing ne>'l material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
I s excell ent f or a common experience --
Is excel l ent for developing skills ---
Is excell ent for motivation 
Is excel lent for review 
Has n o mathematical inaccuracies ----
Employ s methods conducive to l earning -
Employs exc ellent photography -----
Makes use of everyday situations ----
Does not have t oo many ideas per frame --
Will h old the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics--- -
Encourages pupils in other subjects --
Empl oys sui table vocabulary - -----
Pres ents material in l ogical sequence-
:Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Shoul d be purchased by evaluators s chool 
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_POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE NUMBERS 
Light on Mathematics, Ki~ _ III, Film I 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc~, 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan • . 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; · $4.00 each, $81.00 for series 
of twenty-four; 60 frame~; copyright 1943; 
teacher's manual available; producer recommends 
for refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Positive and negative numbers; addition of 
signed numbers; subtraction of signed numbers; 
series of addition and subtraction; multipli-
cation of signed numbers; division of signed 
numbers. 
The filmstrip uses thermometers and references to 
above and below sea level to show positive and negative 
numbers. The importance and uses of signed numbers are 
illustrated by their use by airplane pilots, engineers, and 
a person keeping a check book straight. 
By placing numbered blocks to the right of a reference 
line the filmstrip depicts positive numbers and to the left 
of the line to indicate negative numbers. In this manner 
the s t r ip shows how tq add +5 and ~3. By adding three blocks 
to the five blocks to the right of the reference line the 
sum is found to be ~8. 
In similar fashion the filmstrip develops all the 
rules for signed numbers. These rules follow. 
Addition: (1) Plus and plus equal a plus sum. 
(2) Minus and minus equal a minus sum. 
(3) Plus and minus equal the sign of the larger 
number and the difference between the numbers. 
Subtraction: 
Change the sign of the last number and from 
there on the problem is like addition. 
Multi~lication and division: 
(1) Signs alike equal a plus. 
(2) Signs different equal a minus. 
-~; 2 ~ 
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POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE NUMBERS 
Light on Matl~ematics, Kit III, Film I 
5 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
-~- 8.3% 25.0% 41.2% 16.7% 8.3% 
TR 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
___ 12 
College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
20.0% 20~0% 10~0% 50.0% 
Arithmetic · Consumer Math Shop Me. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRip: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ---------------
Has no mat..~em(l.tical inaccuracies-----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography--------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona -----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics-----
Encourages pupils in other subjects ------
Employs suitable vocabulary-------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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RATIO AND PROPORTION 
Light on Mathematics, Kit III, Film 2 
. . . 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $81.00 for series 
of twenty-four; 50 frames; copyright 1943; 
teacher's manual available; producer recommends 
for refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Common comparisons; order of comparisons; 
kinds of proportions; 11 the magic three 11 ; 
direct proportions; inverse proportions; 
compound proportions. 
Two boys are comparing their father•s strength by 
using the words stronger and much stronger. Finally one 
boy says, "My father is twice as strong as your father. 11 
The strip explains that the first comparisons are not 
ratios while the last is a ratio because a number is used. 
Books, feelings, and looks are cited as other items commonly 
compared. Cost and time of air travel and train travel are 
used to illustrate other ratios. 
The sprocket wheel and rear wheel of a bicycle are 
pictured to show the order of comparisons. The sprocket 
wheel turns one time to three turns of the rear wheel, but 
the rear wheel turns three times for one turn of the 
sprocket wheel. 
Proportions are explained verbally as two equal 
ratios. Direct and inverse proportions are explained and 
illustrated. The strip shows verbally and symbolically 
that when any three parts of a proportion are known the 
fourth part can be found. This is called 11 The Magic Three". 
Several solutions of proportion problems are given. These 
problems involve determining distances on maps, the time to 
travel the distance, and the gasoline mileage expected. 
One inverse proportion problem pictures two men 
and four men doing the same amount of work. The more men 
working on one job the less time needed. The compound 
proportion problem pictures ten men building fifty yards 
of wall in thirty hours and asks the question, how many 
hours will it take forty men to build one hundred yards 
327 
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of wall? This problem is colllp letely solved by means of a 
table a nd proportions . 
'rhe fina l f rames summari ze the rules needed. for 
using r a tio and proportion. 
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RATI O AND PROPORTI ON 
Light on 14athematic s , Kit I II, Film 2 
23 Evalua t ors 
For what grade or grades do~ou think this filmstrip would be suited? 
3~3% 6 ,6 o 1917% 27 ,9% 23. 0% 13.2% 
Primary Grammar . Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be 18 ~ 2% 16~4% 12 .7% 30 ~9% suited? 14. 6% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra 
. 5~5% . 
Advanced Ma th 
THIS FILMSTRIP : 
Is excellent for int roducing new mater ial 
Is excellent for augmenting explana tions 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review--------
Has no mathematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photogr aphy-------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per f rame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subj ects------
Employe sui table vocabulary------
Presents mat erial in logical sequence---
Presents ma t erial efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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EXPONEN'rS AND LOGARITHMS 
Light on Math~ma tics, Kit :::III, . Film 3 
' . . 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11, . Michigan. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; 87 frames; $4.00 each, $En.oo 
for series of twenty-four; copyright 1943; 
teacher's manual available; producer recommends 
for refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Meaning of exponents; adding and subtract-
ing powers; multiplying powers; dividing 
powers; uses of exponents; logarithms. 
The filmstrip uses formulas for the lift of an 
airplane rising and the distance covered by falling bodies 
to illustrate exponents. In brief, the filmstrip says 
that the exponent means that you multiply the base tiijies 
itself. Hence, t2 means t • t. The two types of exponents, 
powers and roots, are illustrated and discussed fully. 
Rules for the four functions in connection with 
powers are covered thoroughly. A ty~ical example., picked 
at random, is that of multiplying 2a~ times 5a3. The 
transition to t;he correct answer, 10a5 , is very clearly 
worked out. 
The filmstrip devotes 34 frames explaining and 
illustrating logarithms and their uses. The reason for 
using the base 10 is well done, and should help students 
grasp the concept of logarithms. 
The filmstrip has three summaries to help keep the 
students aware of the concepts being covered in the 
filmstrip. 
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EX.POl\TENTS AND LOGARITHMS 
Light on Mathematics, Kit III , Film 3 
7 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
8.7% 17.4% 21.7% 26.1% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
4.5% 18.2% 18 ~250 27.3% 9~1% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Ms. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for mo t ivation 
Is excellent for review --------
Has no mat.l-J.ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics-'----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employe sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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ARITHMETIC OF ALGEBRA 
Light on :Mathematics, Kit . III, Film 4 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc:, 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan • . 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.00 ea9h, $81.00 for series 
of twenty-four; 46 frame~; copyright 1943; 
teacher' manual available; producer recommends 
for refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Variables and quantities visualized; 
applying the fundamental processes; factoring. 
This filmstrip presents a table of contents at the 
start arid'- a summary of the rules presented in the filmstrip 
at the end. Apples, airplanes and chop sticks are used as 
everyday examples for the children. Terms which would be 
additions to the students' vocabularies are defined. For 
example, the word apple is used to explain coefficient. 
Hence, 24a becomes 24 apples. 
The four functions of addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division are covered along with signed 
numbers; factoring and rules of exponents. 
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ARITI-IIv:J.ETI C OF ALGEBRA · 
Light on Ma themat ics, Kit III, Film 4 
9 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
12.5% 50.0% 31•3% 6 ~3% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstri p would be suited? 
TR 
---,.----- 16 
College 
7.7% 7~7% 7.7% 69.2% 7.7% ____ 13 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Ma t h 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ---------------
Has no ma~~ematical inaccuracies--------
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photogra:9hy -----------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona -------
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics-----
Encourages pupils in other subjects ------
Employs sui table vocabulary------------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently ----------
. Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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EQUATIONS AND FORMULAS 
Light on Mathematics, Kit . III, Film 5 
. . 
PRODUCER : Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan • . 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $81.00 for series 
of twenty-four; 63 frames; copyright 1943; 
teacher's manual available; producer recommends 
for refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPICS : Meaning and solving of simple equations; 
multiple use of formulas; transposition. 
This filmstrip has a table of contents and a 
summary of the points covered in the filmstrip. It is 
po runted out that algebra is a shorthand method for 
expressing verbal statements. The use of the four 
functions may be excercised provided you use the same 
operation on both sides of the equation. A balance scale 
is used to point out this principle. 
Equations of one unknown, three unknowns, and 
quadratics are covered. It is also stated that a formula 
is a statement of a general truth. 
., ./ 
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EQUATIONS AND FOffivillLAS 
Light on Mathematics, Kit III, Film 5 
10 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
5.o% 25~0% 25.o% 15.o% 25.0% 5.o% 20 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do 
6.7% 6.7% 
you think this filmstrip ~uld be suited? 6~7% 60.0~ ----- ____ 15 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Ma. th ct Algebra 20~01o 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent f or augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review --------
Has no ma t..~ema tical inaccuracies ----
Employs methode conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photo e;ra:phy -----
Makes use of everyday ei tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects ------
Employe sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence -
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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PROBLEM ANALYSIS 
Light on Mathematics, Kit _III, Film 6 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan • . 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $81.00 for series 
of twenty-four; 45 frame~; copyright 1943; 
teacher's manual available; producer recomme nds 
for refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPICS: How to size up the problems; surveying the 
information; completing the picture; analyzing 
the results. 
The filmstrip _points out that life is full of 
problems, the solution of which require decision and 
ingenuity on our part. Animals must rely on instinct for 
their ingenuity, but humans, are able to think logically. 
When confronted with a problem, the facts must be 
clearly organized. We must draw upon a nd re call facts 
from our previous experience. These problems may be of 
a routine, every-day type of assignment or they may be of" 
a creative nature. In either case, they will fall in~o 
one of two classificationa. Either the problems have been 
solved before or they are n~w, and entirely dif f erent. If 
the problem has been solved before, there is generally 
available, a formula that may be used to find a solution. 
The filmstrip illustrated this point with an example. I n 
solving the problem, it is required to use a supplementary 
formula. 
In the solving of the orig i nal type problem, it is 
suggested that the facts be reduced on paper in the form 
of an equation. Supplementary investigation and measure-
ments must be made until you have secured enough infor-
mation to form a proper equation . 
The filmstrip is concluded with a statement 
promoting the proper use of organization an~ ingenuity. 
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PROBLEM ANALYSIS 
Light on l.J.Ia thematics, Kit III, Film 6 
5 Eva lua tors 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
11~8% 17.6% 29.4% 23~5% 17~6% 17 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do 
11~8% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math 
you think this filmstrip :9uld be suited? 
5 • 9% 23 • 5'&_ -=l:...L7_,.'-'6'-/.~.=...~-
Shop Ms. th Algebra Geometry 
5.9% 
---=1::....~7_,.o...::6~cf-:::....o _ 17 
Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience --
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.."J.ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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GRAPH USES 
Light on Mathematics, Kit _IV, Film 1 
. . . . 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11, M~chigan • . 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $81.00 for series 
of twenty-four; 50 frames; copyright 1943; 
teacher's manual available; producer recommends 
for refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPICS: The uses of graphs; the si~ple bar graph~ 
linear relationship between two variables; 
principles and terminology. 
Business men, pilots, scientists, engineers, and 
mechanics are pictured using grapns. A pictograph shOW$ 
the relative size of the largest American cities in 1940. 
A bar graph shows the relative weight of various metals. 
The s e two graphs are used to show how to read a graph. 
Two thermometers are labeled x and y and placed at 
right angles to each other. Perpendicular lines to one 
thermometer are terminated at the height of the mecury in 
the other and the caption says, "Any of these lines could 
represent this". Using similar lines from each thermometer 
the strl p shows that one point can represent the height for 
two thermometers. Another point is located and thus a 
straight line is formed. This method, the strip explains, 
may be used to show the relationship between two variables. 
The following terms are defined and illustrated: 
graph and co-ordinate paper, x-variable, y- variable, zero 
index, origin, abscissa, ordinate , and co-ordinates of a 
point. 
'! ~.> t·· 
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IV, Film 1 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
18.8% 25~0% 31.3% 12.5% 12.5% -~- 16 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do 
13.3% 20 .0% you think :is filmstrip !,9Uld be suj.t•e7
dk 
20. 0~ 26 ~ 7~ _ __:b~...!...L~=---- ____ 15 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M!l.th n! Algebra Geometry 
13.3~ 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ---------------
Has no mat.~ematical inaccuracies ----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography--------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects----
Employs sui table vocabulary-------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
ShoUld be purchased by evaluators school 
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PLOTTING GRAPHS 
Light on Mathematics, Ki~ IV, Film 2 
' ' 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan • . 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $81.00 for series 
of twenty-four; 69 frame~; copyright 1943; 
teacher's manual available; producer recommends 
for refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Visualizing the equation; constants and how 
they change the picture; simultaneous equa-
tions and their solution. 
The filmstrip names and illustrates the various 
parts of the graph. It is shown that a graph may show the 
relationship between two variables. The graphs resulting 
from some common types of equations are illustrated. An 
equation involving two unknowns to the first degree results 
in a straight line. The substitution method for finding 
values of x and y is illustrated for plotting the graph. 
Slope and the y intercept are def i ned and illustra ted. 
The solving of simultaneous equations by the graphing 
method is the next topic for consideration. It is pointed 
out that you plot both linear equations and that their point 
of intersection is the solution to the simultaneous equations. 
The general form of the quadratic equation is illus-
trated. The filmstrip then shows the manner in which the 
parabola, hyperbola, ellipse, and circle are derived from 
the general form of the quadratic e quation. 
In conclusion, the filmstrip shows how graphs can 
be applied to problems of navigation and mapping. 
2 ,j ,, , - v 
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PLOTTI NG GRAPHS 
Light on V~thematic s, Kit IV, Fi lm 2 
6 Evaluat ors 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
TR 
11.8% 23 . 5% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
35 .3% 29 .4% 17 
Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip ~uld be suited? 
25.0:& 16.7% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9.th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ----------------
Has no ma~~ematical inaccuracies--------
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona -----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics-----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary-------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently---------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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ANALYTIC GEOMETRY 
Light on Mathematic~, Kit . IV, Film 3 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand 
Blvd,, Detroit 11, M~chigan • . 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $81.00 for series 
of twenty-four; 44 frames; copyright 1943; 
teacher's manual available; producer recommends 
for refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Quadrati9 equations; writing the equation 
for easy graphing; drawing board methods in 
graphing. 
The filmstrip points out that graphing looks like 
a lot more work than it actually is. Any equation in which 
both x andy stand alone to the .first power is a straight · 
line. The strip points out that only two points are required 
to plot a straight line. Hence, you find the value of y 
when x is equal to zero and plot the point. Repeat the 
process solving for x when y is equal to zero. These two 
points determine the line of the graph. The y intercept 
and slope are defined and illustrated. 
The subject of second-degree equations is the next 
topic to be conside~ed. It is pointed out that second-degree 
equations result ei~her in a circle, ellipse, parabola or a 
hyperbola. The simpler forms of these conic equations are 
illustrated. Short cut methods for plotting these types of 
graphs are illustrated along with methods and means of draw-
ing these individual types of conic sections. 
- --.~===========================---=-~~=================W====== 
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ANALMTIC GEOMETRY 
Light on Mathematics, Kit IV, Film 3 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suite:' 
15.4~ 38.5% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
30,0% 
TR 
46.1% 13 
College 
lo .o% 10 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
6o.o% 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing ne;~ material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing s kills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies----
Employe methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Enc_ouragee pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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INTRODUCTION TO ALGEBRA 
From Algebra Series 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual Education, 100 East Ohio Street, 
Chicago 11, Illinois. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3~00 each, $21.00 for series 
of seven; 45 frames. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Background and histon7 of . algebra; how algebra 
makes use of signs and symbols; how algebra 
is used to solve problems. 
The filmstrip points out that signs and symbols, the 
foundations of algebra, were used by the Egyptians as early 
as 4500 B.C • . They called their signs and symbols hieroglyphics. 
Every-day illustrations of signs and symbols are the alpha-
bet, railroad signs, punctuation -: marks, and shorthand. Com-
monplace mathematical . signs and symbols are T, -, ¢, ~' $, 
and%. The filmstrip points out that the meaning of u.s.A., 
R.F.D., F.O.B., U.S.N,R., Mr., Miss., N.Y., and C.O.D., are 
obvious to most people. 
The strip then shows the development of the area of 
a rectangle formula to A = lw. Literal numbers are distin-
guished from arithmetic numbers. This filmstrip concludes 
with a six question summary and the answers are supplied 
for the benefit of the students. 
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INTRODUCTION TO ALGEBRA 
From Algebra Seri es 
7 Evaluators 
TR 
For what e;rade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
. 6 . 3% 43.8% 37.5% 12.5% 16 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
15.4% 15 .4% 15.4% 53 .8% ____ 13 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra. Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introduoine; new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review --------
Has no mat...ltematica.l inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-------
Makes use of everyday situations ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
W111 hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects----
Employs sui table vocabulary ------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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GRAPHS 
From Algebra Serle~ 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual Education, 100 East Ohio Street, 
Chicago 11, Illinois. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3~00 each, $21.00 for series 
of seven; 53 frames. 
CHIEF TOPICS: What are graphs; how graphs are used; types 
of graphs. 
At the beginning of the filmstrip are thought-pro-
voking questions that are answered in subsequent frames. It 
is pointed out that graphs show the . relation.ship between two 
or more facts or variables. Various uses of the horizontal 
and vertical scales are illustrated. 
Types of graphs that are defined and illustrated are: 
pictorial graphs, bar graphs, circle graphs, curved line 
graphs, broken line graphs, and straight line graphs. While 
the coverage on these types of graphs is very brief, it is 
very factual and concise. The illustrations are varied and 
of an every-day nature. Typical of these illustrations are 
the uses of graphs by businessmen, radio technicians, and the 
government weather bureau. 
J 0:.' -· 
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GRAPHS 
From Algebra Series 
10 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suite~ 
8.o% 28.o% 36.o% 16.o% 4.o% 4.o~ 4.o% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
TR 
___ 25 
College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suit~? 
33.4% 29.2% 20.9% 12.5% 4.2~ ____ 24 
Arithmetic Consumer Me. th Shop M9. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience -. -
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies 
Employe methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photogra:phy -----
Makes use of everyday situations----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence -
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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INTRODUCTION TO SIGNED NUMBERS 
From Algebra Series 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual Educat ion, 100 East Ohio Street, 
Chicago 11, Illinois. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; ·$3.00 each, $21.00 for series of 
seven; 45 frames. 
CHIEF TOPICS: How opposite values are indicated; what signed 
numbers are; how signed numbers are used. 
The filmstrip refers to readings on thermometers 
and elevations above and below sea level to indicate the 
use of positive and negative numbers. Positive and nega-
tive numbers are then defined and illustrated and referred 
to in general as signed numbers. It is pointed out that the 
absolute value of a number is the numerical value regardless 
of its sign. 
Every-day illustrations used in the filmstrip are 
temperature readings, elevations above and below sea level, 
and the financial sections of newspapers. 
Typical of these frames depicting signed numbers is 
the group involving the use of the thermometer. The film-
strip points out that temperature readings above zero may 
be considered positive while readings below zero are con-
sidered as minus or negative. Along the same theme, it is 
pointed out that mountains have a positive elevation above 
sea level and the Dead Sea has a minus or negative elevation 
when compared to sea level. · 
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a-so-3 
INTRODUCTION TO SIGNED NUIJlBERS 
From Al gebra Series 
6 Evaluators 
For wha t grade or gr ades do you think this fi l ms trip would be suited? 
28.4% 42,8% 28,4% 
TR 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
___ 14 
College 
For wha t cours e or cours es do you think this fi l mstrip ~uld be suited? 
18.8% 25,0% 18.8% 37.5~ 
Ari thmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Al gebra Geometry 
Advanc ed Math THIS FILMSTRIP : 
Is excellent for introduc i ng ne'~ material 
I s excellent f or augmenting explanations 
I s excellent f or a common experience ----
Is excellent f or developing skills ---
I s excellent for motivation 
I s excellent for review 
Has no ma~~ematical inaccuracies--------
Employs methods conducive to learning -
Empl oys excellen t phot ography---------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona -----
Does not have t oo many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics-----
Encoura ges pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui tabl e vocabulary-------
Pres en t s material in l ogical sequence-
Pr es ents material efficiently ----------
Supplements r a ther than r eplaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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FORMULAS 
From Algebra Series 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual Education, 100 East Ohio Street, 
Chicago 11, Illinois, 
FIU~STRIP: Black and white; $3~00 each, $21.00 for series 
of seven; 58 frames. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Fundamental formulas ; use of formulas; con-
stants and variables. 
The f ilmstrip starts with a series of questions 
that are answered in the subsequent frames. Mathematical 
rules are expressed by symbols in formulas, and basic for-
mulas such as cost, distance, and interest are illustrated. 
It is pointed out tha t while numbers are constants, a for-
mula is composed of both constants and variables. The 
new vocabulary words are defined. Practical applications 
of formulas in vocations and trades are illustrated. As 
a conclusion the filmstrip uses eight questions and answers 
to serve as both a review and summary. 
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FORMULAS 
From Algebra Series 
10 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do:'ou think this filmstrip would pe suite~ 
26.3~ 36.8% 21.0% 10.5% 5.3~ 
TR 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
___ 19 
For what course or courses do you think ~is filmstrip ~uld be suited? 
3o. o% 15.0% 15.o~ 4o.o~ _____ 20 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies 
Employs me t hods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography -------
Makes use of everyday situations---,---
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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a- so- 5 
I NTRODUCTION TO EQUATIONS 
From Algebra Serle~ 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual Education, 100 East Ohio 
Street, Chicago 11, ~llinois. 
FILMSTRIP: Black cf!ld white; $3.00 each, $21.00 for- series 
of seven; 57 frames. 
I -CHIEF TOPICS: What an equation is ; how to solve an 
e qu~tion; where equations are used. 
I The filmstrip presents the following as every-day 
illustrations of e~uations: a grocer using scales; a 
I housewife prepar1n¥ meals; and a nurse preparing m~dications. 
It points out in equation form that the food value of a 
I glass of milk is e~ual to that of two eggs. 
equation:e~~~a~oi~t~e!n~r!h~~;o;~~Yt~r:x~!:~~in~h~0~0~~:~le 
Rule of Equations i s stated: whatever change ~ s made in 
one member of an eguation must also be made in the other if 
the equation is to Jremain balanced and equal. The axioms, 
if equals be added to equals, subtracted from equals, 
multipl i ed by equa~ s, or divided by equals the results 
are equal, are introduced. 81x questions and answers appear-
ing in the final frames serve as both a review and summary 
of the filmstrip. 
' _/7 
-7.7 ,_ 
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I NTRODUCTION TO EQUATIONS 
From Algebra Series 
5 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you th1nk this filmstrip would be suited? 
22.8% 38.1% 38.1% 
TR 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth ---,----13 College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip !?uld bo suited? 
9.0% 36.4% 18.2% 36.4~ 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ----------------
Has no ma t..'Lema tical inaccuracies -----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona -----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics-----
Encourages pupils in other subjects----
Employs sui table vocabulary------------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently----------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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a-so-6 
ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF SIGNED NUMBERS 
From Algebra Serie~ 
. . 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual Education, 100 East Ohio Street, 
Chicago 11, Illinois~ 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; ·$3.00 each, $21.00 for series of 
seven; 52 frames. 
CHIEF TOPICS: How to add signed numbers; how to subtract 
signed numbers; where the addition and sub-
traction of signed numbers are used. 
The filmstrip claims th~t signed numbers have been 
very useful in many occupations and trades, namely: bank-
ing, law, medicine, and selling. The federal government 
makes wide use of signed numbers and the example cited is 
that of income tax returns. In this instance, earnings are 
considered positive and expenditures are negative. To 
illustrate these po i nts, the strip first uses the earnings 
of a newsboy. It is stated that he earns 25¢ on Monday and 
20¢ on Tuesday, and the question is asked, 11 What were his 
total earnings?" In the same fashion, a frame shows Johnny 
making some purchases at the grocery store and the students 
are questioned as to his total expenditures. 
Three rules are given to guide the pupils in their 
work with signed numbers. These are the rules: (1) for 
adding signed numbers when the signs are alike, (2) for 
adding signed numbers when the signs are not alike, and 
(3) for subtracting signed numbers. 
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ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF SIGNED NUMBERS 
From Algebra Series 
7 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
5.5% 27.8% 38.9% 22.2% 5t5% 
TR 
___ 18 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do 
7 .1% 21,4% 
you think this filmstrip ~uld be suited? 
14.3% 50,0~ ---- ____ 14 
Arithmetic Consumer Ms.th Shop Ms. th of Algebra 7.1/o 
Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ---------------
Has no ma t..~ema tical inaccuracies ----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona -----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects----
Employs sui table vocabulary-------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently ------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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a-so-7 
MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION OF SIGNED NUMBERS 
From Algebra Serle~ 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual Education~ 100 East Ohio 
Street, Chicago 11, Illinois, 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; 57 . frames; $3.00 each, $21.00 
for series of seven. 
CHIEF TOPICS : Signed numbers; multiplication of signed 
numbers; division of signed numbers. 
The filmstrip uses an interesting device to put 
across multiplicat~on and division of signed numbers. It 
refers to a law-abiding citizen as a plus and to a law 
breaker as a minus. In the same fashion being rewarded 
is a plus and being punished is a minus. Hence it develops: 
if good citizens (plus) are punished (minus), that's bad, 
or p lus times minus equals minus. 
The rule that the product of t wo numbers of unlike 
signs results in a minus is also developed. All the possible 
cases in multiplication and division are covered in this 
manner. The filmstrip concludes with a four question and 
answer review and summary. 
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MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION OF SIGNED NUMBERS 
From Algebra Series 
9 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be sui ted? 
23.1% 53.9% 23.1% 
Pri.mary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
TR 
____ 13 
College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip .~uld be suited? 
16.7% 8 .3% 8.3% 66.7~ ______ 12 
Arithmetic C'onsumer Ma. th Shop Ma. th Al gebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ----------~--­
Has no mat.lJ.ematical inaccuracies-----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography- ---
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics-----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently ---------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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INTRODUCTION TO PLANE GEOMETRY 
Plane Geometry Package, Number 1 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studios, Inc. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT: Henry W. Syer. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $5.25 each, $59.50 for series of sixteen; 
43 frames; copyright 1946; producer recommends 
for high school geometry. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Point; line; plane; dimensions; shape; size; 
relationship; logical proof. 
This filmstrip represents, defines and explains the 
geometric elements: point, line and plane. It gives a 
description of their characteristics and examples of objects 
in which they occur. 
The filmstrip states that dimensions indicate size. 
It explains dimensions of lines and planes pictorially and 
verbally. 
The filmstrip says that shape is the outward form 
of an object. The next frame contains several geometric 
figures of various shapes. 
· ~ 58 
size." 
loons, 
with a 
"Geometric figures of the same shape may be of differe t 
The film illustra tes this statement by showing bal-
people, pyramids, and houses of different size but 
common shape. 
We are told that lines may have different relation-
ships to ea ch other. Many of these relationships are shown 
by means of appropriate illustrations. Some relationships 
shown are: parallel iines, perpendicular lines, intersect-
ing lines, a line outside a circle, a line intersecting a 
circle, and a tangent to a circle. 
In geometry we start with fundamentals and build 
upon what we ha ve previously learned or proved. An analogy 
is made between geometry and a crane on a railroad car lay-
ing track ahead of itself. 
g-cu-1 
INTRODUCTION TO PLA~m GEOMETRY 
From Plane Geometry Package 
6 Evaluators:-
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
5.9% 17.7% 35.4% 35.4% 5.9% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
12.5% 12.5% 75.0% 
TR 
17 
College 
8 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ---------
Has no mat..~ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not ha.ve too ma.ny ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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g-cu-2 
VOCABULARY: LINES AND ~NGLES, PART I 
Plane Geometry Package, . Number 2 
PRODUCER : Fletcher Smith Studios, ~no. 
DI STRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: Henry W. Sye~. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $5.25 each, $59.50 for series of sixteen, 
50 frames; copyright 1946; producer recommends 
tor high school geometry. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Properties of lines; line segments; angles, 
right angles, and straight angles. 
This filmstrip states that the properties of a line 
are the facts that it has no width and may be extended inde-
finitely in either direction. They define a line segment 
and midpoint, and illustrate these pictorially. 
The strip defines an angle and its parts and explains 
their relationships. It also explains how the size of an an- . 
gle is measured as the amount of arc between the two rays. 
The filmstrip shows how four right triangles are 
formed by dividing a circle into four equal parts. It also 
shows that when we cut a circle in two, we get a straight 
angle. 
The film says that ·angles are classified by compari-
son with right angles and straight angles. They define an 
acute angle, and obtuse angle, and a reflex angle. 
The last few frames contain review questions on 
angles. 
~ - c ·-J· 
.... __ ., . 
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V:OOABULARY: LINES AND ANGLES_ I _ 
Plane Geometry Package From 
9 Eval uators 
For what grade or grades do:'ou. think this filmstrip would be suited? 
TR 
__ 14' . 7 . ltQ_ 21 . 4% 21.4% 42 . 9% 7.1% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
15 . 4% 7!.7% 15.4% 53.8% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra 
Advanced Me. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation-------------
Is excellent for review ----------------
Has no ma t..'lematical inaccuracies----
Employs methode conducive to learning-
Employe excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary-------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently---------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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VOCABULARY: LINES AND ANGLES, PART II 
Plane Geometry Package, . Number 3 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studios, Inc. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: . Henry W! Sye:r. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $5.25 each, $59.50 for series of sixteen; 
50 frames; copyright 1946; producer recommends 
for high school geometry. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Acute angles; obtuse angles; right angles; 
reflex angles; supplementary and complimen-
tary angles; and angles formed by parallels 
cut by a transversal. 
This filmstrip shows and explains the five different 
types of angles; acute, obtuseJ right, straight and reflex. 
It defines adjacent angles as angles having a common side 
and common vertex. Complimentary adjacent angles and sup-
plementary adjacent angles are shown. Vertical angles are 
shown along with the fact that there are always two pairs 
when two lines meet. 
The filmstrip next shows parallel lines and defines 
them as two lines that never meet. It explains that the dis-
tance between parallel lines is the perpendicular distance. 
Theorem: Lines perpendicular to one parallel line, are per-
pendicular to the other. It defines a transversal as a line 
intersecting parallel lines and names the angles formed by 
a transversal cutting parallel lines. 
The last few frames ask review questions on types of 
angles which have been illustrated. 
36~ 
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VOCABULARY : LINES AND ANGLES II - RELATIONSHIPS 
From Plane Geometry Packa ge 
9 Eva l uators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
TR 
27 ~ 3% 63 . 7% 9.1% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth --- 11 College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
9.1% 18 .2% 72.8% _____ 11 
Arithmetic Consumer Ms. th Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies--------
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photos ra:phy --------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs suitable vocabulary-------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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VOCABULARY: LINES - RELATIONSHIPS 
Plane Geometry Paclcage, Number 4 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studio, Inc. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York! 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: . Henry W. Sye:r. 
FIU~STRIP: Color; $5.25 each, $59.50 for series of sixteen; 
23 frames; copyright 1946; producer recommends 
for high school geometry. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Vertical lines; horizontal lines; oblique 
lines; and perpendicular distance. 
In this strip, relationships between two or more 
lines are discussed and pictured. The producers show these 
relationships in every-day objects on which lines are marked. 
Some examples are airplanes wings, lamp posts and their 
cross bars , street intersections, parts of a fence gate, 
and boards on houses. This filmstrip states that a line 
can be vertical, horizontal or oblique. It shows many 
examples of perpendicular lines and the fact that they 
intersect at right angles is stressed. The distance from 
a point to a line is explained to be the perpendicular dis-
tance. The problem in which the distance from a diver to 
the water level is required is given. 
The filmstrip illustrates the idea of extending the 
line so that a pe r pendicular may be dropped by giving a 
problem in which the length of an airplane above a roof is 
required. 
g-cu-4 
VOCABULARY : LINES, RELATI ONSHI P - DIRECTION 
PERPENDICULAR LINES~ 
Fr om Plane Geome try Package 
9 Evalua t ors TR 
For what grade or grades do you think~this fi:mstrip wo~ld~e suite:' 
16,7~ 16 , 7% 58 , 4m 8 , 3~ ___ 12 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
22,2% . 77 ~8% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.."lematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua. tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical s equence---
Fresents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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VOCABULARY: TRIANGLES 
Plane Geometry Package, _Number 5 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studios, Inc. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: Henry W. Syer. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $5.25 each, $59.50 . for series of sixteen; 
38 frames ; copyright 1946; producer recommends 
for high school geometry. 
CHI2F TOPICS: Properties of a triangle; classification of 
triangles; hypotenuse of right triangle; 
base of triangle; median; angle bisector; 
altitude; exterior angles. 
This filmstrip calls a triangle the simplest closed 
figure. It states that each triangle has three sides and three 
angles, and that the ~ifferent types of triangles are clas-
sified by means of either the sides or the angles. It shows 
several examples of each of the following triangles appro-
priately named: equilateral, isosceles, scalene, equiangular, 
acute, right and obtuse. 
The filmstrip il'lustrates each type of triangle 
discussed by showing its outline in houses, buildings, and 
other common objects. There are many frames which give 
review questions about the triangles discussed. 
It is further explained that all traangles fall into 
not one, but several classes. An identification quiz on 
the various triangles is given. 
~. J 
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VOCABULARY: TRIANGLES 
From Plane Geometry Package 
9 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suitedJ 
15.4% 23.1$ 53.8% 7.7% 
TR 
-....,....--- 13 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
7~7% 7.7% . 7.7% 61~5% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducine; new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat~ematical inaccuracies-------
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography--------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona -------
Does not ha.ve too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently----------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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g-cu-6 
VOCABULARY: POLYGONS 
Plane Geometry Package, . Number 6 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studios, ~no. 
. . 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: Henry W! Syer. 
FIL!ViSTRIP: Color; $5.25 each, $59.50 for series of sixteen, 
56 frames; copyright 1946; producer recommends 
for high school geometry. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Definition of polygon; classification; convex 
and concave polygons; perimeters; special 
quadrilaterals. 
This filmstrip defines a polygon as a many sided 
closed plane figure. It shows a triangle and qualifys it 
as the simplest polygon. It explains that a polygon may 
be of any shape, and have any number of sides • . The strip 
shows how polygons are classified according to the number 
of sides with appropriate Greek or Latin names. Examples 
given with illustrations are: triangle, quadrilateral, 
pentagon, hexagon, and octagon. The filmstrip shows many 
polygons without labels and the class is asked to name each. 
The film then shows that polygons may also be 
classified with respect to their angles. A concave polygon 
is described as one whose vertices point toward the center. 
A convex -polygon is shown as one whose vertices point 
outward. Several polygons are pictured and the students are 
asked to classify them. It is pointed out that polygons 
may be classified by both their sides and angles, simul-
taneously. 
The filmstrip shows equilateral and equiangular 
polygons. It defines regular polygons as being both 
equilateral and equiangular and defines the various quadri-
laterals in detail. 
In the last few frames illustrations of all the 
material covered are shown and the students are asked to 
identify them. 
--
' 
-, (..~ t.: 
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VOCABULARY : POLYGONS 
From Plane Geometry Package 
9 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this · filmstrip would be suited? 
20, 0% 26 .7% 46.6% 6.7% 15 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? d • ~ d 7.1% 7 . 1% 7 . lp 64.3p 14 . 3% 14 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for int roducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing s kills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat."lematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employ s excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employ s sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficientl y-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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VOCABULARY: CIRCLES, PART I 
Plane Geometry Package, Number 7 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studio, Inc. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films, Inc~, 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: . Henry W. Sye:r. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $5~25 each, $59.5Q for series of sixteen; 
35 frames; copyright 1946; producer recommends 
for high school geometry. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Circumference; radius; . diameter; semicircles; 
tangents; secants; chords; point of tangency; 
arc; segment of circle. 
This filmstrip shows common objects that are in the 
form of a circle such as a merry-go-round, pieces of pie, 
and wheels. 
The radius of a circle is defined and pictured as 
the spoke of a wheel. A piece of pie is shown with a radius 
marked by a knife cut. The diameter of a circle is defined 
as being twice the radius. The diameter of a circle is then 
shown by cutting a piece of pie in half and marking a spoke 
which extends to both sides of a wheel. A compass with the 
needle as the diameter is also shown to prove that the dia-
meter cuts the circle into two semicircles. Many pictures 
of combinations of lines and circles show how to form tangents, 
secants and chords. The point of tangency is defined and 
pictured by means of a wheel and road. There is a quiz 
about tangents, secants and chords. 
Many arcs are pictured and defined as segments of 
the circumference of a circle. The point is brought out 
that arcs are named in relation with semicircles and that 
they are either major or minor arcs. A major arc is greater 
than a half circle. Many different circular objects are cut 
into two parts by a straight line. These parts are said to 
be either major or minor segments; a I1:laj:or segment being 
formed by a major arc. 
~~' 7 ' . 
3'70 
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VOCABULARY: CIRCLES I. 
From Plane Geometry Package 
9 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do JOU think this filmstrip would be sui ted? 
7.1% 28.6% 21.4% 35.7% 7.1% 14 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tent h Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
16~,7% 8~ 3% 8.3% 58.3% 8 ~ 1~ 12 
Trigononietry Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience --
Is excellent !'or developing skills---
Is excellent !'or motivation 
Is excellent !'or review 
Has no mat."lematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use o!' everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest o!' the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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VOCABULARY: CIRCLES, PART II 
Plane Geometry Package, Number 8 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studios~ Inc. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: Henry W. Syer. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $5.25 each, $59.50 for series of sixteen; 
23 frames; copyright 1946; producer recommends 
for high school geometry. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Central angles, and sectors; inscribed polygon; 
inscribed angles; concentric circles. 
The filmstrip illustrates two important elements of 
a circle by the usual method of-cutting a pie. These are 
the radii which are the two cuts and the central angle 
formed by the two radii. 
It is stated that a sector is the area bounded by 
a central angle and an arc. A train whose wheels contain 
sectors and segments is pictured and the student is asked 
to identify them. 
An inscribed angle is defined as one whose vertex 
rests on the circumference. Inscribed angles are illus-
trated by showing drum sticks layed on a drum, and paint 
brushes in a paint can. 
The filmstrip defines and illustrates other geometric 
figures such as inscribed polygons, circumscribed circles 
and circumscribed polygons. They illustrate inscribed 
polygons by showing a kite with a circle around it. 
The filmstrip states that concentric circles are 
two or more circles having a common center. These are illus-
trated by representing a target and a life ring. 
The last frame contains review questions on material 
previously discussed in the preceeding frames. 
g- cu-8 
VOCABUlJ...RY: CIRCLES II 
From Plane Geometry Package 
9 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do:'ou think this filmstrip would be suited? 
. 7.7~ 23.1% 15.4% 46 . 2% 7 . 7% 
TR 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth -~- 13 College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
15.4% 7.7% 7. 7% 61.6% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M!l.th Algebra 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience--
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for mot ivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat...lJ.ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photo e;raphy -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects --
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence -
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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POSTULATES: LINES 
Plane Geometry Package, Number 9 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studios, Inc. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: Henry W. Syer, 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $5.25 each, $59.50 for series of sixteen; 
56 frames; copyright 1946; producer recommends 
for high school geometry. 
CHIEF TOPICS: De~initions of geometric postulates and 
theorems; presentation of nine straight line 
postulates. 
The first few frames compare the solving of a geo-
metric problem to the building of a house. Postulates are 
compared to the foundation; theorems to the sides; and geo-
metric proofs to the roof of a house. 
Postulates are defined as statements which are 
accepted as true because they are obvious and logical, and 
are not proven. Theorems are defined as geometric state-
ments to be proven. 
The fOllowing nine postulates are presented: (1) 
a line segment can be extended to any desired length; (2) 
one and only one straight line can be drawn through two 
given points; (3) a straight line is the shortest distance 
between two points; (4) two straight lines can intersect 
at only one point; (5) a line segment has one and only one 
midpoint; (6) a geometric figure can be moved without chang-
ing its size or shape; (7) at a given point on a line one 
and only one perpendicular can be drawn; (8) the shortest 
distance from a point to a line is the perpendicular distance 
from the point to the line; (9) through a given point one 
and only one line can be drawn parallel to a given line. 
Each of the above nine postulates are followed by one 
or more frames showing these postulates in every-day situations~. 
The final frames review the nine postulates which have 
been presented, and remind the students once again that solv-
ing a geometric theorem can be compared to building a house. 
g-cu-9 
POSTULATES : LINES 
From Plane Geometry Package 
8 Evalua tor s 
For what grade or grades do:'ou think this filmstrip would be suited? 
6~3~ 12. 5% 12.5% 43.8% 25.0% 
TR 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
___ 16 
College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
1o .o% 10~ 0% 8o.o% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Qeometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills -----
Is excellent for motivation------
Is excellent for review --------
Has no ma t.."lema tical inaccuracies ------
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ------
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics------
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents ma t erial in logioal sequence---
Presents ma t erial efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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POSTULATES: TRIANGLES AND CIRCLES 
Plane Geometry Package, Number 10 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studios, Inc. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: Henry W. Syer. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $5.25 each, $59.50 for series of sixteen; 
34 frames; copyright 1946; producer recommends 
for high school geometry. 
CHIEF TOPICS: The meaning of postulates in geometry; 
presentation of five postulates concerning 
triangles and circles. 
As in the previous filmstrip of this series, the 
solving of a geometric problem is compared to the building 
of a house. It is emphasized that postulates are the 
foundation of geometry, and that postulates are accepted as 
true because they are both obvious and logical .• 
Following the introductory frames a picture of two 
identical automobiles is shown. It is then asked if the 
corresponding parts of two automobiles of the same make and 
model are identical. The filmstrip states that the obvious 
and logical answer is yes. The first postulate, that the 
corresponding parts of congruent triangle are equal, is 
next presented. 
By first asking questions about familiar objects, 
the answers to which are obvious and logical, the following 
four postulates are also introduced: {1) with a given . 
point as the center and a given line as the radius one and 
only one ci-rcle :: can be drawn; ( 2) radii of equal circles 
are equal; (3) circles with equal radii are equal in area; 
and (4) a straight line can intersect a circle at no more 
than two points. 
The last few frames of the filmstrip review the 
five postulates which have been presented, with a final 
reminder that proving a geometric problem is like build-
ing a house. 
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POSTULA'l'ES: TRIANGLES AND CIRCLES-
From Plane Geometry Package 
8 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
6~3% 12.5% 43.8% 31.3% 6~3% 
:Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
TR 
16 
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10~0% 10~0% 80.0% _____ 10 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Ma.th Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.lJ.ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas. per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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LOCUS 
Plane Geometry Package, Number 11 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studios, Inc. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films , I Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: Henry W. Syer. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $5.25 each, $59.50 for series of sixteen; 
61 frames; copyright 1946; producer recommends 
f or high school geometry. 
~ ~·-- -- . _:: ~: ._-; _; ; 
CHIEF TOPICS: Examples of locus; definition of locus; 
circle; parallel lines; perpendicular bisector; 
single line; bisector of angle. 
The first tea frames show examples of locus and 
explains that it is the path of a point as it moves according 
to certain stated conditions. The examples are: an apple 
falling from a tree, a bullet moving toward a target, a 
car going down the center of a road, and a horse on a 
merry-~o-round. 
The filmstrip states that the path of a cow as it 
wanders about in a field is not a locus but if the cow were 
grazing at the end of a rope fixed to a post, he would be 
grazing in a circle. The definition of a circle is given 
and other illustrations are presented. 
The filmstrip states that the locus of points 
equidistant from two parallel lines is a third parallel line 
halfway between them. This is illustrated by a bowling ball 
rolling straight down the center of the alley. 
11 The locus of a point equidistant from two given 
points is the perpendicular bisector of the line segment joining the two points. 11 The filmstrip shows this by an 
example of a soldier who must guard two piles of supplies 
and an example of a stone being shot from a slingshot. 
11 The locus of a point at a given distance fvDm a 
given line is a pair of lines, one on each side of the 
given line, and parallel to it at the given distance from 
' . A I 
it. 11 This is illustrated by showing a dog chained to a 
clothesline and two fences on opposite sides of a roadway. 
11 The locus of a point equidistant from the sides of 
an angle is the bisector of an angle." The filmstrip 
illustrates this by a problem in which a power company 
wishes to string a wire equidistant from two branching 
roads. 
The last eleven frames point out the material 
covered in the body of the filmstrip. More examples are 
given of locus in these frames. 
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LOCUS 
From Plane Geometry Package 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
6.7% 20ao% 4o.o% 33.3% 
TR 
___ 15 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstr ip would be suited?, 
20.0% 20.0% 60.0% ____ 10 
Arithmeti c Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience --
Is exc ellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies----
Employe methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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GEOMETRY IN ART 
Plane Geometry Package, Number 12 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studios, Inc. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT: Henry W. Syer. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $5.25 each, $59.50 for series of sixteen; 
57 frames; copyright 1946; producer recommends 
for high school geometry. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Pattern; form; symmetry. 
The fundamental use of geometry in basic textile 
patter ns, stained glass windows, cubist and non-objective 
paintings, sculpture, movies, etc. is graphically illus-
trated. The film also points out that every time you see a 
poster, magazine cover, or advert i sing design, you actually 
see geometry in one form or another. Geometry is used be-
cause, by its boldness .and crispness, it attracts the eye. 
The strip also points out the basi c use of geometry in 
building construction. 
Examples of geometry in art are varied. They in-
clude the pyramids, leaning tower of Pisa, a Chinese temple, 
the Taj Mahal, and various types of magazine covers and 
advertising media. The every-day use of geometry and sym-
metry in and about the home is cited. The filmstrip closes 
with a summary. 
~~,. I 
~~ 
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GEOMETRY IN ART 
From Plane Geometry Package 
5 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
7~6% 7.6% 30~5% 30.5% 22.9% 
Primary Grammar seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip w~uld be suited? 
11.1% 11~1% 11 . 1% 55.5% 
TR 
13 
Coliege 
9 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9.th Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a cominon experience--
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.."lematical inaccuracies----
Employe methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday situations ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subj acts --
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents rna terial efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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g-cu-13 
DEFINITIONS AND KEY WORDS 
Plane Geometry Package, Number 13 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studios, Inc. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: Henry W. Syer. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $5.25 each, $59.50 for series of sixteen, 
42 frames; copyright 1946; producer recommends 
for high school geometry. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Logical reasoning; definitions; key words. 
Reasoning is like a bridge, whereby we go from 
what we know to nwhat we want to find out. Definitions 
are the supports of' this bridge in that they support 
and strengthen this structure. Examples of key words, 
the meaning· of which must be precise, are: any, all, 
some, none, and no. It is pointed out that any and all 
have the same meaning. Any o~ all dogs have four legs. 
In a similiar manner it is pointed out that some impltes 
not all. Also it is pointed out that no, not any, and 
none are synonymous in their meaning. The filmstrip 
closes with a summary. 
.( ~ 
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DEFINITIONS AND KEY WORDS 
From Plane Geometry Package 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
14.3% 42.8% 35 . 7% 7.1% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
11.1% 11~1% 11~1% 66.6% 
TR 
---14 
College 
9 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Me. th Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience--
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent f or motivation 
Is excellent f or review 
Has no mat.."l.em~;Ltical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have t oo many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in l ogical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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DEDUCTIVE REASONING 
Plane Geometry Package, Number 14 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studios, Inc. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, . New York. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: Henry W. Syer. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $5.25 each~ $59.50 for series of sixteen; 
24 frames; copyright 1946; producer recommends 
for high school geometry. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Deductive reasoning; general statements, 
specific statements, specific conclusions. 
The filmstrip cites several examples of deductive 
reasoning. Typical of these examples is the one involving 
congruent triangles. The statement is made that all triangles 
having three sides respectfully equal are congraent. Then 
some triangles having mutually equal sides are shown. The 
specific conclusion is then drawn th~t these triangles 
are congruent. The same method is employed with vertical 
angles. A commonplace example is employed, whereby the 
statement is made that all members of the football team 
are excused from the gym class. This general statement 
is followed by the specific statement that John is a 
member of the team. Therefore it is a logical conclusion 
that John is excused from the gym class. 
g-cu- 14 
DEDUCTIVE REASONING· 
From Plane Geomet r y Packa ge 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this films:rip would e suited? 
14 . 2~ 28.4o 35 . 7% 21.4% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip ::uld be suited1f 
8a 3% 8a 3% 33 . 3~ 50 . 0 7o 
TR 
14 
----College 
8.3% 12 
Arithmetic Consumer Ma. th Shop M!l. th Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math · 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ------------
Has no mat..IJ.ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs ex.cellent photoe;r aphy ---------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona -----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics-----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary-----------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently ---------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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I:JDUCTION, ANALYSIS AND INDIRECT REASONING 
Plane Geometry Package, Number 15 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studios, Inc. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16 , New York . 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT: Henry W. Syer. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $5.25 each, $ 59.50 for series of sixteen; 
46 frames; copyright 1946; producer recommends 
for high school geome t ry. 
CHIEF' TOP ICS: Reasoning; inductive reasoning; analysis; 
indirect reasoning. 
The first few frames of this filmstrip discuss the 
need for reasoning and define it as being the mental process 
by which we go from one place to another in our thinking. 
An analogy between ·reasoning and a bridge is made. 
The filmstrip states that inductive reasoning is a 
method of reaching a conclusion by studying many examples. 
I It shows how inductive r easoning may be used to find that 
the angles opposite the equal sides of an isosceles triangle 
are always equa l angles. The next few frames show illus-
trations of a botonist, a chemist, and a doctor at work. 
They use inductive reasoning in their daily work. 
The filmstrip states that in analysis we start with 
the desired conclusion and work back to a proven statemant 
or assumption. The film s trip shows h ow two corresponding 
sides of two triangles (with the other two sides and their 
included angle equal) may be proven equal by analysis. 
Another example is given. In this example a conclusion that 
a basketball team has a chance to win the championship is 
given and the analysis is carried t hrough to some given 
statements. 
"Indirect reasoning is a method of eliminating all 
possible conclusions until the correct one is reached." 
The filmstrip shows how a murder case may be solved by 
eliminating suspects until the murderer (who will have no 
good alibi) is caught. The filmstrip shows how indirect 
reasoning is used in a geometric proof and by a garage 
mechanic in finding out the source of trouble in a car. 
g-cu-15 
INDUCTION, ANALYSIS, I1~IRECT REASONING 
From Plane Geometry Package 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would!e sui ted?d 
5.9% 17 .7% 35.3~ 35 .3~ 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
21~3% 14.4% 7.1% 42.8% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math % Algebra Geometry 
7.1~ 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ---------------
Has no mat."lematical inaccuracies------
Employe methods conducive to learning-
Employe excellent phot ography --------
Makes use of everyday ei tua tiona -----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics-----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary----------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently---------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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MISTAKES IN THINKING 
Plane Geometry Package, Number 16 
PRODUCER: Fletcher Smith Studios, Inc. 
DISTRIBUTOR: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
EDUCATIONAL ADVISOR: Henry W. Syer. 
FILMSTRIP! Color; $5.25 each, $59.50 for series of sixteen; 
33 frames; copyright 1946; producer recommends 
for high school geometry. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Reasoning in geometry and in every-day life; 
three short cuts to be avoided if reasoning 
is to be accurate. 
It is first pointed out that habits of reasoning 
learned in geometry may help in solving problems outside 
the classroom. Reasoning is then pictured as being like 
a bridge. One side of the bridge is labeled nWhat we 
known, the other side is labeled 11 What we want to known, 
and the span is labeled 11 Reasoni ng 11 • Reasoning is stated 
to be the most direct and logical way of reaching a 
desired conclusion. 
A boy who trys to pole vault across the river, and 
falls in, is shown to illustrate that short cuts often 
lead to disaster. 
The following three types of short cuts which 
should be avoided are taken up: (1) hasty generalizations; 
(2) prejudiced conclusions; and (3) non-sequiter. In each 
of t hese three cases every-day problems of a non- geometric 
nature are provided as illustrations. Hasty generalizations 
are shown to be short cuts in which conclusions are based on 
only a few examples. Pre'J.udiced conclusions are presented 
as short cuts based on preconceived judgements. A non-
sequiter is described as a conclusion in which there is no 
connection between the hypothesis and conclusion. 
The final frames are devoted to a review of the 
three things to avoid if reasoning is to be accurate. 
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MISTAKES IN THIJ\1KtNG'' 
From Plane Geometry Package 
8 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
10~0% 15.0% 35.0~ . 25.0% 15.0% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
TR 
---20 
College 
1o.o% 1o.o% 8o.o% _____ 10 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9. th Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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LINES 
From Elements of Art Series 
PRODUCER: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New Yprk 16, New York. 
FIU~STRIP: Color; $4.95; 25 frames; copyright 1947; producer 
recommends for teaching art in grades four 
through nine. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Things lines can be used to express; conditions 
which make lines seem long or short; conditions 
which make a given line seem important. 
The filmstrip points out that lines differ. Types 
of lines shown include the following: a stra ight line as 
a line at rest; a wavy line as a playful line; a line repre-
senting a dragon 1 s teeth as an angry line; a line showing 
the path traveled by a bird as a graceful line; and a line 
which simply wanders about aimlessly. Other frames contain 
pictures showing that two lines may meet and oppose each other, 
that two lines may play, that one line may play while another 
rests, that one line might get angry and another spin away, 
and that one line may go someplace gracefully while another 
stumbles along. 
Four frames are used in showing that to determine 
whether or not a given line is long or short it must be 
compared with another line of different length. 
The fj_nal frames show that if there c..re several lines 
pictured in a group, the one which differe most from the 
others in the group is most noticeable, and therefore be-
comes most important. 
.• , ..., J 
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LINE&. 
F_rom Elements of Art Series 
18 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades · do~ou think this filmstrip would be suited? 
8 .8% 32.4% 23.5& 14 .7~ 8.8% 2.9% 2.9% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
20 .0% 4 .o% 4 .o% 6o.o% 
Ari throe tic Consumer Math Shop M:l. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies----
Employe methode conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-------
Makes use of everyday ei tuatione ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects----
Employe sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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g-cu-18 
SHAPES 
From Elements of Art Series 
PRODUCER: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $4.95; 26 frames; copyright 1947; 
producer recommends for teaching art in grades 
four through nine. 
CHIEF 'rOPICS: What shapes are; different kinds of shapes; 
how shapes can be changed and combined. 
The first frame of this filmstrip shows a square 
and explains in the caption that the line which torms the 
perimeter has taken a walk and returned to its starting 
point, thus forming a shape. The following frame shows that 
a line can make all kinds of shapes and. is followed by 
frames in which a swan is pictured as a graceful shape, 
a pig as a fat shape, a bat as a scarey shape, a snake as 
a wiggly shape, and other similar illustrations. Other 
frames show that when several similiar and one unlike obJect 
are grouped together, the unlike object becomes the more 
important. 
The last fourteen frames picture different ways 
in which the shapes of squares and circles ms.y be changed, 
and how a square and a circle can be combined to form a 
variety of different shapes. 
393 
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SHAPES 
From Elements of Art Series 
5 Evalua tors 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
4.8% 19.0% 19.0% 19.0% 19.0% 14.3% 4.8% 
TR 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
___ 21 
College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited?
1 33.3% 11~1% 55.6% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M!l.th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is e:tecellent for introducing ne'q material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience --
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for r eview 
Has no mat..~ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent pho t ography -----
Makes use of everyday situations ----
Does not have too many i deas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subj acts --
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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g-cu-19 
MORE SHAPES 
From Elements of Art Series 
PRODUCER: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
FI LMSTRI P : Color; $4.95; 21 frames; copyrigh t 1947; 
producer recommends for teaching art in grades 
four through nine. 
CHIEF TOPICS: How to create depth and interest with 
ordinary shapes. 
The first frame shows a square, the next frame has 
the same square with another behind it, and the third 
frame has four squares arranged one behind the other. 
This illustrates how to create depth. 
Several following frames show squares arranged one 
behind the other in a V shape, in the shape of a wavy line, 
in the shape of a joggy line, and in a circle. To further 
illustrate the interest provoking arrangements possible 
with simple squares same sized and different sized squares 
are tipped relative to each other. 
The next few frames show irregular shapes arranged 
one behind the other, first as out lines, then as dark 
and light shapes, then with patterns and different textures, 
and finally a combination of all the diffe:eent ways. 
The final frames show how a cow, barn, hill, tree, 
and fence can be treated in much the same way as the 
squares and simple shapes. 
?;) { 
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MORE SHAPES 
From Elements of Art Series 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do:'ou think this filmstrip would be suited? 
TR 
15.4~ 15.4% 23.1% 30.8% 15.4% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth --,.-- 13 College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
11.1% 22.2% 66.7% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9.th Algebra 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
erial Is excellent for introducing new mat 
Is excellent for augmenting explanat 
Is excellent for a common experience 
ions 
--
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation----
Is excellent for review ------
Has no mathematical inaccuracies --
e; -Employe methods conducive to learnin 
Employs excellent photography---
Makes use of everyday situations --
Does not have too many ideas per fra 
Will hold the interest of the studen 
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Encourages pupils in other subjects 
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Presents material efficiently---
Supplements rather than replaces tea 
Should be purchased by evaluators so hool ~ 
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SOLID SHAPES 
From Elements of Arts Series 
PRODUCER: Curriculum Films, Inc., 10 East 40th Street, 
New York 16, New York. 
FILMSTRIP: Color; $4.95; 21 frames; copyright 1947; 
producer recommends for teaching art in grades 
four through nine. 
CHIEF TOPICS: ~king shapes appear solid; use of shading; 
feelings shapes may convey. 
A boy stands in front of a square; it looks flat. 
He moves to the side where he sees the front and a side, 
finally he gets above and to the right where he sees the 
top, a side, and the front. The square now appears to be 
a. solid. The strip shows that tying a string around a 
ball changes its appearance from flat to solid. 
A frame shows several shapes which appear flat. The 
following frame shows sides of these shapes, and thus they 
appear to be sol!d. These same solids are made to appear 
even more solid by using light and dark shades. A solid is 
shown with a l i ght behind it to illustrate which part should 
be darker. The sudden change from light red to dark red of 
a square object is contrasted with the gradual change on a 
sphere. 
Several frames illustrate the feelings shapes convey. 
Examples are: the square block suggests strength like 
buildings or strong people; the pyramid shape has great 
dignity--you see this form in mountain peaks; round shapes, 
like fruit or bubbles, may give a feeling of happiness. 
The final frames emphasize, with a picture of a 
barn, that solid shapes are e.verywhere around us and can be 
made into simple shapes. 
., 
..... 
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SOLI D SHAPES 
From Elements of Art Series 
21 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do~ou think this filmstrip would be suited? 
13 . 2% 18 . 2% 19 .8% 16;.5% 13. 2% 9. 9% 5 .0% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
TR 
3. 3% ___ 60 
Twelfth College 
For what course or cours~ do 
30 , 2% 9 , 3 a 
you th1nk4 this filmstrip:'ould be suited? 16~3~ 2.3~ ~2~7~-~9~%--
_ ..... 9 ...... .....c.3%~-"-a 4 3 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Ma.th4 17% Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ----------------
Has no mat..'tematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary--------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION IN GEOMETRY 
Light on Ma therna tics, Kit II, Film 1 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand Blvd., 
Detroit 11, Michigan. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white, $4.00 each, $81.00 for series 
of twenty-four; 56 frames; copyright 1943; 
teacher's manual available; producer recommends 
for refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPICS: The arithmetic of measurement; addition and 
subtraction of lines; relationships between 
lines; addition and subtraction of angles; 
relationships of angles and lines; addition 
of areas and volumes. 
The first seven frames illustrate several uses of 
geometry and arithmetic. One illustration shows two boys 
laying out a baseball diamond, and another shows measurements 
necessary to order a linoleum. 
The next nine frames show addi tion and subtraction 
of lines by us~ng a ruler with inches as a unit. The fiJ.m.!. 
strip emphasizes that a line is the same lengtfi regardless 
of the unit used to measure it. Several measuring instru-
ments are illustrated. 
Matches are used to make angles, lines, parallelo-
grams, and parallel lines illustrating relationships between 
lines. Two right angles are placed s i de by side to form a 
straight angle. Every straight line has two right angles 
or any number of other angles. From these two statements 
the filmstrip proves that vertical angles are equal, that 
when parallel lines are cut by a transversal the alternate 
exterior and interior angles are equal. A second transversal 
is drawn intersecting one of the parallel lines at the same 
point as the first transversal. Using this figure, the 
relationships of vertical angles, alternate exterior and 
interior angles, and ingenuity it is proved that the sum of 
the angles of a triangle equal 180 degrees. 
Several hints for proving theorems are given and used 
to prove that the sum of the angles of a four sided figure is 
four right angles; that the sum of opposite angles of an 
inscribed quadrilateral is two right angles; and that a chord 
399 
is bisected by a radius perpendicular to it. Other theorems 
are sugge s ted. 
The final frames show brlefly that areas and volumes 
can be added and subtracted. 
400 
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ADDITION AND SUBTHACTION I N GEOMETRY 
Light on Mathematics, Kit II, Film 1 
7 Evaluator s 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
5.0% 15.0% 35.0% 35 .0% 
Primary Grammar seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth. Eleventh 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
15.4% 15.4% 7.7% 53.8% 
Arithmeti c Consumer Math Shop Ma. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent f or augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience--
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent f or motivation 
Is excellent for review - -------
Has no · mat.."lematical inaccuracies- --
Employs methods conducive to learning -
Employs excellent photo15raphy -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary-- ----
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently--- ---
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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g-ja-2 
MULTIPLICATI ON AND DIVISION IN GEOMETRY 
Light on Math~matics, Kit . II, Film 2 
. . 
PRODUCER: ~ram Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand Blvd., 
Detroit 11, Michigan! 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $81.00 for series 
of twenty-four; 54 frame?; copyright l943; 
teacher's manual available; producer recommends 
for refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Multiplication of areas; division; ratio and 
proportions; powers and roots. 
The filmstrip uses a pencil to represent a straight 
line six . inches long. The next frame shows that by adding 
pencils you can build a rectangle measuring 6 inches . by 
4 inches. Using the formula, Area = Base ~~x Altitude, the 
filmstrip determines the area to be 24 square inches. The 
strip points out that nothing can be done to the figure, 
except adding or subtracting pencils, that will change the 
length and height of the figure. To illustrate this fact, 
the filmstrip moves the pencils on a slant to form a paral-
lelogram and points out that the area remains unchanged. 
In this fashion, the filmstrip develops . the point that any 
area that can be made by moving a line parallel to itself 
is equal to the base times the altitude. The filmstrip 
develops the concepts of volume in the same fashion. 
The filmstrip uses similar triangles to develop the 
concept and use of ratio and proportion. A basic definition 
and illustration of pi is given. This leads po the develop-
ment of formulae involving circles (A= I1 p~ etc.) which, 
in turn, leads to the concept and understanding of powers. 
I 1• '/ 
i J. 
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MULTIPLICATION AND: DIVISION IN GEOMETRY 
Light on bathematic s, Kit I I , Film 2 
8 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
9.1% 9 . 1% 31.8% 31.8% 18.2% 22 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think% this f'ilms1{r1J2.1V'Uld be suitedJt 
7.1% 7.J% ----D.!" . 14 . ,:)~ 57 .1~ 14 
Ar ithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math d! Algebra Geometry 
. 7.1~ 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent f'or motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.."'lematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary ------
Presents material in logical sequence -
Presents materi al efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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ANGULAR MEASUREMENT 
Light on Mathematics, Kit II, Film 3 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand Blvd., 
Detroit 11, Michigan. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white, $4.00 each, $81.00 for series . 
of twenty-four; 76 frames; copyright 1943; teacher• a 
manual available; producer recommends for refresher 
and -review. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Systems of measurements; the degree system; 
the radian system; the mil system; and the 
trigonometric system. 
The first few frames briefly explain and illustrate 
the a bove four systems of -angular measurement. The follow-
ing frames explain in detail each system, and give illustra-
tions of the uses, advantages and disadvantages of each 
system. 
The explanations are accomplished with the use of 
geometric figures. The illustrations show spheres, air-
planes, artillery, and common objects. The advantages are 
given in the captions. 
Several frames are devoted to the mathematics of chang-
ing radians to degrees and degrees to radians. 
The explanation of the trigonometric system emphasizes 
proper lettering of triangles. The angles of each quadrant 
are explained and several frames explain how to change second, 
third, and fourth quadrant angles to acute angles. 
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ANGULAR MEASUREI~NT. 
Light on Mathematics, Kit I I , Film 3 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
' . . . 5.9% 11~8% 23.5% 35 , 3% 
TR 
23~5% 17 
Primar;r Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or cour;rs do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
7.lo 7 . 1% 14 , 3% . 35 .7% 28 . 6% 14 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra. Geometry 
7 . 1% . 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is exceLlent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills -----
Is excellent for motivation-----------
Is excellent for review ----------
Has no mat.'lematical inaccuracies-------
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography---------
Makes uae or everyday situations---
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
:&:noourases pupils in mathematics-------
Encourages pup1la in other subJects----
Employs sui table vocabulary -------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents- material efficiently------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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CONSTRUCTIONS 
Light on ~athematics, Kit II, Film 4 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand Blvd., 
Detroit 11, Michigan. 
FILMSTHIP: Black and white, $4.00 each, $81.00 for series 
of twenty-four; 62 frames; copyright 1943; 
teacher's manual available; producer recommends 
for refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPICS: What are constructions; construction for repro-
duction; creative construction; developing 
additional methods. 
A short review of measurement begins this strip. 
Constructions are defined as using only a straight-edge and 
compass to make geometric figures. 
The following constructions are described in detail: 
Reproduction 
Constructing a line equal to another 
Constructing an angle equal to another 
Constructing a circle or an arc equal to another when 
the radius is known, 
Creative 
Adding and subtracting lines 
Adding and subtracting angles 
Multiplying and dividing lines 
Multiplying arcs of equal radii 
Dividing angles by two or multiples of two 
Constructing a perpendicular to a line from a point. 
The following methods are suggested for making some 
particular constructions; construct a right angle oy draw-
ing an angle with its vertex on the circumference of a circle 
and its arms passing through the ends of a diameter, or con-
struct a right angle by drawing a three, four, five triangle; 
construct a sixty degree angle by drawing a regular hexagon. 
The illustrations used in this strip are nearly all 
geometric figures with captions explaining the constructions. 
The final frames show draftsmen at work and explain that 
many of the recent inventions depended upon accurate con-
structions. 
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CONSTRUCTIONS 
Light on Mathematics, Kit II, Film 4 
6 Evaluat ors 
For what gr ade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
13.3% 4o.o% 4o.o% 
TR 
6.7% _ _ _ 15 
Primary 'Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelf th College 
For what course or courseJ} do you think JPis f i lms t r i p woul d be sui t ed? 
16. 7;o 25 .0&_ 50 .o% _______ 12 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIF: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent f or augmenting explanations 
Is excellent f or a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills-~-
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent f or review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently---------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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SCALES AND MODELS 
Light on Mathematics, Kit II, Film 5 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand Blvd., 
Detroit 11, Michigan. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white, $4.00 each, $81.00 for series 
of twenty-four; 83 frames; copyright 1943; tea-
cher's manual available ; producer recommends for 
refresher and review• 
CHIEF TOPICS: Basic ratios and proportions; scale ratios; 
scale drawings and blue prints; scale in maps 
and charts; scale maps by aerial photography; 
scale models; danger points; summary. 
The first picture is a composite picture showing a 
sailor using a sextant, surveyor using a transit, and a 
draftsman using drawing instruments. It is explained that 
geometric ratios are involved in all these things and; many 
others. 
Several uses of scale drawings are illustrated, such 
as maps , blue prints, drawings. The strip verbally and 
pictorially shows the meaning of scales. Similar triangles 
are used to illustrate the use of proportions to determine 
the height of a telephone pole. The methods of showing scales 
on maps, drawings and blue prints are fully explained and 
illustra ted. 
The scale drawing of a three demensional machine part 
is explained. This explanation concerns both the drawing and 
reading of such scales. The architect or engineers scale, 
the use of graph paper for scale drawings, and the use of 
dividers to read or draw maps are illustrated with actual 
photographs of men at work. Several frames are devoted to 
exp~aining map reading. Contour lines receive special 
attention. 
A photograph of a small boy standing in front of a 
large man shows very little difference in their size until 
the boy stands beside the man. This illustration introduces 
aerial photography. The strip explains verbally and pictori-
ally that a camera pointed straight down from an airplane 
produces a photograph nearly to scale over the entire photo-
graph because of the relative great height of the plane. T.he 
I , 
!) ) ? 
strip goes on to show that if the camera is not pointed 
straight down the aerial photo does not ~ve one uniform 
scale. 
The final frames summarize the information of the 
entire strip. 
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SCALES AND MODELS 
Light on ~~thematics, Kit II, Film 5 
6 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
J 3.8% 15.4% 23.1% 23.1% 23.1% 11.5% 26 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be 
4.3?& 8.7% 26.1% 4.3% 
Arithmetic Consumer Me. th Shop M9. th · Algebra 
21.7% 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augment ing explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience --
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review --------
Has no mathematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography- ---
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subj ects --
Employ s sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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VECTORS 
Light on Mathematics,Kit II, Film 6 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization, Inc., 2821 East Grand Blvd., 
Detroit 11, Michigan. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $81.00 for series of 
twenty-four; 55 frames; copyright 1943; teacher's 
manual available; producer recommends for 
refresher and review. 
CHIEF TOPICS: What are vectors; vector uses; three or more 
forces; vector addition; computation by trig-
onometry. 
The filmstrip makes great use of the parallelogram 
because its properties make it extremely handy to diagram 
and measure forces or motions. A vector is the name given 
to directed motion represented by ' a line. Resultant and 
point of application of the forces are defined and illus-
trated. Several navigational problems which involve solv-
ing for the resultant are worked out in the filmstrip. 
Illustrative examples of solving for the resultant, 
with both three and four vectors, are worked out in this 
filmstrip. The filmstrip touches -lightly on trigonometry. 
It introduces the law of sines for accurate work with vectors. 
li 
4tl 
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VECTORS 
Light on l4athematics, Kit II, Film 6 
5 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
6.7% 26,7% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math , Algebra 
so.orb 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.~ematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects----
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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TRIGONOMETRY 
,Light on Mathematics, Kit IT, Film 7 
PRODUCER: Jam Handy Organization Inc., 2821 East Grand Blvd., 
Detroit 11, Michigan. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $4.00 each, $81.00 for series . 
of twenty-four; 45 frames; copyright 1943; 
teacher's manual available; producer recommends 
for refresher and .review. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Right triangles; ~eneral triangles; general 
relationships. 
The first few frames emphasize the fact that the trig-
onometric functions are numbers that may be added, subtracted, 
multiplied , or divided. A right triangle ill ustrates the func-
t i ons and captions explain that the formula stating a function 
is a proportion and may be solved when any two parts are known. 
A picture shows a surveyor using this fact to determine the 
height of a tree. A sa~lor is pictured reading a sextant. 
Scalene triangles are used to develop the law of sines, 
and the law of cosines. A right triangle is used to show that 
the sine of an acute angle of a right tri angle equals the 
cosine of the other acute angle. The same figure shows that 
the tangent of an angle equals the sine divided by the cosine 
of the angle. The strip proves the trigonometric identities 
involving; the square of the sine plus the square of the 
cosine; the square of the tangent plus one; the sine, cosine, 
and tangent of the sum of two angles; the sine, cosine, and 
tangent of two times an6angle; the sine, cosine, and tangent 
of one angle minus another; and the sine, cosine, and tangent 
of one half an angle. 
The final frame says, 11 Trigonometry is addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, and divi~ion of lines and angles, 
whether known, variable, or unknown." 
. 7 
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TRIGONOMETRY 
Dight on Mathematics, Kit II, Film 7 
5 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suite~ 
36 .4to 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
45.5% 
Twelfth 
TR 
18.2% 11 
College 
100% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs suitable vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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g-so-1 
INTRODUCTION TO P~ANE GEOMETRY 
From Plane Geometry Series 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual . Education~ 100 East Ohio 
Street, Chicago 11, lllinois~ 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.0_0; 46 frames • . 
CHIEF TOPICS: Definition 9f geometry; uses of geometry; 
elements of plane geometry defined and 
illustrated. 
The f~rst two frames give a definition of geometry 
and show several geometric figures, which, it states, are 
formed from lines, angles and surfaces. _ The filmstrip tells 
of and illustrates the uses of geometry by architects -in 
building houses, in bridge construction, in surveying, in 
navigation, in aircraft construction, in engine construction, 
in drafting, and in the construction of beautiful memorials. 
The filmstrip shows a plane surface, describes it 
and states that plane geometry is the study _of figures on 
a plane surface. The body of the filmstrip names, defines 
and explains the elements of plane geometry. These elements 
are the point, straight line, line segment, curved line, 
broken lines, and angles. 
The last ten frames contain review questions with 
appropriate illustrations on material covered in the film-
strip. 
41.5 
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INTRODUCTION TO PLP.NE GEOMETRY 
From Plane Geometry Series 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
TR 
6.3% 18~8% 37.5% 37.5% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth --,--.-- 16 College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
12 . 5% 12.5% 75.0% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent · for review 
Has no mathematical inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently----~ 
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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g-so-2 
BASIC ANGLES AND EXPERIIviENTAL GEOMETRY 
From Plane Geometry Series 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual . Education~ 100 East Ohio 
Street, Chicago 11, Illinois. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.00; 56 frames • . 
CHIEF TOPICS: Measure 9f angles; use of angles; classifi-
cation of angles; meaning of experimental 
geometry. 
A circle is shown with 360 radii; a thirty degree 
angle is shown divided into thirty equal parts. The explana-
tion says angles are measured by degrees, from the initial 
side tq the terminal side. The strip stresses the fact that 
if two angles contain forty five degrees they are equal 
angles. 
Angles are classified according to size and position. 
The strip defines the follQwing angles and illustrates them 
as indicated: 
Classified for size ; 
Right angle - doorway 
Acute angle - architectural designs 
Straight angle - two bladed propeller 
Obtuse angle - three bladed propeller 
Reflex angle - stair banister 
Classified for position 
Adjacent angles - crossroads 
Vertical angles - four bladed propeller. 
A frame shows a triangle, T square, protractor, compass, 
ruler, and a carpenter's square as instruments used for measur-
ing angles. Several pictures show craftsmen measuring angles 
with these instruments. A carpenter is using his square and 
some engineers are using a protractor to measure the pitch of 
an airplane's propeller. A frame explains that measuring 
angles and other geomet r ic figures is called experimental 
geometry. 
The final fra mes have a quiz on the material covered 
by the filmstrip. 
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BASIC ANGLES AND EXPERI~mNTAL GEOiffi rf.RY 
From Plane Geometry Series 
4 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
30. 0% 30 .0% 30 ~ 0% 10.0% 10 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think ~is filmstrip would be suited~ 11~1% 22. 2% 22 . 2e 44.4~ 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience - -
Is excellent for developing skills-- -
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no ma t.l-J.ema tical inaccuracies - - --
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography -----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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BASIC TRIANGLES 
From Plane Geometry Series 
. . 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual Education, 100 East Ohio 
Street, Chicago 11, lllinois. 
FILiviSTRIP: Black and vvhi te; $3.00; 4? frames. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Definition, uses, and classification of 
triangles. 
A triangle is defined as the simplest closed flgure 
of straight lines, having three sides and three angles; . 
Several frames show pictures illustrating the uses of triangles 
by nature and man in bridges, trees, indian tepees, sails, 
broadcasting towers, drawbridges, carpenter's stag ing, steel 
frames, and mountain peaks. 
Triangles are classified by angles and sides. Each 
classification is illustrated by a picture as shown below. 
Classification by angles: 
Acute triangle - high tension power line towers. 
Obtuse triangle - bridge. 
Right triangle - bridge. 
Equiangular tr:iailg~e . - bridge. 
Classification by sides: 
Equilateral triangles - airport runway. 
Isosceles triangle - architecture. 
Scalene triangle - bridge. 
The hypotenuse and legs of a right triangle are 
defined. The final frames have a quiz on the material 
covered by the filmstrip. 
4:19 
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BASIC TRIANGLES 
From Plane Geomet ry Series 
4 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this film~rip would e suited? 
8~3% 33.3~ 25.0o 25.0% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited~ 
28.6% 14.3% 57 . 1~ 
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8.3% 12 
- - --Twelfth College 
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Arithmetic Consumer lola th Shop M!l. th Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no ma~~ematical inaccuracies 
Employs methods conducive to learning -
Employs excellent photography ---- ---
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics ----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents ma t erial in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently-- - - -
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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g-so-4 
INTRODUCTION TO DEMONSTRATIVE GEOMETRY 
From Plan_e Geometry Series 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual Education, 100 East Ohio Street, 
Chicago 11, Illinois~ 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white, $3.00; 48 frames. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Axioms; postulates; theorems; assumptions; 
uses of axioms and postulates; how to prove 
a theorem. 
Geometry is defined as the _process of showing conclu-
sions to be true by reasoning. All reasoning must make use 
of basic assumptions w~thout proof. A picture of an eskimo 
is used to illustrate that if we live in the far north we 
assume it will be cold. 
Postulates are defined as assumptions referring to 
geometric relations. The following three postulates are 
illustrated and stated in words: 
Postulate 1. One and only one straight line can be 
drawn between two points. 
Postula te 2. Two straight lines intersect at one point. 
Postulate 3. A straight line can be extended to any 
length. 
Scissors are used to illustrate postulate twq and the center 
line of a road illustrates postule.te three. 
Axioms are defined as assumptions referring to rela-
tions in general. Six axioms are given each one followed by 
an illustration. The axiom, if equals are added to equals, the 
results are equal, is illustrated by two men pulling in 
opposite directions on a rope with another man approaching 
each side. 
The hypothesis of a theorem is defined as the if part, 
the conclusion is the then part. ·Two right angles areshown 
in many different positions with the explanation that all 
right angles are equal regardless of their position. Compli-
mentary and supplementary angles are defined. City streets 
are used to illustrate them. 
The steps used in proving a theorem are given and 
i : I £..! ;· . 
illustrated by proving that vertical angles are equal. ~ 
A quiz ends this filmstrip. 
=====ll===========it= 
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INTRODUCTION TO DEMONSTRATI VE GEO~~TRY 
Fr om Plane Geometry Ser i es 
4 Eval ua tors 
For what grade or grades do you think this films rip would be suited? 
3o.o ~ 30.o% 30.0% 1o.o% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth . Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited1 
33 . 3% 66.7~ 
TR 
10 
----College 
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Arithmetic Consumer Ms. th Bhop Me. th Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience--
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no ma~~ematical inaccuracies 
Employe methods conducive to learning-
Employe excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday ei tua tiona ----
·noes not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary ------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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g-so-5 
QUADRILA'l'ER,ALS 
From Plane Geometry Series 
. . 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual Education, 100 East Ohio 
Street, Chicago 11, Illinois. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.00; 55 frames. 
CHIEF TOPICS: What a quadrilateral . is; how quadrilaterals 
are used; the polygons which belong to the 
quadrilateral family. 
The first frame defines th~ polygon family as includ-
ing all closed figures constructed with stra~ght lines. It 
is pointed out that next to the triangle, the quadrilateral 
is the simplest member of the polygon family. The next frame 
defines a quadrilateral as a polygon with four sides and 
four . angles. The next four frames show quadrilaterals in 
a planetarium pool, a park, slabs of marble, and a garden 
walk. 
It is next pointed out that the quadrilateral family 
is made up of several members. Members of the quadrilateral 
family discussed in the remainder of the filmstrip are taken 
up in the following order:. the parallelogram, the rhombus, 
the square, the rectangle, the trapezoid, and the t sosceles 
trapezoid. After each member has been defined and pictured, 
one or more frames are devoted to showing uses of this mem-
ber in everyday situations. 
The final frames present eight review questions 
covering the material presented in the filmstrip. 
I~ .,, 
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QUADRI LATERALS 
From Plane Geometry Series 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
TR 
18 22.2% 22.2% 33.3% 22.2% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth ----College 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
25.0% 25.0% 8~3% 41.7% 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M!l.th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for :Lntroducine; new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience --
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent f or motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat."lematicE~l inaccuracies----
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the inte•rest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects--
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently -----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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g-so-6 
PARALLEL LINES AND TRANSVERSALS 
From Plane Geometry Series 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual Education, 100 East Ohio Street, 
Chicago 11, Illinois! 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.00; 45 frames. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Definition of parallel lines; where . parallel 
lines are used; the angles formed by two 
parallel lines cut by a transversal. 
This filmstrip begins with . a definition of parallel 
lines. It gives the analogy between parallel lines and the 
straight tracks of a railroad line. The fundamental theorem 
that lines parallel to the same line a re parallel to each 
other is stated and illustrated. The filmstrip shows pic-
torial illustrations of the presence of p2.rallel lines in 
plowing, venetian blinds, bridge cables, the yard lines of 
a football field, columns of type, and smoke-stacks. Another 
theorem stated and illustrated is, if a line is perpendi-
cular to one of two parallel lines, it is perpendicula r to 
the other. 
A definition of a transversal is given. The film-
strip discusses the various sets of equal angles formed by 
parallels cut by a transversal and illustrates these by 
showing city streets with similar intersections. 
The pairs of angles that are discussed are the alter-
nate interior angles, corresponding angles, and alternate 
exterior angles. 
The last ten frames contain review questions with 
appropriate illustrations on rna terial di,scussed in the film-
strip. 
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PARALLEL LINES AND ~~NSVERSALS 
From Plane Geometry Series: 
6 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip woul d be suited? 
6.7% 18 .8% 31. 37& 37.5% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
TR 
6.7% ___ 16 
Twelfth College 
For what cours e or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 30.o% 1o.o% 6o.o% _____ 10 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review ----------------
Has no mat..'lematical inaccuracies--- --
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography-----------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics--- --
Encourages pupils in other subjects ----
Eclploys sui table vocabulary----------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents ma t eri al efficiently ----------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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g-so-7 
LOCI 
From Plane Geometry Series 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual Education, 100 East Ohio street, 
Chicago 11, Illinois~ 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.00; 49 fram~s. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Illustrations of loci; definition of locusi 
examples of locus. 
The filmstrip introduces the idea of locus by showing 
several examples of lines which have a definite pattern. 
These are: the edge of round plates, the line in the center 
of a highway, guard rails on a bridge, and points on the 
path of an airplane propeller. 
The filmstrip states that all points and only those 
points which follow a given condition or set of conditions 
are called a locus of points. A circle is the locus of points 
at a given distance from a given point. The locus of points 
within an angle and equidistant from the sides of the angle 
is the bisector of the angle. The two loci concerning. parallel 
lines are given and illustrated. The filmstrip shows and 
defines the perpendicular bisector of a line segment. 
The parabola is defined and several examples of 
objects projected into the air are given as illustrations. 
The eliptical locus is defined and explained. The 
filmstrip gives examples in astronomy where an elliptical 
path is in evidence. 
· The last nine frames contain review questions with 
appropriate illustrations on material covered in the filmstrip. 
g- so- 7 
LOCI 
From Pl ane Geomet r y Se r i e s 
6 Evaluators 
TR 
For what grade or grades do you think this film~rip would e suitedOt 
6 . 7% 18.8,o 31.3 o 37.5~ 6 . 7% 16 
----Primary Grammar Sevent h Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
For what course or courses do you think ~is filmstrip would be su
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18 .2% 27. 3&_ '-1" b~ 
Arithmetic Consumer M.a. th Shop Ma. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced M.a. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experi ence ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for r eview -----------
Has no ma~~ematical inaccuracies--------
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona -----
Does not have too many ideas per frame --
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics-----
Encourages pupils in other subjects----
Employs suitable vocabulary-------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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g-so-8 
AREAS 
From Plane Geometry Series 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual - Education~ 100 East Ohio 
Street, Chicago ~1, Illinois. 
FILMSTRIP: Black apd white, $3.00; 49 frames. _ 
CHIEF TOPICS: Meaning of area; uses of area; how to find 
areas of simple geometric figures. 
The first few f~ames show the E~ptians surveying 
their land (c. 2700 B.C.) and explains that the yearly floods 
made this a yearly task. 
Area is defined as the space on a plane surface with-
in the limits of a given boundary. Pictures illustrate the 
necessity of area measurement when painting a house, when 
constructing an airplane wing, when a farmer 1.'lorks his field, 
and when building a house. 
This strip goes into great detail to explain a square 
inch, a square foot, a square yard and the number of square 
inches and square feet in a square foot and a square yard. 
It uses geometric diagrams divided into square units. 
The theory and method of finding th~ areas of rectan-
gles, parallelograms, triangles, and polygons is demonstrated 
with the use of geometric figures. People are pictured 
measuring areas of football fields and floors. 
A quiz on the material covered ends this strip. 
; """" '·~ 
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AREAS~ 
From Plane Geometry Series 
4 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do:'ou think this filmstrip would be suited? 
7.1% 14. 3~ 14 . 3% 21;4% 21 .4% 14. 3% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh 
For what course or courses do you think this filmetrip~would be suitedZt 
27.3% 18.2% 9.1% 9 .1~ 36.4e 
Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop M9. th Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introduci ng new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills ---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent f or review 
Has no mat.."'lematical inaccuracies----
Employe methode conducive to learning-
Employe excellent photc:>graphy -----
Makes use of everyday ei tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the etudente-
Enoouragee pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employe sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical ~ equence-· -
Presents material efficiently------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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g-so-9 
SIMILAR POLYGONS 
From Plane Geometry Series 
. . 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual Education, 100 East Ohio 
Street, Chicago 11, ~llinois. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.00; 43 frames. 
CHIEF TOPICS: What . similar polygons are; where similar poly-
gons are used; how to recognize similar poly-
gons. 
The filmstrip int~oduces the meaning of similar by 
showing that maps drawn to different scales have the same 
shape but different sizes. By choosing several points on 
two maps of the same area drawn to different scales, it is 
shown that the distance between the same cities on the two 
maps is proportional {have the same ratio) and- that the 
corre$ponding angles of the quadrilaterals formed by drawing 
straight lines joining the same cities on the two maps are 
equal. It is then stated that all plane figures which have 
their corresponding sides proportional and their correspond-
ing angles equal are similar. Various frames are used to 
show the use of similar polygons for the following: drafts-
men's drawings; architectural floor plans; bridge design; 
oil derricks; photography; surveying; and in the functioning 
of the human eye. 
It is pointed out that similar triangles are the 
most useful of the similar polygons. The following four 
theorems for proving two triangles similar are introduced: 
(1) two triangles are similar if the corresponcring sides are 
proportional; (2) two triangles are similar if an angle of 
one equals an angle of another and the sides including those 
angles are proportional_; (3) two triangles are similar if the 
corresponding angles are equal; and (4) two right triangles 
are equal if an acute angle of one equals the corresponding 
acute angle of another. 
The final frames present eight review questions of 
the material presented in the filmstrip. 
'"'? "! 
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SIMILAR POLYGONS 
From Plane Geometry Series 
8 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suite~ 
5.o% 25 . 0% 4o . o% 30.0~ 
• 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
TR 
----- 20 
College 
For what course or courses do you think ~is filmstrip would be sulted? at 
23 . 1% 15 .4~ 61~ 5~ ____ 13 
Arithmetic Consumer Me. th Shop Ma. th Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Me. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
L 
Is excellent for introducing new material ··.< ,· "<';,!>-Pi<· ~k.~·":·. ·;;,~ _;t:-:.· . ~~ 
-· ' 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no ma~~ematical inaccuracies 
Employe methods conducive to learning-
Employe excellent photosraphy -----
Makes use of everyday ei tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects ----
Employe sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material ef ficiently---------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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g-so-10 
INTRODUCTION TO CIRCLES 
e From Plane Geometry Series 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual . Education~ 100 East Ohio 
Street, Chicago 11, ~llinois. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.00; 48 frames. 
CHIEF TOPICS: What a circle _is; where objects representing 
circles are used; the lines which are related 
to the circle. 
After first pointing out that geometric figures 
are formed by both straight and curved lines the circle is 
defined as a closed curve in a plane, all points of which 
are equally distant from a point within called the center. 
The importance of the circle in the development of our civi-
lization is emphasized and the following uses of the circle 
are mentioned: wheels of vehicles; spinning wheels in 
pioneer America; wheels in modern factories; circles on 
instrument panels; and designs for churches and public 
buildings. The filmstrip also pointed out the presence of 
the circle in nature in many places, giving three specific 
illustrations as follows: water lilies; sponges; and cross 
sections of tree trunks. 
Lines which have a direct relationship to the circle 
which are described and illustrated in the filmstrip are: 
diameter; radius; semicircle; arc; minor arc; major arc; 
and secant. 
As in other filmstrips of this series there are 
review questions of the material which has been presented. 
This filmstrip concludes with eight such questions. 
g-so- 10 
I NTRODUCTI ON TQ CI RCLES 
From Plane Geometry Series. 
7 Eval uators 
For what grade or grades do~ou think this filmstrip would be suited? 
. 4 . 5e 22.7% 22 . 7% 31 .8% 18 . 2% 
TR 
22 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth College 
-~~-
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? ~ 
23.1% 23 .1% 7.7% 46 .2~ ____ 13 
Arithmetic Consumer Ms. th Shop Math Algebra Geometry 
Advanced Ma. th 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills -----
Is excellent for motivation-----~ 
Is excellent for review --------------
Has no ma~~ematical inaccuracies---~~ 
Employs methods conducive to learning-
Employs excellent photography----------
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona -------
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students--
Encourages pupils in mathematics-------
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------------
Presents material in logical sequence---
Presents material efficiently---------
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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g-so-11 
COMMON TANGENTS AND TANGENT CIRCLES 
From Plane Geometry Series 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual Education, 100 East Ohio 
Street, Chicago 11, lllinois. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.00; 43 frames. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Definition and uses of common tangents; 
definition of tangent circles; common 
internal and external tangents. 
A tangent is defined as a line which touches at 
only one point, that point is the point of tangency. A 
geometric diagram illustrates a tangent to a circle. 
Different kinds of tangent lines, as determined 
by their relative positions, are classified. The center 
line of two circles is illustrated, defined, and used to 
classify the tangents. The following classifications are 
illustrated as indicated: 
Commoh external tangents: 
Common internal tangents: 
the wheels of a loco-
motive and the rails, 
calculating machines, 
astronomical diagrams, 
belt in a machine shop. 
Internally tangent circles are illustrated by a 
geometrical ~epresentation and defined as circles tangent 
to the same line on the same side. Interlocking gears 
demonstrate a practical use. Externally tangent circles 
are similarly illustrated and defined as circles tangent 
to the same line but on opposite sides. 
Geometric figures demonstrate, and captions sum up, 
that two circles have from zero to four common tangents. 
The final frames quiz the students on the material covered 
by the filmstrip. 
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CQl.illviON TANGENTS AND TANGENT CIRCLES 
From Plane Ge ometry Series 
4 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
9 . 1% 18.2% 27.3% 27 . 3% 18.2% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
16 , 6% 16.6% 66 , 7% 
TR 
___ 11 
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Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Math Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no math.ematical inaccuracies----
Employe methode conducive to learning-
Employe excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday ei tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently-----
Supplements rather than replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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CONGRUENT AND OVERLAPPING TRIANGLES 
From Plane Geometry Series 
PRODUCER: Society for Visual Education, 100 East Ohio 
Street, Chicago 11, lllinois. 
FILMSTRIP: Black and white; $3.00; 46 frames. 
CHIEF TOPICS: Definition and uses of congruent triangl~s; 
conditions necessary for one triangle to be 
congruent to another; definition and uses of 
overlapping triangles. 
Congruent triangles are defined as two triangles 
having the same size and shape. A geometric figure shows 
coinciding triangles and explains that they must be congruent. 
Three pictures, two of bridges and one o~ a mountain's 
reflection in a lake, illustrate uses of congruent triangles. 
A geometric diagram is used to illustrate the corres-
ponding parts of congruent triangles. The side, angle, side; 
angle, side, angle; side, side, side; and right angle, 
hypotenuse, another side theorems of congruency are illus-
trated with geometric figures. Each geometric figure is 
followed by pictures of natural or man-made structures show-
ing uses of the theorems under discussion. 
Overlapping congruent triangles are pictured and are 
moved apart so that their corresponding parts can be easily 
seen. One set of overlapping triangles has identical sides, 
a.nd another set has identical angles. A derrick is pictured 
showing the use of these triangles for construction. 
The terms, vertex, median, altitude, and midpoint are 
defined and illustrated. A geometric diagram shows how the 
sides of some triangles must be extended to construct an 
altitude. 
The final frames are a quiz on the material covered 
by the filmstrip. 
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CONGRUENT AND OVERLAPPING TRIANGLES 
From Plane Geometry Series 
4 Evaluators 
For what grade or grades do you think~is filmsJrip wouldjpe suited? 
10 .01o 30 .o~ 30 ,Ofb 20 ~o% 10~0% 
Primary Grammar Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth 
For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
28,6% 14.3% 57.1% 
TR 
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Arithmetic Consumer Math Shop Ma. th Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math 
THIS FILMSTRIP: 
Is excellent for introducing new material 
Is excellent for augmenting explanations 
Is excellent for a common experience ----
Is excellent for developing skills---
Is excellent for motivation 
Is excellent for review 
Has no mat.."lematical inaccuracies----
Exnploys methods conducive to learning-
Exnploys excellent photography-----
Makes use of everyday si tua tiona ----
Does not have too many ideas per frame -
Will hold the interest of the students-
Encourages pupils in mathematics----
Encourages pupils in other subjects------
Employs sui table vocabulary ------
Presents material in logical sequence-
Presents material efficiently------
Supplements rather t han replaces teacher 
Should be purchased by evaluators school 
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CHAP'rER VI 
SUl\!ll1iARY OF THE RESULTS 
SurnmaEL_Chart for the 184 Mathematics Filmstri~ 
We found it convenient and space-saving in preparing 
t he master char t ,Nhich follows to code and tabulate the first 
fifteen items of the revised evaluati on she e t used in this 
study . The numoers used 8.s column headings in this master 
sheet ~re i dentical to those of t he corresp onding items on 
evalua tion sheet number t wo in the a p p endix. 
In the subheading under code numoer S indica tes the 
sub ject , Co indicates the company, a n d No indicates the series 
num ber for each filmstrip. The code of the fi l mstrip co mpa-
nies may be found in the introduction to Chapter V, 'l'HE FI L~Ii-
STRI~S . Th e c ode used for subjects is a s foll ows: 
a Algebra. 
c Consumer, General, a nd Shop Mathematics 
g Geometry 
r Ari thmeti c 
For the column listed under numoer 1 P ind ica tes pri-
mary grades, I ind icates intermediat e g rades, C ind icates col-
lege level, a nd 7 through 12 indi c a te the corresponding g rades 
of junior a nd senior h i gh school. 
The let t ers in the subheading under quest i on 2 , 
which concerns the course or courses for which the filmstrip A -
is most a pprepriate, h r-:: ve the following meanings: R, a rith-
C S A 
metic; M, consumer mathematics; M, shop mathemat ics; L , 
A 
a l gebra; G, geometry; T, trigonometry; a nd M, advanced 
ma thema ·c i cs. 
For questions 3a through 3f and quest ion 6 the four 
l e tt ers EGFP stand for exce l l ent, good , fair, a nd poor r esp ec-
tive ly. 
The l e tt er s M, F, a nd N used as the suoheading in 
question 4 mea.n many, few , a nd no ma thematical inaccuracies . 
For the column headed 5 the subheadings C, P, and N 
mean comp letely, part i ally , and no t at all. 
Q,uestions '7 through 15 are a l l a nswe red with yes or 
no responses, Y and N be ing u sed t o indicate yes a nd no r espec 
ti vely . 
The f i gures a nd letters in the columns of the chart 
are coded values of the responses to the che c k list items, 
ore sented in the fo rm of pArce ntages . 
The coded value s are : 
T 95 .0,% to 100 .0% 
9 85 .0/ to 94 .9% 
8 '7 5 . o ::.b to tj4.9% 
'7 65.0/S to '7 4.9 ~0 
6 5S.0:1S to 64.9% 
5 45 . O,'i~ to 54. 9 )b 
4 35. 0 % to 4•3: . 9;~ 
3 25 . 0 ~~ to 34.9% 
2 1 5 . 0,% to 24. 95& 
1 5. o;; to 14. 9;:; 
z 0 .1 ~1; to 4.9_% 
0 o.o% 
e 
10 10 
Code No 1 2 3a 3b 3c 3d 3e 3f 4 5 6 7 8 9 a b 11 12 13 14 15 
111 ACSA A 
S-Co-No PI789012C RMfv'IT..GTM EGFP EGFP EGFP EGFP EGFP EGFP N.iFN CPN EGFP YN YN YN YN YN YN YN YN YN YN 
r~en-1 TOOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 4240 2620 4240 0820 2620 6220 028 OTO 4420 82 64 82 64 OT 46 TO 82 82 46 
r-en-2 TOOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 2620 0820 4240 4460 4222 4240 028 OTO 4420 TO 46 82 64 OT 64 TO 82 TO 46 
r-en-3 TOOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 2260 0640 4240 0460 2440 2440 028 OTO 4420 TO 46 82 82 OT 46 TO 82 64 46 
r-en-4 TOOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 0046 0046 0442 0046 0226 0244 028 028 4420 64 46 OT 46 OT 64 TO 82 82 OT 
r-en-5 TOOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 0082 0262 0442 OOTQ. 0082 0280 028 064 4402 64 46 64 46 OT 46 TO TO TO OT 
r-en-6 TOOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 0083 0083 0550 0083 0550 0380 OOT OTO 5500 TO 38 TO 55 OT 38 TO TO TO OT 
r-en-7 TOOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 0353 0083 0803 OOTO 0380 0830 OOT OTO 5500 TO 38 TO 38 OT 55 TO TO TO OT 
r-en-8 TOOOOOOOO TOOOOOo 0055 0055 0550 0083 0505 0550 OOT' OTO 5500 TO 55 TO 55 OT 55 TO TO TO OT 
r-en~9 TOOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 0083 0083 0550 OOTO 0533 0550 OOT OTO 5500 TO 38 TO 83 OT 55 TO TO TO OT 
r-en-10 TOOOOOOOO TOOOOOO OOTO 0083 3350 0353 0353 0550 :·OOT ~OTO 550() 'TO 38 TO 83 OT 55 TO TO TO OT 
r-en-11 TOOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 2332 0460 2420 0442 2062 046o OOT 272 3330 73 28 73 82 OT TO TO TO TO 37 
r-en-12 820000000 TZOOOOO 1342 1432 1333 1522 Z235 2333 028 262 Z244 37 37 37 46 28 82 TZ Tz 82 28 
r-en-13 72ZOOOOOO TOOOOOO 1531 1621 1521 1531 1243 243Z 037 271 Z433 73 19 73 64 .28 91 TZ 91 91 55 
r-en-14 910000000 TOOOOOO 1413 1541 3530 1630 2332 2621 OZT 37Z Z711 28 19 64 55 28 TZ 82 82 82 37 
r-en-15 TOOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 0640 0820 2800 2530 2260 2530 OOT 370 3700 TO . OT . TO ·.TO OT TO TO TO TO 73 
r-en-16 TOOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 0280 0460 2440 2252 2260 2530 OOT 280 3520 TO OT TO 82 OT TO TO TO TO 37 
r-eg-1 TZOOOOOOO TZOOOOO 2522 2521 3511 1422 2422 3431 136 55Z 3430 91 28 TZ 83 82 91 91 82 TO 46 
r-eg-2 TOOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 2521 4520 631Z 2422 6221 451Z Z19 64Z 5510 TO 19 TO 82 82 73 TZ 82 91 55 
r-eg-3 TOOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 3431 4510 55Z1 3322 5321 5500 118 370 532Z 91 37 TO 91 82 82 91 91 91 55 
r-eg-4 TOOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 1433 1423 2341 1342 2333 2432 128 271 2521 82 28 82 55 55 82 82 91 TZ 28 
r-eg-5 . T.e)OOOOOOO TZOOOOO 2521 253Z 451Z 2422 2512 2521 Z37 46Z 4510 91 19 TZ 82 73 91 91 91 TZ 55 
r-eg-6 TOOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 1126 1144 1323 0145 1243 1333 73Z Z73 3421 91 64 91 82 73 91 55 TZ 91 19 
r-eg-7 TZOOOOOOO TOOOOOO Z433 1441 2431 Z334 1332 1441 343 263 3421 91 38 91 82 64 82 73 TZ 91 19 
r-eg-8 TZOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 1522 163Z 342Z 1432 2521 2521 Z45 27Z 352Z TZ 28 TZ 82 73 91 91 TZ 91 28 
r-eg-9 TOOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 1522 1531 2521 Z433 2531 1531 154 281 4511 TZ 19 TO 82 73 92 82 91 TZ 37 
r-po-1 TOOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 3610 4600 7300 3610 4600 6310 OOT 460 4410 TO OT 73 TO 46 TO TO 64 TO 73 
r-po-2 730000000 TOOOOOO 0154 046Z 1522 ZZ45 0433 153Z Z46 Z9Z Z360 73 19 73 55 28 73 73 TO TZ 28 
r-po-3 910000000 TOOOOOO 5320 5500 7220 2702 3520 2230 037 370 3330 TO OT TO TO 64 82 TO 82 TO 82 
r - po-4 910000000 TOOOOOO 0333 3070 3033 0333 0307 2233 037 073 0235 64 19 64 55 28 TO TO TO 82 19 
r-po-5 820000000 TOOOOOO 1522 271Z 171Z Zo31 153Z 5500 019 361 1243 91 28 91 91 28 91 TZ 82 91 82 
r-po-6 820000000 TOOOOOO 0820 2720 2700 0550 2350 3520 028 OTO 0370 TO OT TO 82 OT TO TO 73 82 73 
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Code No 1 2 3a 3b 3c 3d Je 3f 4 5 6 7 8 9 a b 11 12 13 l4 15 
111 ACSA A 
8-Co-No PI789012C RMMLGTM EGFP EGFP EGFP EGFP EGFP EGFP MFN CPN EGFP YN YN YN YN YN YN YN YN YN YN 
r-po-7 830000000 TOOOOOO 4410 5500 7220 5500 7300 5320 019 640 4330 TO et.r TO 91 82 91 TO 73 91 82 
r-po-8 730000000 TOOOOOO 5500 7300 7300 5320 5320 7300 028 550 3520 TO et.r TO 82 73 TO TO 73 82 TO 
r-cu-1 361000000 TOOOOOO 6310 6400 6400 3530 4510 5410 019 820 4340 TO OT TO TO 28 TO TO 64 TO 73 
r-cu-2 371000000 TOOOOOO 6310 6400 TOOO 3610 3800 6400 OOT 460 6400 TO OT TO 91 oT TO TO 19 91 91 
r-cu-3 181000000 TOOOOOO 0550 1450 3610 0541 1351 3440 046 190 4331 91 38 83 64 OT TO 83 55 TO 64 
r-cu-4 053110000 TOOOOOO 5500 6400 6400 1810 3610 6400 091 550 5410 TO OT TO TO OT TO 91 46 TO 91 
r-cu-5 063100000 TOOOOOO 6400 8300 8300 4600 4600 8300 038 640 4331 TO OT TO TO OT TO TO 46 TO 91 
r-cu-6 053200000 TOOOOOO 1630 3610 4600 0640 1900 6400 109 361 3610 TO OT TO 83 OT TO TO 55 91 83 
r-cu-7 054100000 TOOOOOO 3530 3800 6400 3610 4600 6400 046 550 4430 TO OT TO TO OT TO TO 38 TO 83 
r-cu-8 053100000 TOOOOOO 8300 8300 9100 1900 5500 9100 OOT 830 5500 TO OT TO TO OT TO TO 38 TO 83 
r-cu-9 053100000 TOOOOOO 5500 6400 8300 3610 6400 8300 OOT 640 4600 TO 19 TO TO OT TO TO 38 TO 91 
r-ph-1 171100000 TOOOOOO 7300 7300 TOOO OTOO 2800 2800 OOT 550 5500 TO OT TO TO OT TO TO 64 TO 82 
r-ph-2 OTOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 7300 5500 2800 2702 72;20 8200 OOT 820 7300 TO OT TO 82 oT TO TO 73 82 82 
r-ph-3 054100000 9010000 3430 4600 7300 0640 4330 3610 019 460 3610 73 OT TO 82 28 TO TO 82 TO TO 
r-ph-4 OTOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 5320 5320 3700 3700 3700 8200 OOT 820 7300 82 OT TO 82 OT 82 TO 82 82 82 
r-ph-5 171100000 TOOOOOO 2800 8200 TOOO 2800 4420 4600 OOT 730 3700 TO OT TO TO OT TO TO 73 TO 82 
r-ph-6 063100000 9010000 1440 4410 6040 0640 3340 3700 117 460 3430 82 OT TO 82 OT TO TO 91 TO 82 
r-ph-7 045200000 TOOOOOO 1431 4330 4410 1360 3160 3700 019 370 4600 73 19 91 82 OT 37 TO 91 TO 91 
r-ph-8 054100000 9010000 1450 9100 4510 1540 3350 3800 064 460 3600 83 OT TO 82 oT 83 TO 82 TO 73 
r-ph-9 054200000 9010000 1531 3530 5330 1531 1611 4510 037 460 3610 83 OT TO 91 OT TO 91 TO TO 64 
r-ph-10 054100000 9010000 1513 3530 3530 1531 3440 3410 019 460 3610 83 19 TO 91 OT TO 91 91 TO 73 
r-ph-11 063100000 8200000 0280 2620 4420 0280 2260 OTOO OTO 280 OTOO TO 28 82 82 OT TO TO 82 TO 64 
r-ja-1 370000000 8110000 8200 9100 TOOO 6400 9100 8200 OOT 910 8200 TO OT TO 91 46 91 TO 46 TO 91 
r-ja-2 190000000 8110000 TOOO 6400 9100 6400 6400 6400 OOT 830 6400 TO 38 91 91 37 TO TO 83 TO 82 
r-ja-3 OTOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 8200 8200 TOOO 2800 TOOO 5500 OOT 820 7300 TO 28 TO 82 28 TO TO 28 TO TO 
r-ja-4 OTOOOOOOO_'TOOOOOO 6400 6400 9100 3700 9100 4600 OOT 910 9100 TO OT TO 82 28 82 TO 37 91 TO 
r-ja-5 OTOOOOOOO TOOOOOO 9100 TOOO TOOO 8200 TOOO 7110 OOT 820 7220 TO OT TO 82 28 TO TO 28 TO TO 
r-ja-6 OZ1122lll 22221ZZ 0441 0343 1360 0073 1611 0144 OOT 171 1701 TO OT 64 73 TO TO 91 TO OT OT 
r-ja-7 002222210 2212111 2252 2332 7300 0272 9100 0352 019 190 6400 91 OT TO TO TO TO TO OT TO TO 
r-ja-8 122211ZZZ 621100Z Z333 1531 1342 Z253 Z353 3331 082 181 352Z 28 55 46 37 19 73 91 9Z 82 28 
r-ja-9 OZ1122121 2222001 0316 1450 2430 0353 0380 1630 073 271 4320 91 37 73 TO 38 82 TO 91 91 28 
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Code No 1 2 3a 3b 3c 3d 3e 3f 4 5 6 7 8 9 a b 11 12 13 14 15 
111 ACSA A 
S-Co-No PI789012C ~ALGTM EGFP EGFP EGFP EGFP EGFP EGFP rJFN CPN EGFP YN YN YN YN YN YN YN YN YN YN 
r-ja-10 OZ1332110 243100Z 0352 1630 2521 0442 0631 3700 046 280 4510 82 19 91 91 19 TO TO TO TO 37 
r-ja-11 OOZZ2222Z 2322002 OOOT 0055 0316 0037 0037 0046 144 046 4600 73 64119 37 OT 91 82 91 91 OT 
r-ja-12 Oll23211Z 3321001 0145 0353 0604 0155 0515 0550 055 091 3520 73 28 64 55 OT 82 82 TO TO 28 
r-ja-13 000212222 2222002 2242 2800 2620 2080 0640 2620 OOT OTO 4420 OT 64 46 82 OT TO TO 82 TO 46 
r-ja-14 001242100 2224000 0280 0820 0460 0442 0262 0802 OOT OTO 0820 82 OT 46 82 OT TO TO TO TO 28 
r-cu-10 143210000 5320000 441Z 541Z 3710 1432 4510 3321 019 640 540Z TZ ZT Tz 91 64 TO 91 82 TZ 91 
r-cu-11 2432ZZZZO 622ZZOO 2620 3620 2620 1531 2431 4420 Z73 280 3520 91 28 TZ 91 46 TZ TZ 91 91 82 
r-cu-12 044300000 8200000 0424 1532 4421 0353 2423 3421 128 182 2241 TO 28 73 82 37 91 64 91 28 28 
r-cu-13 15221ZOOO 7210000 0235 Zl45 Z243 0135 Z334 Z225 820 Z63 1422 91 37 55 46 28 64 37 TZ 82 19 
r-cu-14 034300000 8200000 0245 0254 2252 0073 0253 0361 ~52 091 0542 TO 46 55 64 19. TO 55 TO 91 OT 
r-cu-15 024400000 9100000 2530 6400 7300 3430 3520 7300 .019 460 7300 82 OTTO TO 46 TO TO TO TO TO 
r-cu-16 043200000 8200000 0253 0352 1540 0343 1523 1343 136 082 0523 91 37 73 55 37 91 73 91 91 28 
r-cu-17 02332ZZZO 5311000 1621 37ZO 3610 162Z 361Z 3330 019 370 3510 TO 19 TZ Tz 56 TZ 91 64 91 73 
r-cu-18 Z2331ZZOO 631ZOOZ 1522 162Z 271Z 1611 253Z 352Z 064 280 361Z TO 19 9l 82 55 TO 82 91 TZ 73 
r-eg-10 Z62100000 9ZZOOOO 1405 144Z 2440 0128 1522 2620 019 271 5410 Tl 19 91 46 19 73 82 73 91 37 
r-eg-11 172ZOOOOO 8110000 1324 3430 3511 2341 3521 4321 028:.-361 · 3530;:'91 37 91 64 46 91 73 73 91 64 
r-eg-12 Z63110000 9010000 1324 3431 3421 1342 2522 433Z Z36 27Z 2421 TZ 28 TZ 82 46 TZ 73 82 91 55 
r-eg-13 .0432ZZZOO 8120000 0137 Z262 0352 0244 Z325 1531 28Z 073 1432 91 55 55 46 ZT 91 55 91 82 19 
r-eg-14 062110000 9010000 1125 3323 2313 1324 1315 3331 145 263 1512 82 38 82 64 28 91 73 82 91 46 
r-eg-15 053110000 8Zl0000 3125 3331 2242 1225 2332 3412 055 172 4321 TZ 73 73 64 28 82 64 82 82 65 
r-eg-16 Z44110000 8110000 2332 3331 243Z 1424 2522 2412 028 37Z 1324 TZ ZT 91 64 37 TO 82 73 91 56 
r-eg-17 035210000 91ZOOOO 1135 3421 252Z 1441 1521 4420 028 361 2522 TO 19 91 73 46 TO 83 73 91 56 
r-eg-18 034210000 8110000 2233 2431 2341 2351 1342 342Z Z28 262 2341 91 46 82 64 38 TO 82 91 TZ 37 
r-po-10 012321ZOO 4510100 6310 7300 6400 3700 6130 6310 018 640 9100 91 OT TO 91 TO TO TO 19 TO TO 
r-po-11 012222ZZO 3400201 OTOO 3700 6400 1630 4600 6400 019 460 3700 91 OT TO To 91 TO TO 19 91 91 
r-po-12 022221ZZO 4400101 4410 1900 3700 3610 3700 64GO 019 640 1900 91 37 TO TO TO TO TO 37 91 TO 
r-po-13 022321000 5500000 0730 OTOO 3700 1360 3610 1630 019 370 1900 TO 19 TO TO TO TO TO 37 91 TO 
c-el-l 001122221 3230011 6400 6400 5330 0424 6220 2422 OOT 370 2800 46 OT TO 82 TO TO TO 37 82 46 
c-c1-2 · 000022230 0440003 2035 0055 0333 0028 0272 0272 055 OTO 0370 64 OT 55 37 55 82 73 82 TO OT 
c-ja-1 000001233 0100036 26o2 2440 2440 2242 :2422 6400 OOT 280 4600 TO OT TO TO 64 TO TO 46 TO 64 
c-ja-2 ._\ml.02242 0111106 4420 4600 4600 2620 2620 4600 OOT 460 2620 TO OT TO 82 TO TO TO 46 TO 82 
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Code No 1 2 3a 3b 3c 3d 3e 3f 4 5 6 7 8 9 a b 11 12 13 ±4 15 
111 ACSA A 
8-Co~No PI789012C RM1~GTM EGFP EGFP EGFP EGFP EGFP EGFP MFN CPN EGFP YN YN YN YN YN YN YN YN YN YN 
c-ja-3 000022331 0260003 4410 3700 3700 1630 3610 4600 OOT 190 4600 TO OT TO 91 TO TO TO 46 TO 91 
c-ja-4 OOOZ12330 1140400 7300 7300 8200 3700 5500 8200 OOT TOO 5500 TO, OT To TO TO TO TO 55 TO TO 
c-j a-5 000023330 0380000 2800 5500 3700 3700 3520 5320 OOT 550 3700 TO OT To TO TO TO TO Or TO 82 
c-ja-6 000223210 0370000 2800 3700 2800 2720 2800 5320 OOT 550 7220 TO OT TO T·o TO TO TO 73 TO 73 
c-ja-7 000111233 0160003 4042 2440 4060 4060 4042 4600 OOT 460 4600 TIO OT TO 82 83 TO TO 46 TO 82 
c-ho-1 001132310 1900000 2530 2720 3700 0622 7300 2440 028 OTO 2530 TO OT 82 83 82 TO TO 73 TO 46 
c-ho-2_ OZZ122110 0190000 2522 1630 3700 1170 2720 2522 019 OTO 3700 TO OT 91 73 64 TO TO 64 TO 55 
c-ho-3 001143110 1900000 2080 0820 3520 0272 2800 2702 037 082 0550 TO OT 73 55 55 TO TO 55 TO 46 
c-ho-4 000055000 OTOOOOO 2422 244.0 4240 2422 2422 2440 OOT OTO 0280 TO OT TO 82 TO TO TO 46 TO 46 
c-ho-5 001123210 3610000 0820 OTOO OTOO 0280 4420 0820 OOT 460 2800 TO OT TO 82 TO TO TO 46 TO 82 
c-ph-1 053300000 8110000 0280 0370 0370 0082 0280 0550 028 OTb 2800 82 OT 55 82 46 TO To TO 82 28 
c-ph-2 043310000 7210000 0550 0730 0730 OOTO 0280 0820 055 280 2720 TO OT 82 TO 46 TO TO 55 32 46 
c-ph-3 G23310000 6211000 0550 OTOO 0820 0730 0730 3700 028 370 2800 TO OT TO TO 55 TO TO 73 TO 82 
c-ph-4 004411000 4310100 0550 OTOO 3700 OTOO 2530 2800 027 730 2800 55 OT TO TO OT TO TO 82 TO 82 
c-ph-5 003421000 4311100 0550 0730 0730 -0280 0370 0820 028 OTO 2530 OT OT 82 TO 28 TO to TO 82 37 
c-ph-6 001123210 1231400 0802 3700 3700 2720 2720 7300 028 820 2800 37 OT TO TO 37 TO TO 73 82 82 
c-ph-7 003421000 4211200 3700 3700 0550 0820 0820 5500 028 730 2720 82 OT TO TO 64 TO TO 28 TO TO 
c-ph-8 001244000 2231200 2800 6400 4600 4600 4600 4600 OOT 280 2800 TO OT TO TO TO TO TO 46 TO TO 
c-po-1 OZ111122l 2211103 2720 6400 5320 3330 5320 6400 019 190 1630 TO 19 TO TO TO TO TO 46 TO TO 
c-so-1 OZZ111223 123Zl11 1351 252Z 153Z 0135 1252 1441 028 Z82 1541 73 28 64 55 55 TZ 64 64 TZ 37 
c-sc-2 OOZZZ1233 lZ11332 153Z 261Z 2531 0145 Z45Z 1531 028 181 1540 64 47 64 55 73 TO 82. 55 82 46 
c-so-3 OZ0001135 Z111124 1630 1711 Z63Z 0145 Z532 1360 037 Z91 1730 46 28 82 73 55 TO 82 55 91 46 
c-so-4 OZZZZ1233 13111Z3 2620 262Z 162Z Z163 1531 154Z 028 28Z 1630 82 28 91 82 82 TO TO 46 46 73 
c-so-5 OOOZ11134 121ZZ14 253Z 172Z 153Z Z244 _Z45Z 154Z 028 190 Z54Z 73 19 92 73 82 TO TZ 55 91 46 
c-un-1 000012232 Z26Z002 OlZ8 Z414 1343 1423 Z325 550Z 019 181 2440 46 OT 64 46 73 TO 91 64 82 46 
c-un-2 000011332 0150004 0208 2260 2260 2260 2.~42 4600 OOT 460 4600 TO OT TO TO 82 TO TO 46 TO 82 
c-un-3 000000127 0000127 0272 2720 2530 2270 2252 3520 OOT 550 3520 46 OT TO TO 38 TO TO 55 TO 55 
c-un-4 000001343 0250003 OOOT 0460 0244 0028 0226 0622 OOT OTO 0622 46 28 64 82 55 TO TO 82 TO OT 
e-vi-l 011222111 3221111 7300 9100 TOOO 2800 7300 7220 OOT 730 6400 73 19 TO 73 91 TO TO OT 82 TO 
c-vi-2 002222210 1311400 3700 6301 7110 1431 6310 1611 OOT 370 3610 73 OT TO 91 73 TO TO 37 91 91 
c-yo-1 011212lll 32111Z1 4510 8200 7300 2431 3710 6111 118 550 4420 91 OT TO TO 91 TO TO 28 83 82 
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Code No 1 2 3a 3b 3c 3d 3e 3f 4 5 6 7 8 9 a b 11 12 13 J.4 15 
111 ACSA A 
S-Co-No P 789012C Ri'I;N[,GTM EGFP EGFP EGFP EGFP EGFP EGFP MFN CPN EGFP YN YN YN YN YN YN YN YN YN YN 
c-yo-2 02221111Z 333ZlZ1 5510 5410 5410 2341 2SOO 4411 191 550 2440 91 OTTO 91 91 TO T0 ·46 91 83 
c-yo-3 02222lllZ 32211Z1 5410 7210 S110 1432 5320 6311 280 550 4420 91 19 91 TO 91 TO TO 38 TO 82 
c-yo-4 02222111Z 3321ZZ1 46oO 5510 5320 2431 3610 5311 028 550 3620 S3 19 91 83 TO. 91 TO 37 TO 64 
c-yo-5 02222111Z 43ZlZZ1 5500 6400 3700 1171 3610 6320 019 640 4510 64 OT TO 91 TO TO TO 19 91 91 
c-yo-6 111211111 4112ZZ1 262Z 3420 1621 0145 253Z 343Z 019 2SO 3520 73 19 TZ 82 55 TZ 91 64 91 73 
a-ja-1 001342100 2215000 8200 6400 6220 6400 6400 S020 OOT 640 6400 TO OT TO TO OT TO TO 64 TO TO 
a-ja-2 OZ1232110 22131Z1 3421 4510 4420 Z622 2421 351Z 146 37Z 1710 TZ 19 91 73 55 TO TZ 73 73 73 
a-ja-3 000122321 Z223120 1..4.31 6310 4410 3610 3340 6400 OOT 370 4600 46 46 TO TO OT TO TO 64 TO TO 
a-ja-4 . 000153100 1117100 3213 4311 4320 1332 3132 6310 019 342 3420 73 64 64 64 OT TO 82 91 82 64 
a-ja-5 000133231 1116002 2134 3250 3321 2233 3232 5230 028 361 3520 91 73 55 64 37 91 73 82 TO 46 
a-ja-6 000012322 0112221 0073 0262 0640 OOS2 02SO 0442 OOT 280 2620 TO OT 55 S2 55 TO TO TO 82 37 
a-ja-7 000233110 1223101 2620 OTOO OTOO 0460 OS20 2800 OOT OTO 2800 82 OT TO TO 82 TO TO 64 TO TO 
II 
I• 
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li 
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II 
I' 
a-ja-8 000001243 0003224 0280 0820 0730 OOTO 0370 5320 OOT 370 2720 TO OT 28 TO 38 TO TO 73 TO TO 
a-ja-9 000000245 0000316 0253 2800 i720 0370 2350 S200 OOT 550 3700 28 OT TO TO 2S TO TO 55 TO 82 
a-so~1 001441000 2225000 4410 1710 4311 0441 3610 3430 OOT 460 6400 73 OT 91 TO 55 TO TO 73 TO 91 
a-so-2 01341ZZZO 3321ZOO 5410 6400 6310 2611 6220 8200 019 640 5500 TO OT 91 TO 91 TO TO 19 TO 91 
a-so-3 000343000 2324000 2800 5320 5320 2530 3330 5320 OOT 730 5500 TO OT TO TO 55 TO TO 73 TO 82 
a-so-4 003421100 3224000 2620 4420 5320 2341 2440 5401 028 460 1720 TO 19 82 64 37 91 TO 64 TO 73 
a-so-5 0003.44000 1424000 2440 2800 2620 0820 2602 2260 OOT 460 2800 82 OT S2 TO OT TO TO TO TO 46 
a-so-6 0013 ·2100 1215001 3700 4600 3700 0730 0711 7300 OOT 460 4600 91 19 TO 73 28 TO TO 73 TO TO 
a-so-7 000252000 2117000 1314 1332 3314 1315 1332 2331 038 342 ~720 64 OT TO 37 OT TO TO 91 91 37 
g-cu-1 000124410 0110800 TOOO TOOO TOOO 3520 7300 7220 OOT 730 TOOO TO OT TO TO 73 TO TO 37 TO TO 
g-cu-2 001224100 2120510 4600 2710 2430 3420 3240 4320 028 370 3511 TO OT TO 91 37 TO TO 73 TO 73 
g-cu-3 000036100 1020700 2710 6220 3330 3160 2260 4600 02S 380 3601 TO 28 91 91 37 ro TO 83 91 73 
g-cu-4 000226100 2000800 6130 3420 3440 2260 2161 3610 064 460 4410 TO OT TO TO 37 TO TO 46 TO TO 
g-cu-5 000225100 1011620 1711 2710 3420 2611 1630 4410 028 460 5330 82 55 TO 73 OT TO 82 83 TO TO 
g-cu-6 000235100 1110610 3321 3420 2620 2430 2161 4600 226 370 4140 91 64 TO 73 OT TO 64 91 91 TO II 
g-cu-7 001324100 2110610 6112 4212 .4501 2322 2611 6202 11S 271 4320 TO 37 82 73 OTTO TO 55 91 73 
g-cu-8 001225100 2110610 3321 3420 3610 2421 1621 3321 217 243 3420 TO 37 TO .S2 OT TO 91 91 TO 73 ' 
1 
g-cu-9 001114300 0110800 5410 9100 9100 5330 8300 6400 DOT 640 9100 TO OT TO TO 19 TO TO 46 TO 91 I 
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: · Code No 1 2 Ja 3b ;3c 3d Je 3f 4 <5 6 7 8 9 a b 11 12 13 14 15 1 
I lll ACSA A 
i S-Co-No PI789012C R~WLGTM EGFP EGFP EGFP EGFP EGFP EGFP MFN CPN EGfP YN YN YN YN YN YN YN YN YN YN 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·I 
II 
g-cu-10 000114310 0110800 5500 8300 6400 4510 5500 8300 OOT 550 8300 TO OT TO TO OT TO TO 55 TO TO 
g~cu-11 000124300 0220600 TOOO TOOO TOOO 5500 8200 TOOO OOT 820 8200 TO OT TO TO 82 TO TO OT TO TO 
g-cu-12 000113320 0111601 4420 6400 8200 5050 8300 3800 OOT TOO 8020 TO OT TO TO TO TO TO OT TO TO 
g-cu-13 000014410 0111700 2720 3520 7300 4222 4420 2530 037 550 8200 TO 28 TO To 64 TO TO 46 82 TO 
g-cu-14 000013420 0113511 2530 2800 3520 4240 3250 2530 028 460 8020 TO OT TO 82 64 TO TO 83 TO 82 
g-cu-15 000124410 0211401 8200 TOOO TOOO 3330 2700 7300 OOT 730 8200 ~0 .OT TO TO 73 TO TO 82 TO TO 
g- cu-16 000124320 0110800 4510 6310 8300 0640 4600 4430 OOT 550 8300 TO OT TO 91 64 TO TO 55 To 91 
g-cu-17 13211ZZZZ 2ZZ0610 6311 6311 5212 4213 6311 3332 019 461 6410 37 OT 91 64 91 91 TO 64 92 64 
g-cu-18 Z22221ZOO 3100600 2440 2620 2620 2242· 2620 2440 OOT 280 8200 83 OTTO TO TO TO TO 28 TO 64 
g-cu~19 002223200 1200700 0272 0280 OTOO 0064 2800 0064 OOT 352 8200 82 OT TO 55 TO TO TO 28 TO 37 
g-cu-20 1222111ZO 312Z31Z 2521 Z54Z 4411 0334 2233 1333 037 271 55ZO 91 OT 91 74 64 TZ 91 55 91 65 
g-j a-1 000124411 0221510 1630 3700 3700 0642 1440 3700 OOT 370 3700 73 OT TO TO 46 TO TO 91 TO 91 
g-j a-2 000113320 1111601 1810 4600 4600 1630 1630 9100 OOT 460 3610 64 OT TO TO 19 TO TO 64 TO TO 
g-j a-3 000112420 0111431 0820 5050 3700 0820 2800 1700 028 OTO 3520 55 28 TO TO 46 82 TO TO TO 82 
g-j a-4 000014410 0230510 2800 5500 3700 2800 2800 8200 OOT 370 3700 73 OT TO TO 28 TO TO TO TO 82 
g-ja-5 OOOZ22221 Z13Z312 2530 3700 8200 2720 7300 7300 082 550 3700 TO 37 TO TO TO TO TO OT TO 82 
g-j a-6 000001333 0000055 6400 4600 4600 4240 2620 4600 OOT 640 2800 TO OT TO TO 82 TO TO 46 TO TO 
g-ja-7 000000452 OOOOOTO 0064 0640 2260 0280 0262 6400 OOT OTO 2620 64 46 82 TO 28 TO TO TO TO 46 
g-so-1 000124400 0110800 OTOO OTOO 5500 OTOO 3700 2720 OOT 730 3700 TO OT TO TO 73 TO TO 73 TO TO 
g-so-2 0000~3310 1220400 TOOO TOOO TOOO 4400 8300 TOOO OOT 380 8300 TO OT TO TO 55 TO TO 38 TO TO 
g-so-3 000133310 0310600 TOOO TOOO TOOO 5500 8300 TOOO OOT 550 5500 TO OT TO To 55 TO TO 37 TO TO 
g-so-4 000033310 0300700 8300 TOOO 8300 3800 3800 TOOO OOT 380 TOOO TO OT TO TO OT TO TO 55 TO TO 
g-so-5 000223200 3310400 8200 8200 7300 3700 7300 TOOO OOT 820 3700 TO OT TO TO 73 TO TO 37 TO TO 
g-so-6 000123410 0310600 0820 OTOO 3330 0730 0550 2530 OOT 280 3520 82 OT TO TO 46 TO TO 82 TO 73 
g-so-7 000123410 0230500 2720 3520 3700 2720 2720 5500 OOT 730 2800 TO OT TO TO 82 TO TO OT TO TO 
g-so-8 011122110 3211400 8300 TOOO 8300 3800 3800 TOOO OOT 550 8300 83 OT TO TO OT TO TO TO TO TO 
g-so-9 000134300 0220600 1810 1900 4600 0830 1630 5500 OOT 380 3800 TO OT TO 91 55 TO TO 83 91 83 
g-so-10 001223200 2210500 4600 7110 4410 2530 1710 6310 028 640 3700 TO OT TO TO 64 TO TO 46 TO 91 
g-so-11 000123320 0220700 5500 8300 TOOO 3800 OTOO TOOO 0; 8 380 8300 TO OT TO TO 38 TO TO 55 TO TO 
g-so-12 000133210 0310600 5330 8300 8300 OTOO 3800 8300 OOT 550 8300 TO OT TO TO 55 TO TO 38 TO TO 
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SELECTED FIU~STRIPS ACCORDING TO OUTSTANDING 
CHARACTERISTICS 
The following filmstrips have been selected from the 
"Summary Chart for the One Hundred-Ei ghty-Four Mathematics 
Filmstrips". Each characteristic corresponds wi th the simi ... 
larly numbered item on "Check List Number Two"• 
3a. l'ffiAT IS THE VALUE OF THE FILMSTRIP 'llO INTRODUCE NEW 
l¥lATERIAL? 
A. Arithmetic Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored six or 
better under Exce llent: 
r-cu-1 
r-cu-2 
r-cu ... 5 
r-ja-1 
r-ja ... 3 
r ... ja ... 4 
r-ja-5 
r-ph-1 
r-ph-2 
r-po ... lO 
What is a Fraction 
Writing Fractions 
Adding Fractions 
FrBctional Parts of a Wh ole and Groups 
1/2, 1/3, 1/4 
Fractional Parts of Groups 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 
Fr&ctional Parts of a Whole and Groups 
1/5, 1/6, 1/8 
Non-unit Fra ctions of a Whole and Groups 
Comparing Fractions 
Units and Fracti ona l Parts 
Multip le Fractions, Numerator and Denom-
inator 
Maps and Their Meanings 
B. Consumer, Shop, and General Mathematics Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored four or 
better under Excellent: 
c-el-l 
c-ja- 2 
c-ja-3 
c-ja ... 4 
Length 
Force and Velocity as Vectors 
Layout Tools and Measuring Instruments 
Layout Work, _Part I 
i .c 
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c- ja-7 
e-vi-l 
c-yo-1 
c-yo-2 
c-yo-3 
c-yo-4 
C-yo-5 
Measurements and Measuring, Part II 
Timekeepers Thru the Ages 
History of Weight and Volume Measures 
History of Linear Measures 
History of Area Measures 
History of Telling Time 
. History of Our Calendar 
c. Algebra Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored three 
or be tter under Excellent : 
a-ja-1 
a-ja-2 
a-ja-4 
a-so-l 
a- so-2 
a- so- 3 
Positive and Negative Numbers 
Ratio and Proportion 
The Arithmetic of Algebra 
I ntroduction to Algebra 
Graphs 
Introduction to Signed Numbers 
D. Geometry Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips whi ch scored six or 
better under Excellent: 
g-cu-1 
g-cu-4 
g-,cu-7 
g-cu-:-11 
g-cu-15 
g-ja-6 
g-so-2 
g-so-3 
g-so-4 
g- so-5 
g-so-8 
Introduction to Plane Geometry 
Lines, Relationship-Direction, Perpen-
dicular Line 
Circles I 
Locus 
I nduction, Analysis, Indirect Reasoning 
Ve ctors 
Basic Angles and Experimental Geometry 
Basic Tric-mgles 
Introduction to Demonstra tive Geometry 
Quadrilaterals 
Areas 
3b. WHAT IS THE VALUE OF THE FILMSTRIP TO AUGMENT EXPLA-
NATI ONS? 
A. Arithmetic Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored seven 
or better under Excellent: 
r-cu-5 Addlng Fractions 
' . l( { 
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r-cu-8 
r-ja-1 
r-ja-3 
r-ja-5 
r-ph-1 
r-ph-5 
r-ph-8 
r-po-8 
r-po-10 
Using Mixed Numbers 
Fractional Parts of a Whole and Groups 
1/2 ' 1/3' 1/4 
Fractional Parts of a Whole and Groups 
1/ 5 ' 1/6 ' 1/8 
Comparing Fractions 
Units ·and Fractional Parts 
Improper Fractions, Mixed Numbers 
Changing Fractions to a Common Denomi-
nator 
How to Tell Time, Part II, The Minutes 
Maps and Men 
B. Consumer, Shop, and General Ma thematics Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored five or 
better under Excellent: 
c-el-l 
c-ja-4 
c-ja-5 
c-ph-8 
c-po-1 
e-vi-l 
c-vi-2 
c-yo-1 
c-yo-2 
c-yo-3 
c-yo-4 
Length 
Layout Work, Part I 
Layout Work, Part II 
Special Measurement, Board Feet (Lumber 
Measure) , Right Triangle 
I nternational Date Line 
Timekeepers Thru the Ages 
Optical Illusions 
History of Weight and Volume Measures 
History of Linear Measures 
History of Area Measures 
History ' of Telling Time 
C. Algebra Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored five or 
better under Excellent: 
a-ja-1 
a-ja-3 
a-so-2 
a-so-3 
Positive and Negative Numbers 
Exponents and Logarithms 
Graphs 
Introductj_on to Signed Numbers 
D. Geometry Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips whic.h scored six or 
better under Excellent: 
-~==-~-~~~~==~============~~==-~~================-=-=-=~================~IF======== 
g-cu-1 
g-cu-9 
g-cu-10 
g-cu-11 
g-cu ... l5 
g-so-2 
g-so-3 
g-so-4 
g-so ... 5 
g-so-11 
g-so-12 
Introduction to Plane Geometry 
Postulates: Lines 
Postulates: Tri~ngles and Circles 
Locus 
Induction, Analysis, Indirect Reasoning 
Introduction to Plane Geometry 
Basic Triangles 
Introduction to Demonstrative Geometry 
Quadrilateral s 
c ommon 'l'angents ~nd Tangent Circles 
Congruent and Overlapping Triangle s 
3c. WHAT IS THE VALUE OF THE FILMSTRIP TO PROVIDE A COM-
It.ON EXPERIENCE? 
A. Arithmetic Filmstrips 
These s re the filmstrips which scored eight 
or better under Excellent: 
r-c11-2 
r-cu. ... 5 
r-cu ... s 
r-cu-9 
r ... ja-1 
r-ja-2 
r-ja-3 
r-ja ... 4 
r-ja ... 5 
r ... ph-1 
rsph-5 
Writing Fracti ons 
Adding Fracti ons 
Us ing Mixed Numbers 
Mul tlplying Fractions b y F'racti ')ns 
Fractional Parts of a Whole and Groups 
l/2. 1/3, 1/4 
Fractione.l Parts of Groups 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 
Fractional Pa rts of a VI/hole and Groups 
l/5, 1/6, 1/8 
Non-unit Fractions of a VVhole and Groups 
Comparing Fr actions 
Units and Fractional Parts 
Improper Frac t ions, Mixed Numbers 
B. Consumer, Shop, and General Mathematics Filmstrips 
The se are the filmstrips which scored five or 
better under Excellent: 
c-el-l 
c-ja-4 
c-po-1 
e-vi-l 
c ... vi-2 
c-yo-1 
6-yo-2 
c-yo-3 
c-yo-4 
Length 
Layout Work, Part I 
International Date Line 
Timekeepers Thru the Ages 
Optica l Illusions 
History of 1Neight and Volume Measures 
History of Linear Me asures 
History of Ar ea Measures 
History of Telling Time 
450 
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c. Alge bra Filmstrips 
These a re the filmstrips which scored five or 
better under Excellent: 
a-ja-1 
a-so-2 
a-so-3 
a-so-4 
Positive and Negative Numbers 
Graphs 
Introduct i on to Signed Number s 
Formu las 
D. Geometry Filmstrips 
These are the films trips whi ch scored eight 
or better under Excellent: 
g-cu-1 
g- cu-9 
g-cu-11 
g- cu-12 
g-cu-15 
g-cu-16 
g-ja-5 
g-so-2 
g-so-3 
g-so-4 
g-so-8 
g- so-11 
g-so-12 
I ntroduction to Plane Geometry 
Postula tes: Lines 
Locus 
Geometry in Art 
I nduction, Ana lysis, Indirect Reasoning 
Mistakes in Thinking 
Scales and Models 
Basic Angles and Experimental Geomet ry 
Basic Triangles 
Introduction to Demonst ra tive Geometry 
Areas 
Common Tangents and Tangent Circles 
Congruent and Overlapping Triangles 
3d. WHAT IS THE VALUE OF THIS FILMSTRIP TO DEVELOP SKI LLS? 
A. Ari thrne tic Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored four or 
better under Excellent: 
r-cu-5 
r-en-2 
r-ja-1 
r-ja-2 
r-ja-5 
r-po-7 
r -po-8 
Adding Fraction s 
Counting to 10 
Fractional Part s of a Whole and Groups 
1/2 ' 1/3' 1/4 
Fractional Part s of Groups 1/2,1/3,1/4 
Comparing Fract ions 
How to Tell Time, Part I, Hour and Half-
hour 
How to Tell Time , Part II , The Minutes 
B. Consumer, Shop, 2-nd Genera l Mathematics Film-
str ips 
'These are the filmstrips which scored three 
or better under Excellent: 
c-ja-4 
c-ja-5 
c-ja-7 
c - ph-8 
c-po-1 
Layout Work, Part I 
Layout Work, Part II 
Measurements and Measuring, Part II 
Special Measurement, Bo ard Feet (Lumber 
Measure), Ri ght Triangle 
International Dat e Line 
c. Algebra Filmstrips 
These are the filmstr ips which scored two or 
be tter under Excellent: 
a-ja-1 
a-ja-3 
a-ja-5 
a-so-2 
a-so-3 
a-so-4 
Positive and Negative Numbers 
Exponents and Logarithms 
The Arithmetic of Algebra 
Graphs 
Introduction to Signed :Numbers 
Formulas 
D. Geometry Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored four or 
be tter under Excellent : 
g-cu ... 9 
g-cu-10 
g-cu-11 
g-cu-12 
g-cu-13 
g ... cu-14 
g-cu ... l7 
g ... ja-6 
g-so-2 
g-so-3 
Postulates: Lines 
Postulates: Triangles and Circle s 
Locus 
Geometry in Art 
Definitions and Key Words 
Deductive Reasoning 
Lines 
Vectors 
Basic Angles and Experimental Geometry 
Basic Triangles 
3e. WHAT IS 'I'HE VALUE OF rl'HIS FILMSTRIP TO MOTIVATE? 
A. Arithmetic Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored five or 
52 
better under Excellent: 
r-cu-8 
r-cu-9 
r-ja-1 
r-ja-2 
r- ja-3 
r-ja-4 
r-ja-5 
r-ja-7 
r-ph-2 
r-po-7 
r-po-8 
r-po-10 
Using Mixed Numbers 
Multiplying Fractions by Fractions 
Fractional Parts of a Whole and Groups 
1/ 2 ' 1/ 0 ' 1/4 ' Fractional Parts of Groups 1/2, 1/3 , 1/4 
Fractional Parts of a Whole and Groups 
1/ 5 ' 1/6 ' 1/ 8 
Non-unit Fractions of A Whole and Groups 
Comparing Fra ctions 
Changing Fractions to a Common Denomi-
nator, a 
Changing Fractions to a Common Denomi-
nator, b 
How to Tell Time, Part I, Hour and Half-
hour 
How to Tell Time, Part II, The Mi nut es 
Maps and Their r.!I eaning 
B. Consumer, Shop, and General Mathematics Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored five or 
better under Excellent: 
c-el-l 
c-ho-1 
c- ja-4 
c-po-1 
e-vi-l 
c-vi-2 
c-yo-0 
Length 
Managing the Family Income 
Layout Work , Part I 
International Da te Line 
Timekeepers Thru the Ages 
Ontical Illusions 
History of Area Measures 
c. Algebra Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored three 
or better under Excellent : 
a-ja-1 
a-ja-0 
a-ja-4 
a-ja-5 
a-so-l 
a-so-2 
a-so-0 
Positive and Negative Numbers 
Exponents and Logarithms 
The Arithmetic of Algebra 
Equations and Formulas 
Int roductions to Algebra 
Graphs 
Introduction to Signed Numbers 
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D. Geometry Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored seven 
or better under Excellent: 
g-cu-1 
g-cu-9 
g-cu-11 
g-cu.-12 
g-ja-5 
g-so-2 
g-so ... 3 
g-so ... 5 
Introduct i on to Plane Geomet~y 
Postulates: Line s 
Locus 
Geometry in Art 
Scales and Models 
Basic Angles and Experimental Geometry 
Basic Triangles 
Quadrilaterals 
3f. WHAT IS THE VALUE OF THIS FILMSTRIP TO REVIEW? 
A. Arithmetic Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored seven or 
better under Excellent: 
r-cu-5 
r-cu-8 
r-cu-9 
r .. cu-15 
r-ja-1 
r-ja-5 
r-ph .. 2 
Adding Fractions 
Using Ivi ixed Numbers 
Multiplying Fractions by Fra cti ons 
Dividing Decimals 
Fraction al Parts of a 1f uo le and Groups, 
1/2, 1/3, 1/4 
Comparing Fra ct i ons 
Multiple Fr a ctions, Numerator and 
Denominator 
Multiple Fr a ct l ons, Improper Fract ions 
B. Consumer, Shop, and Gene ral Mathematics Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored five or 
better under Excellent: 
c-ja-1 
c-ja-4 
c-ja-5 
c-ja-6 
c-ph-6 
c-ph-7 
c-po-1 
c-un-1 
e-vi-l 
c-yo-1 
Dead Reckoning 
Layout Work, Part I 
Layout Work, Part II 
Measurements and Measuring, Part I 
The Circle 
Cubic Measure, Volume 
International Date Line 
The Micrometer 
Timekeepers Thru the Ages 
History of Weight and Volume Measures 
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c-yo-3 
c-yo-4 
c-yo-5 
History of Area Me asures 
History of Telling Time 
History of Our Calendar 
c. Algebra :B,ilmstrips 
D. 
ri'hese are the filmstrips which scored seven 
or better under Excellent: 
a-ja-1 
a-ja .. 9 
a-so-2 
e.-so-6 
Positive and Negative Numbers 
Analytic Geometry 
Graphs 
Addition and Subtraction of Signed 
Numbers 
Ge ometry Filmstrips 
These are the filmstr:i.ps which scored eight 
or better under Excellent: 
g-cu-10 
g-cu-11 
g .... ja-2 
g-ja-4 
g-so-2 
g-so-3 
g-so-4 
g-so-5 
g-so-8 
g-so-11 
g-so-12 
Postulates: Triangles and Circle s 
Locus 
Multiplicat i on and Division in Geometry 
Constructions 
Basic Angles and Experimental Geometry 
Basic Triangles 
Introduction to Demonstrative Geometry 
Quadrilaterals 
Areas 
Common Tangents and Tangent Circles 
Congruent and Overlapping Triangles 
4. DOES 'l'HE lvlATHENl.ATICAL CON'l'ENT CONTAIN MANY INACCURACIES? 
A. Arithme tic Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored one or 
better under Many: 
r-cu ... 6 
r-cu-11 
r-cu-12 
r-cu-13 
r -cu ... l4 
r-cu-16 
r-eg-1 
Common Denominators 
Decimals and Common Fractions 
Comparing Decimals 
Adding and Subtracting Decimals 
Multiplying Decimals 
Introduction to Decimals 
Arithme tical Concepts 
~I 
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r-eg-2 
:r:--eg-3 
r-eg-4 
r-eg-5 
r-eg-6 
r-eg-7 
r-eg-8 
r-eg-9 
r-eg-12 
r-eg-13 
r-eg-14 
r-eg-18 
r-ja-11 
r-ph-6 
r-po-2 
We Learn Numbers# Part I 
We Learn Numbers, Part II 
Time and Money 
Addit i on and Subtraction Concepts 
Work and Play with Numb ers 5 & 6 
Work and Play with Numbers 7 & 8 
Work and PlHy with Numbers 8 & 9 
Work and Play with Numbers 9 & 10 
Comparing Decimals 
Multip lying Decimals 
Dividing Decimals 
Using Percent age 
Addi ticm and Subtraction of Decimals 
Reducing and Changing Fractions 
Zero a Place Holder 
B.. Consumer, Shop , and General lviathematics Filmstrip 
These are the filmstrips which scored one or 
better under Manx: 
c-yo-1 
c-yo-2 
c-yo-3 
History of We ight and Volume Measures 
History of . Linear Measures 
History of Area Measures 
c. Algebra Filmstrips 
Tbis is the filmstrip which scored one or 
better under Many: 
Ratio and Proportion 
D. Geometry Fi lmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored one or 
better under Many: 
g ... cu-6 
g-cu-7 
g-cu ... s 
Polygons 
Circles, Part I 
Circles, Part II 
} . 
5 • ARE THE TEACHING Iv!ETHODS OF THE FILMS'l1RIP CONDUCIVE TO 
LEARNING ? 
A. Arith!lletic Filmstrips 
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'l'hese are the filmstrips which scored seven 
or bett e r unde r Completely: 
r-cu-1 
r-cu-8 
r - ja-1 
r - ja-2 
r-ja-3 
r-ja-4 
r-ja-5 
r-ph-2 
r-ph-4 
r-ph-5 
What is a Fracti on 
Using Mixed Numbers 
Fra ctional Parts of ~~c l e s and Grou ps 
1/2, l/3, l/4 
Fractional Parts of Group s l/2, 1/3, l/4 
Fractional Parts cf Viholes and Groups 
1/5, 1/6, 1/8 
Non-unit F'ract ions of a ·whole and Groups 
Comparing Fractions 
Multiple Fra ctions, Numerator and Denom-
inator 
Multiple Fract ions, Improper Fractions 
Multiple Fra ctions, Hixed Numbers 
B. Consumer, Shop, and General Mathematics Filmstrips 
These are the filmstri p s which scored six or 
bet ·~ e r under Comple t ely : 
c-ja-4 
c-ph- L1 
c-ph-6 
c~ph-7 
e-vi-l 
c - yo-5 
Layout Work, Par t I 
Area s of Re ctangl~s , Area s of Paralle lo-
grams 
The Circle 
Cubic Measure, Volume 
Timekeepers Thru the Ages 
History cf We ight and Measures 
c. Algebra Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored six or 
better under Complet e ly: 
B-ja-1 
a-so-2 
a-so-3 
Positive and Negative Numbe r s 
Gr G.phs 
Formulas 
D. Geometry Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored seven or 
be tter under Comp letely: 
g-cu ... l Introduction to Plane Geometry 
(_, 
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g-cu-11 
g-cu-12 
g-cu-15 
g-so-1 
g-so-5 
g-so-7 
Locus 
Geometry in Art 
Induction , Analysis, Indirect Rea soning 
Introduct i on to Plane Ge ome try 
Quadrilate rals 
Loci 
6. I3 THE PHOTOGRAPHY EXCELLENT. GOOD. FAIR, OR POOR? 
A. Arithmetic Filmstrips 
These a r e the filmstrips which scored six or 
better under Excellent: 
r-cu-2 
r-cu ... l5 
r-ja-1 
r-ja-2 
r-ja-3 
r-ja·4 
r-ja-5 
r-ja-7 
r-ph-2 
r-ph-4 
Writing Fractions 
Dividing Decimals 
Fr a cti onal Parts of a ~~ole and Groups 
1/2, . 1/3, 1/4 
Fractiona.l Parts of Groups 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 
Fre.ctional Parts of a 'Whole and Groups 
1/5, 1/6, 1/8 
Non ... unit Fractions of a Who le and Groups 
Comparing Fractions 
Ma thema tics and the Pilot 
Multiple Fractions, Numerator and Denom ... 
inator 
Multiple Fractions, Improper Fractions 
B. Consumer, Shop, and Genera l Mathema tics Filmstrips 
These are the fi lmstrips which scored four or 
better under Excellent: 
c-ja-1 
c ... ja-3 
c ... ja ... 4 
c-ja-6 
c-un .... 2 
e-vi-l 
c-yo-1 
c-yo-3 
c ... yo ... 5 
Length 
Layout Tools and Measuring Instruments 
Layout Work, Part I 
Measurements and Measuring, Part I 
Verniers 
Timekeepe r s Thru the Ag e s 
History of Weight and Volume Measures 
History of Area Measures 
History of Our Calendar 
c. Algebra Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored five or 
better under Excellent: 
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a-ja-1 
a-so-l 
a-so-2 
a-so-3 
Positive and Negative Numbers 
Introduction to Algebra 
Graphs 
Introduct i on to Signed Numbers 
D. Geometry Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored eight 
or better under Excellent: 
g-cu-1 
g-cu-9 
g-cu-11 
g-cu-12 
g-cu-13 
g-cu-14 
g-cu-15 
g-cu-16 
g-cu-18 
g-cu-19 
g-so-2 
g-so-4 
g-so-8 
g-so-11 
g-so-12 
Introduction to Plane Geometry 
Postulates: Lines 
Locus 
Geometry in Art 
Definitions and Key Words 
Deductive Reasoning 
Induction, Analysis, Indirect Reasoning 
Mistakes in Th~nking 
Shapes 
More Shapes 
Basic Angles and Experimental Geometry 
Introduction to Demonstrative Geometry 
Areas 
Common Tangents and Tangent Circles 
Congruent and Overlapping Triangles 
7. DOES THE FILMSTRIP MAKE USE OF EVERYDAY SITUATIONS TO 
ILLUSTRATE THE APPLICATI ONS OF lv1Nl1HEMATICS? 
A. Arithmetic Filmstrips 
B. 
These are the filmstrips which scored four or 
better under No: 
r-en-4 
r-en-5 
r-en-12 
r-en-14 
r-ja-8 
r-ja-13 
r-po-4 
Writing Numbers to 10 
Counting by lO's to 30 
Counting from 40 t .o 100 
Reading Numbers to 100 
Additi on and Subtraction 
Square Root and Cube Root 
Compound Subtraction 
Consumer , Shop, s.nd General Ma thematics Filmstrips 
These a r 6 the filmstrips wh ich scored four or 
better under No: 
' . 
I ~· ' 
c-el-l 
c-cl-2 
c-ph-4 
c-ph-5 
c-ph-6 
c-so-2 
c-so-3 
c-un-1 
c-un-3 
c-un-4 
c-yo-5 
Length 
Mass 
Area of Rectangles, Are a of Parallelo-
grams 
Area of Triangles, Ar~a of Trapezoids 
The Circle 
Measurements: Outside the Laboratory 
Calculation Instruments: Business 
Mach i nes, Part I, Ear l y Methods 
The Micrometer 
Introduction to Vectors, Coplanar Con~ 
current Forces 
Visualizing an Object 
History of Our Calendar 
c. Algebra Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored three 
or bett er under No: 
. ~ a-Ja- .... 
a ... jo.-4 
a-ja-9 
a-so-l 
a-so-7 
Exponents and Logarithms 
'I'he Arithmetic of Algebra 
Analytic Geometry 
Introducti on to Algebra 
Multiplication and Division of Signed 
Numbers 
D. Geometry Filmstrips 
Thes e ar the filmstrips which scored one or 
b e tter under . No: 
g-cu-5 
g-cu-6 
g-cu-17 
g-cu-18 
g-cu-19 
g ... cu-20 
g-ja-1 
g ... ja-2 
g-ja-3 
g ... ja-4 
g-ja-7 
g-so ... 6 
g-so-8 
Triangles 
Polygons 
Li n 6s 
Shapes 
More Shapes 
Solid Shape s 
Additi ~n and Subtraction in Geometry 
Multiplication and Divisi on in Geometry 
Angular Me asurement 
Constructions 
Trigonome try 
Parallel Line s and Transversals 
Areas 
9 • DO YOU THI NK THIS FII.JviSTRIP 1.VOULD HOLD 'I·HE INTEREST OF 
'I'HE SIJ:'UD.t!;NTS? 
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A. Arithmetic Filmstrip s 
These are the filmstrips which scored f ive or 
better under No: 
r -eg-13 
r-en-4 
r-en-12 
r-cu-13 
r-cu-14 
r-ja-8 
r-ja-11 
r-ja-13 
r-ja-14 
Multiplying Decimals 
Writing Numbers to 10 
Countin g from 40 to 100 
Adding and Subtracting Decimals 
Multiplying Decimals 
Additi on and Subtraction 
Addition and Subtra ction of Fractions 
Square Root and Cube Root 
Order of Op e rations 
B. Consumer, Shop, and General Mathematics Film-
strips · 
These are the filmst r i p s whi ch scored four or 
better under No: 
c-cl-2 
c-ph-1 
c-so-1 
c-so-2 
c-un-1 
c-un-4 
Mass 
Linear Measure 
lv1 easurements: 
Measurements: 
In the Laboratory 
Outside the Laboratory 
The Micrometer 
Visualizing an Object 
c. Algebra Filmstrips 
These a re the filmstrips 'Nhich scored four or 
bett e r under No: 
a-ja-4 
a-ja-5 
a-ja-6 
a-ja-8 
The Aritr~etic of Algebra 
Equat ions and Formulas 
Problem Ana lysis 
Plotting Graphs 
D. Geometry Filmstrips 
These a re the filmstrips which scored one or 
better linder No: 
g-cu-3 
g-cu-7 
g -cu-17 
g-cu-20 
g-ja-7 
Line s and Angles, Part II, Relationships 
Circles, Part I 
Lines 
Solid Shapes 
Trigonometry 
13. C; AN THE CONTENT BE JUS'r AS , OR tvi ORE , EFF'EC1'IVELY 
PRESEN11ED IN SOM~ orl'HhH V'IAY? 
A. Arithmetic Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrip s which scored six or 
bet t e r under No: 
r-cu-2 
r-cu-4 
r-cu-5 
r-cu-7 
r-cu-8 
r-cu-9 
r-ja-1 
r-ja-3 
r-ja-4 
r-ja-5 
r-po-10 
r-po-11 
r-po-12 
r-po-13 
Writitig Fractions 
How Large is a Fracti on 
Adding Fracti ons 
N!. ixed Numbers 
Using Mixed Numbers 
:Multiplying F'r~?.ctions by F'ract t ons 
Fracti ona l Parts of a vVhole and Groups 
l/2, l/3, l/4 
Fractional Parts of 'a Vfu c, le and Groups 
l/5, l/6, l/8 
Non-unl t Fractions of a Wnole and Groups 
Compa ring Fractions 
Iv1aps and Their Meaning 
We Live on a Huge Ba.ll 
Flat Maps of a Round World 
Maps and Nlen 
B ~ Consruner , Shop , and Genera l Mathematics Film-
strips 
These arc the filmstrips which scored s ix or 
better under No: 
c-ho-4 
c-ho-5 
c-ph-7 
c-ph-8 
c-po-1 
c-so-4 
c-un-2 
e-vi-l 
c-vi-2 
c-yo-1 
c-yo-2 
c-yo-3 
c-yo-4 
George Clark 1 s Cartoons on Money Nianage -
ment 
Budgeting for B~ tter Living 
Cubic Measure, Volume 
Specia l Measurement, Board Fee-t (Lumber 
Measure ) , Right Triangle 
International Date Line 
Calculation Inst r uments; Business 
Machines , Part I, Ear l y Methods 
Verniers 
Timekeepers Thru the Ages 
Optical Illusions 
History of Weight and Volume Measures 
History of Linear Measures 
History of Area Measures 
History of Telling Time 
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c-yo-5 History of Our Calendar 
c. Algebra Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored four or 
better under No: 
a-ja-1 
a -j a-3 
a-ja-7 
a-ja-9 
a-so ... 2 
a-so-4 
Positive and Negative Numbers 
Exponents and Logarithms 
Graph Uses 
Analytic Geometry 
Graphs 
Formulas 
D. Ge ometry Filmstrips 
'l'hese ar c: the filmstrips which scored eight 
or bet t er under No: 
g-cu-11 
g-cu-12 
g -cu-18 
g -cu-19 
g-ja-5 
g-so-2 
g -so-7 
g-so-12 
Locus 
Geometry in Art 
Shape s 
More Shapes 
Scales and Models 
Basi c Angl es and Experimental Geometry 
Loci 
Congruent and Overlap ping 'I'ri angles 
15. WOULD YOU ADVISE YOUJ,1. SCHO OL TO PURCHASE THIS FILM-
STRIP? 
A. Arithmeti c Filmstrips 
'I'hese · are the filmstrips vvhich scored nine or 
be tter under Yes: 
r-cu-2 
r-cu-4 
r-cu-5 
r ... cu- 9 
r-cu ... lO 
r-ja-1 
r-ja ... 3 
Writing Fra ctioris 
Bow Large is a Fraction 
Adding Fractions 
Multiplying Frsct :L ons by Fractions 
Introduction to Decimals 
Fractional Parts of a 1.1 /hole and Groups 
1/2, l/3, l/4 
F'ractional Parts of a vVhole and Groups 
1/5, 1/6, 1/8 
Non-unit F'ractions of a ?Tho l e and Groups 
. ' 
r-ja-5 
r-j a -7 
r-ph-3 
r...:ph-7 
r-po-10 
r-po-11 
r-po-12 
r-po-13 
Comparing Frections 
Ma thematics and the Pilot 
Comparing f:'racti ons, Adding and Subtract 
ing 
Changing Fractions to e. Common Denom ... 
inator, Part a 
Maps and Their Me aning 
'lie Live on a Huge Ball 
Flat Maps of a Round World 
Ivlaps s.nd Men 
B. Consumer, Shop, and General .M e,thematics Film-
strips 
These are the filmstrips which scored nine 
or better under Yes : 
c-ja ... 3 
c ... ja ... 4 
c-ph-7 
c-ph ... 8 
c-po-1 
c ... vi-1 
c-vi-2 
c-yo-5 
Layout Tools and Measuring Instruments 
Layout Work, Part I 
Cubic Measure, VoluJne 
Special Measurement, Board Fe e t (Lumber 
Measure ), Right Triangle 
Internationa l Da te Line 
Timekeep ers Thru the Ages 
Optical Illusi ons 
History of Our Calendar 
c. P_lgebra Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored T under 
Yes: 
a-ja-1 
aeja-3 
a-ja-7 
a-ja .... 8 
a ... so-6 
Positive and Negative Numbers 
Exponents and Logarithms 
Graph Uses 
Plotting GrBphs 
Additi on and Subtraction of Signed 
Numbers 
D. Geometry Filmstrips 
These are the filmstrips which scored T under 
Yes: 
g-cu-1 Introduction to Plane Geometry 
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g-cu-6 
g-cu-10 
g-cu.-11 
g-cu-12 
g-cu-13 
g-cu-15 
g-ja ... 2 
g-ja-6 
g-so ... 2 
g-so-3 
g-so-4 
g-so ... 5 
g-so-7 
g-so-8 
g-so ... ll 
g-so-12 
Lines , Relationships-Direction, Perpen-
dicular Lines 
Polygons 
Postulates : Triangles and Circle s 
Locus 
Geometry in Art 
Definitions and Ke y Words 
Induction, Analysis, Indire ct Reasoning 
Multiplication and Division in Geometry 
Vectors 
Basic Ang l es and Experimental Geometry 
Basic Triangles 
Introduction to Demonstrative Geometry 
Quadrilatera.ls 
Loci 
Areas 
Common Tangents and Tangent Circles 
Congruent and Ove rlapping 'I'rie.ngles 
PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS 
The following observations are based upon the personal 
opinions of the authors . They were dete r mined by a group 
di scussion rather than by any statistical means of pro6edures. 
There is no doubt in our minds that the proper employ-
ment of filmstrips in the mathematics class room will be of 
invaluable as s istance to the t eacher in the presentation of 
material. It is our sincere be lief that this research project 
will be of assistance to the teacher in helping him to select 
the best fi lms trip for his individual needs. 
Having attended all filmstrip showings, we of the 
evaluation committee fee l qualified to note that the quality 
of ma thematics filmstrips is improving . We b~li eve it 
J/4 
J 
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I 
noteworthy to point out tha t some of t h e more rec ent strips 
are making good use of color. ·when compared with older film-
strips j_ t s eems that those produced more recently develop 
I. topics at a slower rtJte. It is our opinion that t his slower 
I rate of development will measurably increase pupil interest 
~:md understanding. Combined with this slower rate of develop-
ment has been the use of more frames dealing 1!vi th applica tions . 
I These improvements have led to the development of filmstrips 
1 which are more applicable to classroom situations . 
I 
I There a re, however, some areas in which further im-
J 
provements are desirable. I t was felt that not enough film-
strips are available in the fields of trigonometry and solid 
geometry. In our opinion some films t r'ips contained too much 
text and others too little. We feel that there is a happy 
medium to be reached in .respect to the length of captions 
used. 
We felt that of the items on the check list item num-
ber fifteen , "Would you advise your school to purchase this 
filmstrip?", was the most significant .. The tea cher would 
summarize his opinions on any particular filmstrip in his 
response to this question. 
The l arge numbers of showings with fe w teachers par-
ticipating would tend to indicate that there is a general 
lack of interest in the use of filmstrips as a teaching 
medium in the mathematics classroom. 
I J ' 
'I .J ..;) 
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When comparing the number of teachers who have not 
used filmstrips with those teachers who indica ted their plans 
to use them in the future there was a marked increase in 
positive responses. This is substantiated by the following 
responses to questions 16 and 17 on check list number two . 
In obtaining these figures we selected only those groups con-
sisting of ten or more evaluators . 
Que stion 16. Have you ever used filmstrips in your 
mathematics cla sses? 
154 822 
Yes No 
Question 17. Do you plan to use filmstrips .' in your 
mathema tics classes in the future? 
928 171 
Yes No 
It seems significant to note that in question 17 above 
171 evaluators indicated that t hey do not plan to use film-
This is . I s trips in their mathematics classes in the future . 
undoubtedly because of the poor quality of many of the film-
strips currently available. 
·f 1 7 
.,..-( ~ 
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HEADINGS 
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ALPHABETIC INDEX OF FILMSTRIP SERIES 
UNDER COURSE HEADINGS 
ARIIJ'HIVIETIC FILMSTRIPS 
r-cu-10-18 
r-po-10-13 
r-cu- 1- 9 
r-po- 7..,. 8 
r-ja ... 1 ... 5 
r-ja- 6-14 
r-eg-10-18 
r-po- 1... 6 
r-ph- 1-ll 
r-en ... l-16 
r-eg- 1- 9 
Decimals and Percentage Series ••• ~':,Y; ••• 
Exploring Through llilaps Series •••• -. ~~ •• 
Fractions Series •••••••••••••••••~ ~ : •• 
How to Tell Time Series •••••••••• '/ . ; •• 
Introduction to Fractions Series • / / .' •• 
Light on Mathematics Series, Kit I. ; •• 
Percentage and Decimals Series •••• ~ •• 
Primary Arithmetic Series •••••••• • ~.' • .,.·. ~ 
Study of Fractions Series •••••••• ~.%~. 
Using Numbers Series • ••••••••••••• •' ~ •• 
Work and Play with Numbers Series . ~ .f. . 
CONSUJIIlER, SHOP, AND GENERAL lvi.ATH:EMATICS FILMS'I1RIPS 
c-yo- l· 6 
c-ho... 1- 5 
c-po... l 
e-el- 1- 2 
c-so- 1- 5 
c-ph- 1- 8 
c-un- 1- 4 
c ... vi- 1- 2 
c-ja- 1- 7 
History of Measure Series • ..: • •••••••••• 
Income Management Series •• :{; ••••••••• 
International Date Line •••• ~:: ••• ~ ••••• 
Length, Mass, and Time Series . ~;~ ••••• 
Measurements and Instruments Series -• · • 
Study of Measurement Series • • • • • • • •·• • • 
United States Armed Force IJ'raining •·• • • 
Series •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Visual Sciences Series ••••••••••·· ~ '' " 
Vocational Tra ining Filmstrips •••••• • · 
ALGEBRA FILMSTRIPS 
PAGES 
198 
233 
129 
125 
169 
179 
215 
113 
147 
63 
95 
311 
2t:;9 2~5 
241 
287 
269 
299 
299 
307 
245 
a-so- 1- 7 
a-ja- 1- 6 
a-ja- 7- 9 
Algebra Series •••••••••••••••••••••• ~ • _; 344 
Light on Mathematics Series, Kit III:. $ 325 
Light on Math€matics Series, Kit IV ••• I 338 
GEOMETRY FILMSTRIPS 
g-cu-17-20 Elements of Art Series •••••• ~~ '~··•··· 391 
1 
g-ja- 1- 7 
g-cu- 1-16 
g-so- 1-12 
Light on Mathematics Series, Kit II •• J t ~ 399 
Plane Geometry Package ••••••••••••••• _, -[~-- 358 
I5' 4 Plane Geometry Series •••••••••••••••• ~ • 15 
tl73 
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LIST, OF COMPANIES 'mAT COOPERATED 
Cultural Films, Inc. 
62 William Street 
New York 5, New York 
Curriculum Films, Inc. 
10 East 40th. Street · 
New York 16, New York 
Encyclopaedia Britannica '.Films, Inc. 
Wilmette, Illino~s 
Eye Gate House, Inc. 
330 West 42nd. Street 
New York 18, New York 
Household Finance Corp. 
919 North Michigan Avenue 
Chicago 11, Illinois 
Jam Handy Organization, Inc. 
2821 East Grand Boulevard 
Detroit, Michigan 
Photo and Sound Production 
116 Natoma Street 
San Francisco, California 
Popular Science Publishing Company 
353 Fourth Avenue 
New York 10, New York 
Society for Visual Education 
100 East Ohio Street 
Chicago, Illinois 
United World Films, Inc. 
144-5 Park Avenue 
New York 29, New York 
Visual Sciences 
Suffern, New York 
Young America Films, Inc. 
18 East 41st. Street 
New York 17, New York 
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SCHOOLS REPRESENTED AT THE 
Allston, Mass. 
Arlington, Mass. 
Boston, Mass. 
Brighton, Mass. 
Brookline, Mass. 
Burlington, Mass. 
Cambridge, Mass. 
Charlestown, Mass. 
Dorchester, Mass. 
PREVIEW SHOWINGS 
Thomas Gardner School 
Andrew Jackson School 
East Ar lington J.H.S. 
Boston Latin H.S. 
South Boston H.S. 
Gavin J.H.S. 
Samuel Adams School 
Louisa M. Alcott School 
Bigelow School 
Bulfi nch School 
Dean School 
Dwight School 
Thoma s A. Edison School 
FJnerson School 
Franklin School 
T.N. Hart School 
Charles Logue School 
Hugh R. O'Donnell School 
James Otis School 
M.J. Perkins School 
Philbrick School 
Prescott School 
Prince School 
A.L. Quincy School 
Daniel Webster School 
w.w. Warren School 
Brookline H.s. 
Lawrence Scho ol 
Burlington H.S. 
Union School 
Abraham Lincoln School 
Vvebster School 
Harvard School 
Atherton School 
Roger Clapp School 
J 7/ 
' . .) 
Dorchester, Mass . (Cont.) 
Dedham, Ma ss. 
Everett, Mass . 
Framingham , Mass. 
Hollis ton , Mass . 
Jamaica Plain , I1J!ass .. 
Lawrence , Ma ss. 
Lynn, iass. 
Lynnfield , Mas s . 
vlt?,rblehead, Mas s. 
Malden, Ma ss. 
l\'la ttapa.n , Mass. 
Medford, Mass. 
l!Ie lro se , l\liass. 
Newton , Mass . 
Norwood , Mass . 
Quincy , Mass. 
Reading, Mass . 
Christopher Gibson School 
John Me.rshall School 
Florence Nightingale School 
William E. Russell School 
John Winthrop School 
Oakdale School 
Winthrop School 
Lincoln School 
Cutler School 
Wilder School 
M~ry E. Curley School 
AmesburySt. School 
Hood School 
Chatam St . School 
South School 
Marblehead J. H. s .. 
Leonard School 
Lincoln J. H. s. 
Pierce School 
E. P . Tileson School 
Forest Park School 
Gleason School 
Osgood School 
Waite School 
Washington School 
Pierce School 
Warren J. H. S. 
Norwood J. H. s . 
Winslow School 
South J. H. s. 
Highland School 
. 47"7 
Ro slindale , Mass . 
Roxbury , Mass . 
Salem , Ivi.s,ss. 
Shrewsbury , IVIass. 
Spri ngfield, Mass . 
Stoughton, Ivla ss . 
Waltham, 1\'lass. 
1Natertown , Mass. 
Wellesley , Mass. 
Weymouth , Mass. 
Winthrop , Mass. 
Worcester, Mass . 
Boston , Mas s. 
Longfe llow Schoo l 
Horace Mann Schoo l fo r Deaf 
Roxbury Memorial H. S. 
W. L. Garrison School 
H. L. Higgi ns School 
Hyde School 
Martin School 
Saltonstall School 
Beal H. s. 
W. J. Patton School 
\'est Springfield H. S. 
Drake School 
Ezra Fitch School 
Hardy :~School 
East Watertown J. H. s. 
Hunnewell School 
Hunt School 
Highland School 
E. B. Newton School 
Providence Street J. H. S. 
Boston Teachers' College 
Boston University 
, l;f-
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I I I L L 'l!'. I j .. TO SGHOOLS . 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF .EDUCATION 
332 BAY STATE ROAD 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 
Dear Principal and Mathematics Teachers: 
It is our pleasure to invite you and all others interested to 
a series of mathematical filmstrip showings on Tuesday and 
Wednesday evenings from 7 to 9:30 at Boston University, School of 
Education, 332 Bay State Road, directly to the rear of the School 
of Theology Building of the new campus on Commonwealth Avenue. 
All available mathematics filmstrips will be shown during the 
course of the year. OUr purpose is to compile an unbiased evalua-
tion of these filmstrips. Your presence will assist us in compil-
ing this evaluation and will afford you the opportunity of viewing 
all the filmstrips currently available in the field of mathematics. 
We have grouped the showings by subject and grade level for your 
convenience, so that you may determine the dates of showings in 
which you are primarily interested. In most cases the Tuesday even-
ing previews will be devoted to filmstrips applicable to elementary 
subjects and the Wednesday evening previews to filmstrips applic-
able to secondary school subjects. 
We are enclosing a schedule of shouings and a self-addressed 
post card. Would you kindly indicate the number of your teachers 
planning to attend at least one of the preview showings and return it 
at your earliest possible convenience. 
If this could be taken up in a departmental meeting so that all 
interested parties may be contacted, we would appreciate it. 
The success of our venture depends solely upon your assistance. 
We shall sincerely appreciate your cooperation. 
h 
Enclosures 
Yours truly, 
Raymond Allen 
Alton Clark 
Clayton Gardner 
Ropert Sweeney 
EValuation Committee 
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BOST01~ U.NI VE'1SITY 
School of Education 
332 Bay State Road 
Boston . 1assachuset ts 
Soc1etJ for Visual Education 
100 ~& ~t Ohio Street 
Chicago , Ill . 
Gentl~w.~n : 
., ~}, ~tit 1J,i 
Four graduate students a t Boston University ure planning 
a projec·.; to prev1e "J and evalua te as many of the current film-
s trips for the tea ching of mathematics as ossi l, before the end 
of t his pree.nt school year . Since I am act ing as coordinator of 
the project , X am w:ri ting to a sk if you :.·!ill coop r , te by loa n-
ing y our filmstrips ~itho1t coat . 
The purpose of the project i to compile a single , un-
biased source of evaluations which will be kept on file in th .. 
library of the chool of Education t.:~ t Boston University, In addi-
tion t this r:;ach t eacher will be allowed to k ep his o--m evulua-
tion sheets aft er the preview seesions , giving him somet1ing 
definit v to take back to his own school system. 
About five hundred ma thema tics t:::a cher s in the vic·i n i ty 
of Boston ~ill be invi ted to take part in the evalua tions . We 111 
supply you with a list of the nam. a nd addresses of the school 
whose tenchera attend the pr vie 7 sho ings of yo'r films t rips . In 
addition ;re hall be glad. to sen at your request, a summe.ry of th"' 
opinions expressed. 
E ch filmstrj_p '.llfill be • . eded for on 1ee k. only , some 
time b t ween now and the :t:'irst of next June . A tentative schedule 
of sbo·, i ngs hv. s b en drawn up and the section of it lfJhi ch pe r -
tains to your compa ny is shown on the next _age . Are you illing 
to loa n us a single co~y of ea ch of the follo~ing filmstrip s for 
th- w~ete indica ted? 
If you ha v . printed m.- t er ial ava il~'ble p erta~ning t 
your =11m trips we would be p l eased to h2ve a sup_ly f r di-tr -
• bution tc t eachers. 
For th week beg1nn1n · January 5~ 1951 : 
Formula s 
Graphs 
fultiplication nd Division of Signed Number s 
For th. t-Ieek beginning l<,ebruary 2 , 1951 : 
.dditi on and :ubtr ction of Signed Nu.bere 
Introduction to Algebra 
Introduction to Equa tions 
lntroducti Jn to Signed t· umbers 
For t he ··eel:;: beg1nn1n F'ebrua.ry 9, 1951 : 
ea" 
Busic .r-~ng .. es and Experitnenta (; eometry 
B.sic Triangles 
Conuuon Tane;.,nts nd Ta gent Gireles 
Gon ruent nd Overlapp ng Tri n lea 
I ntroduction to I monstra.tive Ge m.try 
For Le uPe begirning April 6 ~ l v51 : 
Lt drile. terals 
51 il .;. r Polygons 
For the ~ ee~ beginning April 13 , 1951: 
Introduction to Plan . G ometry 
L ... ci 
Parallel Lines and Transversals 
The fo llo~1ng f il strips ar . 1n our hud1 o-Vlsual Educ t ion 
Li brary : 
· ry·surements : I n the Laboratory 
- P.sure lll e.nts : Out si de the Laboratory 
C lculf,tion Instruments : Graphical ethods , Sl ide Rul s , 
and Solving Equa tion 
Cc.lcul tlon In trumen ts : usi! ~ Ss ch1ni Pnrt 1 •. rly 
ethods 
Ca.lcul; tion Instruments : Busine s :r.t cbines, Pe.rt 2 A vanced 
· t , ods 
I -. ! u -. lso a preo1a.t e list of ny m. th matical f11I s t r i p s 
you h v .... currently for sale 1n .:...(td1t1 on to thos e li s t .. d al.Jov • 
:uncer·ely your ~ 
Henry 'i . Sy (~ r 
f sslstant Profe sor of Educa t i on 
J 
-~ 
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Each session will start promptly at 7\·oo p.m~ arid will be one and a half 
hours in duration. All showings will be held i'n Room 411, on the fourth floor of 
the School of Education Building at Boston University, 332 Bay State .Road, Boston, 
Massachusetts. If you are familiar with the loc1;1tion of Boston University's new 
campus on Commonwealth Avenue, you will find the School of Education Building 
directly to the rear of the Theology Building. 
You, are all welcome to attend any or all showings. 
, ; 
Tuesday , December 5, 1950 
A series of nine filmst rips. Decimals and Percentage. {color) 
Wednesday, December 6, 1950 
Plane Geometry: 
Vocabulary: Circles; Part 1. 
VocabUlary: Circles; Part 2. 
Vocabulary: Polygons. 
Vo'cabulary: Triangles. 
Vocabulary: Lines and Angles; Part 1. 
Vocabulary: Lines and Angles; Part 2. 
Vocabulary: Lines-Relationship, Direction, Perpendicular Lines. 
Tuesday , December 12, 1950 
z ' 
Work and Play with Numbers: 
Work and Play with Numbers: 
Work and Play with Numbers: 
Work and Play with Number~: 
Work ~d Play with Numbers: 
Work and Play with Numbers: 
Work and Play with Numbers: 
. Work and ·Play with Numbers: 
He Learn Numbers, Parts 1 & 2. 
.Time and Money . 
Addition and Subtraction ·Concepts. 
Arithmetical Coneepts. 
5 and 6. 
7 and 8. 
8 fu"'ld 9. 
9 and 10 • 
Wednesdal, December 13, 1950 
Length. / 
Mass. 
Time. I 
Fixed Gages. ' 
Height Gages and Standard Indicators • 
The Micrometer. · 
Tuesday, January 9 , 19 51 
A series of five filmstrips. Introduction to Fractions. 
Multiplying Fractions-Improper Fractions. 
• 
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Multiplying Fractions-Numerator and Denominator. 
Wednesday, JanuarY 10, 1951 
The Origin of Algebra. 
Formulas, 
Graphs. 
Multiplication and Division of Signed Numbers. 
The Arithmetic of Algebra. 
Equations and Formulas. 
· Tuesday, January 30, 1951 
A series of ten filmstrips ~n learning how to count. 
\-Jednesday, Januacy 31, 1951 
Addition and Subtraction in Geometry. 
Angular Measurement. 
Constructions. 
More Shapes. 
Ratio and Proportion. 
Scales and Models. 
Solid Shapes. 
Tuesda¥• FebruaE¥. 6, 1951 
Changing Fractions to a Common Denominator, Parts A and B. 
Comparing Fractions-Adding;; and Subtr~cting: 
Dividing Fractions. _,. 
Improper Fractions-Mixed Numbers. 
Multiplying Fractions. 
Wednesday. February 7 1 1951 
Addition and Subtraction of Signed Numbers. 
Introduction to Al~bra. 
Introduction to Eqtiations. 
Introduction to Signed Numbers. 
Exponents and Lo~rithms. 
Five Keys to Math. 
Tuesday, February 1,3, 1951 
; 
A series of nine filmstrips on fractions. (color) 
Wednesday, Febrnary 14 1 1951 
I 
_ . ..Areas. 
Basic Angles and Experimental Geometry . 
Basic Triangles. 
Common Tangents and Tangent Circles. 
Congruent and Overlapping Triangles. 
Introduction to Demonstrative Geometry. 
~183 
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Tuesday1 February 20 1 1951 
Compound Subtraction. (color) 
How to Tell Time: Hours and Half Hours. 
How to Tell Time: The Minute. 
International Date Line. 
A Number Family in Addition. (color) 
The Twos in Division • 
Banking as a Career. 
Better Buymanship. 
Credit. 
Money Management. 
Wednesday, February 21, 1951 
Mrs. Consumer Considers Credit. 
Time. 
Tuesday, February 27, 1951 
History of Area Measure. 
History of Linear Measure. 
History of OUr Calendar. 
History of Telling Time. 
History of Weight and Volume M8asures. 
History of Our Number System. 
Wednesday, FebruarY 28~ 1951 
Areas of Rectangles: Areas of Parallelograms. 
Areas of Triangles: Areas of Trapezoids. 
Cubic Measure. 
Linear Measure. 
Lines and Angles: Surface Measure. 
The Story of Measurement. 
Tuesday, March 6 1 1951 
Fractions, Decimals, and Percentage. 
Intreduction to Numbers. 
The Meaning of Fractions. 
Multiplication and Division. 
Multiplieation and Division of Fractions. 
Reducing and Changing Fractions. 
Wednesday, March 7, 1951 
Aerial Navigation-Dead Reckoning Prdblems; Parts 1 and 2 • 
The Circle. 
Deductive Reasoning. (color) 
Definitions and Key Words. (color) 
Geometry in Art. (color) 
Tuesday, March 13, 1951 
Percentage • 
.. . _ .. _ Recir.:-ocals-The .Rule of Divisi,on. 
•. 
• 
•• 
Units and Fractional Parts. 
Using Numbers. 
Working with Numbers to 100. 
Writing Numbers to 10. 
Writing Numbers to 100. 
-4-
Wednesday, March 14, 12.21 
Maps and Men. (color) 
· Optical Illusions. 
We Live on a Huge Ball. (color) 
Maps and Their Meaning. (color) 
What Numbers He an. (color) 
Flat Map of a Round Earth. 
·Tuesday, March 27, 1951 
Square Root and Cube Root. 
Special Measurement-Board Feet. 
~he Threes. (color) 
Zero-A Place Holder. 
Blue-Print Reading. 
Shapes. 
Wednesday, Harch 28, 1951 
Surveying-Building and Utility Layout. 
Surveying-Measuring and Leveling. 
Surveying-Traversing. 
Analytic Geometry. 
Plotting Graphs. 
Problem Analysis. 
Tuesday, April .3, 1951 
Measurement Instruments: 
Measurement Instruments: 
Calculation Instruments: 
Calculation Instruments: 
In the Laboratory. 
Outside the Laboratory. 
Graphical Hethods, Slide Rules, and 
Solving Equations. 
Business Machines: Part 1, Early 
Methods; Part 2, Advanced Methods.-. ,, 
Wednesday, April 4, 1951 
Dead Reckoning. 
Force and Velocity as Vectors. 
Geometric Constructions; Parts 1 and 2. 
i Graph Uses. ' 
Trigonometry. 
Tuesday, April 10, 1951 
Postulates: Triangles and Circles. 
Postulates: Lines. 
Quadrilaterals. 
Similar Polygons. 
Mistakes in Thinking. (color) 
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Wednesday, April 11, 1951 
George Clark 1 s Cartoons on Money Management. 
Order of Operations. 
Positive and Negative Numbers. 
Vectors. 
Layout Tools and Measuring Instruments. 
Multiplication and Division in Geometry • 
Wednesday, April 18, 1951 
Induction, Analysis, and Indirect Reasoning. (color) 
Introduction to Plane Geometry. (color) 
Introduction to Plane Geometry. 
Loci. 
Locus. 
Parallel Lines and Transversals. 
Wednesday, April 25, 1951 
Measurements and Measuring: Parts 1 and 2. 
Layout Work: Parts 1 and 2. 
Wednesday,_May 2, 1951 
Lines. 
Introduction to Vectors, Coplear, and Concurrent Forces. 
The Transit-Description, Set-up, and Leveling. 
The Transit-Verniers. 
Verniers • 
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SEC:ONID LETTER TO SCHOOLS 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
332 BAY STATE ROAD 
BOSTON 15, HASSACHUSETTS 
Dear Principal and Hathematics Teacher: 
February 12, 1951 
This is just a reminder that the mathematics filmstrip preview 
showings are being held at the Boston University School of Education 
in accordance with the schedule sent you in November. 
Since your school indicated that some of its teachers planned to 
attend some of these preview showings, we want to remind you that all 
available mathematics filmstrips are being shown during the present 
school year. Our purpose is to compile an unbiased evaluation and 
will afford you the opportunity of viewing all the filmstrips cur-
rently available in the field of mathematics. In most cases the 
Tuesday evening previews will be devoted to filmstrips appb.cable to 
elementary subjects and the Wednesday evening previews to filmstrips 
applicable to secondary school subjects. 
We are anxious to include your school as , one of those taking 
part in this study, which we feel will be of value to all mathematics 
teachers • . Jot down the dates of those meetings you plan to attend. 
Each session vdll start promptly at 7 p.m. and will be one and 
one half hours in duration. All shovnngs will be held on the fourth 
floor of the School of Education Building at Boston University, 
332 Bay State Road, Boston. If you are familiar with .the location of 
Boston University's new campus on Commonwealth Avenue, you will find 
the School of Education Building direc~ly to the rear of the Theology 
Building. 
We hope to see you at one of our next praview showings. 
Sincerely, 
Raymond Allen 
Alton Clark 
Clayton Gardner 
Robert Sweeney 
Evaluation Committee 
P.S. If this could be taken up at a departmental meet-
ing so that all interested parties may be contacted, we would 
appreciate it. 
-· 
LETTER_ TQJ BOSTON·! UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF EDUGATIONi F.A:CULTY MEMBERS; 
Dear Faculty Member: 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
332 Bay State Road 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Will you kindly read the following notice to members of your classes. 
As future teachers it is probable that this program, being conducted under 
the supervision of Dr. Henry W •. Syer, will be of interest and value to 
many students in the School of Education. Schedules of the preview show-
ings should be given to those students interested in attending some of 
the meetings. . If you need more copies of the schedule for members of 
your classes, please put a note in Dr. Syer's mail box, stating the num-
ber of additional copies needed. 
Yours truly, 
Raymond Allen 
Alton Clark 
Robert Sweeney 
Clayton Gardner 
Evaluation Committee 
NOTICE 
A group of four graduate students in the School of Education are 
conducting during the course of the pr esent school year preview show-
ings of all filmstrips available for the teaching of mathematics in 
grades 1-12" As future teachers you are probably inter ested in this 
modern teaching aid. Here is your chance to see filmstrips prepared 
for use in various mathematics courses, and for various grade levels. 
The preview showings are being held in Room 411 of the School of 
Education Building on Tuesday and Wednesday evenings from 7 to 9 p .. m. 
In most cases the Tuesday evening previews will be devoted to film-
strips applicable to el ementary subj ects and the Wednesday evening pre-
views to filmstrips applicable to secondary school subjects. 
The purpose of this proj ect is to compil e an unbiased evaluation 
of all mathematical filmstrips. Your presence vrill assist us in compil-
ing this evaluation, and will afford you the opportunity of viewing all 
the filmstrips currently available in the f i eld of mathematics. 
r 
·-· 
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GHEGK LI STC NUMBER. ONE: 
EVALUATION SHEET 
Title of Filmstrip 
Name of Evaluator Name of School City or town Date 
Kindly answer all questions as objectively as possible. On some questions 
you may wish to give more than one response. Indicate your answers with a check 
mark (~. 
l. What is the value of the filmstrip for each of the following purposes? 
a. To introduce new material 
b. To augment 
c. To provide 
d. To develop 
e. To motivate 
f. To review 
- - -Excellent Good Fair Poor 
explanations 
Excellent Good 
a common experience 
Excellent 
skills 
-Excellent · Good Fair 
Excellent Good Fair Poor 
Excellent GOOd Fair POOr 
- -Fair Poor 
GOod Fair 
Poor 
Poor 
2. Does the filmstrip make use of everyday situations to illustrate the ap-
plications of mathematics? 
Yes No 
3. For what grade or grades do you think thi,s filmstrip would be sui ted? 
--
_Primary Intermediate 7th 8th 9th lOth 11th 12th College 
4. For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
Arithmetic Consumer Math. Shop Math. Algebra Geometry Trigonometry 
Advanced Math. 
5. Does the mathematical content contain? 
Many inaccuracies 
Few inaccuracies No inaccuracies 
' 6, Were toomany ideas presented per' frame? 
Yes No 
7. Do you think this filmstrip would hold the interest of the students? 
~ --·· . 
- --Yes No 
c ' 
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8. Are the teaching methods of the filmst:rip conducive to learning? 
Completely Partially Not a·C'cil 
9. Is the photography? 
--~--Excellent Good F~~ir Poor Very poor 
10. \1 ould this filmstrip encourage further pupil activity? 
a. In mat hun'? .. tics 
Yes No . 
b. In other subjects 
-Yes No 
11. Is the vocab'.llary sui t ed to the grJ.de level at which you think the film-
strip would probably be used? 
-Yes No 
12. Is the material presented in a logical sequence? 
Yes No 
13. Can the content be just as, or more, effectively and efficiently pre-
sented in some other way? 
Yes No 
14. Does the filmstrip attempt to supplement rather than replace the teacher? 
Yes No 
15. Would you advise your school to purchase this filmstrip? 
Yes No 
16. Have you ever used filmstrips in your mathematics classes? (If you have 
never taught do not anmrer. ) 
Yes No 
17. Do you plan to use filmstrips in your mathematics class~s in the fUture? 
• Yes No 
EVALUATION S}~T 
Title of Filmstrip 
Name of Evaluator Name of School City or Town Date 
Kindly answer all questions as objectively as possible. On some questions 
you may wish to-give more than one response . Indi cate your answers with a 
check mark (.:.....-') . 
1 . For what grade or grades do you thinlc this filmstrip would be sui ted? 
Primary Intermediate 7th 8th 9th lOth 11th 12th College 
2. For what course or courses do you think this filmstrip would be suited? 
.A.ritlnnetic Consumer Math. Shop Math. Algebra Geometry · Trigonometry 
3 . What is the value of the filmstrip for each of the fo l lowing purposes? 
a. To introduce nevv material 
Excellent Good Fair Poor 
b . To augment exp+anations 
Excellent Good Fair Poor 
c. To provide a common experience 
Excellent Good Fair Poor 
d. To develop skills - - - - -
Excellent Good Fair Poor 
e . To motivate 
- - ------
Excellent Good Fair Poor 
f . To review - - - - - - - - -
Excellent Good Fair Poor 
4 . Does the mathemat i cal content contain 
? 
----------------Many inaccuracies Few inaccuracies No inaccuracies 
5. Are the teaching methods of the filiastrip conducive to l earning? 
C'om:rletely Partially Not at all 
6. Is the photography 
Excell ent Good Fair Poor 
7. Does the filmstrip make use of everyday situations to 492 
illustrate the applications of mathematics? - - - - - - - -
s. Were too many ideas presented per frame? - - - - - - - - -
- ___._ Yes No 
9. Do you think this filmstrip would hold the interest of the 
students? 
- -- - - - - - - - -· ~ - - - - Yes No 
10. Would this filmstrip encourage further pupil activity? 
a. In Mathematics - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Yes No 
b. In other subjects - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Yes No 
11. Is the vocabulary suited to the grade level at which you 
think the filmstrip would probably be used? - - - - - - - - - - - - Yes No 
12 ~ Is the material presented in a logical sequence? - - - - -
-Yes No 
13. Can the content be just as 1 or more, effectively and 
efficiently presented in some other way? Yes No 
14. Does the filmstrip attempt to supplement rather than 
replace the teacher? Yes No 
15. Would you advise your school to purchase this filmstrip? -
Yes No 
lD. Have you ever used filmstrips in your mathematics classes? 
(If you have never taught do not answer.) -- ---- - -- - --- Yes No 
17. Do you plan to use filmstrips in your mathematics classes 
in the future? - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Yes No 
ABSTR..! CT 
STATE~viK~T OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of t h is peper is to present in one 
vol ume ( l ) a bibliogre.phy of o.ll mathemat i cs filws trips 
from those suitable for the first grade to those suitable 
for use in senior high school and college , ( 2 ) an accurate 
de scr ip tion of each f ilmstrip , and ( 3) unbiased e v a l uations 
of each filmstrip by qualif i ea teachers inv i ted to take 
part in the proje c t . 
Concomitant problems . T11e fol"'egoing thre e parts 
were the hear t of the problem and the p ortion nearly com-
ple tely solved . There were , howev er , concomitant problems 
wh ich have bee n partially solved by this work . 'l1 he first 
of these concerns the limited use of fi lms trips oy mathe mat -
ics teac hers . Und oubtedly many d o not believe i n u sing 
fil strins in mathematics classes . l Others ha v e never 
g i v e n serious thought a oout the advisabi l ity of using film-
strip s . I n later se c tions of this chapter and throughout 
this work evidence is c i ted to suppor t T:he contention that 
1 Vera M. Fa l c oner , Filmstrip s: A Descriptive I ndet 
and Us ers Guide (New York : McGraw- Hi l l Book Company , 1948 ) 
p . 256 . 
-·--- --=---"===---===============--11:====1 
filmstrip s should have s cr~ous consideration , and that they 
are useful in ma themati cs classes . 'fhe second concomitant 
proolem concerns t he rev ision of c ~rrent filmstri p s and 
p rodu ction of new ones . The filmstrip produce r s we re 
su;plied, upon their request, wi th s uQmaries of the evalua-
tions . Summa ries were supplied only at the producer ' s 
r eques t; for unless they were interested enough to reques t 
the summar ies , they prooaoly would not be intere sted in 
changing or improving t he i r filmstrips. 
Summary . The problem , the~ had three major parts: 
listing , describ ing, and evaluating mathemat ic s filmstrips , 
and t wo concomitant parts : arousing the ma~hematics teacher • s 
int eres t in filmstrips , and enc our aging producers to make 
better productions and necessary revisions in current pro-
duct ions . 
J US'TIF ICATION OF' THE PROJECT 
Lack of such a previous study . The wri t ers cou ld 
find no single volume containing a de scriptive , evalua tive 
bibli ography of' all filmstrips suitable for use in mathe-
mat ic s class e s. Tha t such a volume will be use fu l is clearly 
evident from the following thre e criteria which Falconer1 
1 I bid. , pp. 2?-28 . 
~=-== =-====-=-~====----====--- --- ----
gives for selecting a filmstrip for a classroom use: ( l ) 
Decide wha t part of the subject matter is to be presented 
oy filmstrips, (2) Decide what purpose is to be served by 
the films t rip (review , introduction , discussion , teaching, 
etc . ) , and (3) Select the filmstrip nearest to your needs. 
Teachers do not have the time to review personally all 
filmstrips before ordering or renting t hem. Theref ore it 
is i mpossible , without such a volume as this , to select 
the fi l mst r ip nearest to their needs. 
Th e litera ture bn evaluated filmstrips is inadequate. 
Producers supply descriptions of their filmstrips and some-
time s evaluat ions. These are usually reliable bu t are 
subject to bias .. Fa lc·oner ' s excellent FilmstriP§.: A 
Descriptive Index and Users Guide purports to describe all 
filmstrips . Although every audio-visual department should 
have t his volume, Falconer include s only sixty-one film-
strips, produced by five companies , under the headlng 
IVlatheme.tics. She lists seven additional filmstrips su i table 
for mathematics under other headi ng s . I n Nove~ber , 1949 
Johnson a nd Syer1 listed 133 filmstrips produced oy ten 
l Donovan A. Johnson and Henry W. Syer , 11 A Bi-bliog-
raphy of Ma thematics Films and Filmstrips , 11 School Science 
a nd Mathematics , 49 : 650-657, November , 1949 . 
companies. There are 184 filmstrips , produced oy t welve 
compa nies , included i n thi s work. An e arne~t endeavor has 
be en made to include all applicable filmst r i ps , but there 
is no gua rantee tha t such is t he ca se . 
Further evidence of the need f or t his studl • The 
Committee on Evaluation of Films and Filmstrips1 is doing 
a . more exhaustive evaluation project than tha t attempted in 
this work . They a r e evaluating after a ctual classroom use 
and are arriving at evaluations as determined by one or more 
te a chers in one or more classes . Their method is excellent 
bu t t i nte consuming , and the results are not gathered into one 
volume but published in interested periodica ls . If this 
method could be ext end ed so that teachers evaluated a ll 
filmstrip s afte r actua l u se in appropriate s ituations , and the 
re sult s were gathered in one vo l ume , it would , indeed be a 
va l uable volume . Nevertheless , our work would still 0e 
use f u l for severa l re a s ons : (1) I t promises to be more 
r ap i d ly co mpleted t ha n other method s of eve.lua t ion, ( 2) 
Selection of f i lmstrips by prospective users could be made 
on the oasis of t wo different evalua tion techniques, 
(3) The evaluators for this project are experienced tec.chers , 
or prospective teachers, qualified to judge t h e probable re-
eults of using particular filmstrips in their classes , 
1 Committee on Evaluation of' Films a nd Filmstrips , 
The Mathema tics Te ~cher, 42 :311- 312 , February , 1949 . 
{4 ) Participating evaluators have an opportunity to have first 
hand expe r ience with many filmstrips , and ( 5 ) New films ·crips 
are be ing constantly produced . 
Evidence of the value of filmstrips . All mathemati cs 
teachers and expecially those teachers who do not be lieve in , 
or have not considered using filmstrips, could profitably 
read Zyve 1 s1 11 Experimental Study of Teaching Arithmetic Com-
binations 11 • ·~uoting from this experiment : 
11 Under cond. i tions exist i bg in this experiment : 
Two da.ys 1 teaching of a rithmetic combinations 
with the lantern gave approxi mately the same results 
that three days give when us i ng blackboard presenta-
tion .11 2 -
Certainly this is evidence that the lantern is mos t 
u seful in one situation . There is reason to believe that 
there ar e many situations in which similar resu l ts could be 
obtained. The hope is that more and more such situation s 
can be discovered, some of them through this project , and 
that as a result much greater use will be made of t hose film-
strips shown to be valuabl e . This wor k wil l provi de a basis 
for sele c ting filmstrips which will fit a given situation. 
I t is folly to create a situat i on for using a particular 
l Claire T. Zyve , 11 Experi mental Study of t he Teaching 
of AritrJ.l!letic Combinations , " - Educational Methods , 12 : 16-18 , 
Octooer , 1932. 
2 I bid., p . 17. 
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filmstripzl The filmstrip should be crea ted or selected for 
use in a part icular situation and therein lies the justifi-
cation for this evaluation project . 
SCOPE 
The filmstrips used in this project were selected 
from the fol lowing three sources: (l) a bibliography 
compi led by Henry W. Syer and Donovan A. Johnson2; (2) the 
personal card fi le of mathematics filmstrips compiled by 
Henry ··; . Syer, Assistant Professor of Education , Boston Univer-
sity School of Education ; and (3) information concerning recen t 
ly produced strips as furnished by fi l mstrip companies . The 
entire 184 matheme.tics filmstrips evaluated were made avail-
able , free of charge, by twelve producers3 and the Audio-
Visual Resource s Library at Boston University . 
We used , as our evaluation instrument , a check list 
of seventeen items whi ch we felt waul~ determine the value 
of each filmstrip as a teaching tool . These items were 
selected after ext ensive study of check list s previously 
used to evalua te films . 
1 Falconer, op. cit. , p . 27. 
2 Henry W. Syer and Donovan A. Johnson, 11 Bibliography 
of Mathema tics Films and Filmstrios. 11 School Science and 
Me.themat ics . 49 : 650-657, November: 1949 . 
3 See Cha.pter i v, THE PF.OCEDURE 
The purpose of this project was to determine the value 
of each mathematics filmstrip as a teaching medium. We of the 
evaluation committee felt that experienced mathema tics teacher~ 
would be t hose best qualified to give valid responses to items 
on our check list. We therefore invited mathematics teachers 
within a twenty mile radius of Bos ton to attend our preview 
showings . Six hundred letters were sent to schools within 
this area. These letters contained an invitation to attend 
preview showings , the schedule , and a self addressed post 
card on which intention of t eachers to attend one or more 
preview showings could be indicated. 
Preview showings were held twice weekly , on Tuesday 
and 1.~!ednesday evenings , at the Bos ton University School of 
Education , from seven to .eight-thirty. At each of these 
preview showings notes concerning the content and method of 
pre sen tat ion of each filmstrip were tal{ en by a member of the 
evalua tion committee . 
This study includes a complete descr iption and a 
graphical representation of the check list responses for 
each of the 184 mathematics filmstrips evalua ted . A summary 
chart wa s also prepared, presenting our findings in a consoli-
dated manner. This cha rt is fol lowed by lists of excellent 
or poor filmstrips with rega:l:?d to selected important charac-
teristics . 
- ---===~================~~==~~==================-~======~==========9F========= 
Ye ho:9e that t b i s study will give mathematics teachers 
a full description and a reliable unbiased evaluation of all 
matnematics filmstrips suitable for use in supplementing the 
teaching of mathematics at all grade levels. 
SUMivLli.RY OF THE RESULTS 
Sun1mary Chart for the 184 Mathematics Filmstrips 
We found it convenient and space-saving in preparing 
the master chart which follows to code and tabulate the first 
fifteen items of the revised evaluation sheet used in th~s 
study. The numbers used as column headings in this master 
sh e e t are identica l to those of the corresponding items on 
evaluation sheet number two in the appendix . 
In the subheeding under code number S indicates the 
subject, Co indicates the company , and No indicates the series 
numoer for each filmstrip . The code of the filmstrip companies 
may be found in the introduction to Chapter V, THE FILivi S'rRIPS . 
The code used for subjects is as follows: 
a Algebra 
c Consumer , General , and Shop Mathematics 
g Geometry 
r Arithmetic 
For the column li sted under number l P indicates pri-
mary grades , I indicates intermediate grades , C indicates 
college level , and 7 through 12 indicate the corresponding 
grades of junior and senior hlgh school. 
The letters i n the subheading under question 2 , 1vh ich 
concerns the course or courses for which the filmstrip is most 
A 
a ppropriat e, have the following meani ngs : R, arit~etic; 
C S A 
M, consumer mathemat ics ; M, shop mathemat ics; L, algebra; 
A 
G, geometry ; T, trigonomet ry ; and M, advanced mathematics. 
For questions 3a through 3f and question 6 the four 
letters EGFP stand for excellent , go od , fair , and poor resp ec-
tively . 
The letters M, F , and N used as the subheadi ng in 
question 4 mean ~any , few , and no ma themati ca l i naccurac i es . 
For the column headed 5 t he subheadings C, P, and N 
mea n comp letely , part ially, and not at all . 
Que s tions ? through 15 are a ll e.n swered with yes and 
no responses , Y and N being used to indicate yes and no 
respectively . 
The figures and letters i n the column s of' the chart 
are coded values of the responses to the check list it em s , 
pre sented i n the form of percentages . 
The coded values are : 
T 95 . 0% to 100 . o~£ 
9 85 . 0.% to 94 . 9% 
8 75 . 0%. to 84 .. 9 ;~ 
7 65 . 076 to 74 . 9% 
r• 55.090 to .~4 9 <7/.' 0 0 • ;.J 
5 45 . 0% to 54 . 9% 
4 35.0% to 44 .9% 
3 25.0,% to 34 .9% 
2 15 o ct t o:··. 24 . 9% • ;0 
1 5 . 0~£ to 14 .97& 
0 p i Q-1 z • 70 to '.-'il: . 9p 
0 o.o% 
The summary chart will be found in Chapte!' VI , 
SUHMARY OF THE RESULTS . 
In addition to the summary chart just described lists 
of filmstrips whi ch were selected according to outstanding 
characteristics are also presen t ed in Chapter VI. 
Personal Observations 
The fol lowing observations are be. sed upon the personal 
opinions of the authors . They were determined by a group 
di scussion rather than by any statistical means or procedures . 
There is no doubt in our minds that the proper employ-
ment of filmstrips in the mathematics classroom wi ll be of 
invaluable assistance to the teacher in the presentation of 
material . I t is our sincere belief that this research project 
will be of assistance to the teacher in hel ping him to select 
the best filmstrip for hi s i ndividual needs . 
Having attended all filmstrip -sho\'Jings , we of the 
evaluation committee feel quali fied to note that the quality 
of mathematics filmstrips is improving. We believe it note-
worthy to point out that some of t he more recent strips are 
malting good use of color . When compared with older film-
str:Lps it seems that those produced more recently develop 
topics at a slower rate . It is our opinion that this slower 
rate of development wi ll measurably increase pupil interest 
and understanding. Combined with this slower rate of develop-
men t has been the use of more frames dealing with applications. 
These i mprovements have led to the development of filmstrips 
which are more ap:?licable to classroom situations . 
There are , however , some areas in which further improve 
ments are desirable . I t was felt that not enough filmstrips 
are avai l able in the fields of trigonometry and solid geometry . 
In our opinion some filmstrips contained too much text an: 
others too little. We feel that there is a happy medium to 
be reached in respect to the length of captions used. 
We felt that of the it:ems of the check list , item 
number fifteen , 11 Would you advise your s chool to purchase this 
filmstrip?" , was the mo st significant . The teacher would 
summarize his opinions on any particular filmstrip in h~s 
response to thi s question . 
The large numbers of showings ·. with few teachers partic-
ipating v:ould tend to indicate the.t there is a general lack of 
interest in the use of filmstrips as a teaching medium in the 
mathematics classroom. 
When comparing the number of teachers who have not 
used filmstrips with those teachers who indicated their plans 
to use them in the future there was a marked increase in 
positive responses . This is substantiated by the following 
re sponses to questions 16 a nd 17 on check list number t wo . 
I n obta ining these figures we selected only t hose groups 
consisting of ten or more evaluators . 
Question 16 . Have you ever used filmstrips in your 
mat h ematics classes? 
154 
Yes 
822 
N"o 
Question 17 . Do you plan to use filmstrips in your 
mathematics classes in the future? 
928 171 
Yes No 
I t se e ms significant to note that in que s ticn 17 
above 171 evaluators indicated that they do not plan to use 
filmstri p s in their mathematics clas se s in the future . This 
is undoubtedly because of the poor quality of many of the 
filmstrips currently available . 
